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1ABSTRACT
This dissertation presents an historical socio-political analysis of the introduction,
development and demise of the Queensland Aboriginal Health Program (ARP). It traces
over two decades the reality and rhetoric of a Commonwealth/State government initiative
to improve the health status of indigenous Queenslanders. Historical and socio-political
trends are analysed in tenus of underlying themes such as scientific racism, institutional
racism, systemic bias and structural violence. Structural violence (Gal tung 1970) proves
a particularly important concept as it correlates with the levels of physical and
psychological violence which have characterised indigenous health since colonisation.
Further, structural violence encompasses systemic frustration (Khan, 1978) which
typifies many indigenous peoples' place in Australian society today.
The research uses Constructivist Fourth Generation Evaluation Methodology (Guba and
Lincoln 1989) which Patton (1986) suggests, is a responsive process designed to develop
understanding of a program's strengths and limitations as delineated by the whole nexus
of groups and individuals affected by it. Within this framework an extensive review of
over 1500 archival documents, 400 interviews with stakeholders inside and outside of
AHP, a critique of relevant literature and participant observations and reflection on field
notes were completed. In this thesis these data are related to AHP's mandate, structure
and operations, to indigenous health statistics and government policies. Internal and
external factors impacting on innovations, diffusion of infonnation and change processes
within the program are explored. AHP's philosophy, structure and achievements are then
examined in relation to innovation theory and in tenns of first, second and third order
change. AHP's assets and achievements as well as the obstacles and limitations identified
by stakeholders are highlighted.
The Constructivist Fourth Generation methodology adopted to evaluate AHP, is complex
and the academic, pragmatic, political and ethical issues associated with the method are
critiqued. It is concluded that no other methodology would have captured the range of
perceptions and insights that stakeholders, especially staff and consumers, can bring to an
evaluation process.
The data indicate that health teams within AHP achieved significant first order changes.
Utilising a medical campaign approach they provided essential health crisis intervention in
the program's early years. They also developed and implemented innovative health
education strategies to increase consumer awareness and understanding of health and
health services. However, evidence of second and third order change was rare. The
Commonwealth/State political context in which AHP was funded, and the centralised
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bureaucracy through which it was administered, prohibited the likelihood of second and
third order change which may have effected improvement in adult health. Indeed, health
statistics over the program's 20 year operations indicate that although there has been
dramatic improvement in infant mortality rates, general child health has not improved and
adult health status has deteriorated. Thus, it is argued that AHP contributed
unintentionally to structural violence in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Health.
Technical expertise, objectivity, professionalism and paternalism dominated State and
bureaucratic decision making about indigenous health. In the process, indigenous Health
Workers, who were integral to AHP achieving its mandate, were, in tenns of career path,
remuneration, promotion and decision making, the least valued in the system.
At times AHP itself, was hamstrung by political pressures not to move ahead of what was
happening in the general health system. It persistently alerted the bureaucracy over twenty
years, for example, to the urgent need to implement a multi-sectoral approach to
Aboriginal health, yet was unable to implement such an approach in its own operations.
The dissertation argues that this panern persists in general health care systems today.
In depth analysis of incongruencies between the philosophies and practices underlying
Selective Primary Health Care and Comprehensive Primary Health Care, as well as related
structural implications are explored in the dissertation. These provide opportunities for all
health care systems, and especially those affecting indigenous communities, to confront
the ramifications of mismatches between primary health care principles and practices on
client well being. The incongruence between the rhetoric of consumer participation in
health care and the reality of inflexible, bureaucratic, professional and funding structures
blocking such an outcome has for too long been ignored by government. If culturally
safe, accessible, affordable and appropriate services advocated by the Australian health
system's commitment to primary health care, especially in relation to indigenous health,
are to ever be realised, government structures, political and economic priorities and
strategies must be seriously questioned and urgently changed.
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DEFINITION OF TERMS 
Some terms used throughout tiiis tiiesis are problematic and require clarification beyond 
tiiat noted in the Glossary. 
Aboriginal people and Torres Strait Islanders, for example, are terms used in 
differing ways by numerous autiiors and changing governments. In the era in which 
AHP commenced the term Aboriginal was used by government to subsume Torres Strait 
Islander. This of course was, and still is, resented by both groups. To overcome this 
difficulty some authors when referring to botii Aboriginal people and Torres Strait 
Islanders have used tiie term indigenous people. The latter too, is not without problems 
as some Aboriginal peoples argue tiiat tiie Tortes Strait Islanders are not indigenous ie tiie 
original inhabitants of Australia. Of course Toires Strait Islanders refute tius claim. 
In tius thesis tiierefore Aboriginal peoples or Torres Strait Islanders will be referred to 
separately in their own right or where appropriate tiie term indigenous peoples will be 
used to denote botii groups collectively. The reader should keep in mind however tiiat 
use of the term 'Aboriginal' within a quote or with reference to government reports and 
writing tiiroughout 1960-1990 frequentiy refers to Aboriginal peoples and Torres Strait 
Islanders without distinction. 
There is continued debate, particularly amongst healtii professionals and academics about 
tiie meaning of Primary Health Care (PHC). In its most basic, and original 
definition, PHC is 
Essential health care based on practical, scientifically sound and socially 
acceptable methods and technology, made universally accessible to 
individuals and families in the community through their full participation 
and at a cost that the community and country can afford to maintain at every 
stage of their development in the spirit of self-reliance and self-
determination. 
(WHO-UNICEF 1978) 
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Johnson (1992, 151) stresses that 
Primary health care [should] not be confused with primary medical care in 
which the 'primary' means 'earliest' or the first reference point in the health 
service contacted by a patient. The 'primary' in primary health care has the 
meaning of 'principal' or 'essential' and is an approach which permeates all 
levels of nursing or medical care as well as any other factors which impinge 
on health, it is a wholistic concept. 
Primary medical care is thus iin important element of PHC but not necessarily the most 
significant aspect. Inherent in the original notion of PHC is a clear distinction between 
PHC as a philosophy, iind PHC as activities. Bloom (1987, 33) clarifies the difference 
between the two 
The PHC approach refers to PHC as an ideology, philosophy or concept; as 
such it is both a public health and a political/economic ideology. PHC 
activities refers to the content, elements, interventions that comprise the 
programs developed to implement the PHC approach. 
In tins tiiesis tiie definition of PHC includes, as Bloom has done, the concept or approach 
(ideology and philosophy) and the activities. A third definition, that of PHC as a level 
('first contact') extracted from the Alma Ata Declaration (1978) is commonly emphasised 
by some General Practitioners, not grounded in the philosophy of PHC, to 
inappropriately define and jusdfy their role as PHC providers. Such narrow 
interpretation of PHC has been detrimental in Aboriginal health because it detracts 
attention and resources to support the essential role of indigenous front line PHC 
workers. Unique models of PHC, encompassing such roles, were indeed pioneered by 
Aboriginal Community Controlled Health Services in Australia long before the Alma Ata 
Declaration. 
The term 'client', commonly used in the AHP and departmental records, is adopted 
throughout this dissertation in order to reflect the terminology used in AHP itself Health 
professionals have come to accept that the term 'patient' implies a passive recipient of 
care and may lead to inappropriate interchanges (Short, Sharman and Speedy 1993). The 
conscious change in terminology by many within the professions to 'clients' or 
'consumers' signals that 'patients' have rights and service providers professional 
obtigations. Further, the traditional narrow use of the term 'patients' does not include 
people who are not sick who may, nevertheless, be recipients of health care services. 
Thus, in AHP, staff used the term 'client' to refer to Aboriginal people (individuals, 
families and/or communities) as a whole as well as those who were receiving services 
from the program. The term 'consumer' is sometimes used instead of 'client' to refer to 
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a person who participates in programs and/or client services which a health 
service conducts. Such participation may include attendance at education 
programs, receiving health care, being part of a self help group that meets at 
[or outside of] the centre, or supporting the [program's] activities. 
(adapted from Community Health Accreditation and Standards Program 
1993, 9-10). 
Consequently for AHP all Aboriginal people and communities in Queensland constituted 
the program's clients and potential consumers. 
In the context of current evaluation research, especially in terms of the methodology used 
in the evaluation of AHP, the term 'stakeholders' is seen as the most appropriate to 
identify those participating in the evaluation process. It is well documented by Patton 
(1984) as well as Cuba and Lincoln (1989, 1990), that individuals and groups 
contributing to evaluations have too frequently been used as 'informants' or 'objects' of 
research rather than legitimate interest groups. This has certainly been the experience of 
many indigenous Australians (Moodie 1978, National Aboriginal Health Strategy 1989 
and the Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody 1991, 1992) who are most 
'at risk' and 'have the highest stake in the attainment of social policy and program goals' 
(Madison 1992, 1). As Guba and Lincoln (1989, 51) point out, 
A group at risk ought to have the opportunity to make whatever claims, 
or raise whatever questions, it deems appropriate, and to have those 
inputs honored. Anything else is patently unfair and discriminatory. 
Further, use of the term 'stakeholders', particularly in the early stages of the evaluation, 
proved useful in alerting those in decision making positions to the reality that all those 
affected by the program, as far as possible, would have an opportunity to contribute their 
opinions. 
Hence, the current research, with its emphasis on Fourth Generation Evaluation, has 
made every effort to minimise treating people who have participated in the evaluation 
process as 'objects' especially Aboriginal people who were to benefit most from 
initiatives like AHP. 
All government records that were perused for this evaluation were listed and categorised 
by using the computer program Biblogic (Champion 1989). Hence, they are referenced 
throughout by the initial 'B' and the number of the document. Full citation of these 
references is found in the List of Internal Documents. 
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.0 Preamble 
... Evaluation is a judgement about something. How you judge it 
depends on expectations, past experience, what you think is important, 
what you think is not important. This affects how the evaluation is 
conducted, whose interests it serves and what methods you use. 
(Hawe et al 1992, 6) 
The foUowing discussion addresses how, in tiiis evaluation, factors highlighted by 
Hawe et al were explored within the research process. The importance of the 
procedures is deUneated and tiie stage is set for a more detailed investigation and 
analysis of indigenous healtii in Australia. The tiiesis focuses on one specific healtii 
improvement campaign designed to alleviate pressing and persisting indigenous 
health needs. 
1.1 The Focus of the Evaluation 
The focus of the evaluation is tiie Queensland Aboriginal Healtii Program (AHP) 
which was initiated in late 1971 and terminated in mid 1991 when it was re-
stmctured under regionalisation into Community Healtii. 
The ABORIGINAL HEALTH PROGRAM is an organization of about 
200 people -funded by the Commonwealth and administered by the State 
Health Department, most of us are of either Aboriginal or Islander 
descent. Altogether we have about 30 teams throughout Queensland. 
Teams are made up of health workers, public health nurses and clerks. 
We have our own specialized services to give medical, nursing, 
nutritional, hearing, parasitological, statistical and staff training advice. 
(AHP Queensland Healtii Department 1980, Brochure) 
The evaluation of AHP began in June 1988 and was completed in June 1993. Field 
work was conducted June 1988 - 1991; related community profiles were collected 
1991-1992 and archival material was analysed until the end of 1993. 
1.2 The Context 
The AHP was a product of and influenced by three major sets of factors. The first 
consisted of the historical/political climate which initiated and shaped the program. 
The second concerned the status of indigenous health which demanded some form 
of govemment intervention. The third set of factors centred on the program's 
approach to its mandate, ie its perception of its role in the change process necessary 
to improve indigenous health. 
1.2.1 Historical/Political Factors 
Since the colonisation of Australia in 1788, indigenous Australians have been 
exposed to a barrage of socio-economic-political-cultural influences which have led 
to rapid and often traumatic socio-cultural change. Govemment policies, after an 
initial period of land alienation and conquest, aimed in successive periods at five 
goals: protection/ segregation, assimilation, integration, self-determination and 
finally self-management (Rowley 1971). Australia's colonial history, then, 
followed patterns common to most colonial nations. Indigenes were subjugated and 
special legislation, directed to managing, controlling, protecting and 'uplifting' the 
minority, was set in place. As a result of such institutional racism, indigenous 
people became totally dependent on the majority. 
Unlike other colonial nations, Australia failed to recognise indigenous peoples' prior 
occupation or ownership of this continent. Indeed The land itself was rendered 
subject to the legal fiction of being 'uninhabited" (Gumbert 1984, 11) until 
governments recognised Native Titie in 1993. Consequentiy, to date no treaties 
have ever been signed to regulate relations between indigenous groups and non-
indigenous governments. Today State and Federal legislation continues to dominate 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander affairs and to define the parameters of 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander policies, despite the fact that most forms of 
overt institutional racism have been abolished. 
The greatest nominal shift in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander policy occurred in 
1972 when Whitiam initiated the era of Self Determination. This acknowledged 
that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples should and must have the right to 
charter their own futures, supported by Govemment policies and programs to 
facilitate economic, social and technical skills. 
Such recognition of cultural difference also found reflection in policies of 
multiculturalism which became popular in Australian polity generally and may be 
defined as 
[an acceptance of] the legitimacy of cultural diversity and leaves others, 
including racial and ethnic groups, with the right to their own cultural 
beliefs (md practices. 
(Barker 1983, 23) 
Such blanket recognition, however, was short lived and 'self determination' became 
'self management' in 1975. It continues to be die cornerstone of Govemment policy 
and 
...requires that Aboriginals, as individuals and communities, be in a 
position to make the same kinds of decisions about their future as other 
Australians customarily make, and to accept responsibility for the results 
flowing from such decisions. The Government sees this policy as 
offering Aboriginals a means of breaking out from the state of 
dependency which for so long enchained them 
(Ian Viner 1978, tiie then Minister for Aboriginal Affairs, cited in 
lippmann 1981, 81-82) 
Some writers (eg de Hoog and Sherwood 1979) see self determination and self 
management as similar processes with more emphasis on accountability in the latter. 
My colleague and I don't agree. Elsewhere (Eckermann and Dowd 1988) we have 
argued that it is important to consider the meaning of the two words: 
'determination' and 'management'. People who are determinative are in a position 
to define; those who manage, tend to organise and even control on the basis of 
someone else's definition. This is the real difference between the two terms; a 
difference which is botii philosophical and practical^. 
1.2 .2 Indigenous Health 
Aboriginals have the worst health of any identifiable group in Australia, 
they carry a burden of poor health and mortality far in excess of that 
expected from the proportion they comprise of the total Australian 
population. 
(National Aboriginal Health Strategy 1989,10) 
Even in 1994, govemment policy remains 'self management', despite the landmark decision of 
the High Court of Australia (Mabo v Queensland) 1992 and the Native Title Legislation 1993 
which overturned the principles of 'terra nullius'. Similarly the inauguration of the Torres 
Strait Islander Regional Authority (1994) which established the Islands as a funding/decision-
making group separate from the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Commission (ATSIC), 
occurred within the framework of self management 
Thus, numerous reports over the past two decades detail the following 
characteristics of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander mortality and morbidity: 
Aboriginal infant mortality today is at least 2-3 times (in some areas up to 10 times) 
as high as for non-Aboriginal people (Thomson 1985; National Aboriginal Health 
Strategy (NAHS), 1989; National Healtii Strategy (NHS) 1992; Kamien 1993). 
The fertility rates of Aboriginal women are roughly twice those of the total 
population (NAHS 1989). However, pregnancy outcomes are poor with low birth 
weights reported for 13.5 per cent of Aboriginal babies compared to 5.7 per cent of 
non-Aboriginal babies (NHS 1992). Further 
In 1984, Aborigines, comprising 12 per cent of the estimated Australian 
population, are estimated to be responsible for 2.6 per cent of live births, 
7.6 per cent of still births, 5.4 per cent of neonatal deaths, 6.7 per cent of 
prenatal deaths, 8.2 per cent of post natal deaths and 6.6 per cent of 
infant deaths. 
(Thomson 1985, 6) 
Similarly, Thomson (1988) points out that Aboriginal women die three to five times 
more frequentiy than non-Aboriginal women in child birth. Further, 
Age specific mortality is higher in all age groups for Aboriginals...The 
difference is more marked in the middle years of life between 25 and 44 
years of age. 
(NAHS 1989, 13) 
Indeed the NHS (1992) indicates tiiat life expectancy for Aboriginal males is 53-61 
years, while their non-Aboriginal counterparts can expect to live to age 73. 
Similarly Aboriginal females can expect to live to approximately 58-65 years, while 
non-Aboriginal female life expectancy is 79 years. While these figures indicate a 
superficial improvement in Aboriginal life expectancy over the past 10 years (see 
NSW Task Force Report on Aboriginal Health (1983) which estimated average life 
expectancy for Aboriginal males at 49 years and 59 years for Aboriginal females) the 
gap between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal life chances reported by the NAHS 
(1989) has not markedly decreased. 
The leading causes of death continue to be circulatory disease, respiratory disease, 
infective/parasitic disease, injuries/poisoning's and neoplasms (NSW Task Force 
Report on Aboriginal Healtii 1983, Thomson 1986, NAHS, 1989; NHS 1992; 
Kamien 1993). 
Combined data from South Australia, Western Australia and the 
Northern Territory for 1985 show that the actual mortality from all 
causes is 2.8 times higher than would be expected if Aboriginal mortality 
rates were the same as those for all Australians. 
(NAHS 1989, 16) 
The NHS (1992) verifies tiiat on average Aboriginal death rates are 2-4 times tiiose 
of non-Aboriginals. 
Similarly frightening statistics are evident when Aboriginal morbidity patterns are 
analysed. Aboriginal people are admitted to hospital 2.5-3 times more frequentiy 
than their non-Aboriginal counterparts (NHS 1992). 
The leading cause of admission to hospital for both males and females 
are respiratory system diseases and injuries. Paradoxically Aboriginals 
appear to be hospitalised for circulatory disease at a rate less than might 
be expected from the predominance of this cause of death. Evidence 
suggests that much Aboriginal circulatory system disease is undiagnosed 
arid untreated. 
(NAHS 1989, 17) 
Aboriginal children average at least one hospital admission per year for common 
respiratory, ear and/or eye and infectious diseases (Kamien 1993; Sherwood and 
Kong 1993). 
More than 10 per cent of Aboriginal children have perforated ear drums and some 
degree of hearing loss has been reported in over 15 per cent compared to 3-5 per 
cent of non-Aboriginal children (NAHS 1989; Thomson 1984). 
Aboriginal children in the 0-9 year age bracket have a 32 per cent chance of suffering 
from some kind of trachoma, compared to only 1.6 per cent of non-Aboriginal 
children (Thomson 1984). 
Cardiovascular disorders affect Aboriginal adults (aged 30-40 years) 2-3 times more 
than tiieir non-Aboriginal counterparts (Kamien 1993). 
Altiiough leprosy is practically non-existent in otiier Australians, among Aboriginal 
people die incidence of tiiis disease continues to grow in tiie Northern Territory and 
die north west of Western AustraUa (NAHS 1989; Thomson 1985). 
Otiier diseases relatively rare among non-Aboriginal people such as malaria. 
Hepatitis A, intestinal parasites and streptococcal infections, causing rheumatic fever 
and rheumatic heart disease, continue to affect Aboriginal people (Kamien 1993; 
Sherwood and Kong 1993). 
Between 1983-1986 tuberculosis was 14 times more frequent among Aboriginal 
people than non-Aboriginal people (NAHS 1989). 
Thomson (1985,10) reported tiiat diabetes mellitis Type 2 affected 8-19 per cent of 
tiie Aboriginal population. In less tiian ten years the disease has escalated to affect 
20-25 per cent of tiie Aboriginal population over the age of 21 (Kamien 1993) 
compared to less tiian 3 per cent of the non-Aboriginal population (NAHS 1989). 
Similarly, Aboriginal hospitalisation rates for diabetes have increased from 7 to 15 
times tiiat of non-Aborigines in rural New Soutii Wales (Thomson 1985). 
Hepatitis B is spreading at an alarming rate. Thus, between 50-90 per cent of adults 
in some Aboriginal communities show evidence of exposure to this virus compared 
to less tiian 1 per cent of non-Aboriginal adults (NAHS 1989; Thomson 1985). 
Witiiin tills context tiie AHP was developed to address some of tiie most devastating 
aspects of Aboriginal healtii, particularly in relation to indigenous child healtii. As 
such it could be argued tiiat AHP, as an organisation, took on tiie role of a change 
agent in Aboriginal health whose mandate (see Chapter 4) encompassed first, second 
and, indeed, third order change. 
1.2.3 Diffusion and The Change Agent 
Concepts of First, Second and Third order Changes developed by Watzlawick et al 
1974 and expanded by numerous authors (eg Golembiewski et al 1976; Argyris and 
Schon 1978; Archer et al 1984; Bartunek and Moch 1987 and Gemmill and 
Wynkoop 1991) provide a useful framework for examining and analysing tiie impact 
of organisations which are attempting to achieve 'change within people, and 
communities and change between people, communities and their environments' (Roe 
1993, 25). 
Most health and human service professionals are involved in First Order Change 
and examples abound in services that particuhirly target minority groups. Archer et 
al (1984, 44) explain that 
First order change is most common. It is change that is brought about in 
a system without the system itself being changed. The basic rules are not 
changed, nor is the system's structure altered. The assistance given to 
clients under the heading of "helping them to work the system", is first 
order change. Despite the best intentions, all one is really doing is 
helping clients to make the best they can of a less than desirable .situation. 
They, not, the system, adjust and conform. 
In Australia indigenous people often state that when they use mainstream services 
such as a hospital they don't understand what the doctor or the nurses are talking 
about, sometimes they can't hear what is being said or read written material given to 
them (see Eckermann et al 1994). Clients complained that health professionals are 
frequentiy Bina^ Goonj2. They are perceived to be too busy to sit down to speak 
slowly and to reassure people by explaining things clearly. Actions, to redress this 
simation, generally centre around helping Aboriginal clients by getting 'translators' 
or 'mediators', especially Aboriginal Health Workers (AHWs), Aboriginal Liaison 
Officers (ALOs) or Nurse Aids to translate spoken or written professional jargon 
into plain English, or even to encourage someone from outside the hospital who 
could contact the cUent personally and help. Such activities are obviously useful. 
Chents betieve tiiey are being helped, as indeed they are. Translators, mediators and 
other resource people called upon feel that they have achieved something by helping 
Aboriginal cUents access the system and obtain resources to which they are entitled. 
In such simations, which are very familiar to people working with disadvantaged 
groups. 
everyone has a feeling of accomplishment - until the next time. 
Absolutely nothing has really changed and so the same problems will 
recur to these very clients and to legions of others. If one relies on first 
order change, the more things change, the more they remain the same. 
(Archer etal 1984,45) 
First order change may also involve applying the formula that says 'if a little doesn't 
work, try a lot more of the same thing' (Archer et al 1984, 45). Such changes 
which place few demands on the system itself entail 'incremental modifications that 
Binai) Goonj is a phrase from the Bidjara language of South Western Queensland and meaning 
'they hear but they don't listen'. It has also been adopted by the Gungari people (Eckermann, 
Dowd, Martin, Nixon, Gray and Chong 1994). 
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make sense within an established framework or method of operating' (Bartunek and 
Moch 1987, 484). 
Numerous public health programs for example have applied 'more of the same 
solutions because they have always been used that way and have worked before 
[with other groups]' (Archer et al 1984,45). Such programs have often 
lock[ed] planning and change efforts into an endless cycle of applying 
bandaids without ever looking for other alternatives. Again everyone is 
very busy, often to the burnout point, without making any real change 
that will prevent the recurrence of the same kinds of problems over and 
over 
(Archer, et al 1984,45) 
This is not to suggest that service providers, often the victims of burnout, are 
wasting their time by achieving only first order changes. It does suggest, however, 
that it is limited and has to be maintained by continued outside intervention. 
In contrast 
Second order change focuses on the system, not the system's clients, as 
the point of change. Second order change seeks new ways to do things: 
new approaches and innovative structures and ideas. 
(Archer etal 1984,45) 
Thus, Second Order Change requires the established system and frameworks 
within it to be modified (Bartunek and Moch 1987, 484). To achieve second order 
change, which continues in the absence of the change agent, people frequentiy have 
to go outside the system itself or be receptive to new unconventional thinking about 
problems and needs. Before individuals or organisations can even think 'about 
possible second order approaches, they have to be helped to move beyond their 
conventional first order tradition-bound approach to change' (Archer et al 1984,45). 
There is another facet - Third Order Change - which unfortunately is seldom 
achieved, especially tiirough or in large and well established bureaucracies. Third 
order change, attempts 'to help organization members to develop the capacity to 
identify and change their own schemata as they see fit' (Bartunek and Moch 1987, 
487). Such change is thus fundamental to Primary Health Care (PHC) and self 
determination. It requires the system, through changes in policy and practice, to 
adapt to the needs, aspirations and values of the client group. It acknowledges the 
right and ability of clients to make decisions about their own physical, emotional, 
social and cultural well being (see Chapter 2). 
Ironically, third order change means that dominant organisations have to continually 
challenge and question their own values and interests and therefore to some extent 
'separate themselves from the dominant economic, social and political forces in 
society' (Roe 1993,25) which maintain the status quo. It is tiierefore not surprising 
that bureaucratic stmctures generally do not facilitate third order change. 
Nevertheless, health education programs and (as in the case of AHP) health 
improvement campaigns, that advocate changes in people's habits, lifestyles and 
health practices, are often implemented through centralised bureaucracies in which 
decisions about such matters as when to begin diffusing an innovation, 
who should evaluate it, and through what channels it will be diffused, 
are made by a small number of officials andlor technical experts at the 
head of a change agency. 
(Rogers 1983, 7) 
Management in such systems is therefore responsible for planning, directing and 
controlling dissemination of information and new ideas. 
Diffusion is the process by which an innovation is communicated 
through certain channels over time among the members of a social 
system. It is a special type of communication, in that the messages are 
concerned with new ideas. 
(Rogers 1983, 5) 
In relation to health professionals, especially those involved in primary health 
education, persuading clients to adopt an innovation involves more than just 
exchange of information between two individuals. For example, a client may come 
to a Health Worker (HW) with a particular problem or need; the HW-client 
interaction is likely to involve several cycles of interaction before possible solutions 
are explored (Rogers 1983). It is important to understand the continuous process 
of information exchange because it is one of the main mechanisms HWs have for 
reducing uncertainty, especially in stressful and crisis situations. 
Diffusion, Rogers (1983, 6) elaborates, is also 
... a kind of social change, defined as the process by which alteration 
occurs in the structure and function of a social system. When new ideas 
are invented, diffused and are adopted or rejected leading to certain 
consequences, social change occurs. 
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The concept of diffusion is therefore relevant to the evaluation of AHP not just in 
terms of innovations that influenced clients but also in terms of the actual (and 
potential) function of the program itself as a change agent within and beyond the 
established system. 
1.3 The Evolution of Evaluation Research 
Theory and practice in evaluation research have developed rapidly, especially over 
the past two decades. Prior to 1975 the literature in evaluation centred on issues 
related to established methodology. Basically people followed the rules, norms and 
trends of their own discipline (Patton 1981). However, as evaluation research grew 
as a specialist area there were radical shifts in thinking with different paradigms 
leading to different approaches, methods and procedures. 
Guba and Lincoln (1989) provide both an historical and a contemporary overview of 
these methodological and paradigmatical shifts in evaluation research in their 
description of First, Second, Third and Fourth Generation Evaluation. These 
phases, which I have summarised in Table 1.1, are presented in a linear fashion for 
clarity but are in reality cyclical with overlaps in philosophy, time and practice. 
Examples of the first three generations abound in the literature; in more recent years 
examples of Fourth Generation Evaluations have emerged. 
First Generation evaluators tended to adhere to a 'scientific' or logico-deductive 
paradigm which focused on the criteria of objectivity and quantifiable measurement 
to establish cause and effect relationships. Such adherence to the traditions of 
scientific methodology, as Brewer (1983, 16) pointed out, 'was the hallmark of 
evaluation research, distinguishing it from other forms of political fact finding'. The 
evaluator's role was that of '..a technician who knew about important 
variables...and could identify or construct instruments sufficiently valid and reliable 
to measure them' (Guba and Lincoln, 1990, 4). 
In Second Generation Evaluation, the era in which Program Evaluation was born, 
'measurement was no longer treated as the equivalent of evaluation but was 
redefined as one of several tools that ought to be used in its service' (Guba and 
Lincoln 1989, 28). It was used to help determine the effectiveness of programs, 
'treatments', interventions and/or strategies in terms of clearly defined objectives. In 
this context the evaluator's role expanded to describing the extent to which 
performance outcomes matched stated objectives. 
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TABLE 1.1: GENERATION CYCLES OF EVALUATION RESEARCH 
(Developed tVoni Guba and Lincoln (1989, 21-49) 
CYCLE/APPROACH 
HRST GENERATION 
(Pre-World Wiu 1) 
Logico-Deductive 
SECOND GENHIATION 
(1930s - 1950s) 
Objective oriented 
Descriptive 
THIRD GENERATION 
(Post 1967) 
Descriptive and Judgemental 
FOURTH GENTOATION 
(Post 1980s) 
Hermeneutic and Dialectic 
PARADIGM 
S 
C 
1 
E 
N 
T 
1 
F 
1 
C 
^ 
I 
N 
T 
E 
R 
P 
R 
E 
T 
I 
V 
E 
—^ 
C 
0 
N 
s T 
R 
U 
c 
T 
1 
V 
I 
-
CHARACTIiRISED BY 
Measurement 
Quantitative methods 
Objectivity 
Cause and EtTeel 
Relationships 
'Description of patterns 
of strength and weakness 
with respect to certain 
stated objectives' (p.28) 
Predominately 
Quantitative methods 
Judgement about the 
meaning of 
relationships 
Qualitative methods 
Increasing emphasis on 
the relationship between 
process and outcome 
Negotiation 
Collaboration 
Responsive focusing 
Value driven 
Predominately 
Qualitative Methods 
EXAMPLE AND/OR 
EVALUATION MODEL 
Experimentally 
oriented studies 
Standardised Testing (e.g. 
Binct) 
Program Evaluation 
Summative 
2 
Process evaluation 
Objective-based 
Countenance Model 
(Stake 1967) 
Discrepancy Model 
(Provus 1971)) 
Decision-oriented models 
(e.g. Stufflebeam et. al 
1971) 
Effects oriented models 
(e.g. Scriven (1973)) 
Neomeasurement Models 
(e.g. Rossi & Williams 
1972) 
Connoisseurship Model 
(Eisner 1979) 
Stakeholders' Analysis 
(Stake 1979) 
Creative 
Evaluation/Assets 
Analysis (Patton 1981) 
Naturalistic Enquiry (Guba 
& Lincoln 1981) 
Practical Evaluation 
(Patton 1982) 
Utilization-Focused 
Evaluation (Patton 1986) 
EVALUATOR'S 
ROLE 
Technician 
Technician 
Describer 
Technician 
Describer 
Judge 
Collaborator 
or Facilitator 
Mediator 
Negotiator 
Change Agent 
1 
1. Referred to in earlier writings as Naturalistic Inquiry. 
2 In early process evaluation 'results were not available until after rather than during a trial' (p. 28). 
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However, it soon became clear that collecting information and simply describing 
discrepancies between performance and objectives was not a useful exercise. 
Judgements had to be made to determine the significance of the discrepancies. 
Hence in Third Generation Evaluation the evaluator was considered the most 
'neutral' person to arrive at an 'objective' scientific judgement (Guba and Lincoln 
1990, 5). But such judgements, 'would not produce results until after the program 
had been completely developed; if an evaluation then showed deficiencies it was in 
many ways too late to do anything about it' (Guba and Lincoln 1989 citing 
Cronback 1963, 29). 
As researchers struggled to expand the positivist traditions to accommodate 
qualitative methods without losing sight of 'validity' and 'reliability' there was 
increasing debate about the assumptions and appropriateness of the scientific method 
for tiie evaluation of social impact programs, especially in the areas of education, 
welfare and health. 
Authors documented the 'lack of fit' between the theory of scientific method, as it 
was usually practised, and tiie social/political reahties faced by classroom teachers, 
health, welfare and other community workers on a daily basis. Critical debate of 
scientific methods abounded in the Uterature. For example 
...many have decried the artificiality and the irrelevance of research 
requirements to the field situation as they know it, and others have 
demonstrated that in the search for methodological purity, we have 
frequently lost sight of the substance of the problems to which the 
methods have applied. 
(Levine 1974,661) 
...science and politics do not always mix well, and some tension 
between scientific "respectability" and policy relevance of research has 
been intrinsic to the field since its inception. 
(Weiss 1981 cited in Brewer 1983, 16) 
Similarly, Scriven (1983), one of the foremost leaders in evaluation research, has 
pointed out: 
...evaluators must be able to arrive at defensible value judgements rather 
than simply measure things or to determine whether goals have been 
achieved...an evaluator...must judge whether achievement of the goals 
would contribute to the welfare of consumers. 
(in Stufflebeam and Shinkfield 1985, 312) 
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In evaluation research, then, the link between process and outcome, so important in 
judging whether programs were actually contributing to consumer welfare (see 
Scriven 1983) began to emerge strongly in the USA in the late 1960s - early 1970s 
(Sarri 1979). In Australia, the link between process and outcome as a key 
innovative element of health and welfiue evaluation research, developed relatively 
late (Senate Standing Committee on Social Welfare 1979). Perhaps because, as the 
Senate Committee point out. prior to 1972 'there [was] no tradition of evaluation in 
Australia' {p. 109). However, during the mid to late 1970s evaluation activities in 
the Public Sector began to focus not only on the outcome of an existing service, but 
also on how the structure and/or processes of a service influenced the outcome. 
Notable examples of this trend included Henderson 1974 - 1977, the Royal 
Commission on Australian Govemment Administration 1976 and Review of the 
DeHvery of Services Financed by the Department of Aboriginal Affairs 1976 (Senate 
Standing Committee on Social Welfare 1979). 
Not surprisingly, many writers (see Bryson 1979; Scriven 1983; Patton 1989, 1990; 
Guba and Lincoln 1989), criticise the tendency of first second and third generation 
evaluation toward 'managerialism; which excluded the concems of consumers. The 
latter, could in fact, be seen as a type of structural violence in evaluation practice, 
which could protect, perpemate and reinforce the power base of 'managers' to the 
detriment of other stakeholder audiences and their needs. 
Guba and Lincohi (1989, 32) believe that 'the typical manager/evaluator relationship 
is disempowering and Mn/a/r...[and] disenfranchising'. This theme will be pursued 
more not only in terms of the evaluation of AHP but also in Chapter 6 in terms of the 
program's management relationships with less powerful insider stakeholder groups. 
Several writers including Guba and Lincoln (1989 and 1990) argue that another 
major short coming of the earlier models of evaluation is their failure to recognise 
and reflect that we live in a pluralistic society. Their objections to 'value free' 
scientific inquiry and the criteria used to determine it are well summarised in the 
following comments: 
Science is not "value free"; it can not be. Science is made by scientists, 
arid both we and our science making are shaped by our culture...The 
history of science is a long history of organising information, 
observation and experience. And that history contains many instances of 
so-called scientific'fact or knowledge being proven later to have been 
little more than the dominant beliefs of the culture itself 
(Du Bois 1983, 105) 
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Each...assumes...that a common value system underlies the context in 
which the evaluation occurs. Agreement on what variables are the 
important ones to test implies common values. The ability to make 
unassailable judgements implies common values... But if there is one 
thing that has become crystal clear in the past twenty or .so years, it is that 
our socieh' is a multi-valued pluralistic (me. Thus, the question of 
whose values are to be senrd becomes paramount, and that is a patently 
political issue. Every aspect of evaluation depends (m the values that are 
brought to bear: what is important to evaluate (and what is not), what 
model of evaluation to pursue, what data to collect, how to interpret 
them, and what action(s) to recommend. Evaluation is thus a political 
act. Further, if values are determinative, even in part, of all aspects of 
evaluation, then scientific inquiry which is putatively value free cannot 
sen'e as an adequate methodology for evaluation. 
(Guba and Lincoln 1989, 5) 
These assertions and challenges have contributed to a scientific revolution in 
evaluation research and major changes in practice which have led Guba and Lincoln 
(1989) to advocate Fourth Generation Evaluation as an alternative constmct. 
Earlier writings, particularly by Stake (1975) and Patton (1981, 1982, 1986) as well 
as Lincoln and Guba (1985), who pioneered interpretive paradigms in Third 
Generation Evaluation, advocated the need for evaluations to be responsive to people 
and tiie particular situations in which they are found. Thus, Stake (1977, 163) 
explained that responsive evaluation: 
/ . orients more directly to program activities than to program 
intents; 
2 responds to audiences' requirements for information; 
3. refiects a range of different value- perspectives on issues and 
concems identified. 
Patton (1981, 21) further argues the importance of evaluation being 'situationally 
responsive rather than methodologically rigid and orthodox'. He points out that data 
collection options and strategies depend on the answers to several pragmatic, 
political and ethical questions such as: 
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(1) Who is the irrfbrmationfor and who will use the findings? 
(2) What kinds ofifrformation are needed? 
(3) How is the information to be used? For what purposes is 
evaluation being done? 
(4) When is the irrformation needed? 
(5) What resources are available to conduct the evaluation? 
(6) Given answers to the preceding questions, what methods are 
appr(^riate? 
(Patton 1990, 12) 
The answers to such questions have major implications for the role of tiie evaluator 
who in Fourth Generation Evaluation is expected not only to collaborate and 
facilitate change but also to negotiate with diverse groups so that '...(all) 
stakeholders are given no more - and rw less - voice than any other stakeholders' 
(Guba and Lincohi 1990,7). 
Fourth Generation Evaluation, then, is in some ways an amalgam of interpretive 
paradigms which emphasise qualitative methods to arrive at understanding and 
judgements about the meaning of relationships. Within this framework a 
constructivist paradigm is fundamental. It ensures that interpretations and 
judgements are not just the prerogative of tiie evaluator or the most powerful 
stakeholder. Instead, the onus is on the evaluator to make sure that the 'yardstick' 
used (and the outcomes) reflect the value perspectives of all stakeholder groups. 
Lincohi and Guba (1985, 230) state tiiat to determine how best to fit the evaluation 
paradigm to the focus of the study, the researcher needs to examine a number of 
factors likely to influence tiie process. These include: 
* the complexity of the program; 
* the level of interaction/influence that exists or can exist between 
the investigator and the program; 
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* 
the extent to which the contexts (physical, emotional and 
historical, social, cultural and political factors) influence the 
progrimi; 
the likelihood of the existence of causal relationships; 
the extent to which values will influence the investigation, the 
perceptions and the outcome. 
The authors argue that when the phenomenon under investigation is multi focal, 
when it is feasible for the investigator to interact with the phenomena, when the 
phenomena are context bound and, indeed influenced by multiple contexts (eg 
physical, emotional, historical, structural), when it is unreasonable to assume 
'simple' causal relationships and when values influence the investigation, then a 
nattiralistic/constructi\ist paradigm is the 'best fit' for the evaluation. 
The processes underlying this constructivist paradigm - the various stages and 
interactive pattems associated with Fourth Generation Evaluation (including the 
relationship between tiie research process and substantive theory) - are outiined in 
Figure 1.1. 
Figure 1.1 clearly indicates that in a constructivist paradigm the focus of the research 
arises within a naturalistic setting which is linked to substantive theory. The 
naturalistic paradigm determines approaches to sample selection and the choice of 
tools of inquiry which in mm are adapted and reviewed throughout the phases of 
inquiry which include: orientation and overview, focus exploration, member checks 
and analysis of results. Data collection becomes triangulated and different tools may 
be employed as the phases of inquiry proceed. Further data analysis and data 
collection frequently occur concurrentiy and, as new ideas arise from data analysis, 
oppormnities arise to check and recheck, explore further avenues and abandon 
developing hypotheses. Data analysis, in turn, supports/influences or challenges 
substantive theory while it will also support/influence or challenge the original focus 
of the research. 
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Phase 1 FOCUS 
NATURALISTIC 
PARADIGM 
SUBSTANTIVE 
THEORY 
SAMPLE 
DATA 
ANALYSIS Phase 3 
COLLECTING 
RECORDING 
DATA 
PHASES OF INQUIRY 
TOOLS OF INQUIRY Phase 2 
nOURE 1.1: THE PROCESS UNDERLYING A CONSTRUCTIVIST PARADIGM 
(Compiled from Lincoln and Guba 1985, Guba and Lincoln 1989) 
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Lincoln and Guba (1985) advocate that substantive theory be generated from and 
groimded in the data (Glaser and Strauss 1980). They acknowledge, however, that 
frequentiy, particularly, at this early stage of Fourth Generation Evaluation, 
researchers will be influenced and guided by past theory. 
Once the 'best fit' has been established between the paradigm and the phenomenon 
under study Lincoln and Guba (1985) suggest an almost traditional research process 
which would include: 
* determining the sample and tools of inquiry 
* collecting and recording data through three phases of inquiry 
* data analysis. 
More detailed examination of tiie processes underlying the factors outiined in Figure 
1.1 indicates, however, that tiiere is notiiing traditional about tiiis approach. In 
terms of sample selection, for example, Lincoln and Guba (1985) point out tiiat 
traditional sampling methods are inappropriate within the naturalistic paradigm. 
Instead, tiiese autiiors as well as Patton (1990) advocate purposive sampling which 
relies on 'snowballing' to ensure identification of issues and concems, continuous 
refinement and focusing and progressive checking and cross-checking of emerging 
trends witii stakeholders associated witii the evaluation. Sample size should be 
expanded 'until redundancy with respect to information is reached, at which point 
sampling is terminated' (Lincohi and Guba 1985,233-234). 
The process of inquiry then proceeds tiirough three successive phases. Phase 1 
consists of an orientation and overview. Phase 2 focuses on exploration of issues, 
concems and claims. Phase 3 centres on member checks and cross checking data 
sources to ensure appropriateness, credibility and usefulness of information (Patton 
1990) as well as data analysis. 
Data collection throughout these phases must be based on team work and 
collaboration. As Lincoln and Guba (1985,237) point out, tiie most important tool 
for data collection is tiie human one and tiie only logistical way to ensure that such a 
tool works to tiie best of its ability is to work witii others in a team. To ensure that 
data collected have tiie qualities of credibility, transferability and confumability 
(Lincohi and Guba, 1985, 247) ie trustworthiness, these authors as well as Patton 
(1990) advocate that data recording would be most appropriately carried out via 
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audio tapesAtideo tapes and detailed recordings of interactions and meanings in field 
notes. In this way, Lincoln and Guba (1985) argue, data recording will reflect 
fidelity and structure. 
Similarly, they advocate, as do many writers discussing such qualitative approaches 
to data collection and recording (Kidder et al 1988, Patton 1990) that emerging 
trends, issues, claims and concerns are checked and double checked by means of 
'negative case analysis' and 'member checks' supplemented by prolonged field 
work in order to generate 'thick (detailed) descriptions'. 
Data analysis witiiin tiiis process is clearly ongoing, it 'must begin with the very first 
data collection, in order to facilitate the emergent design, grounding of theory, and 
emergent structure of later collection phases' (Lincoln and Guba 1985, 242). Such 
analysis, then, reflects the constructivist paradigm and will generate new grounded 
theory OT re-evaluate existing theoretical ft^ameworks. 
1.4 Choice of Methodological Paradigm 
In terms of tiie processes advocated by Lincoln and Guba (1985) and Guba and 
Lincohi (1989) die evaluation of AHP 
...does not claim to start from a neutral or value Jree perspective; its task 
is to see things as they are and within a context (which is both 
historically, culturally and politically determined) and to state this context 
as clearly as possible. 
(McCoU 1987,23) 
Consequentiy, it seeks an approach which incorporates tiie historical/socio-political 
factors influencing Aboriginal health research, which acknowledges tiie issues and 
concems of tiie wide range of stakeholders involved in Aboriginal healtii and one 
which seeks to analyse/evaluate the program in terms of tiie perceptions and beliefs 
of tiiose working witiiin its structures as well as those affected by it directiy and 
indirectiy. 
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Australians indigenous peoples as well as other Fourth World Nations^ have been 
'measured', 'described', 'judged', 'managed' and 'evaluated' historically in terms 
of tiie scientific traditions brought to Australia as part of the cultural baggage of the 
early European settlers (McQueen 1974; Reynolds 1982, 1989, 1992; Miller J. 
1985; Janson and Maclntyre 1990; Lippmann 1992). 
This pattem is reflected in the many inquiries into Aboriginal health over the past 20 
years which have been based on the assumptions and inferences of the traditional 
positivistic paradigm (see Donbaviind 1991). 
As Moodie (1987. 5) explains, this approach 
looks at measuring the outcomes of a particular program, without 
evaluating the process of the program, and measures the extent to which 
programs achieve their predetermined goals. 
In the process tiie indigenous minorities have either been excluded from the research 
enterprise or their role has been confined to that of 'object', 'subject', 'gatekeeper' 
or 'assistant'. Indeed, it could be argued that indigenous peoples have been actively 
disenfranchised, exploited and disempowered by the research carried out into their 
healtii stams and health needs. This assertion is supported by the fact that some 20 
years of health stams data clearly demonstrates that the high indigenous morbidity 
and mortality rates are rising rather than falling (see Chapter 3 and 4). Further, the 
manner in which the information has been presented often has made it available only 
to selected non-indigenous stakeholder groups who already hold the power. As 
Guba and Lincohi (1989, 2) point out 
...the effect is disempowerment, but carried out in a rather subtle form, 
because stakeholders who do not possess information cannot be aware of 
its political significance. 
Such disempowerment is frequently rationalised in the following terms: 
...not all stakeholders are technically capable of understanding it 
(information) or using it wisely, 
Eckermann (1986:21) notes tliat 'the concept of the Fourth World was developed by Manual 
(1974), Whittalcer (1972) and Blauner (1972). This fourth World includes the indigenous 
people of the world who, through colonisation and internal colonialism have become 
minorities in their own countries. These writers employ the term 'minority' not in a numerical 
sense but rather to describe a group of people on whom a foreign social system is imposed 
against their will; whose culture(s) is subject to enormous and rapid social change; who have 
little control or power because both are vested in the hands of the colonial masters; people who 
are subject to racism'. 
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different stakeholders hear different levels of risk so that not all deserve 
to have access to the same level of information or to have it at the same 
point in time, 
or stakeholders may misuse the infonnaticm to further their own political 
interests. 
(Guba and Lincoln 1989, 52) 
These arguments, the authors chiim 
...all have the ring of preserving the status quo, of maintaining power in 
whatever hands currently hold it, of giving priority to the interest of 
those presently in control. It seems clear that an open determination of 
who should have what information and when might lead to a very 
different resolution of the power issue. Without such open determination 
it is inevitable that disempowerment will occur. 
(Guba and Lincoln 1989, 52-53) 
Such an argument, that the indigenous minorities have been disenfranchised by the 
politics and process of Aboriginal health until the late 1980s is borne out by the 
evidence in the NAHS (1989). Following the political scientist Levine (1972) it 
could consequentiy be argued tiiat Aboriginal health programs have been founded on 
'Statements of Intent' rather tiian clearly defined policy. Related evaluation research 
in Aborigmal health has been based largely on 'Needs Assessment' advocated by 
govemment. Yet, 
Needs assessments too often identify just those needs that the sponsor's 
product happens to be capable of fulfilling, to which the sponsor 
happens to be capable of providing a response, or which the sponsor's 
values dictate ought to be needs of the target group. 
(Guba and Lincoln 1989, 52) 
Nevertheless, it is on this basis that many intervention programs for Aboriginal 
people have been implemented. Some, such as AHP, have encountered difficulty 
... in having to avoid the association in the minds of Aboriginal groups 
between the Health Teams and persons who are currently or previously 
have been engaged in research projects among Aborigines. Aborigines 
generally feel they have been over-researched. Although the sole 
purpose of Health Teams is to improve the health of Aborigines the 
benefits deriving from their efforts might not always be immediately 
apparent... 
(B15234, 2) 
4 Note: Biblogic Code for intemal document. 
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It could be argued, then, that given many Aboriginal people's appalling health 
status, given the large number of reviews and reports in Aboriginal health, given the 
continued friction between Aboriginal clients and mainstream services as well as 
between these and Aboriginal Community Controlled Services (NAHS 1989), 
Aboriginal health research has been an area in which 'a lot' but, especially from an 
Aboriginal perspective, 'little' has been achieved. Margaret Hampton (1989), 
Chauperson of the Aboriginiil Heiilth Resemch Ethics Committee of South Australia, 
for example states 
For too long Aboriginal people have been the subject of various academic 
research enquiries in the medical, health and anthropological arena. 
There was one common thread in all these investigations - to acquire 
knowledge for the benefit of non-Aboriginal people ... Our lives on the 
other hand, saw no change, no improvement. Information was taken 
from us and nothing exchanged or returned. 
(cited by Johnstone 1991, 10) 
Scanlon et al (1977) (see also Guba and Lincoln 1989) suggest that such a pattem 
may emerge when research is so 'narrow' that it may only serve the interests of 
evaluation sponsors, funding bodies, departments and/or individuals, primarily non-
Aboriginal, with particular professional, political and/or academic agendas. Thus, 
McEvoy and Rissel (1992, 28) summarising some of the current thinking about 
evaluation in Aboriginal health, state that 
In terms of health program evaluation, much of the distrust of and 
resistance to, this process is based on the suspicion that the evaluation 
has been solicited by Govemment agencies with the aim of limiting or 
reducing funding (Torzillo and Kerr 1991). In the last decade there have 
been a number of Govemment initiated evaluation reviews that have 
resulted in Aboriginal people perceiving the process as a means of 
eliciting information that will be used to their detriment... 
To avoid such a narrow focus which may disenfranchise and disempower, this 
evaluation of AHP has been conducted within the constmctivist paradigm. Such a 
paradigm includes the beliefs and perceptions of all those working within the 
program as well as those affected by it. As Lawrence and Cook (1982, 327) point 
out 
...if evaluations are to be used rather than ignored, they should focus on 
answering those questions of immediate concern to stakeholders, that is, 
they should provide information stakeholders want. 
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Perhaps an even more significant justification for use of a Fourth Generation 
approach in tiie evaluation of AHP is the fact that Aboriginal peoples themselves 
have continually echoed Lawrence and Cooks' message to non-Aboriginal decision 
makers. Thus, reports as early as the 1970s criticised tokenism and the lack of 
Aboriginal involvement in government programs set up for their benefit (eg House 
of Representatives Standing Committee on Aboriginal Affairs 1979). 
Similarly it is claimed that over the last two decades many non-indigenous 
Aboriginal healtii research initiatives have further disadvantaged indigenous people's 
health because they have excluded them from the research process. Thus, the 
NAHS (1989, 207) states 
Cross-cultural research, and in particular cross-cultural research in 
Aboriginal affairs, has difficulties which have remained largely ignored 
by researchers. Every approach to inquiry research is based on a set of 
assumptions. The framework, the cultural, and philosophical value 
system within which the research is conceived, designed, and conducted 
comes into question in the cross-cultural situation, and deserves 
examination. The model within which research is conducted 
reflects the values of the dominant culture. 
(My emphasis) 
Consequentiy indigenous people have demanded opportunities to influence research 
priorities in Aboriginal health because of 
(a) [the] conspicuous level of poor health stemming from social, 
historical and cultural factors. 
(b) the fact that past research into Aboriginal health has failed to 
address the poor level of health adequately, but has often 
concerned itself primarily with matters of interest to science or to 
white Australians. 
(c) Insensitivity among researchers to the values, needs and customs 
of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities. 
(d) a lack of appreciation of ethical issues relevant to research 
involving Aboriginal arui Torres Strait Islander people. 
(National Health and Medical Research Council (NHMRC) 1991,4-5) 
Houston and Legge (1992, 115) also argue that 
established 'expert' knowledge (knowledge constructed within the world 
views of non-Aboriginal researchers) has not solved (nor even 
recognised) many of the problems being faced by Aboriginal 
communities and community controlled health services. 
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In asking 'What kinds of research will produce useful knowledge?' they are 
convinced tiiat mediciil iuid public health rcseiirch often perpetuates Aboriginal health 
disadvantage, rather than reducing or overcoming it. The fact that indigenous 
community knowledge is seldom recognised when bio-medical and public health 
knowledge is applied to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island health is a major 
contributing factor (Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
Studies AIATIS 1992). 
The NAHS (1989, 207-209). which has set the parameters for research into 
Aboriginal health, therefore states that research should be 
... actually directed or focused on projects that are of, or likely to be of, 
a tangible benefit to their communities ... (p. 207) 
Aboriginal research, rather than refiecting the fancy of the individual 
researcher, needs to become problem oriented and Aboriginal people 
should be defining the problems ... (p. 208) 
The research should clearly specify the issue under consideration and the 
community should be involved in framing the questions so that the 
research is relevant to their needs (p.208). 
The Aboriginal community must actively participate in the research 
process, be kept fully informed, and have some say in how research 
findings are publicised and used. Only when research projects are 
subject to Aboriginal community influence, will they be both relevant arui 
of benefit, to the community (p.209). 
1.5 Ethical Considerations 
The evaluation of AHP was negotiated in 1987 prior to the 'National Workshop on 
Ethics of Research in Aboriginal Health'^ and the subsequent development of the 
NHMRC (1991) Guidelines on Ethical Matters in Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander Health Research. 
However, Houston (1988, 4) in summarising the outcome of The Ethics Workshop 
points out that 
The general ethical principles in the area of research on Aboriginal health 
are not different from those that apply to any situation where human 
experimentation is undertaken. There are, however, differences in 
weighting and process... 
5 Commonly referred to as The Ethics Workshop 
as 
Thus, in terms of this evaluation of AHP and the diverse range of indigenous and 
non-indigenous stakeholders involved, written ethical approval for the project 
was obtained fix)m 
NHMRC Etiiics Committee 
• University of Queensland Post Graduate Etiiics Research Committee 
• AIATSIS Etiucs Committee 
• Aboriginal Co-ordinating Council (Cairns) 
• Islander Co-ordinating Council (Thursday Island) 
Further, extensive consultation and negotiation about 'the terms, scope and benefits 
of the proposed project' (NAHS 1989, 209) occurred with all participating 
stakeholders - ie communities, organisations, individuals, hospitals, departments, 
schools and other govemment and non-government agencies. 
To obtain consent fix)m individuals for thek participation in the projea the evaluation 
team commuiucated relevant information on the research (in writmg and/or orally) to 
all interested stakeholders. 
The time difference required for decision-making by individuals and various groups 
was respected as well as die right of stakeholders to participate or not participate in 
tiie evaluation. People were free to withdraw from the project at any time. They 
were asstired of confidentiality and anonymity. 
Chris King, was employed full time on the project for six weeks and Lynette Nbcon 
for twelve montiis as Aboriginal co-researchers. Local Aboriginal people were 
en:5)loyed casually or part-time in two communities where tiiere was an opportunity 
to collect client feedback through Aboriginal Community Controlled Services. 
Further, several indigenous people in Brisbane, Townsville, Mt. Isa and Cairns 
voluntarily participated intermittentiy in a Community Working Party to guide and 
support the evaluation. 
All individuals, communities, departments etc. were reimbursed where appropriate 
for any cost incurred as a result of the evaluation. 
Initial consultation and negotiations occmred with key stakeholders regarding tiie 
use of data during and after tiie evaluation. There was a committnent not to identify 
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individuals, communities and/or organisations in relation to sensitive issues without 
prior approval. 
As a result, and in luie with different stakeholders' varying needs, 
• individuals were provided with an opportunity to obtain a copy of 
their interview transcript (few took advantage of this); 
• information, whether obtained from individuals or groups, was 
always summarised and reflected back to them at the end of an 
interview or focus group session; 
» all information, whether provided by individuals, groups or archives, 
was coded to ensure anonymity; 
• Commuiuties will be provided with feedback as requested. 
Due to the cyclic nature of data collection and analysis it was possible to provide 
valuable information to important govemment reviews/bodies (eg The Ministers 
Aboriginal Healtii Advisory Committee 1990; Queensland Aborigines and Torres 
Strait Islander Public Healtii Strategy 1991; Queensland Aboriginal and Islander 
Healtii Forum 1991; National Better Healtii Program 1992 'Improving Australia's 
Health: The Role of Primary Health care' (PHC) as well as tiie development of 
Queensland Healtii PHC Policy 1992 and tiie Aboriginal PHC Project 1993/1994). 
This mformation and assistance in tiie development of appropriate submissions (eg 
National Aboriginal Healtii Stt^tegy Working Party 1988; Human Rights and Equal 
Opportunity Commission 1991; National Rural Healtii Stt^tegy Review 1992; and 
die Australian Health Minister's Advisory Council (AHMAC) 1993 supported 
change in Aboriginal healtii in Queensland (1990-1993). Indigenous organisations 
and govemment departments, then, have already found the material useful and 
relevant (see Appendix 1 for letter of appreciation). Further, numerous communities 
and agencies requested information about AHP in the process of the research. 
Consequentiy, tiie team became an 'information board' for AHP activities, contacts 
and referrals. 
It should be noted, however, tiiat the evaluation came under serious tiireat from 
witiiin AHP itself . Senior management reacted badly to the Second Progress 
Report and demanded the right to censor die material, conti-ol its publication and 
distribution as well as amend tiie process and tiie supervision of die project (B1543). 
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These demands were averted and the evaluation proceeded as outiined. 
Interestingly, no such pressures were exerted by Aboriginal organisations or 
communities. 
The question of 'ownership' and publication of materials is always problematic. In 
the case of the evaluation of AHP the material was gathered from a vast array of 
sources. Consequently, no one department or, indeed, community can claim 
'ownership'. 
On the other hand this evaluation contributes to 
[exposing] the continuities between the older structures of colonial 
dispossession and contemporary arrangements, including those which 
are supposed to be contributing to eliminating disadvantage. 
(AIATSIS 1992, 3) 
This conforms with the recommendations of the Aboriginal Health Research 
Strategy Workshop AL\TSIS (1992) and tiie NAHS (1989). 
1.6 The Nature of the Research Venture 
The use of a constructivist paradigm changes the nature of the research process 
scHnewhat fix)m more traditional naturalistic inquuy. For example, the constmctivist 
paradigm demands triangulation and continuous analysis of data in clearly designed 
cycles of research. It demands collaboration and feed-back to participants during the 
project (as well as after it) and it expects tiieory to evolve from the data. Constant 
checking and re-checking of information characterises all good research. Witiiin 
Fourth Generation Evaluation such checking becomes 'systematised' within the 
phases of the research process and by means of member checks with all 
stakeholders. Further the constructivist paradigm considers the use of literature a 
legitimate source of primary data ratiier than a mere illustration of background or a 
support of analysis. 
In keeping with these principles use of the Uterature was guided by tiiemes emerging 
from the empirical work as well as its relevance to the focus and purpose of the 
evaluation. 
In Phase 1 of the evaluation its use ranged from providing general background 
information at the macro level (eg in relation to indigenous health, history/politics 
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and the evaluation paradigm debate) to influencing procedural, practical and ethical 
decision-making at the micro level. 
In Phase 2 selective literature searches were undertaken to increase my 
understanding of the context of indigenous health in Queensland and to clarify 
and/or verify claims, issues and concems about govemment responses to the 
indigenous health situation, especially in relation to the development, implementation 
and operation of the AHP. Hence the literatiu-e proved to be an important tool for 
'negative case analysis' as well as primary analysis of emerging trends. As 
stakeholders' perceptions and interpretations of concepts (eg prevention, self help 
health care) ceno^ to AHP's mandate varied, the literature was assessed to extend 
my imderstanding of the differing perspectives. 
In Phase 3 there was a deliberate search for theory grounded in the empirical 
findings of the evaluation. 
The same dynamic process has characterised the very last step of the research 
process ie die writing of this thesis. Much of the material has been shared with a 
number of key stakeholders who, because of their extensive experience in 
indigenous health care delivery, policy formation and negotiation, have had an 
abiding interest in the evaluation of AHP. 
Similarly interpretation of primary data gathered during the evaluation has been 
complemented by my previous work in the area of indigenous health, contributions 
to major govemment and non-government enquiries and working parties as well as 
political developments over the period of the evaluation. 
1.6.1 Purpose of the Study 
The research proposal to tiie Department of Health and NHMRC (1987) indicated 
that tiie purpose of die evaluation was to 
1. imdertake an historical analysis of AHP 
2. examine epidemiological trends 
3. explore insider and outsider perceptions of the program 
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Early in the evaluation it became clear that epidemiological data were flawed and 
State-wide trends were difficult to explore (see Chapter 6) because there was a lack 
of continuity and comparability in the data. NHMRC, however, funded an 
extensive three year review of particular DOGIT community AHP epidemiological 
data during the period of my research (Dugdale et al 1989). This project begins 
analysis of a thirty-five year data set of Aboriginal healtii and nutrition in at least five 
Aboriginal communities serviced by AHP. 
Consequently the evaluation became centred on points 1 and 3. Further, as a 
govemment initiated program which operated for almost two decades, AHP had 
never been extemally evaluated. In the evaluation of AHP some stakeholders 
therefore argued that for this reason alone the program should be reviewed so tiiat it 
could be held accountable to the public and the communities it was meant to serve. 
At tius stage very few stakeholders believed tiiat AHP should cease to be. Hence the 
predominant reason for evaluating it was to identify achievements, future directions, 
resources and strategies for improvement in program operation. The latter obviously 
involved identifying strengths and limitations of tiie program (see Chapters 5 and 6). 
Constant review and analysis of die data directed UteraUu-e searches into fu^t, second 
and third order change and into Diffusion Theory. 
The purpose and focus of the evaluation, then, evolved, as did the data 
collection/analysis, as a cycUc process . It may, however, be summarised as 
To evaluate the Aboriginal Health Program (AHP), utilising a fourth 
generation constructivist paradigm and to develop a deeper understanding 
of implementing first, second and third order change in Aboriginal health 
in relation to diffusion theory 
1.6.2 Implications of the Study 
The evaluation of AHP, tiien, encompasses a very different approach to Aboriginal 
healtii research. The sdiicttire and process of the evaluation, based as it is within a 
consttiictivist paradigm, includes all stakeholders and attempts to explore tiieir issues 
and concems from their particular point of view, power base and interest. Such an 
approach then should facilitate empowerment rather than contribute to 
disempowerment. It also offers the opportunity to analyse die so-engths and 
weaknesses of the metiiod by comparing its theoretical underpinning witii tiie reahty 
of extended field research. Importantly, analysis of die AHP's achievements, 
limitations and constraints will enhance understanding of change processes. It will 
identify which parameters inhibit or promote innovations and change, especially in 
relation to indigenous health. As such the evaluation of AHP will expand issues and 
concems related to diffusion theory. 
1.7 Organisation of the Thesis 
The dissertation is organised into seven chapters. Chapter 1 introduces the focus of 
the evaluation, its context, the choice of method and, importantiy, the nature of the 
research venmre which influenced every aspect of the evaluation including the 
purpose of the study and the use of the literature. 
Chapter 2 provides a brief historical-political perspective of indigenous/non-
mdigenous contact highlighting three comerstones of Australia's colonisation (basic 
ethnocentrism and xenophobia; the 'scientific'/intellectual climate of the times and 
the Protestant work ethic and industrialisation) which continue to influence 
majority/minority interactions and relationships. Current socio-economic-political 
issues and concems are reviewed and concepts, such as scientific racism, 
institutional racism, systemic bias and stmctural violence, central to any analysis of 
Aboriginal and Torres Stt-ait Islander affairs are introduced. The chapter proceeds 
by detailing how tiiis historical-political perspective has impacted on indigenous 
healtii past and present in Australia. It introduces the cycle of dis-Ease and presents 
an overview of indigenous health status in Queensland pre-1972 (ie before the 
Queensland AHP commenced). It then notes government responses at both 
Commonwealth and State level. 
Chapter 3 explains and critiques the evaluation metiiodology in terms of theory and 
practice. The mismatch between the two is explored. 
Chapter 4 presents, in response to stakeholders' information needs, an overview of 
Queensland Aboriginal Health Program (AHP). In describing the development, 
implementation, operation and termination of AHP it emphasises the importance of 
seeing an OTganisation in its historical-political and developmental context. 
Chapter 5 analyses insider and outsider stakeholders' interpretations and perceptions 
of program benefits, ie assets and achievements. It identifies, where appropriate, 
changes in health stams that people believe can be attributed, at least in part, to the 
work of AHP. 
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Chapter 6 examines legacies of die past and die philosophical underpinning of the 
AHP which gave priority to preventive medicine and child health. It identifies 
tiux)ugh an analysis of priority questions submitted by stakeholders issues related to 
AHP's mandate, stmcture and philosophy, professional concems, client outcomes 
in terms of compliance and health awareness, and program impact on health status. 
Limitations and constt^nts within and beyond AHP are presented and client and 
staff reactions to AHFs development and implementation of poUcy are discussed. 
Chapter 7 expands concepts introduced earlier to develop a conceptual framework 
for enhancing exploration of first, second and tiiird order change in healtii. The 
linking of these key concepts with diffusion theory provides an opportunity, through 
this particular evaluation, to develop guidelines for considering large scale 
govemment health initiatives and innovations. 
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CHAPTER 2 
BACKGROUND 
White fellas might not know our past. 
If they don't, they should. 
They're a part of it... 
(Aboriginal woman, 1985) 
2.0 Introduction 
An individual's or a people's healtii is shaped by many and varied factors which 
reach far beyond medical consideration and health care provisions (see National 
Aboriginal and Islander Healtii Organisation (NAIHO) 1982; Eberst 1984; World 
Healtii Organisation (WHO) 1986. This chapter will consequentiy attempt to isolate 
the complex overt and covert forces which have shaped current indigenous health 
status in Australia. The discussion revolves around the following principles. Any 
consideration of current indigenous life chances must be firmly based in an 
understanding of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples' position in 
Australian society and how this position has been shaped by societal forces past and 
present. To this end the chapter outlines the impact of scientific racism, 
colonisation, instimtional racism and its aftermath as expressed in poverty, systemic 
bias and stmctural violence on indigenous communities with particular reference to 
(Queensland. Discussion then centres on die relationship between these sttnctural 
forces and indigenous healtii stams. Concepts of health are explored in order to 
isolate not only extemal influences such as socio-economic-poUtical factors but also 
to develop awareness of their impact on states of emotional, social and cultural well-
being. This is die context in which health care provisions for Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander communities, their philosophies, sttiictures and activities, have been 
shaped. Later chapters will analyse to what extent tiiese underlying factors have 
shaped die C^eensland Aboriginal Health Program (AHP). 
2.1 Understanding the Context of Indigenous Health 
Aboriginal peoples have inhabited the Austt-alian continent for at least 40,000 and 
possibly 120,000 years (Broome 1982). They were divided into 500 different 
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language groups, comprising at least 500,000 people (Butlin 1986) prior to 
colonisation. 
In 1788 the British claimed the Australian continent in the name of the Crown as 
'uninhabited' - terra nidlius. One of the justifications for this was that indigenous 
people failed to display those features that were then assumed to be the mark of 
civilisation and humanness - use of agriculture, fences, settiement in towns or cities, 
govemment by chiefs, kings or parliaments. 
The invaders' perception of 'civilisation' and 'settiement/occupancy' were clearly 
guided by political philosophers of tiie time. Thus de Vattel (1758) wrote that 
Of all the arts, tillage or agriculture is without doubt the most necessary 
and most usefid. It is the chief source from which the state is nourished, 
cultivation of the soil increases greatly its produce, it constitutes the 
surest resource and the most substantial fund of wealth and commerce... 
...it is the justification, of the rights of "Property" and "Ownership"... 
...when, therefore a nation finds a country uninhabited and without an 
owner, it may lawfully take possession of it... 
...when the Nations of Europe, which are too confined at home, come 
upon lands which the savages have no special need of and are making no 
present arui continuous use of, they may lawfully take possession of arui 
establish colonies in them. 
(cited in Wright 1986, n.p.) 
Such oMicepts were also enshrined in die writings of Locke who 
...maintained that an Englishman could only have property in land if he 
bestowed Ms labour upon it. Land that was not improved could be 
regarded as common land, to be taken up and owned by the first person 
to cultivate it. 
(Miller, J. 1985, 19) 
Consequentiy, when Cook 'claimed' Australia, the whole of die continent became 
Oown Land - an act which proved to have far-reaching consequences in terms of 
the position of indigenous people in Australian society and their interactions with 
non-indigenous people ever since. 
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2.2 Three Cornerstones of Colonisation 
Elsewhere my colleagues and I (Eckermann et al 1994) have argued that the tiwee 
comerstones of Australia's colonisation, and indeed colonisation everywhere, 
included: 
* basic ethnocentrism and xenophobia 
* the 'scientific'^ ntellectual cUmate of die times 
* the protestant ethic and industrialisation. 
It is in^rtant to briefly review these comerstones, not only because they are part of 
Australia's historical past but also because they continue to influence indigenous/ 
non-indigenous relationships and, by extension, indigenous health status. 
2.2.1 Basic Ethnocentrism and Xenophobia 
The work of autiiors such as Evans et al (1975, 1988), Woolmington (1973, 1988), 
Reynolds (1989), McConnochie (1973), McConnochie et al (1988), Broome (1994) 
among others, demonstrates tiiat European perceptions of indigenous Ausd-alians 
quickly changed from die 'primitive', tiie 'Noble Savage', living in a Utopian, 
elementary state of development, to Dampier's famous comments that tiiey were 'the 
miserablest People in the World' (cited in WilUams 1985, 35). 
Partly tills kind of reasoning arose from and was supported by the 'scientific' 
research which was current 
2.2.2 'Scientific'/Intellectual Climate 
The 1700s had seen the birth of full scale 'scientific' speculation about tiie nature of 
humanness. In line witii physical scientists, philosophers and social scientists 
attempted to account for progress, development and cultural differences. At die 
same time theologians as well as scientists attempted to explain evolution and 
change. Literally hundreds of research projects and tt-eatises were published by 
Europeans speculating about the physical, culttiral and spiritual qualities of non-
Europeans. As Reynolds (1989, 107) explains 
But while some European thinkers were talking of human equality others 
were developing ideas of innate differences arui of racial hierarchy. The 
Great Chain of Being was one of the most influential concepts at the time 
of the first settlement (sic)..Jt was a way of arranging all living matter 
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on a great chain from the simplest organisms at the bottom to man at the 
top. By the late I8th century it was increasingly common to place the 
various "races" in hierarchical order with northern Europeans taking up 
the number one position. This led to a search for demonstrable 
differences between the "races". Anatomy provided what appeared to be 
the surest way of achieving a science of race. Scientists. ..turned their 
attention to the shape, size, volume and configuration of skulls... 
This quest reached a fever pitch in die mid 1800s tiirough tiie impact of scientific 
racism or Social Darwinism - a bastardisation of Darwin's theory of evolution 
^plied to physical, cultural and intellectual evolution. 
As a resiUt of such scientific racism 
black races were equated with apes or other primates, or were seen to be 
more closely related to sub-human primates than to "real" people... 
(McConnochie et al 1988,43) 
An early and useful, analysis of tiiis tt-adition of scientific racism in relation to 
Auso^a is contained in Chase and von Sttmner's (1973) article. It demonstt-ates 
how easily 'scientific' research became tiie basis of and justification for a number of 
stereotypes about indigenous people which, it could be argued, are still being 
perpetuated. Some of these stereotypes include: 
Aboriginal people: 
(a) were locked into a static Stone Age cultore and environment; 
(b) reacted/survived by instinct rather tiian use of intellect; 
(c) were ancient, archaic survivors of the 'missing link'; 
(d) possessed no religion, history, govemment which was mdimentary 
if indeed it existed; 
(e) overall, were childlike and consequentiy unpredictable. 
Certainly this type of thinking finds reflection in tiie non-scientific statements of the 
day. Thus, as Woolmington (1988,14) points out, as eariy as 1789, the 
Aboriginal nature was blamed for the fact that the early settlers failed to 
implement Govemor Phillip's orders to 'conciliate their affections'. Thus 
..John Harper, investigating the possibility of establishing a mission 
station in the Bateman's Bay area on behalf of the Wesley an Missionary 
Society wrote in his journal: 
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35 It must be acknowledged that, altho' these tribes are 
uncontaminated by the whites, yet, they are degraded as to Divine things, 
almost on a level with the brute. I could not find when speaking to my 
interpreter that they had any knowledge of a Supreme Being whatever. 
And in nothing, surely does the blinding and perverting influence of a 
vitiating heart more strikingly appear, than in this failure among the 
Aborigines, of the knowledge of God. They are in a state of moral 
unfitness for heaven and its blessed and holy society: they are dying by 
hundreds and by thousands, and passing into eternity the unregenerate 
subjects of all their original and contracted pollutions, as completely unfit 
for heaven, and, as incapable of dwelling with light. While the 
Aborigines therefore perish, "it is without law". 
(Woolmington 1988, 18) 
But the religious aspect was only one facet. As Evans et al (1988, 68-69) point out 
Emphasis upon the basic inferiority of these utter savages was 
therefore an essential element in this ethnocentric line of argument. 
Edward Kennedy claimed that, "There is not a redeeming point in their 
whole character.... it is a fact that there is no savage so thoroughly low 
and degraded...." In appearance, C.H. Allen wrote, "No race of 
savages can be imagined more hideously ugly than the Aborigines of 
Australia".... Their speech was likened to "grunts" or an irritating 
"jabbering in high-pitched voices" while their uncleanliness excited 
general disgust.... Their corroborees were seen as "the most grotesque 
of capers" or simply "childlike and weak" and it was considered that 
"...the artistic faculty ... is almost entirely gone. They do not even 
understand a drawing". Their marriage laws were interpreted as 
"communal sharing of women" or "a kind of marriage by capture..." 
Many of the attitudes and values, misconceptions and stereotypes formed about 
Aboriginal people at that time on the basis of 'scientific thought', persist today i and 
continue to be used to justify the position of Aboriginal people in our society (see 
Eckermann et al 1992). 
1 This assertion is supported by such 1979 reprint of pubhcations as Lumholtz's 1889 travel 
journal Among Cannibals which characterises Aboriginal people as the lowest of the human 
race, lacking traditions and historical sense, deceitful, lacking religion and artistic appreciation 
because of their small skulls, low intellectual development, childlike tendency and treachery. 
Yet the publishers claim that the publications represents a valuable account of 'all aspects of 
Aboriginal culture and Australian wild life' (Lumholtz 1979, publisher's blurb). 
Similarly derogatory comments were made by highly respected leaders of our community when 
the Federal Government proposed the introduction of national land rights legislation. Hugh 
Morgan, Executive Director of the Western Mining Company, for example, linked land rights 
with paganism and cannibalism and mining with Christianity and progress (Sydney Morning 
Herald, 3/5/1984 pp. 1 and 3). Almost ten years later (1993) he made similar comments when 
arguing against the High Court's ruling on Mabo. The High Court ruling in Mabo v, 
Queensland (No. 2) rejected the myth that Australia was terra nuUius and recognised 
indigenous Australian's rights to native title (Commonwealth of Australia 1994). 
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The effects of scientific racism, then, have pervaded the lives of Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander peoples to such an extent that many have grown up believing, 
for example. 
If you're white you're right. 
If you're black go to the back. 
If you're brown - hang around ... 
(Chong, personal communication 1990) 
2.2.3 Protestant Ethic and Industrialisation 
Again it is important to recognise that extremely pervasive developments in 
European value structure, economic and social organisation and political stmcture 
made it almost impossible for Australia not to become a colonial possession. 
From the mid 1700s and throughout the 1800s Europe moved through enormous 
social, cultural and economic change. Societies which were largely agrarian based, 
governed by hereditary mlers, controlled by orthodox religion, became urban 
centred nation states reliant on industry, governed by parliaments and influenced by 
belief systems which questioned orthodox dogma (see Weber 1958). Changing 
values stressed the importance of achievement, of materialism and wealth as 
indicators of God's grace where once resignation to fate and acceptance of 
established order had mled the day (see Tawney 1966). No longer was it a sin to 
reach beyond one's station in life - progress, development, achievement were 
defmed materialistically and the more one had (individually as well as nationally) the 
better one was. In this setting 
The secularization of political thought, ..., had profound reactions on 
social speculation ... Religion has been converted from the keystone 
which holds together the social edifice into one department within it, and 
the idea of a rule of right is replaced by economic expediency as the 
arbiter of policy and the criterion of conduct. From a spiritual being ... 
man [sic] seems sometimes to have become an economic animal... 
(Tawney 1966,273) 
As the rapidly changing States of Europe required resources in order to feed their 
nationalistic as well as their industrial fervour, no continent including Australia 
escaped their militaristic and economic expansion. 
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Christie (1979) presents an interesting analysis of the forces which influenced the 
pattern of invasion in Australia. In Christie's account the struggle for land, the 
'scientific' rationale to support such theft, as well as, the cruelty of this time interact. 
He concentrates his analysis on Victoria and clearly shows that 
(a) 'settlers' deliberately set out to move into areas not yet 'opened up' for 
settlement by Governments to escape payment of fees and taxes; 
(b) these 'settlers' were well and truly imbued with the beliefs and attitudes 
which insisted that 
The real Australian blacks are little less ugly than gorillas ... other 
writers constantly claimed that the Aborigines were thick-skulled and 
practically immune to blows to the head... had a "peculiarly strong and 
disagreeable odour..." "were savages and like all savages are both 
treacherous and avaricious" .. .the Aborigines were even lower on the 
scale of humanity than the Africans ... 
(Christie 1979, 34-35) 
(c) groups wishing to move into 'open' country frequently, and deliberately, 
used so called humanitarian motives -'to help the Aboriginal people' - to hide 
their clear economic greed; 
(d) consequently, it became both profitable and philosophically acceptable to 
clear this land by shooting and poisoning the indigenous owners. 
It was the "best way", wrote Black, "provided the conscience of the 
party was sufficiently seared to enable him to, without remorse, 
slaughter natives right and left". 
(Christie 1979, 40) 
Clearly, as McConnochie et al (1988) demonstrate, Australian colonial society had 
fully accepted the principles of Social Darwinism and scientific racism which 
preached 'survival of the fittest' and which condoned 
the invasion and subsequent colonisation ...with no recognition of prior 
ownership..., 
the apparent complacency at the appalling living conditions, health and 
death rates among Aboriginal people, 
the willingness to permit punitive expeditious, massacres and killings of 
Aboriginal people without any real outrage. 
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the concern over the dangers of "interbreeding", which threatened the 
"racial purity" of the white race with "inferior Aboriginal strains", 
a denial that Aborigines were genetically capable of becoming civilised 
and looking after their own lives, 
a denial that Aborigines were genetically capable of becoming educated. 
(McConnochie et al 1988,48) 
Paradoxically, as Yarwood and Knowling (1982) point out, this same 'scientific' 
reasoning, and the resultant negative attitudes towards 'primitives' were also used to 
justify exploitation, particularly land/labour exploitation. This feature is clearly 
outlined by Stevens (1981) and Evans et al (1988) who explore the tie between 
'scientific' rationale and economics, in their analysis of Aboriginal labour relations 
which, they have argued, were akin to slavery. 
2 .3 The Impact of Colonisation 
The interplay of these three cornerstones of colonisation resulted in particular 
reactions to indigenous Australians. 
Thiele (1982), for example, identified three broad stages in the history of contact 
between Europeans and Aborigines: neglect, direct control and more recently, 
indirect control. These, however, should not be seen as discrete stages of 
contact which began and ended at a given point in time. In fact, it can be argued, 
especially when the environmental/health situation of Aboriginal peoples and Torres 
Strait Islanders is examined, that elements of all three still exist today. 
Historically, neglect, both deliberate, and conditional 'upon Aboriginal docility' 
(Thiele 1982, 3) was the dominant feature of the government's approach to 
Aboriginal people. Problems resulting from massacres, guerilla warfare, 
dispossession of land, rapid depopulation and maltreatment of indigenous people 
were largely ignored. 
Thus, Thiele (1982, 13) emphasised that as a consequence of defeat 
[many indigenous people] became, in general, economically and 
politically unimportant to the capitalist development of Australia. They 
came or were made to depend upon government handouts or the largesse 
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of various missionary bodies. In these circumstances the government 
could, by and large, afford to neglect [their] problems. 
The outcome was complete domination of indigenous people as various 
settlements/reserves were established throughout Australia under the Aboriginal 
Protection Acts. This legislation placed indigenous people under the direct control 
of white managers, some of whom had authoritarian ideas about codes of behaviour 
and how indigenous people should be 'civilised'. In addition white power positions 
were often reinforced by indigenous people's fear of white settlers and police. 
Thus, Eva Johnson (1993), an Aboriginal poet recalls 
PROTECTION 
In the days when our land and our people were free 
We lived in a spirit of dignity 
Teaching our children the way to be free 
And we never needed PROTECTION. 
When white fella came from over the sea 
Teacher, official and missionary 
They herded us onto reserves and agreed 
It was all for our PROTECTION. 
They set up a board with a policy 
To bring up our children as white as could be 
Stealing them first from our black family 
All in the name of PROTECTION. 
Gone were our children to missionary 
Gone was our land and the power to be free 
Gone was our spirit of dignity 
Such was the power of PROTECTION. 
(cited in Mafi-Williams 1993, 26) 
Europeans of the time were of course a product of their own culture. Thiele (1982, 
3) implied that their ethnocentrism and xenophobia ensured that they acted as 'agents 
of social control' who supported 
the laws of segregation and "protection" [which] encouraged wanton 
disregard of Aboriginal culture, hopes and wishes. 
(Lippmann 1992, 16) 
Further, restrictive laws were extended throughout the 1930s to control behaviour 
and the movement of indigenous people to and from the reserves. Such restrictive 
laws impinged on all aspects of indigenous life, including education, parenting and 
employment (Miller, J. 1985; Harris 1978). Appalling conditions on the reserves 
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were not upgraded until the 1960s (Lippmann 1992) when outside pressures were 
exerted on governments to improve the situation. 
A more detailed analysis of government policies, throughout Australia, which 
exemplify restrictive practices and the basic denial of human rights is presented in 
Figure 2.1. 
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HISTORICAL FACTS 
1. EUROPEAN SETTLEMENT 
• Taking the land 
• Extermination poisoning/shooting 
EUROPEAN JUSTIFICATION 
1788-1880$ 
Aboriginal people = 'the missing link' 
• no culture - no morality 
• no humanity 
• no agriculture 
2. SEGREGATION 1890-1950s 
'Era of protection' missions, 
govemment reserves. 
Poor housing, health, employment 
"Smoothing the dying pillow" 
- 'civilise the savages' 
'Bearing the white man's burden' 
Heavy influence from the churches 
3. ASSIMILATION 1950s l860s 
Policies to elevate standards 
• housing 
• health 
• education 
4. INTEGRATION 1967-1972 
Emphasis on positive relations, chance 
for Aborigines to say what they want 
(choice) 
'Aboriginal people were to be educated 
for full citizenship without 
distinction either among themselves 
or between them and white people. 
Progressively through training and 
we^are (they) were to be given equal 
opportunity whenever possible' 
(Rowley 1972,75) 
Pressure to make up for some past 
mistakes - from groups within 
Australia as well as from overseas, 
e.g. Infant mortality is greater than 
many of the Asian or African coimtries. 
5. SELF DETERMINATION 1972-1975 
Aboriginal people are/should be in 
charge of their own affairs - financial 
help, technical skills, socio-economic 
support to be provided by the 
government. 
Recognition of multicultural society, 
cultural diversity/difference, some 
rights etc. 
6. SELF MANAGEMENT STAGE I 1975-1989 
Aboriginal people must be held 
accountable for their decisions and 
management of finance. 
Some white backlash. 
Govemment review of NACC, reshaped 
into NAC and their eventual 
disbandonment. Attempts to introduce 
national land rights abandoned. 
7. SELF MANAGEMENT STAGE U 1988 -^ PRESENT 
Aboriginal affairs are re-organised under 
the Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander Commission (ATSIC). 
• emphasis on welfare e.g. housing, 
health, employment and education. 
• Federal recognition of the High 
Court's Mabo decision on Native Title. 
Aboriginal involvement in Aboriginal 
affairs is recognised. 
Pressure to 'normalise' relations via a 
Compact, Treaty of Reconciliation. 
ABORIGINAL ACTION 
Retaliation to white domination 
Defeat 
Sickness of heart, loss of land, 
leadership, traditions, languages. 
Rejection of domination. Passive 
resistance. Endurance of many missionary 
ideals. Increased distrust of, and caution 
about other Aboriginal people within 
the enforced proximity of settlements. 
Negative self-image. 
Endurance of bad housing, health, 
employment. 
Institutionalisation. 
Physical violence. 
Continued struggle for equality. 
Distrust, suspicion 
Passive resistance, endurance - growing anger 
at society and its discrimination. 
Development of FCAATSI as a national 
pressure group. 
Distrust of Europeans. 
Efforts to achieve equality. 
Growing movement pressuring for self-
determination. 
Growth of Black Power movement 
National Tribal Council. 
Aboriginal Community Controlled Health 
Services 
Growing awareness of making own 
decisions. 
Tent Embassy. 
Strong pressure to become self-reliant but 
still subject to "We'll help you to do what 
we want you to do". 
Development of NACC. 
Heavy push for land rights, separate legal, 
health, housing services. 
Development of NAC. 
•MARAKARRATA' resumption of 
normal relations following a period of 
hostility. Pressure for recognition of 
prior ownership of Australia 
. land rights 
. cash compensation 
. reserved seats for Aborigines in Parliament 
Some hope for change but some suspicion. 
- continued stress on global issues e.g. 
land rights, compensation etc. 
Figure 2.1: Interaction Between the History of Colonisation and Legislation Directed Towards 
Aboriginal People (adapted from Eckermann et al 1994) 
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Figure 2.1 demonstrates that the indigenous people of Australia have been subjected 
to a series of deliberate govemment poUcy eras ranging from extermination, during 
the uncontrolled frontier days (1788-1840s), to protecrion/segregation (the 
settlement/reserve days 1840-1950s), to assimilation (1951-1967), to integration 
(1967-1972), to self-determination (1972-1975), and self-management (1975 to the 
present). 
Figure 2.2 examines these pohcy eras specifically in relation to Queensland, not only 
because this State's legislation at the turn of the century became the model for 
others, but also because Queensland maintained systems to control and direct 
Aboriginal peoples and Torres Strait Islanders well into the 1980s. This, in fact, 
made the administration of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Affairs in 
C^eensland unique. Most other States disbanded their departments of 'Native 
Affairs' after a 1967 National Referendum which gave the Federal Govemment 
power to legislate on behalf of Aboriginal peoples and Torres Strait Islanders. 
Queensland, on the other hand, maintained its control by means of specific 
legislation which 'managed' designated Aboriginal communities and their 
populations and shaped the life chances of indigenous people throughout the State. 
Indeed, the AHP came into being as the State's response to appalling indigenous 
health status. 
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Figure 2.2 list some 40 pieces of legislation which have been influential in 
determining indigenous people's life chances and life ways over the past 160 years. 
To provide a historical perspective these Acts are recorded chronologically; an 
analysis of them, however, indicates that they tend to exemplify a number of 
important and largely overlapping concepts: control, direction and definition of 
indigenous peoples and their status in Queensland society, based on principles of 
scientific and instimtional racism. 
Instimtional racism can be defined as 
covert and relatively subtle, it originates in the operation of essential and 
respected forces in the society and is consequently accepted. It manifests 
itself in the laws, norms and regulations which maintain dominance of 
one group over another. Because it originates out of the society's legal, 
political and economic system, is sanctioned by the power group in that 
society and at least tacitly accepted by the powerless, it receives very little 
public condemnation. 
(adapted from Carmichael and Hamilton 1967) 
Thus in terms of control, the Police Act of 1863^ maintained the Native Police 
Force and placed it under the control of the Commissioner of Police. The Native 
Labourers' Protection Act (1884), while designed to protect Aboriginal labour, 
also controlled it - a pattem which intensified with the Aboriginal Protection 
and Restriction of the Sale of Opium Act (1897) which was extended in 
1901 and 1934, changed to the Aboriginal Preservation and Protection Act 
in 1939, the 1965 Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Affairs Act, the 
Aborigines Act (1971) and its various amendments in 1974 and 1975 (see 
Hooper 1980, McCorquodale 1987, Brennan 1992). These Acts all restricted 
Aboriginal participation in C^eensland's socio-economic and political development. 
They were intended to rescue 'the remnants of a dying race and ease their passing' 
(Hooper 1980, 16) but in reaUty controlled every aspect of personal, private, family 
and commimity life. 
Thaiday (1981) and Rosser (1985), among many Aboriginal workers, recall that 
these Acts had the power to remove their people to designated reserves and 
missions; permission had to be sought to marry; Aboriginal employees as wards of 
the State were placed in employment; wages and spending were controlled by 
^ It should be noted that all of these Acts, until 1971, address both Aboriginal peoples and Torres 
Strait Islanders under the category 'Aboriginal'. 
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Protectors; Aboriginal children's care, custody and education were regulated by 
Protectors. Consequentiy many Aboriginal people, like Eva Kennedy, have pointed 
out 
Our only crime was being a half-caste through no fault of our mothers. 
May God protect all our descendants from the harsh treatment we went 
through.. Aborigines never felt free-freedom of mind, soul or heart. It 
lurks deep within us and we are forever afraid...When white man took 
away our freedom he replaced it with fear...Our freedom and our fears 
are locked in our soids and they've thrown away the key... 
(Kennedy 1985, 25) 
The regulations outiined above, then, are clear examples of instimtional racism. 
Other legislation outiined in Figure 2.2 was designed to prevent indigenous people, 
even those not resident on reserves, from participating in Queensland society. Thus 
the Elections Act 1872, 1874 and 1885 excluded indigenous people from voting 
unless they met the freehold qualification of 100 pounds. The Election 
Amendment Act of 1905 and 1930 became even more restrictive in that 
No Aboriginal native of Australia, Asia, Africa, or of the Islands of the 
Pacific shall be entitled to have his name on the Electoral Role. 
(McCorquodale 1987, 56) 
Indeed this Act classified indigenous people with the mentally deficient, dmnkards, 
criminals and men who abused dieir families. 
Similarly The Licensing Act of 1885, The Liquor Act of 1886 and 1895 and 
The Sale and Use of Poisons Act (1891) made it an offence for indigenous 
people to drink and the supply of alcohol to them illegal. Control through legislation 
was also exerted via The Industrial and Reformatory Act (1865) which 
provided industrial and reformatory schools for children designated 'neglected' by 
the police. The category 'neglected children' included 'Any child born of an 
Aboriginal or half-caste mother' (McCorquodale 1987, 53). 
Similarly The Sugar Growers' Employees Act (1913) classed 'Full-bred' 
Aboriginal men with the old and infirm to justify payment of lower wages; the Old 
Age Pensions Act (1908) excluded Aboriginal people from payment of such 
benefits; the Worker's Accommodation Act (1915) and 1952 set up regulations 
for establishing separate living quarters and the Vagrants, Gaming and Other 
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Offences Act of 1931 determined diat any person was 'deemed to be vagrant if 
lodging or wandering in company with any Aboriginal native' (McCorquodale 1987, 
58). 
The extent and severity of die Queensland government's restrictive legislation has 
been well documented by many writers (see Brennan 1992, Lippmann 1992, Rosser 
1985, Rowley 1972, Loos 1982 to mention just a few). In fact Brennan (1992) and 
Hooper (1980) argue that such resttictions lasted throughout the 1970s and well into 
die 1980s. This criticism can be substantiated by analysis of Queensland Aboriginal 
legislation. For example, while die Aborigines Act (1971) abolished die category 
of 'assisted Aborigine', reserves continued to be under die control of managers who 
continued to have the right to expel 'trouble makers'. Further, the Local 
Government (Aboriginal Lands) Act of 1978 and its Amendment (1978) 
established die Shires of Aurukun and Momington Island but left die management of 
the Shires in die hands of administrators - at a time when Federal policies were 
firmly committed to Aboriginal self management (see McCorquodale 1987, 63 and 
64). 
Indeed the (^eensland govemment of die time considered this federal policy akin to 
'apartheid' and 'social experimentation' (Hooper 1980, 23) while it condemned any 
discussion of land rights in the following terms: 
Territorial acquisition en masse by Aborigines as a race in isolation 
stands in sharp contrast to the policy of Queensland where land rights are 
exactly the same for Aborigines and non-Aborigines.. Jt can only be 
illusionary to believe that by giving one group rights over land beyond 
those available to other citizens, social and racial unity will remain 
stable... 
(Bjelke-Peterson cited in Brennan 1992, 12 my emphasis). 
This statement, as well as the 'racial' overtones of so much of the legislation 
summarised in Figure 2.2, provides an indication of the intensity and extent of 
scientific racism which became part of die legal smicture to which indigenous people 
were subjected (ie the level of instimtional racism). 
Thus Section 5 (2) of the 1939 Aboriginal Preservation and Protection Act 
defined as Aboriginal 
(i) Any Aboriginal native of the mainland of Australia or of any islands in 
the territorial jurisdiction of Australia; (ii) Any person who has a 
preponderance of the blood of Aboriginals as defined in paragraph 
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(/) hereof (iii) Any half-blood declared by a judge or police magistrate 
or two or more justices after trial to be in need of protection of the Act, 
and who is ordered to be so protected, (iv) Any half-blood who lives 
as wife or husbarul with an Aboriginal as hereinbefore defined, or who 
habitually associates with Aboriginals as so defined, (v) Any resident of 
a reserve other than an official or person authorised by the Protector, 
(vi) Any child living on a reserve with a mother who is an Aboriginal as 
hereinbefore defined. 
(McCorquodale 1987, 59 my emphasis) 
Similarly die Aborigines and Torres Strait Islanders' Affairs Act of 1965 
defined categories of Aborigines according to "blood'. Again McCorquodale (1987, 
60) cites the Act which refers to: 
56(7).- (a) a full-blooded descendant of the indigenous inhabitants of 
the Commonwealth; (b) a person who has a preponderance of the 
blood..Fart-Aborigine is a person (a) one of whose parents is an 
Aborigine within category (a) specified in the preceding sub-s. and the 
other of whose parents has no strain of the blood...or (b) both of 
whose parents have a strain of the blood...and who himself has a 
strain of more than 25 per cent of such blood but who has not a 
preponderance of such blood... 
(my emphasis) 
Aldiough die 1971 Aborigines Act changed die definition of 'Aboriginal' to 'a 
person who is a descendant of an indigenous inhabitant of the Commonwealth of 
Australia other than the Torres Strait Islands'. It nevertheless referred to 'recognised 
traditional racial practice' and 'recognisable traditional racial influence' 
(McCorquodale 1987, 62; see also Hooper 1980, 26-27). Legislation, dien, did not 
only control and restrict Aboriginal people in Queensland, it also defined 
Aborigmality and diis defmition, based in die traditions of racial theory characteristic 
of die nineteenth century, continued until 1971. 
Even when legislation was passed to provide indigenous people widi the same rights 
enjoyed by other Queenslanders, such legislation also covertly controlled. 
Thus the Elections Acts Amendment Act 1965, while permitting Aboriginal 
people die vote, also exempted them from compulsory enrolment for voting and 
made it illegal to 'influence' Aboriginal people and Torres Strait Islanders firom 
...the free exercise of their choice whether or not to enrol as an 
elector.. J^ote; Penalty applies as much to attempts to persuade to enrol 
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as to refrain from doing so. A particularly naked and cynical perversion 
by statute of the right to participate in the Western democratic process. 
(McCorquodale 1987, 61) 
Consequentiy, while Aboriginal people were now eligible to vote, they were not 
actively encouraged to exercise diis right. Why? Perhaps because the Queensland 
Govemment, steeped as it was in die philosophy of scientific racism, found it 
difficult to accept diat indigenous Australians were capable of making independent 
decisions relevant to their socio-cultural-economic and political welfare. This 
underiying belief is certainly reflected in legislation up to 1990. Such legislation, 
ostensibly designed to encourage Aboriginal 'independence' eg the Community 
Services Bill (Aborigines) 1984 and the Community Services Bill 
(Torres Strait) 1984, by granting local government powers to community 
councils 
contained a series of restrictions on community councils which did not 
apply to any other local councils in Queensland. They did not even apply 
to the Aboriginal shire councils of Aurukun and Momington Island. 
Councils were to submit an annual budget to the minister who was 
empowered to reject it.. All items of expenditure by Aboriginal councils 
made from funds allocated by the Queensland Parliament were to be 
approved by a public servant...These councils were not viewed as 
responsible, elected councils expending their own funds, but as public 
servants ...This was not the stuff of self management; it was not even 
local government; it was a continuation of government by the public 
service. 
(Brennan 1992, 63-64) 
The previous analysis of Aboriginal policies generally, as well as Queensland's 
specific 'management' of Aboriginal affairs, dien, substantiates that until 1972 (and 
certainly in Queensland into the 1980s) institutional racism, based in scientific 
racism, prevailed 
Such overt and covert forces have resulted in indigenous dependence on non-
indigenous decision-making either because die law insisted that diey must, or 
because laws excluded indigenous people from institutions and processes which 
would have enabled diem to develop the knowledge and skills necessary to make 
such decisions. Thus, Anderson (1988) points out diat 
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Aborigines were never incorporated into anything but the extreme 
margins [of society], and hence had not the opportunity to learn skills 
which would help them to compete in the new capitalist economy. 
(cited by Saggers and Gray 1991,171) 
2.4 Current Issues and Concerns 
This discussion of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples in today's society 
can be put into perspective by first of all considering the population distribution of 
AbcHiginal and Torres Strait Islander people in Australia today. 
The 1991 Census clearly shows that nearly 65 percent of die total Aboriginal/Torres 
Strait Islander population (N = 265, 378) is living in areas classified as 'urban' ie 
major urban and other urban. 
Today, as in the past, many continue to be caught in a chronic cycle of poverty and a 
concomitant cycle of chronic Ul health. 
Indeed it can be argued that, as a group, indigenous people in Australia are more 
dependent and less powerful than any other group in Australian society. Poverty is 
endemic (see Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody (RCADIC) 
1991); imemployment affects at least 40-50 per cent of Aboriginal adults and up to 
90 per cent in some communities (see Eckermann et al 1984; Miller, M. 1985; 
Eckermann et al 1992). When employed, indigenous people are more likely to be 
foimd in low-skilled and lower paying occupations that are frequently casual, 
temporary or seasonal in nature (Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade 1993; 
Johnson 1991; Junandar and Kapuscinski 1991; Sanders 1991). Further, in such 
manual occupations they are more prone to work-related injury (Saggers and Gray 
1991) which can affect their health and life chances. 
As Myrdal (1965) so effectively points out, the poor are literally caught in a vicious 
circle - a circle which goes something like this: if you are poor, you are likely to live 
in substandard housing, have an inadequate diet and be consequentiy prone to ill 
health. These factors will constrain yoiw educational performance which will limit 
your occupational opportunities which will keep you in poverty. However, the 
cycle is more complicated, as Myrdal (1971), elaborates. He argues that poverty is 
exacerbated by such factors as intergroup relations, by institutional racism and by 
prejudice, quite apart from the economic climate, skills, education, housing, family 
organisation and health. While many sectors in Australian society are affected by 
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these forces eg the aged, single parent families, migrants, the sick, those with large 
families, and the unemployed, the situation of indigenous minorities is intensified by 
exclusion from the rest of society, by the history of black/white interaction, by 
prejudice and by discrimination. 
However, poverty is not always just a function of being unemployed or unskilled; it 
is sometimes created by rapid social as well as economic change. Rapid economic 
changes leave some groups, whose skills are no longer required, behind. A number 
of sectors of Australian society are experiencing this today. Indigenous groups have 
been exposed to such changes since colonisation. As the least skilled, the least 
protected in terms of labour organisations, they have been the first to be retrenched 
when, for example, there has been a down turn in the labour market (Junankar and 
Kapuscinski 1991) or when agricultural trends have changed (see Eckermann 1979). 
Consequently poverty - imposed by change and inability to acquire new skills - and 
dependency on welfare for their most basic needs, has been a feature of Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander people's lives since colonisation. 
Thus poverty is also a feature of the socio-economic-political system in which 
people live - a system which fails to distribute wealth and power beyond a minority 
of established power groups. The 1991 census figures show that the indigenous 
population is predominantly urban - poverty among Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander groups, then, is not so much a feature of their isolation, preference for 
traditional life styles or 'inappropriate' cultural values. It is more a reflection of their 
relative powerlessness and dependency in society. 
Consequently, it could be argued that, although today the most blatant forms of 
scientific and institutional racism have been outlawed by changes in legislation (Anti-
Discrimination Legislation) and public opinion, these forces continue to operate in 
terms of systemic bias and structural violence. 
Systemic bias can be defined as: 
The prerequisites necessary for access to the political system and 
effective performance in it. That is, the more pressure a group can 
muster, the better able it is to shift policies towards its objectives. 
Essential prerequisites for such participation are organisational and 
communication skills which in turn require money, commitment of 
personnel, a trained staff, propaganda apparatus, and the like. 
(Savitch 1975, 8) 
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Thus, the system itself, contix>lled by diose who already have power in it, mamtains 
the powerful because those 'not in the know' do not understand the rules, 
regidations, norms and values or do not possess the resources which provide access 
to the system. 
Qearly any analysis of the effects of Australian colonial history and its adoption of 
scientific and institutional racism, supports the view diat, havmg been systematically 
excluded from decision-making, indigenous Australians were also systematically 
excluded from gaining skills necessary to access the decision-making process. 
Further, as the most under-educated, least employed, least healthy and least valued 
sector of Australian society (RCADIC, 1991), indigenous Australians have 
experienced significant levels of structural violence. 
Following Galmng (1970) my colleague and I (Eckermann and Dowd 1988) have 
defined structural violence as violence inherent in the social order. It may be 
expressed as physical violence, indicated in pattems of life expectancy across 
groups and time (see Alcock and Kohler 1979); it may underlie psychological 
violence, indicated in pattems of alienation (see Arosalo 1971; or it may be 
expressed as systemic frustration of aspirations (see Khan 1978). 
In systemic frustration of aspirations the predominant social order denies one 
category of persons access to the prerequisites of effective participation in a system 
developed and controlled by powerful interest groups. These prerequisites, as 
outlined by Savitch's (1975) analysis of systemic bias, include organisational and 
communication skills, financial resources, and commitment of personnel and trained 
staff. Thus 
[Plower derives from imbalances in the social exchange,...In other 
words, one interactant achieves power through the inability of the other 
to reciprocate. The latter is in a position of dependence: satisfaction of 
need is contingent on compliance. 
(Russell 1981, 67) 
The limited path to legitimate participation of indigenous people in mainstream 
society often starts in the school system. Thus although in recent years more 
Aboriginal students than previously are attaining a higher education award, 
compared to the national average the numbers are still low. On average Aboriginal 
children are more likely to be streamed into 'special' classes, and they stay at school 
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for shorter periods and attain fewer education qualifications than other Australian 
children (Morgan 1987). Paul Coe, an Aboriginal lawyer, in his evidence to the 
Keane Report, for example, highlights many of the pre-disposing factors. 
One of the major aspects about the education of Aboriginal children is 
that the children are in the complete control of the European teachers 
from 9am to 3pm throughout the course of the day. The Aboriginal kids 
are expected to corf arm to middle class values and norms, norms that are 
completely alien to an Aboriginal kid who comes from a reserve or 
mission station. As a result of their iruibility to conform to a lot of these 
norms, the teachers form the idea of a stereotype of Aboriginal children. 
They expect Aboriginal children to corform or to achieve certain levels. 
This attitude has permeated right through the education curriculum. A 
vast majority of teachers from primary and high schools have the attitude 
that Aboriginal children are not put into a situation where they believe 
they can achieve as good or even better results than their school mates. 
The teachers have an expectation of them, and by various means they 
reinforce that expectation. Over a period of time they compel the 
Aboriginal child to start believing in the stereotype that commonly 
prevails in relation to Aboriginal people. The children start looking at 
themselves in relation to those stereotypes arui develop an attitude that 
they are irrferiorpersons. 
(Cited in Pollard 1988,32-33) 
Cooley's (1956) looking glass self, then, continues to describe aptly the situation. 
Frequentiy, Aboriginal children are confronted with a very negative looking-glass 
from others who have considerable power over them, others who largely determine 
the environment in which they are permitted to participate. Consequentiy as adults 
many Aboriginal people find it difficult to cope with feelings of insecurity and 
inferiOTity when relating to the non-Aboriginal majority. The damage inherent in this 
process, which is perpemated by die system, is an example of stmctural violence. 
Indeed, analysis of Aboriginal health status clarifies the level of stmctural violence to 
which indigenous people in Australia are subject. Thus physical violence is evident 
in the fact that adult Aboriginal Ufe expectancy is on average 20 years less than that 
of non-Aborigines, while infant mortality continues to be at least two and sometimes 
three times higher than among non-Aborigines (see NSW Task Force 1983 on 
Aboriginal Health; Thomson 1986; NHS 1992). Similarly, psychological violence 
is evident in the levels of alcohol used to alleviate sttess and anxiety (see Cawte 
1972; 1974; Eckermann 1977; Eckermann et al 1984; Hunter 1993). It is also 
demonstrated by the incidence of self-mutilation (see Wilson 1982) and the numbers 
of deaths in custody (RCADIC 1991; Cawte 1991) as well as the systemic 
frustration experienced by many indigenous organisations as they attempt to interact 
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with mainstream institutions (Eckermann and Dowd 1988). While the causes and 
effects of systemic fmstration are more covert than other forms of stmctural 
violence, it may be argued that systemic fmstration typifies more completely the 
position of indigenous people in Australian society today. It forms a major obstacle 
to their aspirations for self-determination and self-management 
Figure 2.3 outiines the interrelationship of such societal forces as scientific racism, 
institutional racism, systemic bias and stmctural violence outiined in the preceding 
discussion and how they have influenced ciurent issues and concems. 
Scientific Racism Institutional Racism 
\ / 
Western European 
Values/Assumptions 
Acts/Legislation 
Dependency/PovCTty 
Physical Violence 
Psychological Violence 
Systemic Frustration 
Systemic Bias Structural Violence 
Figure 23: Concepts Central to any Analysis of Aboriginal and 
"Torres Strait Islander Affairs 
Such forces as outiined in Figure 2.3 are integral to any analysis of Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander affairs including health. Consequentiy, in the next section, the 
discussion will concentrate on indigenous health, to exemplify the patterns of 
indigenous exclusion, exploitation and disadvantage examined above. 
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2.5 The Cycle of dis-Ease 
There are some very clear parallels between Myrdal's (1971) analysis of factors 
contributing to cmnulative/chronic poverty and the cycle of dis-Ease^ which has 
characterised indigenous health over the past 2(X) years. 
NAIHO, (1982, 2) states diat healdi is 
not just the physical well being of the iruUvidual but the social, emotional 
arui cultural well being of the whole community. This is a whole-oflife 
view arui it also includes the cyclical concept of life. Health care services 
should strive to achieve the state where every iruiividual is able to achieve 
their full potential as human beings, arui thus bring about the total well 
being of their community. This is an evolving definition. 
The core of this definition also appears in the NAHS (1989, x) and is certainly 
embraced m the WHO's 1978 Ahna Ata Declaration definition of health as 
a state of complete physical, mental, arui social well being arui not merely 
the absence of disease or infirmity. 
Health, then, is multi-dimensional and encompasses biological/physical, emotional/ 
mental, environmental/social, educationaVvocational as well as cultural/spkitual well 
being (Eberst 1984, WHO 1986, NAIHO 1982, NAHS 1989). Absence of such 
components, which are clearly affected by institutional/stmctural factors, creates a 
cycle of dis-Ease which overlaps the cycle of poverty and prejudice. Eberst (1984) 
further argues that the spirimal/cultiual dimension forms the core of health and, by 
implication, its absence exacerbates the cycle of dis-Ease as outiined in Figure 2.4. 
I have capitalised the "E' in dis-Ease deliberately to emphasise that the term is referring to more 
than medical disease and illness. Indeed it covers the whole range of factors which contribute to 
the exclusion, exploitation and disadvantage of indigenous people in Australian society. 
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Pom 
Educational/ 
Vocational 
Well-being 
Poor 
B iological/Phy sical 
Well-being 
Poor Housing/ 
Shelter 
Poor 
Employment 
Food/Income 
Figure 2.4 
The Cycle of dis-Ease (adapted from NAIHO 1982, Eberst 1984, WHO 1986, NAHS 1989) 
Some of the dimensions of health noted in Figure 2.4 (eg Biological/Physical) have 
already been considered in relation to previous discussions of the cycle of poverty, 
systemic bias and stmctural violence. Figure 2.4 however also highlights the 
relationship between the cycle of poverty, poor biological/physical well-being and 
emotional, social and cultural factors. The intertelationship of these latter on the 
cycle of dis-Ease will now be explored in more detail. 
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2.5.1 Poor Biological/Physical Well-being 
The physical dimension of Aboriginal healdi detailed in Chapter 1 is perhaps the 
easiest to document as most institutional efforts in Aboriginal and Tortes Strait 
Islander healdi have been directed towards this area. In particular attention has been 
focused on the presence or absence of disease and/or predisposing factors (risk 
behaviours), the aetiology of illnesses and levels of exposure to abuse (eg alcohol, 
stress, radiation, violence). 
2.5.2 Poor Emotional/Mental Well-being 
Eberst (1984, 100) distinguishes between mental health, which he defines as 
'knowing' or 'cognition', and emotional health, which he believes relates to 
'feeling'. The NSW Aboriginal Mental Healdi Report (1991, 7) extends die 
parameters of these two dimensions of human healdi by defining mental health as 
...the capacity of the individual, the groups and the environment to 
interact with one another in ways that promote subjective well being, the 
optimal development and use of mental abilities (cognitive, affective and 
relational), the achievement of individual and collective goals consistent 
with justice arui the attainment and preservation of conditions of 
fimdamental equality. 
The previous discussion has highlighted many factors which have dismpted the 
interactions 'between the individual, the group and the environment producing a 
diminished smte of mental health' (NSW Aboriginal Mental Healdi Report 1991, 7). 
The extraordinary level of cultural and physical conflict inherent in colonisation; the 
forcible removal of groups from traditional lands which formed the basis of thek 
spuimal as well as economic sustenance; the forcible removal of children from 
parents; the categorisation of Aboriginality according to 'blood' and its resultant 
division of groups and families according to skin colour have had major 
ramifications for indigenous mental health stams. 
Swan (1988, 33) explains that Aboriginal contact with European culture resulted in 
loss and bereavement - loss of land, of good healdi, and perhaps most significantiy, 
loss of freedom to control their life and environment. The scope and impact of 
'enforced location onto missions and reserves' and the 'theft of Aboriginal children 
by non-Aboriginals in authority', she points out, 'was a systematic attempt at 
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genocide' which to diis day contributes to Aboriginal disti-ess and mental health 
problems. 
Ellis (1991, 12-13), reporting on the Human Rights and Equal Opportunity 
Commission investigation into the present and future state of Aboriginal mental 
health, notes the comments from representatives of various indigenous organisations 
which further reflect the wide range of factors impinging on the mental health stams 
of the indigenous minority. For example 
...three quarters of "the stolen generation" - those removed from their 
naturcd families and brought up in institutions or by foster parents - had 
mental health problems. 
(Victorian Aboriginal Mental Health Association) 
...90% of Aboriginal inmates serving time in jail had been affected 
directly or indirectly by separation... 
(Linkup) 
...48% of women and 28% of men suffered high levels of stress which 
prevented them from coping on a daily basis...76% of children before 
court were therefor drug and alcohol related offences. 
(Shane Houston, Tharawal Aboriginal Co-operative) 
The recent RCADIC (1992, 32) noted the particular plight of indigenous women by 
highlighting that 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander women are more likely than their 
nonAborigiruil female counterparts to have to deal with the stresses of 
poor health and living standards, inadequate housing, lack of 
employment or job prospects and extended family dependence. 
Although issues related to Aboriginal mental health frequently are not well defined 
(Anderson 1988; Reser 1991) these statements highlight the need for healdi 
professionals to understand the complex interrelation between the dimensions of 
healdi and the impact on people caught in a cycle of poverty and dis-Ease. Most 
Aboriginal communities, for example, see alcohol abuse (which is frequentiy 
identified by non-Aboriginal health professionals as the underlying cause of 
individual and community health break-down) as a major problem that can only be 
understood in the context of the historical, social, cultural, environmental and 
political factors affecting communities. Hence alcohol intervention and rehabilitation 
programs initiated by indigenous people (eg Benalong Haven, Namitjira Haven, 
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Moree Aboriginal Society House to name a few) tend to target all die major 
dimensions of health (Anderson 1988). 
Furdier, while the NSW Aboriginal Mental Health Report (1991) states that 
'disturbances of psychological and emotional functioning are common in the 
Aboriginal community' (p.l 1), 'mental distress is a common and crippling problem 
for many Aboriginal people' (p. 11), it also charges that 'basically Aboriginal mental 
health is neglected' (p.9). Overall, the report concludes that progress made in the 
understanding and treatment of mental health problems is yet to benefit Aboriginal 
people. 
Periiaps part of the reason for die lack of progress and die fact that Aboriginal mental 
health problems are frequentiy 'unnoticed, undiagnosed and untreated' (NAHS 
1989,172; Eastwell 1985) is found in Thomson's (1984,711) caution 
An accurate quantification of the extent of mental health problems 
amongst Aborigines is virtually impossible as general data in this area are 
even more deficient than data on physical ill health. A general 
assessment is made even more complex by the difficulties in cross-
cultural interpretation of "aberrant" behaviour. 
Similarly, Anderson (1988,102) emphasises that 
If meaningful statements are to be made, account must be taken of the 
way in which the external world is perceived by Aboriginal people. 
Since psychiatry and allied disciplines have evolved within the 
framework of the western culture, it is almost certain that assumptions, 
such as what constitutes normal or abnormal behaviour, cannot be 
transposed to (or imposed upon) a different culture... 
Further, he stresses the importance of understanding 'the effects of rapid cultural 
transition' and 'what it is like to be part of a cultural minority group which has been 
forced to undergo a radical social change' (p. 103). Thus mental healdi problems 
cannot be considered in isolation from the 'effects of unemployment, poverty, 
discrimination arui social disruption! (p. 104). 
Moreover, mental health services are often under-resourced and located in areas not 
readily accessible. Thus, die NAHS (1989) reported that 95% of remote and rural 
areas do not have appropriate mental healdi services. Even in rural/urban areas diey 
are limited or thCTe is no appropriate service provision. Hence, even if mental health 
services do exist they are commonly under-utilised or rejected by Aboriginal people 
(Swan 1988; NSW Aboriginal Mental Healdi Report 1991; Reser 1991). 
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Further, mental healdi problems are aggravated by lack of support and training for 
indigenous mental healdi workers and healdi professionals' lack of awareness and 
knowledge (NSW Aboriginal Mental Health Report 1991; Reser 1991; NAHS 
1989). Swan (1988, 39-40) particularly stresses that 
It is important that mental health professionals understand the unfinished 
business - the real life situations of alienation, poverty and 
powerlessness... 
It is clear to Aboriginal people that those with unfinished business have 
low self esteem, arui those with high self-esteem don't self-mutilate. 
2.5.3 Poor Social Well-being 
The personal social dimension of health includes 
...the levels of social skills one possesses, the comfort one has in being 
involved with others (social functioning), the ability to see oneself as a 
member of a larger society, the extent of one's concern for others and the 
degree to which one respects the differences of others. 
(Eberst 1984, 100) 
Social distance and the quality and quantity of interactions between indigenous and 
non-indigenous people consequentiy emphasise the relationship between personal 
health and broader social (community) aspects. Further, this personal/social 
dimension of health is clearly influenced by individuals' socio-economic and 
physical environments. Thus, Sax (1990, 26) points out that 
The health status of any group is frequently used as an indicator of the 
group's socio-economic status and therefore a pre-requisite of improved 
health status must be improved social and living conditions. 
Previous discussion has highlighted the level of poverty in indigenous Australia. 
NAHS (1989), for example, comments: 
The poor underlying state of Aboriginal health are (sic) measures of their 
social disadvantage within Australian society. Aboriginals are poorer, 
experience greater unemployment, have lower educational attainment, 
live in poorer housing and have lower access to facilities taken for 
granted in most of Australia (p24). 
Aboriginal housing is often sub-standard, lacking basic facilities such as 
reticulated hot and cold water, sewerage and electric power...an average 
of 4.4 persons occupying a house where the head of the household was 
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an Aboriginal compared with 2.9 persons per dwelling for all Australian 
households...(p.26). 
Without question the inadequacy of sewerage and water supply systems 
are a major factor in the poor health status of Aboriginal people (p.78). 
Some 20 years ago Cawte highlighted similar socio/environmental factors and, m his 
analysis developed the concept of 'gross environmental stress' to explain 'the range 
of Aboriginal psychological adjustments to culture change...[and] the enervating 
anxiety that pervades Aborigines...' (Cdi'^it 1974, 194). 
It could be argued that gross environmental stress, arising from poverty, interference 
with vital strivings, cultiu^ and social exclusion (Cawte 1972, 1974), continues to 
influence many indigenous people's social/environmental health and has had 
profound mfluence on their physical as well as mental well being. Reser (1991, 
245) refers to the residtant level of dis-Ease as 'acculturative stress'. 
The fact that such gross environmental stress continues to affect many Aboriginal 
people's life chances, as evidenced in the incidence of suicides and substance abuse 
(RCADIC 1992), further highlights die extent of stmctural psychological violence 
which charaaerises Aboriginal health and dis-Ease. 
2.5.4 Interference with Self Determination 
One's ability to be self determinant is clearly linked to one's socio-economic stams, 
one's ability to manipulate or influence the social system and one's perceptions of 
self as being able to exert some power over decisions which will influence one's 
life. Self determination however is more than an individual phenomenon - its 
presence or absence can influence a whole group positively or negatively. 
Many Aboriginal people consider self determination to be a 'cultural construct vested 
in the community' (Les Collins, personal communication 1994). Thus the 
Australian and Torres Strait Islander Social Justice Commission (1993, 11) 
maintains 
... Correctly understood, every issue concerning the historical and 
present status, entitlements, treatments and aspirations of Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander people is implicated in the concept of self 
determination. The reason for this lies in the fact that self determination 
is a process. The right to self determination is the right to make 
decisions. These decisions affect the enjoyment and exercise of the full 
range of fundamental freedoms and human rights of indigenous people . 
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Self determination then, is much more than individual assertiveness or socio-
economic well-being; it is the right of distinct cultural, historical and territorial 
groups to freely determine their political status and freely pursue their economic, 
social and cultural developments' (International Covenant on Civil and Political 
Rights, Article 1 in Hocking 1988). 
This inherent human right to political self determination has clearly been denied 
indigenous Australians. Similarly opportunities for social, economic and cultural 
self determination have been constrained. The latter becomes evident when die cycle 
of poverty (poor education, employment and housing) is reconsidered in relation to 
healdi. 
2.5.5 Poor Educational Vocational WeU-being 
Eberst (1984, 100) defines aspects relating employment to health, on a social 
(community) and personal level, as 'vocational health'. Vocational health however, 
I believe, also encompasses education (which determines vocational options) and 
housing (which is dependent on employment and education). 
Several of the 'taken for granted' components of vocational health identified by 
Eberst (job satisfaction, financial 'success', advancement, recognition for 
contributions, sharing of experience with co-workers and expanding professional 
horizons) are unfortunately not realities for many indigenous AusffaUans. 
Indigenous people's vocational health was placed at risk through colonisation when 
they experienced an enormous reduction in overall health status. Further, 
vocational/occupational opportunities were (and in many cases still are) limited and 
under the control of non-Aboriginal people. Hence there are few opportunities for 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities to generate a sound economic 
base and consequentiy financial success and advancement are comparatively rare. 
It is impossible to separate vocational well-being from educational achievements. 
Numerous writers have highlighted the level of systematic exclusion and under-
education which has characterised Aboriginal people's education (see Miller, J. 
1985, Lippmann 1992, to mention just a few). While Aboriginal people's 
opportunities to participate in the education system have improved 
significantiy, such participation has not necessarily been matched by increased levels 
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of achievement and satisfaction widiin die system. Thus, West (1993, 20-21) 
explains that 
... sometimes the schools tend to judge our children by their values, not 
realising how hard our children have tried to measure up to what is 
required by the school. Also the children at school can be very cruel in 
teasing our children about their clothes and hair. This really hurts our 
children, this is why we find that a lot of our children do not want to 
attend school. 
Further, general attendance at school is below that of their non-Aboriginal 
coimterparts. Consequentiy 
While the education participation rate for Australian children in the age 
group 5-15 was nearly 100% in 1986, only 88.2% of Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander children were in preschools or schools and for the 
age group 10-15 years, the rate fell to 83.1%. In the same year, the 
Aboriginal Education Task Force found that 13% of the compulsory age 
group were not enrolled in schooling. For the post compulsory age 
group (15-17 years), the Royal Commission again commented that while 
there had been substantial progress in increasing the participation rates, 
they remained well below the rates for all students. 
(RC/LDIC 1992,40) 
Only 50% of the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children 
(compared with 90% of the population as a whole) have access to 
preschool education. 
(RCADIC 1992,43) 
Only 9% of Aboriginals have post-secondary qualifications, compared 
with 30% of all Australians. 
(NAHS 1989, 26) 
Aldiough, Eberst (1984, 100) maintains that 'financial remuneration for personal 
efforts is not necessary to be vocationally healthy', detailed consideration of the 
socio-economic position of mdigenous people reveals that, when employed. 
Aboriginals as individuals and as families, have lower annual incomes 
than Australians. The median annual income for Aboriginals are (sic) 
65% of those for all Australians. Aboriginals receive 53% of this income 
as Social Security entitlements compared with a national figure of 11%. 
(NAHS 1989, 25) 
Lack of income, then, clearly restricts access to resources. 
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Young people in particular are often duown into one training program after another 
without any end in sight except for more training (Miller, M. 1985). Their 
"vocational health' is increasingly one of dependence on govemment assistance 
(Junankar and Kapuscinski (1991) rather than self determination. Hence, the 
RCADIC (1992,39) points out diat 
... young people constitute the sector of the Aboriginal population which 
is most vulnerable to unemployment...in the next 5-10 years the 
percentage of this Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander population will 
grow from the present 40%, and there will be increasing demand on 
Governments to assist them to find work. 
Economic/vocational well-being, however, is only one facet of 'vocational health' 
and self determination. In line with the previous discussion, individuals also need to 
see a positive reflection of self and their contributions to die common/social good in 
die society around diem. Eberst (1984, 100) identifies diis need as 'recognition of 
contribution (sacrifice) to human kind'. 
Such recognition has clearly been systematically neglected in relation to indigenous 
Australians. Australian history books have (and continue) to highlight the 
achievements of 'the pioneers', 'die diggers' and 'the explorers'. Only recentiy 
have the achievements of Aboriginal freedom fighters been popularised (see Willmot 
1987) or the sacrifices of indigenous soldiers in the defence of Australia been 
recognised (BaU 1991; Hall 1989,1987). 
Such a lack of recognition, reflected as it was in the very first act of disregard and 
devaluing of Aboriginal ownership which declared the continent 'empty', which 
found expression in the many forms of legislative controls imposed on Aboriginal 
Australians and which continues to be reflected in current levels of structural 
violence, has had profound effects on indigenous people's spiritual and cultural 
well-being. 
2.5.6 Jeopardised Spiritual/Cultural Well-being 
The spiritual and cultural dimension of health — beliefs, values, world view — 
aldiough universal and integral to all other dimensions of human health 'seems to 
defy concrete definition and its subconcepts are difficult to validate' (Eberst 1984, 
100) except perhaps by the 'ingroup'. However, its complexity and 
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interrelationships widi other healdi dimensions determine indigenous 'life ways'^  
and in diat sense can, as Eberst suggests, be seen as the core axis on which other 
dimensions of healdi depend. An integral part of this core axis to many indigenous 
people is Land. They highlight it as an important spiritual/cultural link with their 
past and their future (Davis and George 1988, 203) and assert diat Land Rights are 
fundamental to dieir total healdi status (Foley 1991). Therefore 'denial of land rights 
clearly makes Aboriginal health a sovereign issue' (NAHS 1989, vii). 
Anderson (1988,9) explains diat 
Koori people did not separate out this particular facet of their life...the 
spiritual component ..marked the transition between "life-stages" such 
as childhood arui adulthood, life and death... 
It is [the] philosophy which binds together the past and present, the land 
and all its components, and the people. This is the oneness or unity 
which is the core of the Aboriginal experience... 
Prime Minister Keating in the Federal Government's response to the Mabo High 
Court Decision recentiy acknowledged the myth of 'terra nullius' and stated that 'the 
Land nourished them [indigenous people] spiritually as well as materially...when the 
connection with the Land was broken their society and their culture was devastated' 
(Current Affair, 15/11/93). 
Alienation from the Land jeopardised indigenous people's entke way of life and 
made them dependent on European people for dieir most basic needs, including food 
and shelter. As Reid (1979, 6) pointed out 
...while many of the resident European staff were and are concerned and 
involved in their tasks, their very presence and control of vital resources 
placed Aborigines in the humiliating position of perpetual supplicants. 
In die residtant cycle of dependency indigenous people were denied access to vital 
resources necessary to maintain control over their lives and their environment. 
The influence of black/white history and the ongoing ramifications of colonisation, 
dispossession and dislocation are also evident in Choo's (1990, 39-40) comments 
about indigenous child poverty 
^ 'Ufe ways refers to the way we live as shaped by our cultures and Aboriginal laws' (Les Collins, 
personal commimication, 1994). 
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The poverty of Aboriginal children must be considered in the context of 
the deprivation of the whole community. It includes the spiritual, 
psychological, emotional and cultural loss that has come with the refusal 
to recognise the Aborigines' prior ownership of this land and the 
oppression of Aboriginal people which results from this act... 
The RCADIC (1992,24) cites a further ramification of past and present deprivation 
...of the 99 deaths in custody investigated by the Royal Commission 43 
of the deceased had been separated from their families as children. This 
erforced dislocation and family breakdown is recognised as a primary 
cause of the wider breakdown in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
society which contributes to the high rates of Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander arrest cmd imprisonment. 
The preceding discussion has again highlighted the influence of institutional/ 
stractiural factors which have impinged on many Aboriginal people's life chances 
within the Cycle of dis-Ease. It is worthwhile here to note how these institutional/ 
stmctural factors have also impacted on Aboriginal people's access to health faciUties 
which could have had significant influence on their biological/physical well-being. 
2.5.7 Institutional/Structural Factors and Their Influence on 
Indigenous Health 
Figure 2.3 (p.53) has highlighted forces that are centtal to any analysis of Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander affairs. In the health arena the ramifications of scientific 
and instimtional racism, systemic bias and stmctural violence are most apparent. 
Indeed, direct parallels can be drawn between past actions and attitudes related to 
indigenous people and the mainstream healdi system's approach to their health care. 
There were few systematic attempts to treat Aboriginal illnesses until the mid-
nineteenth century. Refusal of treatment commonly occurred throughout Australia 
well into die fu-st part of this century (Saggers and Gray 1991, 122-123). These 
authors cite an instance in 1873 when the Matron at Maryborough hospital in 
Queensland refused to admit an Aboriginal woman who later died from untreated 
injuries. The Matron explained 
It has been a rule of the Maryborough Hospital ever since it has been in 
existence...that aboriginals (sic) should not be admitted as patients-both 
from a lack of separate accomrtwdationfor them and the absolute dislike-
-we might say refusal of the servants to attend upon them (in Evans, 
Saunders and Cronin 1975, 97). 
Under the 1897 Queensland Aboriginals Protection and Restriction of the 
Sale of Opium Act (in force with successive amendments until 1939) Thaiday 
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(1981,1) recalls 'the Protector could order aboriginal I sic] medical examination' and 
it was compulsory for those working in ships 'to be medically examined for 
contagious diseases on their return' to the reserve. 
Daisy Bates recorded the 'treatment' that people with an infectious disease in 
Western Australia received. She wrote 
In accordance with its policy of safeguarding the aborigines [sic], the 
West Australian Government, in 1904, had authorised Dr Roth, a 
Queensland anthropologist, to inquire into native conditions. After 
intensive study of the problem, Dr Roth made the suggestion, among 
others, that all diseased natives from the whole of the north-west should 
be isolated for treatment. The Government immediately adopted the 
suggestion, the unhappiest decision ever arrived at by a humane 
aSnirustration, a ghastly failure in the attempt to arrest the ravages of 
disease, arui an irfliction of physical and mental torture that it could not 
perhaps have been expected to foresee. 
(Bates 1938 reprinted in 1966, 115) 
Throughout the 1940s, 1950s and 1960s Aboriginal people continued to be 
systematically segregated within existing healdi facilities. As one Aboriginal woman 
recalls of a Coimtry Town hospital in New South Wales, 
To go into — hospital...the atmosphere amongst the white people were 
bad. They used 'ta just have all the black fellas in the Aboriginal 
ward...they had one big room, didn't even have a lino on it...[There 
were] a lot of Aboriginal people sick in the hospital there...when I used 
to mop the front of the verandah where the outpatients is...black fellas 
come...and it was a terrible cold place where the black fellas had to 
sit...they had to all sit there like a mob of cattle...and all in one corner 
separate. 
(Dowd 1985, 50) 
Anodier woman from the same area commenting on die days of 'separate wards for 
Blacks...' pointed out diat 'those things are still there in the back of their minds...' 
(Dowd, 1985, 302). For many Aboriginal people the past is a living reality that 
influences their attempts to access and interact with mainstream institutions and 
sductures today. This is not surprising as well into the 1970s Regulations and By-
Laws were enforced throughout Austi-alia to control and direct many Aboriginal 
people's health. 
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Eckennann (1973, 313-314), for example, reported that on Cherbourg Community 
It is obligatory for babies under two years old to attend the clinic once a 
week, all children aged between two and five must be brought to the 
clinic once a month... 
Because instant control is necessary for the children's health, mothers 
who fail to bring their children to the clinic are dealt with by the police 
andpumshed by the Aboriginal Court. It is a punishable offence not to 
attend regularly... 
Similar By-Laws were enforced under the 1972 Regulations of die Aborigines Act 
on other designated Aboriginal communities throughout Queensland as Hooper 
(1980, 55-56) points out. In 1975 diese included: 
Health and Medical 
A person shall attend for medical attention or examination in cases of 
sickness or when so directed by the Council, the Manager or the medical 
officers. 
Hygiene, and Sanitation 
A householder shall ensure that his house and yard are clean and tidy and 
that all rubbish arui refuse is effectively cleaned up and burned by placing 
it in covered rubbish bins or burning it completely in an appointed 
incinerator. 
A person shall not expectorate on the footpath or in any building. 
A householder shall wash and drain his garbage bin after it has been 
emptied by the collector. If necessary, disinfectant of the bin by the 
householder may be directed by an authorised person. 
A person shall keep his garbage bin in good condition... 
A person shall ensure that the lid and door of any sanitary pan cabinet 
remains closed when the closet is not is use. 
A person shall not use any paper in a sewerage or septic system except 
toilet paper of the type that will readily disintegrate in water. 
Miscellaneous 
Parents shall bring up their children with love and care and shall teach 
good behaviour and conduct and shall ensure their compliance with these 
By-Laws. 
If diese By-Laws were breached they could 'render an "offender" liable to a penalty 
of $40 or 14 days imprisonment' (Hooper 1980, 55). Such control, direction and 
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punishment was deemed necessary by those in power who believed in the inferiority 
of Aboriginal people generally and specifically in Aboriginal mothers' in ability to 
care for their children (Rosser 1978; Hooper 1980). It did little, however, to 
encourage Aboriginal people to perceive the health care system as caring, supportive 
and trustworthy. Unfortunately this negative perception persists today (see 
Eckermann et al 1994) and continues to inhibit many Aboriginal people from seeking 
health care until their condition is really quite serious. 
2.6 Indigenous Health Status in Queensland (Pre 1972) 
Prior to 1972 'health' in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island communities in 
Queensland was the responsibility of the Department of Aboriginal and Islander 
Affairs (DAI A). DAI A offices and staff were based on Aboriginal settlements 
throughout Queensland. Early descriptions of the latter provide some insights into 
government policy, and health facilities at the time. For example, Jose et al (1969, 
72) explained that 
In addition to being centres of administration and assistance, the 
settlements have an important function in training Aboriginal children and 
young adults to take their place in the modem Australian community. All 
children from 5 to 15 years of age attend school and the number of older 
adolescents attending secondary school or trade and domestic training 
courses is increasing each year. The settlements provide a house for 
each family, and a basic ration of clothing and food for each individual. 
The basic diet is supplemented by hunting or fishing in suitable areas, 
and by purchases at the settlement general store. A gradual change to a 
cash economy is now being made. In recent years many good quality 
houses have been built, but the older houses are dilapidated, in poor state 
of repair, and have few amenities. Overcrowding is common, with as 
many as 15 people in a three-roomed house. 
Each community has a hospital run by a nursing sister and the largest 
settlement, at Palm Island, has a full-time resident doctor on rotation 
from the Townsville Base Hospital. Southern settlements are visited by 
doctors from the nearest town, and the Royal Flying Doctor Service 
covers most of the northern communities from bases at Charters Towers 
and Mount Isa (Galbraith, 1961). 
On the larger settlements, separate infant welfare clinics run by trained 
sisters supervise the care and diet of preschool children, assist the 
mothers in giving vitamin preparations, and are responsible for 
immunization against tetanus, diphtheria, pertussis, poliomyelitis, 
tuberculosis and smallpox. 
These Aboriginal settlements provided the basis for much of the early research into 
Aboriginal health. Thus studies on some missions identified high erythrocyte 
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sedimentation rates (ESR) in all age groups tested and unusual incidences of heart 
murmurs in children as well as a small number of children and adults with rheumatic 
fever and a high proportion of older children with prior arbovims infections 
(Galbraidi 1967; Doherty 1967). 
Jose et al (1969, 71) also provided the fu-st published data on buths and deaths on 
Queensland Aboriginal settiements. They found an infant mortality rate (IMR) of 
114 deaths per 1000 Uve buths ie six times higher dian the Queensland average 
... with diarrhoeal disease, respiratory infection and diseases of the 
neonatal period accounting for 75% of infant deaths. 
Children in the post weaning period showed retardation of growth, 
cmaemia, and frequent respiratory or enteric infection. The prevalence of 
hookworm infection, has, on the evidence of this arui other studies, 
fallen to low levels, but other parasites were common in this age group. 
Middle ear decrfness and rheumatic disease [were] major problems of 
Aboriginal school children. Hepatomegaly of unknown aetiology was 
found in all the age groups studied. 
General improvement in the health of Aboriginal children and adolescents 
in the last decade has resulted from control of many diseases, but there 
are still high morbidity and mortality rates in infants and young children. 
Further, almost half the mfant deaths reported were caused by gastroenteritis and 
pneumonia and a quarter resulted from premamrity and diseases of the neonatal 
period (Jose et al 1969). Fifty per cent of school children on 12 Aboriginal 
settiements had elevated ESRs. The latter was investigated further by Jose and 
Welch (1969,209), particularly 'its relationship to streptococcal irrfection, rheumatic 
fever and glomerulonephritis'. Findings indicated 'that approximately half the 
Aboriginal children on settlements in Queensland show[ed] evidence of an active 
chronic inflammatory process' (Jose and Welch 1969, 215). Overcrowded 
conditions were diought to contribute to a higher level of streptococcal infections and 
residtant rheumatic heart disease and organic heart murmurs were found to be 10 
tunes more prevalent in children on settiements dian in Sydney school chUdren. The 
study confirmed Jose et al's earlier findings that 'the association of growth 
retardation, enteric parasites and chronic respiratory infection ]was] most apparent in 
weaned preschool children' (Jose and Welch 1969, 216). 
Investigation into growth and nutrition in Aboriginal infants and pre-school children 
was extended to account for the considerable variation in earlier fmdings on different 
settiements. It was clear that growth retardation, anaemia and frequent respiratory 
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and bowel infections were conunon in Aboriginal children under five years of age 
(Queensland Institute of Medical Research (QIMR) Annual Report 1968). Attempts 
were tiierefore made to relate 'differences in growth and nutritional status ...to 
possible genetic variables, infection and parasite infestation, intestinal function, 
physical facilities and irfant welfare and feeding practices' (QIMR Annual Report 
1969, 14). 
Consequentiy Jose and Welch (1970) conducted further comprehensive analysis of 
growth measurements and cUnical data on over 2000 Aboriginal children on 
settiements in (Queensland. They confirmed that 
... growth retardation affected up to 50% of Aboriginal children aged 
between six months and three years. Severe growth retardation 
occurred in 16% of this age group and was accompanied by anaemia and 
irfection. 
(Jose and Welch 1970, 349) 
Best and Welch (1972) conducted follow up surveys in two of die communities, 
Edwaid River and Mitchell River, and found diat 20-30 per cent of die children up to 
die age of 14 years were below tiiie normal range of weight for age. 
Numerous factors (eg nutritional deficiencies in pregnant mothers and infants; 
inadequate early infant feeding) were seen to be initiating growth retardation which 
was maintained by infections and aggravated by subsequent intestinal malabsorption 
(see Qements 1968, Maxwell et al 1969, Stuart et al 1972). Not die least of factors 
contributing to die below optimal healtii standards of Aboriginal children were die 
characteristics of permanent Aboriginal settiements. 
... poor housing arui hygiene facilities, overcrowding in conditions 
favourable to the spread of infectious disease, traditional customs 
resulting in poor personal hygiene, unbalanced diet arui poor cooking 
methods, disintegration of family structure and responsibility, and large 
families resulting from frequently recurring pregnancies ... 
(Jose and Welch 1970,354) 
These C i^eensland fmdings were by no means unique or new, as can be seen from 
die work of Davidson (1957), Crotty (1958), Kettle (1966), Elliott et al (1967), 
Kirk (1969) in central, western and northern Australia. 
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However, the conclusion that growdi retardation was 'a manifestation of the Protein-
Calorie Malnutrition Syndrome' (PC-M)...' known in odier parts of die worid to be 
associated 'with high mortality, permanent structural defects such as deafness, and a 
possible effect upon organs such as the brain' (Jose and Welch 1970, 354) 
prtHnpted immediate attention to die biological/physical and social dimension of dis-
Ease (see Chapter 3) and urged new direction in intervention and treatments. Thus 
Jose and Welch (1970, 355) strongly advocated a wholistic attack. 
Protein-calorie malnutrition must be assessed in terms of growth of 
individual organs and the whole body, of anaemia, of specific and 
generalised nutritional deficiency, of intestinal malabsorption, 
maldigestion and chronic diarrhoea, of high loads of bowel parasites, 
arui of chronic respiratory tract infection. 
Treatment in an established case of this disorder must be directed to all 
these factors simultaneously, and within the framework of a complex 
sociological, economic and cultural background. Prevention lies in 
improvement in antenatal care and nutrition of pregnant mothers, in the 
early introduction of suitable solid supplements in addition to milk in 
irfant diets, arui in the prophylactic administration from the first months 
of life of iron and midtivitamins, including ascorbic acid. In addition, 
the infant must be protected from sources of respiratory and bowel 
infection by improvement in hygiene facilities and practices, and 
elimination of overcrowding. 
Similar patterns appear to have characterised Aboriginal children's health in 
rural/urban areas. As ethnicity was not recorded on health and program records, 
infOTmati(Mi about indigenous rural-urban health status at the tune has been limited to 
sample groups accessed by particular researchers. The focus more often than not 
was CHI Aboriginal children up to the age of 15 years. 
Finikiolis and Tatkovic (1970), for example, showed that Aboriginal children in 
Brisbane had significantiy lower weights and heights than white children living in 
similar circumstances and areas. These findings were related to nutritional, infective 
and socio-economic factors. Similarly Varghese et al (1971) found diat Aboriginal 
children in Brisbane were significantiy growth retarded when compared with their 
white counterparts. 
In rural Queensland Copeman et al (1972) conducted a survey of die health of 
Cunnamulla Aboriginal children in South West Queensland. The IMR in 
Cunnamulla and District over a ten year period (1961-1971) was 68.1 per 1000 
(about diree and a half times the Aus&alian average for titie same period) compared to 
17.9 per 1000 live births in the Cunnamulla white population. Further, weights. 
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heights and arm circumferences of Aboriginal children were significantiy lower than 
those of the white children. However, diey noted tiiat tiie weights of Aboriginal 
children living on reserves - 'shanty towns on the outskirts of Cunnamulla' - were 
significantiy lower than Aboriginal children in the town itself 
Three quarters of pre-school Aboriginal children in the district had a past history of 
gastroenteritis which was epidemic at particular times of the year, 16 per cent a past 
history of pneumonia and 13 per cent a past history of ear trouble. A significant 
proportion of children were infected with one or more intestinal parasite (60 per 
cent) and had nasal discharge (44 per cent). Over 10 per cent of children had an ear 
discharge and a similar proportion had hearing loss in one or both ears. Children 
were considerably more anaemic than the Aboriginal children in Brisbane but 
generally less anaemic than Aboriginal children on Queensland settiements (Jose et al 
1969). 
In contrast to rural and urban areas. Aboriginal 'settlements', where a high 
proportion of Aboriginal people lived, provided 'a captive audience' for health 
research which spear headed initiatives in Aboriginal health throughout Queensland. 
2.7 Government Response 
Govemment responses to indigenous health problems must be examined not only in 
Ught of the policy eras discussed earlier but also in terms of Aboriginal action and 
reaction to initiatives. Middleton (1977), for example, argues that Aboriginal health 
issues were totally ignored until World War n when some Aboriginal people came 
into contact with army personnel in northern Australia. At that time, she asserts, it 
was common practice to isolate such communities rather than to address health 
issues. Strong and persistent lobbying by Aboriginal activists in the late 1950s -
1960s through such fomms as the Federal Council for the Advancement of 
Aborigines and Tortes Strait Islanders (FCAATSI) and Charlie Perkin's 1963 
Freedom Ride for Aboriginal rights - were instmmental in bringing about the 1967 
Referendum (Eckermann et al 1994; Public Health Association (PHA) 1992) after 
which the Commonwealth government assumed responsibility for Aboriginal 
Affairs.^ Further, growing political activism ensured that the Australian public 
began to be aware of horrific IMRs via media cover (Lippmann 1991; Eckermann et 
al 1994). 
^ The Commonwealth Office of Aboriginal Affairs was established in 1968 and replaced by the 
Departmait of Aboriginal Affairs (DAA) in 1972 (PHA 1992). 
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The Redfem Aboriginal community controlled legal and medical service, estabUshed 
m 1971 and the Tent Embassy set up in 1972, drew continuing national and 
international attention to the fact that 
The standard of health of Australian Aborigines is currently (1973) [and 
continues to be in 1995] far below that enjoyed by non-Aboriginal 
Australians. It compares iinfavourably with all developed countries. It 
is comparable with levels seen in grossly uruierdeveloped, overcrowded, 
arui poverty stricken areas of the world. The problem is unacceptable 
both within arui outside of Australia... 
(B1557) 
As a result, the Commonwealth Minister for Health announced 
... in 1973 his Government's intention to co-ordinate a National Ten 
Year Plan aimed at raising the health status of Aboriginals to at least that 
of non-Aboriginals by 1983. 
The Plan was to be implemented by Commonwealth and State health 
authorities with the co-operation of other relevant Commonwealth and 
State departments and authorities, developments were to be co-ordinated 
through the CDH [Commonwealth Department of Health] ... 
(Program Effectiveness Review (PER) Aboriginal Health 
Report 1980, 10) 
In particular within ten years there was to be 
(i) Lowering of Infant and Child Mortality and morbidity 
(ii) Improvement of Infant and Child Nutrition 
(iii) Elimination of Growth Retardation 
(iv) Eradication of Chronic Disease incliuiing Leprosy, Trachoma, 
Tuberculosis, Gastroenteritis and Respiratory and Ear 
Conditions. 
(PER Aboriginal Healdi 1980, 11) 
These targets fmd clear reflection m the mandate under which AHP began operating 
in 1972 (see Chapter 4). 
In 1973, as part of the government's National Plan to upgrade Aboriginal health 
Aboriginal community controlled health services were funded. Aboriginal health 
statistics began to be collected and the fu-st training program for Aboriginal Health 
Workers was implemented. Plans for the National Trachoma and Eye Health 
Program were completed in 1975 with the aims of surveying and treating 
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trachomatous blindness in Australia and implementing ongoing eye care programs 
du^ughout the country (PHA 1992). 
The National Aboriginal Consuhative Committee (NACC) was established to advise 
Federal govemment on welfare, housing and education of indigenous people. 
NAIHO, set up in 1974 as the umbrella body for community controlled health 
services, became the advisory body on health to the NACC (and later the National 
Aboriginal Conference - NAC). When the NACC lobbied for its mandate to include 
land rights which, as pointed out earlier, was seen as integral to improving 
indigenous peoples' total health status (Foley 1991) the organisation was disbanded 
by the govemment of the day and replaced by the NAC. When the NAC continued 
indigenous peoples' lobby for land rights (as well as a treaty) it was also abolished 
by government (Anderson 1991). 
Since the late seventies numerous national reports (eg the House of Representatives 
Standing Committee on Aboriginal Affairs 1979; the Royal Australian College of 
Ophthalmologists 1980 National Trachoma and Eye Health Program Report; PER 
1980; and more recentiy the NAHS 1989 and the RCADIC 1991/1992) have 
emphasised the multi-dimensional nature of health and clearly identified the range of 
historical, socio-political and economic-environmental factors that contribute to 
Aboriginal dis-Ease as outiined in Chapter 1. 
Although health, in its tme sense, extends to many aspects of being, governments at 
federal and state levels tended to concentrate on the biological/physical and to a 
lesser extent the social/environmental, well being of communities as indicated in The 
National Ten Year Plan and, indeed, the mandate of AHP. 
Thus, NAIHO (1982, 1) asserted well over a decade ago that 
The breakdown in Aborigiruil health began with the first intrusion by the 
alien into arty Aboriginal community, arui the subsequent disturbance in 
the relationship, both physical and spiritual, which Aboriginal people had 
and have with the land. This intrusion (a euphemism for invasion) 
[was] brought about by policies of detribalisation, family break-ups, 
assimilation arui paternalism - All of which meant denial of culture, 
deprivation of language, removal of identity, and total dispossession 
from our lands, our spiritual heritage. 
Nevertheless, early govemment response was to simply deny or ignore the 
importance of the range of factors emphasised by NAIHO and other Aboriginal 
organisations. Instead 
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The great emphasis in Government policy on Aboriginal health, its first 
priority in fact, [was] Aboriginalisation of existing services. 
(NAIHO 1982, 15) 
The reasons for such a response appear to be two-fold - one, Australia was fearful 
of relinquishing 'control' of an indigenous population which, for so long, it had 
considered in need of protection and direction; the other, 'assimilation' continued to 
play a maJOT role in Aboriginal affairs throughout die 1970s and 1980s. This covert 
pressure for assimilation suggested that 'Aboriginalisation' of mainstream services 
would 'solve the problem' (Eckermann et al 1994, 183). Houston (1991, 3) argues 
that 
To a large degree, this approach was dependant on the success of 
broader assimilationist policies and programs. As Aboriginal people 
became more accepting of non Aboriginal ways and values, the more 
prepared, it was believed Aboriginal people would be to accept the 
offerings of the existing health/welfare system. 
Consequentiy, health systems tended towards employing AHWs and ALOs. 
Houston (1991, 3) explains 
It was hoped that, by employing Aborigiruil people in these assistant 
capacities, or as "advisors" the cultural and social acceptance, by 
Aboriginal people of the health system and its services would be 
guaranteed. 
The problem, as Gray and Saggers (1994, 129) point out, was that 
... their role is circumscribed. While they provide an Aboriginal face at 
the point of first contact with health services, they are constrained by the 
rules and structure of the organizations by which they are employed. 
Their ability to respond to Aborigiruil people in culturally appropriate 
ways is limited and they are often placed in positions where they are 
caught between the demands of their community and the health 
bureaucracy. 
Following die NAHS (1989) and RCADIC (1991/1992) reports govemment has 
revised its infrastmcture to ensure equality in access to health services and facilities 
for indigenous peoples by die year 2001. However, both NAHS and the RCADIC 
reports stressed much wider factors. Thek recommendations had implications for 
significant changes in bureaucratic stiuctures, funding formulas and a co-ordinated 
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wholistic approach to Aboriginal issues. The latter included employment, education, 
environment and social justice within Aboriginal health and relations with the law. 
Recent evaluations of the implementation of the NAHS and RCADIC 
recommendations, which were supported by all State governments, indicate that 
very little has been achieved in changing the established system of dealing with 
Aboriginal issues (NAHS 1994 and House of Representatives Standing Committee 
on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Affairs 1994). Rhetorics aside, then, 
within government Aboriginal health initiatives there has been a lack of appropriate 
economic and political strategies to foster Aboriginal community development, 
participation and control. 
Thus, although, Houston (1991, 13-14) believes that there is a close correlation 
between the objectives of many government programs (promotional, preventive, 
curative, rehabilitative and sociomedical care) and the definitions of health as well as 
the description of essential PHC services detailed in the Alma Ata; he maintains that 
this correlation may not be culturally safe for many minority groups because: 
Services organised in such categories do not provide scope for activities 
which are intended to directly strengthen the communities' social and 
cultural identity and advance community empowerment. These 
activities, in Aboriginal Health Services, have been characterised by the 
mass involvement of clients. Health services have recognised that such 
involvement can have a dual benefit. Firstly, by improving the quality 
and attesting to the validity of a service or program — this benefit is 
recognised in existing philosophies of community control/participation. 
Secondly, the involvement of clients in the programming and delivery of 
services has brought about a heightening of personal and community 
awareness. Lastly, it addresses the conundrum created by poverty, 
powerlessness, dispossession, oppression and discrimination. 
In this light, such activities are not just simply an adjunct to the quality of 
management or planning, they constitute a valuable and intentional act to 
meet a health need, and in this, they constitute a service. 
He therefore argues that interpretation by government of the spectrum of health 
activities endorsed by WHO must reach beyond medically oriented services 
(Houston 1991). Throughout the 1970s and 1980s government responses to 
Aboriginal health generally have not recognised and included strategies to foster 
conmiunity empowerment through health services. In contrast, this factor is central 
to the cultural socio-political platform of AICHSs. 
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Unfortunately, historically, govemment failure to come to terms with differing 
expectations and interpretations of the provision of health services as a social right, 
has fuelled debate between the govemment and independent service providers to 
indigenous clients. It has unnecessarily perpetuated antagonism and competition for 
the health dollar to die detriment of each service and, unportandy, indigenous healdi. 
Thus, stakeholders' comments and archival materials verify an antagonistic, jealous 
and, until the recent NHAS (1989) review and change of government in 
Queensland, guarded relationship between the services. 
Although, attempts were made to improve and encourage the use of existing 
Queensland public health services, in many locations such services were not 
accessible to, or simply rejected by. Aboriginal people. There was a clear 
realisation, as Gray and Saggers (1994) indicated for other States, that an 
Aboriginal specific program such as AHP was needed but no early acknowledgment 
or support for Aboriginal community healdi services. AHP, dierefore, became die 
State's centre piece for remedial action/intervention progress in indigenous health 
supported by (and at times m competition widi) the Commonwealth and DAIA. 
2.8 Summary 
This discussion has clearly demonstrated diat since colonisation, health, as all other 
aspects of Aboriginal Ufe, was governed by legislative exclusion, control and 
restriction ie instimtional racism from mid-1800s to die early 1970s. Institutional 
racism was founded within the philosophies of scientific racism and generated 
conditions of deep-seated systemic bias and stmctural violence within Aboriginal 
communities. 
As a result, by die 1960s, Aboriginal healdi status has revealed some fiightening 
trends and diis Chapter has outUned some of diese particularly in relation to 
social/cultural emotional dis-Ease. Aboriginal demands for action and govemment 
responses at bodi Commonwealth and State level are analysed. The National Ten 
Year Plan for Aboriginal Health, and its failure to improve die healdi status of 
indigenous peoples to at least diat of non-Aboriginals by 1983, is critiqued. 
Analysis reveals dissonance between govemment intent and govemment action as 
well as conflict between Aboriginal community perspectives and bureaucratic 
stmctures. 
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Queensland health statistics have also been examined in detail in order to place the 
development of AHP in context. Paradoxically, Queensland, die State which 
exerted most control and direction over Aboriginal communities (Rowley 1972; 
Evans et al 1975,1988; Brennan 1992), was also die state which developed die fu-st 
extensive, co-ordinated approach to tackling Aboriginal healdi problems du-ough its 
AHP. A later chapter will elaborate the stmcture, mandate and development of die 
program 1972-1991. 
As much as this later analysis is based on data gathered during the evaluation of 
AHP, it is appropriate to examine in die next chapter the evaluation process which 
evolved. 
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CHAPTER 3 
PRINCIPLES AND PROCESSES UNDERLYING 
THE EVALUATION APPROACH 
The biggest problem of making maps of reality is not that we have to 
start from scratch, but that if our maps are to be accurate we have to 
contiraudly revise them. 
(Scott Peck 1983, 45) 
3.0 Introduction 
Program evaluation may be carried out in many different ways. In the evaluation of 
AHP a constmctivist paradigm, following Guba and Lincoln (1989), was chosen in 
order to capture the perceptions, needs and beliefs of all groups affected by the 
program, ie all stakeholders (see Stake 1977). 
The process proposed by Guba and Lincoln (1989) proved to be a useful cycle for 
evaluation research in this project from a conceptual vantage point. 
This chapter wiU explore in detail the process of implementing such an approach in 
relation to the evaluation of AHP. It will be particularly examined in terms of the 
three cychcal phases of fourth generation evaluation adapted from Guba and Lincoln 
(1989), ie orientation arui overview, focused exploration, and cross checking and 
final analysis of data. Aspects of each of these phases will then be analysed in 
relation to the conflict between the theory and the reality inherent in the fourth 
generation evaluation. 
Within a climate of marked political change and historical antagonism between 
indigenous and non-indigenous people, Guba and Lincoln's (1989) approach has 
been adapted to include thuteen major steps within die three broad phases advocated 
by the authors. 
Phase 1: Orientation and Overview included: 
• determining insider and outsider stakeholder groups; 
• negotiating a collaborative framework; 
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• finding out what is important to know; 
• identifying issues and concems: emerging trends. 
Phase 2: Focused Exploration was comprised of: 
• prioritising issues and concems; 
• defining questions to be asked; 
• identifying sources of data; 
• collecting and cross checking information; 
• negative case analysis; 
Phase 3: Cross-checking and Final data Analysis consisted of: 
• follow up interviews; 
• comparative data analysis; 
• review of other sources of data; 
• content analysis of archival documents. 
Although outlined here consecutively (for ease of interpretation), just as the broad 
phases of the evaluation were cyclical so too were the major steps widiin each phase. 
3.1 Gaining Access to AHP 
The evaluation of the AHP was motivated by the evaluator's long term interest in 
Aboriginal health and particularly, by contact with Indigenous Health Workers 
(IHWs) and nurses who worked in, or were familiar with the Queensland program. 
In time, communication with the program Director provided an opportunity to 
respond to the comment that 'it was a pity AHP had never been evaluated...the 
furuis were simply never available'. 
Thus, initial entree was facilitated through management and particularly the Nurse 
Educator in the Training Unit responsible for staff development and continuing 
education. Ample background material was provided in 1987 to formalise and 
submit a research proposal (via AHP Management) to the Departmental Executive, 
the University and the funding body. Permission to conduct the evaluation was 
given in late 1987. 
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However, 'the permission' as such was only ever communicated via the Nurse 
Educator and eventually orally by die Director of die program after several phone 
and written inquiries from the evaluator. Formal acknowledgment of 
correspondence was not received from Management, nor indeed die Departmental 
Executive. Nevertheless, the evaluation commenced six months later on the 
assurance that the project had been formally approved by the Departmental 
Executive. 
Arrival on site revealed, however, diat the Director of the program, with whom 
initial negotiations had occiured, had retired. His replacement would only be 
available intermittentiy during the next six months as he was involved with a 
National Working Party reviewing Aboriginal and Tortes Strait Islander health. In 
the interim, and during his absence under the authority of the Director of Nursing 
(DON), an AHP Executive had been set up. The change in Management stmcture 
created some difficulties in that the Director frequentiy deferred matters to the DON 
and vice versa which often delayed decision-making about the evaluation. 
When inquiries were made about communication with staff the evaluator was 
advised that a memorandum had been circulated 'seeking their co-operation'. In 
contrast, some field staff related that they 'had been directed to co-operate' widi die 
project Others eagerly contributed because 'Head Office had said it was O.K.'. 
Many, however, sought assurance diat their views would not be communicated back 
to 'the powers that be'; some because they feared reprisal, others because they did 
not want to offend long serving staff who were 'very committed' or 'well intended'. 
Only a minority of insider stakeholders (n=4) refused to be interviewed without 
offering a reason. However, some staff who initially were 'not available' for 
interview sought an opportunity to comment at a later stage. Discussion widi them 
revealed that they had several misconceptions about the reason for the evaluation. A 
few believed it was being conducted for Management simply because the system had 
endorsed it and that in itself created suspicion. 
Eventually, several mondis into the project when a letter of introduction was 
requested to outside groups, clarification was sought from the hierarchy about the 
evaluator's access to information. In time die introduction (see Appendix 2) was 
provided. The conmiunication surrounding this event revealed diat one of the major 
'insider' stakeholders, die initiator of the program (past Director and later senior 
departmental officer responsible for the Division under which AHP fell) had in fact 
not been invited to participate in the decision to approve the evaluation. 
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Protracted and mtermittent re-negotiations occurred over several mondis between the 
Department, die University and die evaluator regarding die project. In particular 
issues related to access, use and release of information, client confidentiality, 
community anonymity and protection of the credibility of the Department were 
discussed. The offer to set up an intemal evaluation steering committee widi outside 
stakeholder representation was decUned. 
I believe that problems regarding orientation to the evaluation occurted mainly 
because there was never an opportunity to initiate a formal contract. Assumptions 
were made about the methodology; tentative schedules for feedback/reporting and 
the nature of the latter in terms of program needs and priorities were therefore not 
negotiated. 
Nevertheless, almost by default, there was implicit agreement about the sponsor, the 
cUent group, the entity to be evaluated (AHP) and responsibility for supervision of 
die project Senior staff eagerly highUghted die functional and geographic diversity 
of the program and individually shared theu" beUefs about the most important reason 
for evaluation. Further, they appeared to accept that staff at all levels would be 
invited to give their opinions about the program activities as well as suggest reasons 
fOT evaluating it 
3.2 Delays in Beginning the Research 
Proti^cted negotiations between AHP, the University and myself did, however, 
mean that the research was delayed for some six months. During this time it was 
possible to review AHP records and to gain some understanding of the program, its 
history and current operations from head office staff. 
3.3 Phase 1 - Orientation and Overview 
Lincohi and Guba (1985,235) explam that 
The object of this first phase is to obtain sufficient information to get 
some handle on what is important enough to follow up... 
In order to establish 'what is important enough to follow up' within this 
constmctivist approach to evaluation, it was fu-stiy necessary to establish the range 
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of stakeholder groups, to set the parameters of collaborative research and then to ask 
stakeholders to identify issues and concems pertinent to diem. 
3.3.1 Determining the Range of Stakeholders 
Orientation to the AHP via archives, discussions with program staff and a review of 
appropriate literature indicated that a range of groups were influenced directiy and 
indirectiy by its operations. These groups of stakeholders included: 
* program executive (past and present) 
* program regional management - Regional Nursing Supervisors 
(RNS), Regional Medical Officers (RMO) and administrative 
support regional Field Officer (FO) 
* program special units - Dietary NuUition Unit (DNU), Hearing 
Conservation Unit (HCU), Computer Statistics Unit (CSU), 
Parasitology Unit (PU), Acquu-ed Immuno Deficiency Syndrome 
Prevention Unit (APU), and Special Programs Unit (SPU), 
Trainmg Unit (TU) and Itinerant Hygiene Officers (IHO) 
* program field staff - Public Health Nurses (PHNs), Indigenous 
Healdi Workers (IHWs), Field Officers (FOs) and Specialist Team 
Staff (past and present) 
* program clients - individuals, famiUes and communities 
* other health services to whom clients could be referred or who 
might refer clients (eg hospitals, ambulance. Child Healdi, clinics) 
* other groups who might draw on the program for advice (eg 
schools. Aboriginal and Tortes Strait Islander organisations, 
departments) 
* funding bodies. 
Figure 3.1 outiines the range of stakeholder groups identified and their relationship 
with the evaluation through the researchers. 
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The number of 'inside' stakeholders was easily identified. They included staff/ex-
staff and management. Self evident among 'outside' groups were clients and 
communities. However, during the process of the orientation and overview, senior 
staff, health teams and individuals interviewed extended the range of 'outside' 
stakeholder groups by identifying those agencies in theu- area with whom they had 
most frequent contact. These included hospitals, schools. Aboriginal organisations 
(eg Councils, Housing Co-operatives, Child Care Agencies), government 
departments (eg Department of Aboriginal Affairs (DAA); Department of Education; 
Divisions within the State Healdi Department) and other miscellaneous groups (eg 
Ambulance Service, Blue Nurses, RCADIC. Further die evaluation sought out 
agencies with whom health teams could reasonably be expected to have contact but 
which were not mentioned in their networks. These varied from area to area and 
from team to team. At times they included Aboriginal organisations, schools and 
auxiliary health services. 
The range of stakeholder groups identified by staff and communities constimted the 
evaluation's sample. It was not selected by means of traditional sampling 
procedures. Instead, it was purposive and relied on snowballing (Lincoln and Guba 
1985,233). Table 3.1 outlines the total number of stakeholders who participated m 
this evaluation. 
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TABLE 3.1 Total Number of Interviews by Ethnicity, 
Region and Stakeholders 
STAKEHOLDER 
INSIDERS 
Aboriginal 
Health 
Program Staff 
Ex-Aboriginal 
Health 
Program Staff 
OUTSIDERS 
Aboriginal 
Organisations 
Departments 
Hospitals 
Schools 
Other 
TOTAL 
REGION X ETHNICITY 
Southern 
Region 
A 
27 
4 
19 
3 
1 
2 
4 
60 
N 
22 
2 
1 
14 
6 
2 
2 
49 
Central 
Region 
A 
18 
7 
15 
7 
3 
4 
1 
55 
N 
10 
3 
3 
5 
20 
3 
5 
49 
Northern 
Region 
A 
21 
7 
23 
4 
4 
9 
5 
73 
N 
15 
1 
4 
12 
16 
20 
2 
70 
Torres 
Strai t 
TSI 
13 
-
5 
6 
2 
5 
-
3 1 
N 
2 
-
-
1 
4 
6 
-
13 
N 
128 
24 
70 
52 
56 
51 
19 
400 
Note: A= Aboriginal; TSI = Torres Suait Islander; N = non-Aboriginal or non-Torres Strait 
Islands 
This sample of 4(X) includes 219 Aboriginal and Tortes Strait Islander and 181 non-
Aboriginal persons. 
In terms of the principles underlying Fourth Generation Evaluation, then, the range 
of stakeholder groups outiined in Table 3.1 provides an extensive, even exhaustive, 
range of perceptions about the program's work. There is no doubt, however, that 
these diverse groups brought a variety of different agenda to the evaluation process 
in terms of the issues and concems identified. 
3.3.2 Negotiating a Collaborative Framework 
Preparation of the research team is vital to any evaluation effort (Wadsworth 1991). 
It is particularly essential in cross cultural research where people working together 
share different world views and values. If these are going to mesh, to form an 
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understanding of all stakeholder issues and concerns, a partnership or 'co-
researcher' relationship must be developed. 
Numerous research projects m Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal contexts (Eckermann 
1973, 1977, 1980; Eckermann et al 984; Nadian 1980; Nadian and Japananghka 
1983 and die Report of die National Workshop on Ediics of Research in Aboriginal 
Healtii, NAIHO 1988) have documented die importance of involving Aboriginal 
people in die research process. My previous fieldwork in cross-cultural health 
situations (Dowd 1985; Eckermann et al 1994) highlighted die benefits of an 
Aboriginal co-researcher participating in all stages of the research process. The 
tiieme of minority participation in research conducted by majority representatives 
into aspects of die former's needs and life styles have also been highlighted by the 
WHO (1978), Moodie (1987) as well as the Healdi Advancement Division, 
Department of Community Services and Healdi (1988), NAIHO (1988), NAHS 
(1989) and Madison (1992). 
In diis constmctivist evaluation of the AHP an Aboriginal co-researcher was 
necessary to: 
* strengdien die vahdity of die research (Reason and Rowan, 1981); 
* increase the credibility and acceptability of research evaluation 
outcomes (Patton, 1986); 
* monitor the appropriateness of the emerging methodology 
(Moodie, 1987); 
* increase the relevance of research to die needs of Aboriginal and 
Tortes Sdrait Islander communities (Healdi Advancement Division, 
Department of Community Services and Healdi, 1988); 
* lessen white researcher bias (Moodie 1987; Eckermann 1980); 
* counter the dependent power relationship that commonly exists 
between white Australians and indigenous people (Eckermann 
1973,1977; Dowd, 1985); 
* ensure that the research was not conducted alone (Reason and 
Rowan, 1981). 
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The latter is particularly important, because, as Maruyama (1981) stresses, in a 
situation where participants differ from the researcher in terms of class and culture, 
there is a special need for binocular vision. Thus, a co-researcher role and 
relationship should be an essential part of any research endeavour related to 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander issues. In this project two Aboriginal co-
researchers were involved. The first, Mr Chris King, was influential in Phase 1 of 
the research. Unfortunately funding constraints precluded his continued 
involvement. The second co-researcher, Ms L. Nixon was able to work on the 
evaluation for a year during Phase 2 of the project. 
Even before the NHMRC's (1989) Draft Guidelines on Research in Aboriginal 
Health strategies were developed for this evaluation to ensure Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander consultation and guidance of the research process. For example an 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Working Party made up of small groups of 
community people in Brisbane, Townsville, Mount Isa and Cairns was established 
to guide the research. A three day workshop was held to: 
1. develop for piloting a structured interview guide/questionnaire 
for collecting feedback about the AHP from Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander communities; 
2. identify realistic and culturally acceptable ways of collecting 
relevant feedback about the AHP in different geographic 
locations; 
3. determine community sampling procedures within selected 
geographical areas. 
(Dowd et al 1990, 2) 
A full report of the workshop and the list of Working Party Members is attached in 
Appendix 3. 
The Working Party offered advice and feedback about the direction of the project 
and the appropriateness of the methods employed during the monthly meetings 
which were held throughout 1989 and 1990. Advice was also sought from the State 
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Aboriginal and Islander Healdi Advisory Council (AlHAC)i. One of its members 
was represented on die Brisbane Working Party Group. 
The AHP Executive was also invited to participate in an hitemal Program Evaluation 
Advisory Group. Pressing workloads, staff rationalisation, and other program and 
professional priorities, as well as a reluctance to 'influence the evaluation', 
precluded formation of such a group. Nevertheless, the Executive was represented 
on one of die extemal community groups. 
3.3.3 Finding Out What is Important to Know 
Early interviewing widi long serving AHP staff based at Head Office identified a 
diverse range of program activities and priorities. These were incorporated into a 
planning questionnaire (see Appendix 4) which was distributed to all field staff 
Over two thirds of staff completed die questionnaire to provide an overview of the 
evaluand in their area. Resultant data were analysed using die Statistical Analysis 
System (SAS) (1988) computer program. The results allowed some early cross 
checking of data and provided a quantifiable overview of die teams and their work, 
the range of involvement in various aspects of die AHP and perceptions of factors 
influencing the teams' performances on die basis of theu- own analysis of dieir 
activities. 
Review of program records and documents/archival material continued. 
Information about the evaluation was distributed to the staff via Plenty Talk (the 
AHP Newsletter)^ encouraging their participation in die project (see Appendix 4 for 
example). 
At diis stage die Brisbane based Community Aboriginal Working Party, which was 
m close proximity to die evaluation team, reviewed activities and priorities identified 
from widiin AHP as well as die planning questionnau-e designed to elicit more 
information about the evaluand 
^ The Aboriginal and Islander Health Advisory Council was the indigenous advisory body 
£q)pointed by the Queensland Minister of Health. 
2 The name resulted from a 'Name the Newsletter competition' in 1980 won by Eleanor 
Roughsey from Gununa (Momington Island). She chose the name 'Jigger Gunga', which 
means "Plenty Talk' in the local language of the Lardil Tribe (Plenty Talk, Vol 2/80,1). 
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Such procedures as well as informal networking with healdi teams (HTs) and 
regional staff and outsider stakeholder groups provided die orientation to and 
overview of AHP as well as direction for more indepdi exploration of the program 
3.4 Emerging Trends: First Progress Report 
A planning questionnaire (see Appendix 5) provided valuable early insights into 
die program's operation. A detaUed analysis of responses indicated that most of die 
field staff was aged between 26 and 45. Almost 56 per cent had been working in die 
program for longer dian six years, aldiough 25 per cent had not joined the program 
until 1989 and 36 per cent had been working in dieu- present team for less than two 
years. The questionnaire asked respondents to indicate the amount of tune spent on a 
range of activities during a 'typical formight'. 
Results indicated diat teams spent most of dieir time in preparing educational 
sessions, carrying out home visits and reporting/recording health data. 
Hospital visits, hepatitis B follow-up, immunisation follow-up, staff workshops and 
healdi worker training also featured prominently. When asked to indicate the 
activities diey considered most important in dieir work, 63 per cent identified general 
healdi education; die next most important activity identified was staff development. 
Activities which teams believed facilitated dieir work included good team work ie. 
team education, positive team dynamics and organisation as well as adequate 
staffing. Good planning, including time management, record keeping and 
planning, good interpersonal skills and adequate resources were also 
considered important influences. Surprisingly few respondents identified community 
development, client attimdes or liaison widi odier groups particularly helpful in 
meetmg these demands of their work. 
Those factors which HTs identified as hindering their work included pressures 
from within the organisation ie. intermptions, workload, paper work, poor co-
ordination and client attitudes such as non compliance, lack of punctuality and 
alcohol problems. 
These fmdings were related back to the AHP in a face to face meeting witii senior 
management Health Teams were also kept informed via Plenty Talk. 
Opportunities to participate in two AHP Staff Workshops during Phase 1 of die 
research broadened my understanding of many of die issues and concems identified 
by field staff (see Dowd 1988,1989a). 
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3.5 Phase 2 - Focused Exploration 
Analysis of information collected in Phase 1 of the project provided a more 
stmctured framework for exploring program activities and priorities as well as the 
issues and concems stiikeholders believed to be important (see Dowd 1989b). 
3.5 .1 Prioritising Issues and Concerns, Defining Questions to 
be Asked 
An invitation to both inside and outside stakeholders to list priority questions (ie 
important issues to be asked about the program, see Appendix 6) helped to focus the 
exploration in terms of their knowledge and perceptions of AHP. Stakeholders 
participating in the evaluation identified issues and concerns about the program by 
submitting the ten most important questions they would expect to be addressed 
during the evaluation. This process, in which 196 groups participated, generated a 
total of 1304 questions. 
Table 3.2 shows the number of questions forwarded by 'insider' and 'outsider' 
stakeholders from each Region of the State and Table 3.3 outiines the nature of 
issues and concems identified. 
TABLE 3.2: Total Number of Priority Questions by Region 
and Number of Stakeholders 
NO. OF 
STAKEHOLDERS 
INSIDERS 
Aboriginal 
Health 
Program Staff 
(n = 52) 
OUTSIDERS 
Aboriginal 
Organisations 
(n=19) 
Departments 
(n=42) 
Hospitals 
(n=54) 
Schoo l s 
(n=10) 
Other 
(n = 19) 
TOTAL 196 
SOUTHERN 
REGION 
173 
28 
150 
177 
-
43 
5 7 1 
PRIORITY QUESTIONS X 
CENTRAL 
REGION 
46 
32 
35 
74 
10 
54 
2 5 1 
NORTHERN 
REGION 
131 
64 
70 
93 
31 
30 
4 1 9 
REGION 
TORRES 
STRAIT 
4 
17 
12 
16 
14 
-
6 3 
NO. OF 
PRIORITY 
QUESTIONS 
354 
141 
267 
360 
55 
127 
1 3 0 4 
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Table 3.3: Number of Priority Questions by Major Category 
Within Each Health Region' 
MAJOR 
CATEGORY 
Program 
Profess ional 
Cl ients 
Impact 
Obstacles 
Serv ices 
Communi ty 
Lia ison 
Partic ipation 
and 
Advocacy 
Work and Its 
Environment 
H e a l t h a n d 
Program 
Records 
Misce l laneous 
TOTAL 
PRIORITY QUESTIONS X 1 
SOUTHERN 
REGION 
276 
113 
58' 
5S 
21 
26 
10 
3 
4 
2 
571 
CENTRAL 
REGION 
161 
31 
13 
12 
17 
9 
4 
3 
1 
_ 
251 
NORTHERN 
REGION 
242 
81 
21 
17 
28 
3 
12 
9 
4 
2 
419 
REGION 
TORRES 
STRAIT 
44 
11 
-
2 
2 
1 
-
1 
1 
1 
63 
N 
723 
236 
92 
89 
68 
39 
26 
16 
10 
5 
1304 
1. 196 groups as detailed in Table 3.2 contributed 
The data were categorised and processed by means of the computer programs The 
Ethnograph (Seidel 1994; Seidel et al 1988) and Epi InfoS (Dean et al 1990). 
Ten major categories, reflecting stakeholder's concerns about AHP, emerged (see 
Table 3.3). Five of these were most prominent, thus more than half (n=723 or 55 
per cent) of priority questions raised issues and concems related direcdy to the first 
major category, PROGRAM (ie AHP's mandate, structure and operation). 
Within this broad area of concern specific questions related to program priorities, 
client targets and health strategies as well as management structure and 
direction/leadership within AHP featured prominently. In particular, issues 
were raised about indigenous participation/direction within the program and 
the relevance of AHP's mandate and aims to the indigenous population. 
Further, the level of community awareness, satisfaction and acceptance of 
AHP was identified as an important issue for investigation. 
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The second major category arising from analysis of priority questions concerned 
PROFESSIONAL ISSUES. These centred on staff education/training and 
development (especially IHW access to appropriate education and career 
opportunities), staff role and relationships, staff selection and aspects of 
professional communication, particularly in relation to cross cultural 
commimication and general information flow widiin the program. Perceptions of 
staff performance and the work environment of health teams were less 
frequentiy raised concems. 
CLIENT OUTCOMES and influencing factors, became die third major area of 
concern. Issues in this broad area revolved on whether or not client health 
knowledge, understanding, behaviour and attitudes had changed as a resuh 
of AHP. Such questions sought particular feedback on client compliance with 
appointments and treatments. Further some concems about client 'lifestyles' 
and/or psychological factors (eg stress, poor self esteem) were perceived to 
influence healdi as well as client rights. 
The fourth major category, AHP's overall IMPACT in terms of its effect on 
indigenous health status, early detection and control of diseases, 
achievement of general aims, die effectiveness of health promotion initiatives 
and the impact of AHP on child and adult health, received similar priority. 
Few priority questions fell into the fifth major category, OBSTACLES. 
However, stakeholders flagged important issues and concerns related to 
professional domination/attitudes, lack of co-ordination with other 
agencies, bureaucracy, poor information flow and inadequate resources 
which were believed to be real barriers to program development and achievement. 
3.5.2 Developing an Interview Tool 
Analysis of these priority questions became the focus of feedback to participants. 
Further, the insights gained from die planning questionnaire and the priority 
questions guided development of the interview protocol (see Appendix 7), which 
aldiough open ended, became more focused to facditate die exploration of particular 
claims, concems and issues identified by stakeholders through the priority 
questions. 
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3.5.3 Collecting and Cross Checking Information 
In order to maximise opportunities to collect appropriate, credible and useful data 
(Patton 1989, 1990) a number of different data collection procedures were 
employed. These included: the planning questionnaire, priority questions, focused 
interviews, informal discussions, observations, grounded questionnaires, 
brainstorming, review of literature and archival materials. Such 'triangulation' of 
method enhanced the credibility and usefulness of die evaluation, both in terms of 
academic rigour and participants' expectations. 
In terms of die constructivist paradigm, then, the process of die evaluation of AHP 
involved stakeholders in determining 'the problem'; theu- issues and concems were 
fed back to AHP; to maintain the feedback loop theu- issues and concems became 
mcorporated into the interview protocol thus again responding to participants' needs 
and budding on their knowledge, perceptions and beUefs. 
Thus, the range of issues and concems identified in priority questions (see Table 
3.3) were explored in depth through 400 face to face interviews conducted 
dm)ughout 1989/1990. For a detailed outiine of the number of interviews by 
edmicity, region and stakeholder group see Table 3.1. The majority of AHP staff 
(n=128 or 76 per cent) were interviewed and another 24 'insider' stakeholder 
mterviews were ccMiducted with ex-AHP staff, predominandy IHWs. 
Further, some 248 face to face interviews were conducted with 'outsider' 
stakeholders ie community organisations and services which could reasonably be 
expected to have contact widi AHP through shared healdi related experience. 
In each case, mterviews were n-anscribed and, where possible, individuals were 
provided with the opportunity to check theu* transcripts to ensiu-e that information 
was recorded reliably and consistendy. Field notes were also recorded by both 
evaluators. These were invariably written 'on the spot' and checked collaboratively 
each night. 
In this manner die research process endeavoiu-ed to pursue 
a form of evaluation in which the claims, concerns and issues of 
stakeholders serve as organisational foci (the basis for determining what 
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information is needed), that is implemented within the methodological 
precepts of the constructivist inquiry paradigm. 
(Guba and Lincoln 1989, 50). 
3 . 5 . 4 Negative Case Analysis 
The interview protocol was administered over a period of 12 months fiddwork in 
which 25 out of 28 AHP teams3 and all Special Units were visited. This process 
also facilitated extensive observations, focus group sessions and informal 
discussions. It was consequently possible to supplement interview data with field 
notes and group discussion and to check and re-check information by negative case 
analysis. Claims by health teams could be explored with community groups and 
other agencies. Outsider perceptions of AHP could be refuted by actual HT 
operations. Field staff concerns could be checked against departmental memos. 
3 . 5 . 5 Second Progress Report 
A progress report on the evaluation of AHP based on priority questions (Dowd 
1990) was distributed to three main stakeholder groups — program management, the 
Aboriginal Working Party and the AIHAC. In addition a summary of the report 
incorporating stakeholder recommendations was sent to all health teams as it was not 
deemed appropriate to circulate the full report. 
Although some controversy and conflict arose in relation to the release of the 
progress report, it did allow for the review and cross checking of emerging trends 
with important gatekeepers. Indeed, the reactions of the more powerful stakeholder 
group elicited curiosity, greater interest and response to the evaluation, from those 
field staff who were not given access to the full report through the program. 
Consequently, several did request it through the evaluation team. 
An overwhelming majority of outsider stakeholders supported the preliminary 
findings previously outlined and recommended more in depth critical analysis of the 
issues. Insider stakeholders, especially field staff, by and large were not surprised or 
'fazed' by the findings. Nevertheless, the criticisms raised by management and their 
suggested amendments to the report were considered and incorporated where 
appropriate. 
Three health teams, located at Cunnamulla, Doomadgee and Mornington Island, could not 
unfortunately be visited because of distance and funding limitations. 
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3.6 Phase 3 - Cross Checking and Final Data Analysis 
The task in Phase 3 of the evaluation, Guba and Lincoln (1985, 236) suggest, is to 
Obtain confirmation that the report has captured the data as constructed 
by the informants, or to correct, amend, or extend it, that is to establish 
the credibility of the case. 
In the evaluation of AHP the final cycle of checking and rechecking included follow 
up interviews, comparative data analysis, review of other sources of data and 
content analysis of archival documents. 
3 . 6 . 1 Follow up Interviews 
In the field, as well as on return to the main base some (n=25) follow up interviews 
were conducted by phone, or face to face, with key stakeholders (especially long 
serving staff) to cross check the accuracy of information obtained from different data 
sources. This assisted negative case analysis of varying interpretations and claims 
about AHP, particularly where there were substantial differences in opinions and 
recall of significant events. 
3 .6 .2 Comparative Data Analysis 
The priority questions and interview data were coded into major categories and sub-
categories. Early categorisation was continually refined as new patterns and themes 
emerged. 
In this manner data collection and analysis were triangulated, ie information was 
sought from a variety of sources. 'Insiders' (AHP staff and their administrators as 
well as ex-AHP staff) contributed their views on the program's efficiency and 
effectiveness, its achievements and problems. Similarly 'outsiders' (other related 
service providers) were able to contribute their perceptions of the program's 
operation and achievements. Further, and most importantly, clients were able to 
express their views of AHP. 
The categories emerging from this process were entered into The Ethnograph, a 
qualitative analysis program , to carry out a more detailed analysis of the findings. 
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The demographic quantitative data from the staff questioimaire, program records and 
files was also analysed with the aid of the computer program Epi InfoS. 
Further, in 1991 the data were re-visited and the categories reviewed in terms of the 
standards published in the Australian Community Health Accredited 
Standards Project Manual (1991) and revisited in 1993 using the Manual of 
Standards for Rural and Remote Aboriginal Health Services (1993). 
Consideration of the material clearly indicated that there was a good deal of overlap 
between those standards developed by CHASP and the categories emerging from the 
data collected for this evaluation (see Appendix 8 for an outline of overlap). One 
aspect not dealt with by CHASP in 1991 and only to a hmited extent in 1993 related 
to cross cultural issues and concerns^. This was in stark contrast to the categories 
arising from the data collected for the evaluation of AHP. Here a cross cultural 
emphasis became apparent in every major category. 
3 . 6 . 3 Review of Other Sources of Data 
Throughout 1991/1992 it was possible to carry out a more detailed exploration of 
consumer perceptions of AHP in collaboration with the Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander Health Services^. The latter employed a similar methodological approach in 
conjunction with focused group interviews which highlighted the same issues and 
concerns explored in the evaluation of AHP. Funding constraint, however, enabled 
this investigation to be carried out in only three centres ie Napranum and Lockhart 
River in North Queensland and North Stradbroke Island off the coast of South East 
Queensland (see Dowd 1991, 1992 and QAIHF 1991)). 
During the latter part of 1992 it was also possible to gain an overview of clients' 
perceptions of AHP's service in South West Queensland by means of a health needs 
assessment of the Region carried out on behalf of the Gulburri Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander Regional Council. Again focused group sessions were 
conducted as well as individual interviews (see Eckermann et al 1992). 
In 1991 CHASP began to adapt and develop their standards in consultation with Aboriginal 
health services in South Australia and the Northern Territory. In 1994 similar efforts were 
being negotiated with services in Queensland. 
During this time under the auspices of the Queensland Aboriginal and Islander Health Forum 
(QAIHF) I trained local Aboriginal researchers and collaborated with community groups in 
establishing their health needs including the strengthening of Aboriginal community controlled 
health centres. 
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3.6.4 Content Analysis of Archival Documents 
Throughout 1992/93 archival fdes (n=1500) from AHP were reviewed. Information 
related to the issues and concems identified by means of face to face interviews and 
focused group sessions were sorted employing the categories arising from die field 
work data and recorded using the computer program Biblogic (Champion 1989). 
3.7 Dilemmas: Theory into Practice 
The use of a constructivist paradigm for the evaluation of AHP was not without 
problems. In relation to Phase 1 of the research process a number of dilemmas 
arose. 
Lincoln and Guba (1985) wam that evaluations wUl at times create situations in 
which some stakeholders will be reluctant to be fraidc in their comments in the fear 
that such frankness might disadvantage them. 
Such fears certainly marked the actions and reactions of some stakeholders in the 
evaluation of AHP. Thus, some of the most powerful insider stakeholders (program 
executive) feared that the evaluation might question their effectiveness and 
ccKisequendy threaten their power base. This was evident in the often quoted phrase 
by one of the executive to the evaluator 'if AHP doesn't come out smelling like a 
rose, I'll want to know why!' 
Sunilarly program staff, IHWs (who form the majority of staff) as well as PHNs, 
were in an invidious position, caught between the demands/expectations of 
Aboriginal communities (who are relatively powerless stakeholders) and the 
demands and expectations of the Department (their superiors). IHWs, PHNs and 
FOs, like the more powerful stakeholders, were also 'at risk' (see Guba and Lincoln 
1989) in terms of their ciurent positions. 
As a result real conflict arose on a number of occasions between the evaluator and 
some program staff as well as between program staff keen to participate and those 
fearful of the process. Such conflicts tended to continue as undercurrents throughout 
die evaluation and will be referred to again as appropriate throughout discussion of 
the process of evaluation and the analysis of data. 
Importantiy, in terms of the dieory of evaluation research, researchers need to plan 
for diverse groups. It is not always productive to suggest that 'total involvement' of 
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participants will result when a lot of time is spent with different groups of 
stakeholders (see Patton 1989). The benefit of the constructivist paradigm 
advocated by Guba and Lincoln (1989) can only really occur in a fairly confined 
environment and open forum of inquiry where die way groups are talking and 
interacting is common, where they are working on similar principles and using 
similar structiues of decision-making. 
The ideal situation of 'total involvement' of stakeholders has been highlighted by 
Harre (1981) in his description of a factory research setting where soiictures of 
commimication were in existence that could be utilised to facilitate the dialectic 
process. In open environments, such as widi the evaluation of AHP, diis is difficult 
to achieve particularly when the dialogue involves cross-cultural communication, not 
just in terms of ethnicity but also with the many sub-cultures inherent m mainstream 
health and other professions. 
In the evaluation of AHP, stakeholders had very different agendas and reacted and 
interacted widi one another on the basis of historical pattems of interaction with and 
reactions to one another as indigenous/non-indigenous people. In this post-colonial 
situaticMi (which is clearly based on white control over the indigenous minority), it is 
very difficult to create or foster an environment Idcely 'to be of great benefit to the 
hermeneuticidialectic process' (Guba and Lincoln 1989). These patterns were 
confounded by historical pattems of interaction widiin die bureaucracy itself, for 
example, power relations between the Medical and Nursing Divisions, demarcation 
of responsibility between AHP and Child Healdi and in some areas die Department 
of Commimity Services (DCS). 
Further, some participants approached the evaluation from a traditional framework -
expecting to find estabUshed criteria for performance evaluation. When the approach 
varied they became even more apprehensive, critical and/or fearful of a process 
which did not 'fit' into a known framework. 
In relation to Phase 2 of the process different issues arose. 
The reality of a 'co-researcher relationship', especially for a project designed to 
provide one of them witii a doctorate, is diat die principal evaluator who, in diis case 
is white and female, will bring with her values, priorities, pressures and knowledge 
not necessarily shared by die Aboriginal co-researcher. This is inevitable. Furdier, 
whenever people work together as a team, it is inevitable that diere will be some 
adjustments, some stress and strain, particularly if they come from different cultural 
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backgrounds. Consequentiy, throughout die project, there was a constant need to 
come to terms with interpersonal tensions, cultural differences and contrastmg styles 
of communication. 
There is litde analysis of Aboriginal/non-Aboriginal co-researching in an Australian 
context. Our experience shows, however, that there are many lessons to be leamt 
and numerous questions to be addressed if the co-researching process is really going 
to enhance academic as well as community credibUity of a project. 
Contrasting styles of communication proved a lasting source of anxiety. In an 
Aboriginal/Aboriginal interview situation long pauses between questions and 
answers or between answers and the next question appeared to conform to 
Aboriginal norms. This pattem was, however, not common in non-Aboriginal 
styles of communication. In these situations 'delays' in the interview process 
caused all participants, both evaluators as well as interviewees, considerable stress. 
Tension was also generated by the fact that at times the evaluators held die dual roles 
of insiders and outsiders. Thus, the Aboriginal co-researcher was an 'outsider' in 
the mainstream health institution, but in many local communities, in terms of her 
Aboriginal descent and kin ties, she was an 'insider'. To some extent I was an 
'institutional insider' in that I had worked m healdi settings interstate similar to those 
we encountered, but an 'outsider' in terms of my culture, in the Aboriginal 
communities visited. 
Aldiough I have worked for several years with Aboriginal people the research 
experience reminded me of how complex and diverse Aboriginal cultures are. For 
example, I leamt much about appropriate behaviour, etiquette, and humour and how 
these varied from community to community. The Aboriginal co-researcher on 
numerous occasions alerted me to the nuances of interaction in communities with 
which she was most familiar. However, she also revealed how Aboriginal people 
have to adapt dieir behaviour and adopt die rules of different Aboriginal sub-culmres 
if they are going to be accepted. 
As a non-Aboriginal co-researcher I also gained new insights into my own culture, 
particularly as I observed interactions of non-Aboriginal colleagues with the 
Aboriginal co-researcher. My awareness of how 'culturally bound' we are in our 
behaviour, communication pattems and interpretation of what others do, was 
heightened Translating this understanding in a concrete way to the research process 
was sometimes very frustrating. For example, professionals interviewed expected 
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certain time constraints in relation to our work schedule as well as their 
commitments. Aboriginal people, on die odier hand, generally followed a pattem of 
'yarning' where discussions could take two and diree times as long as expected. 
This placed some constraints on the scope of consultation but we believe yielded 
some unique and valuable insights into what people did (or didn't) know about 
AHP. 
Further, daily contact and interaction between the co-researchers fostered a very 
positive relationship which helped to break down and cope with stereotypes and 
assun t^icHis which frequentiy emerged about Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people. 
Thus the Aboriginal co-researcher commented with some dismay on the professional 
and social isolation of non-Aboriginal staff in remote communities. They seem so 
isolated...they just seem to want someone to talk to, to listen to them...They must 
miss their family and friends..! wonder if the people here realise'. 
Unfortunately, the time needed to appreciate and clearly identify and record all the 
differences and their effect on the emerging research design was greater than the 
project permitted. Nevertheless, the potential for Fourth Generation Evaluation to 
lessen white cultural dominance in the selection of evaluation method was exciting 
and a continual cross cultural challenge which warrants future exploration. 
Despite these very positive developments, the process of collaborative research was 
seriously hampered, at times almost aborted, by extemal agencies. 
Initially, funding support for an Aboriginal co-researcher position was not available 
from the funding body who supported the original evaluation submission. 
Numerous proposals were submitted to several other agencies without success. 
Feedback indicated that often committee members believed 'that there is Aboriginal 
monies available elsewhere' or simply that 'Aboriginal participation is rwt justified' 
in such projects. 
CcMisiderable negotiations occurred with the Department of Education, Employment 
and Training (DEET) who eventually waived their requirement to fund only diose 
ttaining positions where employers guarantee employment of the trainee at the end of 
the project. They invited recommendations for potential trainees. 
A number of Aboriginal people with conununication and research skills expressed 
interest but only one or two were able to be away from home for extended periods of 
time. Approval was given to employ a qualified Aboriginal health surveyor who 
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was also undertaking further tertiary studies. However, after re-arranging her 
family and work (as well as study commitments) she was advised diat die approval 
had been wididrawn. DEET officials deemed diat she was 'too qualified' and odier 
Aboriginal people 'should be given an opportunity to pull themselves up by their 
boot laces'. 
DEET's preferred selection criteria for training, therefore, included someone who 
was unemployed, who had minimal formal education, few skills and limited 
opportunity to gain diem. The research project, it anticipated, would at least increase 
the applicant's future chances of employment. Clearly such a co-researcher could 
not have undertaken a meaningful research partnership, a fact recognised by 
members of die Aboriginal Working Party. Unfortunately DEET did not involve 
Aboriginal input into the selection process because officials argued that 'it was not 
mandatory to involve Aboriginal people'. 
Considerable time was wasted and the research had to continue for nine months 
without an Aboriginal co-researcher until the same submission was re-directed to 
another DEET branch where it was given prompt attention, and the co-researcher 
selected had some tertiary and research experience. This was followed by six weeks 
of team preparation marked by introduction to the research approach, interview 
practice, recording practice, introduction to the University, ind-oduction to AHP and 
archival research. 
Just as collaborative research poses a number of problems, so does the gathering of 
information. 
Guba and Lincohi (1989) rightiy suggest that it would be extt-emely naive to assume 
that once an evaluation 'has been duly legitimised and endorsed', gaining entree will 
be no problem. To access information from key stakeholders separate negotiation 
must occur with several formal and informal gatekeepers because 
Formal gatekeepers have authority and informal gatekeepers have 
influence, but either has the power to support or hinder an evaluation. 
(Guba and Lincoln 1989,198) 
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Further, formal gatekeepers such as powerful stakeholders may feel threatened when 
Many of the stakeholding audiences are not under the authority of the 
power figures that commission (or at least endorse) the evaluation. 
(Guba and Lincoln 1989, 199) 
This in itself, as well as reactions to it by the more powerful stakeholder groups, 
may create conflict and place extta demands on the evaluator's role as outiined in this 
evaluation. 
It is well documented that meaningful qualitative research is impossible without the 
fiill understanding and co-operation of respondents (Patton, 1990; Lincohi and Guba 
1985). This is only likely to occur if the evaluator is actively involved and close to 
die situation in which stakeholders operate, particularly in terms of dieir contact widi 
die program. As Guba and Lincoln (1989, 264) point out, it is essential that 
the evaluator engage in face to face interactions with individual 
stakeholders; effective evaluation cannot be accomplished at a distance. 
An evaluator must therefore be prepared to spend time building tmst with all 
individual stakeholders. These guidelines however neglect to highlight some 
important stmctural obstacles which may encourage gatekeepers to limit access to 
information and endanger the level of tmst which is buUt up. 
The constmctivist paradigm offers an innovative and challenging approach to 
program evaluation which generates rich, relevant and exhaustive data. All 
stakeholders have an opportunity to contribute and researcher bias is checked by the 
collabOTative approach which demands triangulation and member checks. 
Nevertheless, Phase 2 of die process - focused evaluation - which offers constant 
feedback to participants, checking and re-checking of issues and which provides 
opportunity for negative case analysis and members' checks, also involves the 
evaluation in extensive manipulation at the local socio-poUtical level. 
Levine's (1972) analysis of decision making and non-decision making highUghts die 
complexity of die political, economic and social factors diat are likely to influence 
stakeholders' use or non-use of evaluation information. He suggests that die scope 
of action available to stakeholders is determined primarily by their power base which 
can exploit and/or limit perceived and actual outcomes of decision-making. The 
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consequences and interrelationships between acdons and outcomes are also an 
important determinant. 
Further, Levine argues that decision making processes are influenced by two broad 
factors - whether they take place within a 'real world', community system, or 
whether they are part of the institutional/governmental system. The evaluation of 
AHP brought together stakeholder groups with particular (and different) political 
agendas fi:om both environments. 
Powerful stakeholders within bureaucracy strive to maintain the 'status quo' and in 
so doing use what Levine describes as their technical, administrative and political 
authority to determine the access of less powerful stakeholder groups to resources in 
the political and economic arena. Further, Eckermann (1991) asserts that informal 
power channels are frequently used by bureaucracy 'not to force another' 
stakeholder to do something but rather to subtly 'suggest' or invite 'choice'. This is 
very pertinent in terms of the history of government relationships with the 
indigenous minority, particularly in the AHP where Aboriginal people actually make 
up the majority of staff but nevertheless occupy low status decision making 
positions. 
The potential for misuse of information to achieve political ends was a very real 
ongoing dilemma in terms of deciding what, when, and how much evaluation 
feedback information should be made available and to whom. More powerful 
stakeholders attempted to control the information access of those less powerful 
within the system (Aboriginal as well as non-Aboriginal) and in particular 
information made available to outside Aboriginal groups. Ironically, even the more 
powerful within the system chose not to formally draw on preliminary evaluation 
findings. Instead a rapid analysis of all Aboriginal health services provided through 
the State system was conducted internally to identify much of what was already 
known about AHP because it was politically expedient to do so to maintain the 
'status quo' and not risk a loss of program credibility within the system. 
Review of the process throughout Phase 3 also highlighted some dilemmas. 
Firstly it was quite time consuming. Checking and rechecking, developing 
interview protocols from issues and concerns raised by stakeholders, extensive field 
work, reviewing materials with stakeholder groups and ensuring adequate feedback 
delayed the process of evaluation beyond the expectations of funding bodies and 
program executive. 
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Secondly the methodology was new at least in die context of Aboriginal healdi 
evaluation research in Queensland. Most people were familiar with an empuical 
approach to program evaluation. Where there was opportunity to familiarise 
stakeholders with the principles of the method several accessed and used evaluation 
trends to support their own agendas. A few of the more powerful stakeholders, 
however, (not familiar or comfortable with the method), found it difficult to 
associate qualitative measures with issues related to 'quality assurance', 'efficiency' 
and 'effectiveness', concepts which they associated with 'evaluation'. Unfamiliarity 
fostered suspicion and fear; both of these impeded some stakeholders' full 
participation to the extent that a few were reluctant to negotiate the use of evaluation 
findings to influence critical political decision-making about the program's futiu-e. 
Thirdly the process was highly political. It could be argued that any research 
into Aboriginal Health will be political because the very natiu-e of Aboriginal Health 
is political. Fourth Generation Evaluation and its constmctivist paradigm, however, 
because of its reliance on collaborative research, qualitative research methods, 
extensive fieldwork, triangulation and member checks, exposes the researcher and 
the approach to significantiy more potential political pressure and interference than, 
for example, a survey which circulates questionnaires. Competing interest groups 
did try to maiupulate the evaluation and mmours and fears delayed the free flow of 
information. 
The theory of Fourth Generation Research does not address these issues in any real 
sense. It seems that when the approach has been utilised in overseas research (see 
Patton 1991), the programs, theu- staff and mandates, have been comparatively small 
and self contained. AHP, in contrast, was a large, wide reaching program which 
interfaced with many other health and community groups. The dieory then does not 
reflect the reality as demonstrated by this study. 
Nevertheless the evaluation of AHP has benefited significantiy from its basis in 
constmctivist paradigm. Arguably no other approach would have generated such 
diverse and rich data; no other approach woidd have eUcited die beUefs, attitudes and 
needs of insider and outsider stakeholders; no other approach would have Unked this 
program's aims, philosophies, mandates, policies and practices so well to the wider 
perspective of Aboriginal life chances in Australian society. 
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3.8 Summary 
This analysis of Fourth Generation Evaluation in relation to AHP has followed the 
evaluation process through three phases: orientation and overview, focused 
exploration and cross checking and final data analysis. Emphasis has been placed 
on the collaborative and cyclic nature of developing an understanding of the types of 
information needed. The range of stakeholders, involved in collecting information is 
identified as well as mechanisms for cross checking and re-checking the data by 
means of negative case analysis and triangulation. Avenues for providing feedback 
to stakeholders within each of these three phases are highlighted. While Fourth 
Generation Evaluation clearly reflects the complex ethical and interpretive demands 
of research in Aboriginal health, this approach to naturalistic research is not without 
problems. The chapter explores the mismatch between theory and practice and how 
associated problems were exacerbated by the scope of the program under review and 
the political nature of Aboriginal health. Nevertheless it is argued that the process 
provides for rigour and discipline while generating diverse, dense and rich data. 
Subsequent chapters will reveal how stakeholders describe, evaluate, criticise and 
praise AHP's activities 1971 to 1991. 
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CHAPTER 4 
AHP: PROGRAM MANDATE AND STRUCTURE 
4.0 Introduction 
The Queensland Aboriginal Healdi Program (AHP) was instigated in late 1971 in 
response to the appalling healdi status of indigenous Queenslanders. This chapter 
will address some of the major issues and concems raised by stakeholders about the 
program, its mandate and structure. These, as outUned in Chapter 3, 
included specific questions on the program's priorities, client targets and 
health strategies as well as its management, direction and leadership. 
Thus in this chapter, the program's mandate will be explored through its aims, 
objectives and phdosophies. The program's priorities will be examined in terms of 
its phases of development and resultant changes in emphasis in activities. 
Management, direction and leadership are considered in terms of program su^ucture. 
4.1 The Program's Mandate 
4 .1 .1 Campaign Aims, Objectives And Philosophies 
AHP was designed as a health improvement campaign whose overaU goal was 
to improve the health of Aborigines to a level equal to the rest of the 
community, at which time there will be no further need for this 
Program. It will be appreciated that the achievement of this aim must 
rely not only on the efforts made in the medical field but also in other 
areas such as education, housing and standards of living. 
[B1550, 2] 
Musgrave, (1975, 20) the program's first Director, argued such that a health 
improvement campaign was needed because: 
... many services, while of excellent quality in themselves, were not 
reaching Aborigirtals most in need and were not really designed to 
undertake the special activities which would be required to bring about 
permanent health improvement among Aboriginals. What was needed 
was a campaign devised along the lines used successfully in other 
countries which were underdeveloped and whose population had a 
number of serious health problems ... Aborigiruils could be regarded as 
being in a similar situation in that they possessed a number of special 
health problems which affected them far more seriously than the rest of 
the community ...It was obvious that not all Aboriginals recognised the 
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seriousness of these conditions, nor did they utilise the curative services 
available for dealing with them. It was apparent that until this situation 
could be changed, no other programme or services could hope to alter 
their health status. 
The campaign rationale was based on perceptions of: 
a) deficits within Aboriginal people including: 
a tendency not to use existing health services to an optimum 
degree; 
a reluctance not to accept the dictates of a dominant (white) 
society (or its health professioruils); 
a variable ability to understand the medical scientific basis of 
good health ... 
a lack of education and economic advantages which underlie 
aspirations for self-betterment...cultural and social equality, 
personal pride and a sense of identity, material gains and 
integration into general community ... 
b) lack of appeal of conventional health services to many 
Aboriginals because of: 
fear of large hospital outpatients departments; 
corfusion regarding hospital procedures; 
disinclination to use a service in which they have little 
faith; 
lack of transport arui money to attend hospital services; 
the fee for service basis of domiciliary services which most 
caruwt ctfford. 
c) disproportionate Aboriginal mortality/morbidity; 
d) ignorance of health professionals about Aboriginal people 
and their social and cultural milieu; 
e) lack of professional preventive medicine expertise and 
epidemiological knowledge necessary to accurately assess 
and manage health problems; 
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f) lack of appropriate professional communication; 
g) lack of general empathy with the Aboriginal population. 
(Musgrave 1978b, 1847-1849) 
The primary aim of die program, dierefore, was to bridge die gap in health status 
between indigenous people and other Queenslanders. A secondary aim, which 
received increasing emphasis as the campaign developed, was to promote and 
facilitate die use of existing healdi services by Aboriginal and Toixes Strait Islander 
peoples. 
To achieve these aims die program set itself clear primary and secondary objectives: 
PRIMARY 
To detect the most prevalent conditions affecting Aborigiruil children 
early and before they are severe. 
To arrange the most appropriate remedial action and assist in its 
execution. 
To influence change in habits of life style and practices which influence 
health of Aborigines as individuals, families and particularly of children, 
through primary health education. 
SECONDARY 
To assist wherever possible, all other agencies which provide a service 
which is beneficial to the health of Aborigines. 
To co-operate in the implementation of special projects to control or 
eradicate specific diseases ejecting Aborigines. 
To provide assistance of a non-medical nature when this could contribute 
in some way to the achievement of the primary aims. 
(Musgrave 1975, 5) 
hi relation to tiiese objectives Musgrave (1975, 5) targeted the following priority 
areas, 
* Malnutrition, particularly those types described generally 
as "Infantile Multiple Deficiency Syndromes" and 
"Protein-calorie Malnutrition". 
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* Acute and Chronic Respiratory Infections. 
* Acute and Chronic Ear Infections and Deafness. 
* Gastro-intestinal Irfections and Absorptive Disorders. 
* Irfestations with Enteric Parasites. 
* Ecto-parasitic irfestations. 
* Skin infections, with particular emphasis on those caused 
by beta-haemolytic streptococci group 'A' and the renal 
and rheumatic sequelae [sic]. 
* Anaemia. 
* Prematurity - Ante-natal and Maternal Morbidity. 
* Immunization Deficiencies. 
* Environmental Health Hazards. 
* Psycho-social Maladjustments. 
* Ignorance of Essential Health Knowledge. 
A.1.1 The Program's Philosophy 
AHP, then, adopted WHO philosophies which were prevalent in the 1960s and early 
1970s. It adapted disease control strategies, developed in 'third world' counuies to 
combat malaria, to mount a campaign of health improvement for Aboriginal children. 
The main stages of the campaign - preparation, attack, remediation, consolidation 
and maintenance (personal communication Musgrave 16/12/88) were based on six 
major campaign principles, 
a. early detection of selected conditions; 
b. accurate deration of groups at risk; 
c. arrangements for appropriate remedial^ action for groups in order 
of priority need; 
d. the active involvement of the Aboriginal people concerned; 
^ The tenn 'remedial action', Musgrave explained, was adopted in order to counter the perception of 
govenunent representatives that the program 'would be duplicating mainstream services. I talked 
about remedial action (without which all this screening and whatever would just be research and not 
justifiable). There had to be a counter point - on finding something you have to do something about 
it. That was really what preventative medicine was about' (personsd commimication 16/12/88). 
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e. the flow on of health education through the remedial activities of 
Health Workers; 
f the promotion of optimum use of existing services. 
(Musgrave 1975, 6) 
Further, some important assumptions underpinning these campaign principles were 
identified. They included: 
i. that no imposition was to be made on any individual or 
commimity; 
2. that all aspects of AHP were to be carried out only after the 
approval of the community had been obtained; 
3. that needs not realised by the community had to be brought to 
their attention. 
4. that well planned, organised and controlled preventive 
programs were necessary to alter the state ofAborigirtal health; 
5. that specific health problems needed to be defined by means of 
research; 
6. that staff required a range of professional and management 
skills; 
7. that the unique skills which Aborigines themselves possessed 
in the fields of communication and understanding of their own 
culture and people were essential to the campaign's success. 
(Musgrave 1975, 1978) 
In view of the appalling Aboriginal child health status in Queensland, (Jose et al 
1969; Jose and Welch 1970) the AHP gave urgent priority to die needs of children, 
hideed, die brief of AHP's Child Health Study Team which was created in October 
1971 was to extend Jose and Welch's work to identify the extent of chdd health 
problems. Its pioneering work laid the foundation from which AHP evolved. 
Thus, Musgrave (1975, 20) explains 
... through a continuing process of planning, implementation, testing and 
de-bugging, the form of the programme as it now exists today, was 
evolved. 
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Thus, in early years die program did not concentrate 
... to any extent on the problems of aboriginal [sic] adults because of the 
initial need to restrict target conditions and population to manageable 
numbers. Shortage of staff.... prevented a widening of the scope of the 
programme at the rate originally planned and it was considered that the 
needs of children were of paramount importcmce. 
(Musgrave 1975, 27) 
Indeed, in die First Triennial Report to 30th June 1975 for Cabinet the program's 
aims did not specifically include adults although a later submission from the 
Department to the Commission of Enquiry into the Efficiency and Administration of 
Hospitals (and Health Services) 1980 [B1528] restated its objectives in terms of 
adult as weU as chdd health. 
Nevertheless, odier historical documents suggest tiiat diere was a certain degree of 
caution and hesitancy about targeting adult health problems prematurely. Thus, 
Musgrave (1978b, 1956) reiterated 
The targets of the campaign would be the elimination of malnutrition arui 
infectious disorders of children and, once established, the harder 
task of elimination of the problems affecting adults, 
particularly alcohol abuse, venereal disease arui so on. 
(my emphasis) 
In part, professional perception of the 'difficulty' of intervention in adult health 
reflected die philosophy and practices of past poUcy eras. Thus, it was believed that 
concentrating efforts on children was the only way in which Aboriginal lifestyles 
and habits could ultimately be altered (Rowley 1971). This belief, which was held 
by several original staff of AHP, had significant implications for the program's 
progress in adult health which are discussed in Chapters 5 and 6. 
4.2 The Program's Priorities: Phases of Development 
When discussing die AHP in extensive interview situations, most participants ui die 
evaluation perceived two major phases in the Program, designed to meet die overall 
aim and die campaign objectives. Phase one was described as 'search and rescue'. 
Phase two added emphasis to health education and in die late 1970s - early 1980s 
gave increasing priority to Self Help Health Care (SHHC). To some extent phases 
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one and two co-existed throughout the life of the Program, but variations in 
emphasis were noted. 
4.2.1 Phase One - 'Search and Rescue' 
The Child Health Study Team which commenced in October 1971 became AHP's 
first traveUing healdi team (HT). It consisted of a PubUc Healdi Nurse (PHN) and a 
Field Officer (FO). After four and a half months training and preparation for the 
child healdi survey die PHN and FO visited Woorabinda Aboriginal community in 
March 1972. Between 1972 and 1974 die travelling team visited other localities to 
estabUsh the healdi status of children up to fifteen years of age by making various 
exammations, measurements and tests (B1547). Its priority was to 
...institute early detection of the special conditions afflicting Aboriginals 
and to ensure that remedial measures were undertaken. This was a 
necessary flrst step in preventive medicine which had to be taken before 
education could expect to be effective. 
(Musgrave 1975, 21) 
The team detailed not only physical examinations, treattnents undertaken and healdi 
education conducted, but reviewed and/or initiated data records on obstetiic histories 
and immunisations. They documented observations on housing, sources of income, 
avadabiUty and cost of food, access and use of local and visiting services (eg 
hospital, dentist, matemal and child welfare and schools). Importantiy, diey noted 
attitudes of service providers and acceptance of services (including dieir own) by the 
local Aboriginal people (B1546). 
Whde die travelling team continued its ground work another four HTs commenced 
in May 1973. Staff recmited also undertook die extensive four and a half mondi 
inservice prior to field placement. They were then posted to Caims, Palm Island, 
Murgon and Brisbane. Each HT was responsible for particular locaUties widiin their 
district. The program began to expand rapidly; by the end of 1974 AHP had seven 
new HTs appointed to Bamaga, Aurukun, Cooktown, Gununa (Momington Island), 
Yarrabah, Mt Isa and Brisbane; by late 1975 there were twenty HTs operating 
duoughout die State. By 1989, at the time of die evaluation, 28 HTs were in place 
(seeMap4.1,pl24). 
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The HT model pioneered by AHP consisted of a PHN, a FO and one or more 
Indigenous Healdi Workers (IHWs)2. in die belief diat 
A certain range of professional and management skills were necessary in 
addition to those unique skills which Aborigines themselves possess in 
the fields of communication and understanding of their own culture and 
their own people. 
Further, 
This could only be achieved by organising at a State Health Department 
level and employing a range of personnel including doctors, nurses, 
administrators and Aborigines as health workers. 
Each of these categories reqidred further training so as to increase their 
professional knowledge, knowledge of Aborigines and to sensitise them 
to the cross-cultural area in which they were working. 
(B1524, 3) 
IHWs, who required no formal educational qualification (Musgrave 1975, 6), were 
trained and employed to facilitate communication and understanding between 
community members and health care professionals as well as to provide health care 
and instmction within theu- communities. The role of IHWs as a bridge between 
commuiuties and services became cmcial to the Program's strategies to implement its 
secondary aim, ie of promoting the use of mainstream services by Aboriginal people 
(Musgrave 1975, 1977, 1978a; 1978b; personal communications, historical 
mterviews May 1988-December 1989). At diis time the PHN was die team leader 
and die FO fulfilled mainly administrative/secretarial duties. Close liaison and 
consultation with existing curative services available through Hospital Boards, and 
other services such as the Royal Flying Doctor Service (RFDS), ensured that 
^propriate foUow up medical u-eatment occurred. 
With die continuing crisis m Aboriginal health, emphasis was placed on 'search and 
rescue' operations such as child health screenings, immunisations, minor u-eaunents, 
medications, nutritional supplements for anaemia and malnutrition, home visits. 
In 1972 IHWs were refened to as Aborignal Health Scouts (B36). Later a distinction was drawn in the 
program between an indigenous Health Worker (HW) and Health Assistant (HA). Brett (1988, 34) 
points out that this 'resulted from administrative classification needs. The health worker was a crown 
employee and was recruited firom and worthed on her/his community in a community health team. The 
health assistant was a state public servant recruited from the locality but not always with community 
in-put..Jtowever, the role and responsibilities were the same for both health worker and assistant.' 
In Septeml)er 1988, a decision to replace the term "health worker" with "health assistant" [B1534] 
was surrounded by some controversy. 
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refen^s and transporting clients. Consequentiy, die travelling HT in 1972 reported 
diat healdi education was 'initially given on a personal basis with mothers as the 
children were being examined' and, where opportunities and time permitted, healdi 
talks and demonstrations (eg First Aid) were conducted widi small groups [B1546]. 
Hence, die need for healdi education, which became very significant in Phase Two 
of die Program, was clearly recognised [B1550]) even at diis early stage as integral 
to AHP's mandate. 
It was always there as a planned activity, part of the original philosophy 
was the best form of education was education built around cases because 
the message will hit home most when people are literally corfronted with 
a health problem. 
(personal communication, Musgrave 16/12/1988) 
Further, die benefit of concurrent mtervention and education were highUghted 
Af Mc/i health improvement has been achieved as the result of constant 
low-key contact by staff of the Aboriginal Health Programme with their 
aboriginal [sic] clients. Not only does the intervention, which leads to 
correction of the disease problem or an improvement in the sense of well-
being of the members of the family, have an educative effect in terms of 
motivating improvements in practices which affect health, but also, a 
continuing supportive relationship is established which ensures that the 
ultimate goal can be achieved... 
(Musgrave 1978b, 1981) 
Although newly established HTs were primarily involved in detection and 
management of chddren at risk, by 1980 such intervention assumed less importance 
in many areas where HTs had been working for some years. Hence, 
'...discussions, counselling arui working with families to improve their own health 
standards...assume[ed] more importance'. (Department of Healdi, 1979-80,73). 
Reduction in IMRs have long been accepted by WHO as an indication of die 
effectiveness of a healdi service (B1548; Ring 1993). Undoubtedly, die dramatic 
improvements in child health in Queensland, especially in relation to IMRs (see 
Table 4.1 from Hogg and Thomson 1992 in Chapter 5 between 1972-1990) can be 
attributed, at least in part, to the 'search and rescue' interventions of AHP. 
Thus, Musgrave (1978b, 1837), while clearly acknowledging die co-operative effort 
of many health, church and community agencies in achieving positive outcomes, 
points out that there was 
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too much fragmentation in the provision of services and that, without the 
stimulation provided by the Health Teams of the Aboriginal Health 
Programme and their efforts to co-ordinate other services as well as 
supplying their own preventive health skills, intervention and education 
techniques, the extent of health improvements achieved would not have 
been nearly as great. 
A.1.1 Phase Two - Health Education/Self Help Health Care 
'Search and rescue' activities to combat conditions responsible for high levels of 
chdd mortaUty and morbidity continued as AHP smuggled to establish HTs in areas 
of greatest need. Musgrave (1978b, 1837) pointed out that numerous requests for 
HTs to be set up were declined due to die effects of adverse funding arrangements 
and losses of appointed staff. Political and organisational/resource factors appear 
to have also influenced such decision-making. 
Ctoncurrendy, as the crisis situation subsided and staffing improved, the second 
phase of die Program, health education, became broader in the late 1970s (personal 
communication, Musgrave 16/12/88). In contrast to ttaditional health education diat 
'... might be delivered by public lectures and by evangelism', Musgrave (1978b, 
1981) pomted out diat HTs began by 
...settling into the community, becoming part of it...Having settled in, 
established their credentials and what they would like to do, they first 
achieve an approval by the community before they take any active steps. 
Further, he emphasised that 
Much reliaru:e is placed on the influence and example of the Aboriginal 
Health Assistants in providing effective health education at the primary 
level. 
(B1528, 15) 
Consequently, during diis phase the teams' activities continued to be based on 
principles of early detection of ill health, and appropriate intervention and 
immunisation as well as an accelerated but 'constant low key approach' to health 
education/healdi promotion (Department of Health 1989-90). Thus 
^ For example, Pormpuraaw (Edward River) was one of the earliest communities to ask for an AHP 
health team. Despite repeated requests a team was not established there imtil 1991. 
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Health education, while comprising the most important instrument of 
permanent health improvement along with change in social and 
environmental conditions as well as knowledge generally, is carried out 
in rather a low key medium of delivery of observable benefits to the 
recipient group in order to increase the receptivity of the group to other 
new ideas. The new ideas may require eventual complete change in 
habits and practices and are unlikely to be acceptable unless they come to 
be believed in. Therefore, the Health Team has to be believable and first 
must prove it has something appreciable to offer before its example or 
advice will be followed. 
(Musgrave 1975, 8) 
To this end HTs carried out many forms of health education in schools, hospitals 
and the community as weU as on a one to one basis. 
During Phase 2 IHWs underwent special in-service training in skills of 'Self Help 
Health Care' (SHHC) and in communication techniques so that they could 
'effectively involve local groups and communities in taking increasing responsibility 
for improving their own health' Pepartment of Health 1982-83, 98). An important 
concem was that this development would not replace the other components of the 
program but rather that it woidd complement and supplement them 
because even where there has been a considerable improvement the 
maintencmce phase of standard campaign activity was essential to prevent 
a resurgence of the earlier problems of the 1960s. 
(personal communication, Musgrave 16/12/88) 
The aim of die SHHC initiatives central to Phase 2, Brett (1989,43) stated was 
to stimulate the involvement of the indigenous people in their own health 
care, so that identification of their health problems arui action taken to 
deal with them could be initiated by themselves and within their cultural 
norms, and not directed by a culturally different majority group. 
The importance of indigenous involvement in the planning and delivery of healdi 
services, was emphasised by the Queensland Minister for Health in a letter to the 
Premier (29A)5/81) when he stated 
Once again, from its inception, the State Health Department espoused the 
corwept of Aboriginal involvement in the planning of the programme and 
provided specifically for the employment of Aborigines to a significant 
degree. 
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There is a distinct difference between Aboriginal involvement in planning 
on the one hand, and in delivery on the other. The former requires 
simply that the Aboriginal representatives should have the required 
insights into the needs of their people and their culture, are 
acknowledged as representatives of their people and are capable of 
presenting the attitudes which they consider necessary. In the delivery 
of services however, professionalism of various degrees will be 
necessary unless all concepts of western medicine are to be abandoned... 
Of course we must do everything possible to strengthen Aboriginal 
responsibility and participation. This is one of the facilitatory goals of 
the Aboriginal Health Programme through which it seeks to achieve the 
idtimate objective of equal health for Aborigines and full utilisation of 
services. 
(B1524, 4/5) 
The dichotomy drawn between 'Aboriginal involvement in planning' and 
'Aborigmal involvement in delivery' of health services however proved to be one of 
die major intemal incongmencies diat retarded Phase 2 of the program (see Chapter 
6). 
Nevertheless, Queensland Healdi documents reiterate that AHP's philosophy 
continued to be based on 
the self development of the individual, the family and the community so 
that they make their decisions on their own with the health teams 
providing the necessary information, advice and example. 
Pepartment of Healdi 1986-87,95) 
In relation to Phase 2, clients participating in the evaluation provided numerous 
examples that attest to 'self development of individuals' and positive 'family 
support' from HTs. Care providers, both within and outside AHP, generally 
beUeve that an uicrease in client decision making regarding choice, and use, of healdi 
services occurred as a result of AHP's efforts (see Chapter 5). Further IHWs 
frequentiy estabUshed rapport and tiust, prerequisites for facilitating SHHC in local 
communities. 
Phase 2 was a major benchmark in the program's development. Along with 
innovative healtii education strategies deliberate and definite changes were advocated 
in die roles and interrelationships of HT members. The PHN, die team leader in 
Phase One, was to become a facilitator/resource person 'on tap' to die IHW who 
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was to be the front line client contact person (see Chapter 6 for detailed analysis of 
the impUcations of these changes) 
Overall, die AHP appeared to be in varying concurrent phases of development as, 
for almost two decades, it attempted to meet the changing health needs of the 
indigenous population scattered throughout the State. Phase One 'search and 
rescue' activities varied from community to community. It was more noticeable in 
areas where health services and faciUties were limited. However, in most localities 
die emphasis of Phase Two, health education/SHHC, was perceived by many 
evaluation stakeholders to be the Program's first priority. A handful of field staff, 
however, noted that a thuxl phase, conmiunity development, although minimal on 
the ground was beginning to emerge in some locaUties. 
Extensive review of documents verifies that, at least in terms of program 
management and philosophy, certainly during the last decade of AHP's operations, 
faciUtation of SHHC duough healdi education was die number one program priority. 
However, elements of PHC and Community Development were noted in some of 
the archival materials throughout the 1980s when the conservative govemment was 
very much in power. 
Just prior to the closure of AHP, in line widi recommendations of the NAHS (1989) 
and poUtical changes at state and federal levels (Kunitz 1994), management was 
planning to 
... reorganise [the program] to better meet the needs of the client 
population concentrating on a Community DevelopmerU Approach" 
(Aboriginal Healdi Program Annual Strategic Plan 1989-1990, B1541) 
It is clear that in many ways the philosophy and underlying principles in the original 
Five Year Plan (27/04/73) for AHP (which was based on an earlier proposal to 
Cabinet May 1971"^ ) were well ahead of their time, particularly in Queensland. 
Many early AHP documents (Musgrave B1567; 1975; 1977; 1978a; B1528; B1524) 
alerted the system to the necessity for: 
* re-orientation of health services and personnel to preventive medicine; 
^ Historical records show that the 'Five Year Plan' for AHP and Allied ProjecU (which was eventually 
approved by Cabinet in May 1973) was in fact preceded by a total of at least 17 submissions to 
govemment from 1970-1973 (B1565). 
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* accurate assessment and management of healdi problems; 
* appropriate resource allocation, operational planning and intervention 
including primary health education; 
* ongomg evaluation and monitoring of health services; 
* estabUshment and maintenance of a reUable data base; 
* identification of 'race' on records to facilitate collection of accurate 
indigenous health statistics; 
* intersectoral co-operation including interdepartmental collaborative 
work; 
* extensive and sensitive community consultation; 
* Aboriginal involvement in the design, control and delivery of health 
services; 
* professional support; 
* indigenous units; 
* appropriate training/education of aU staff working in Aboriginal healdi; 
* an whoUstic approach to health; 
* cross cultural awareness of non-Aboriginal health professionals; 
4.3 Program Structure 
AHP operated basically through its many and varied HTs which were spread 
duoughout die state. The HTs, however were directed and administered through die 
program's Head Office in Brisbane and, to a lesser extent. Regional Offices which 
were estabUshed m bodi <3afrns and TownsviUe (Department of Health, 1988-89). 
Figure 4.1 provides an overview of the centralised vertical structure of AHP 
identifying Unes of accountabiUty and management as diey existed in mid-1988. 
Toward die end of 1988, due to the increasing workload of the Director, an interim 
Executive Committee consisting of the Du-ector, Director of Nursing (DON), 
Executive Co-ordinating Officer (ECO) and an Administrative Officer was 
estabUshed to oversee program activities. How tiiis informal but significant change 
in structure impacted on the program wdl be highUghted in Chapter 6. 
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Figure 4.1 clearly demonstrates die program's hierarchical nature in terms of 
organisation and decision-making. 
Importantiy Figure 4.1 dlustrates that the nursing and the medical/administrative 
arms of AHP were quite separate entities which on the whole were not accountable 
to one anodier. HTs, located at the bottom' of die hierarchies, 
optimally consist of a Public Health Nurse, who is a registered nurse 
with two or more certificates, a Sister (Aboriginal Health), who is a 
registered nurse with single certificate, a Field Officer, who performs 
various clerical duties, and two or more Aboriginal and Islander [sic] 
Health Workers, who must be of Aboriginal and Islander descent [sic], 
recognised by their community. They invariably [do] not have health 
care qualifications prior to joining the Aboriginal Health Programme. 
It is probably the structure of the Aboriginal Health Programme, that is, 
Health Teams consisting of professional and non-professional personnel 
with specialist support units, that accounts for the uniqueness of the 
Prirrtary Health Care provided by the Health Teams in comparison with 
other Primary Health Care delivery in Queensland... 
(Perry 1988, 3) 
Map 4.1 shows the location and year of commencement for the twenty eight (28) 
AHP bases including two (2) speciaUst teams ,^ one (1) sub-unit and eight (8) special 
units throughout the southern, central and northern^ regions of Queensland during 
my field work in 1989. 
Map 4.2 provides an overview of the vast range of areas and huge distances covered 
by HTs and the number of client contacts they had in 1989. Map 4.2 clearly 
demonsttates diat AHP attempted to cover the whole State to provide healdi care 
services for communities which were frequentiy extremely isolated and which were 
certaiidy culturaUy diverse. 
The two specialist teams in AHP are to be distinguished from Special Units. The latter were centrally 
or regionally based while the former were actually based in the field. HT4, the STD team, based in 
Caims with a staff of two PHNs, two HWs and one FO, was the only team of its kind to provide STD 
follow up and education services to the indigenous population of Queensland. Indeed, HT4, although 
not adequately resourced, often had requests to support non-Aboriginal clients. An essential part of 
its role was to educate indigenous and non-indigenous HWs about STDs. HTIO, the Infectious Disease 
Control Unit GDCU), based on Thursday Island, with a staff of only one PHN. HW and FO, was 
responsible for disease follow up, contact tracing and health education throughout the Torres Strait. 
Note: Administratively, the Northern Region did not include the Torres Strait Islands. The latter 
came imder the auspices of the Southern Region. 
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The work of HTs was supported by expertise from a growing number of Special 
Units (see Map 4.1). These included the Hearing Conservation Unit (HCU), 
Computer Statistics Unit (CSU), Parasitology Unit (PU), Dietary-Nutrition Unit 
(DNU), Special Programs Unit (SPU), AIDS Prevention Unit (APU), Training Unit 
(TU) as well as die specialist expertise of Itinerant Hygiene Officers (IHOs), whose 
services extended throughout the State, and Liaison Healdi Assistants (LHAs). The 
latter were funded from Commonwealdi allocations to AHP, and based in major 
hospitals which, in terms of the program structure and lines of accountabiUty, had its 
difficidties (see later discussion in Chapter 6). 
AHP's orgaiusational structure was characterised by extensive centralised planning 
to ensure that staff received ongoing, appropriate, professional support and 
supervision at the local, regional and central level. Thus, in designing the program 
The final requirement [was] a proper administrative structure which 
provides for adequate community and professional support for health 
workers working at the primary level. 
(B230, 2/3) 
Senior staff of Special Units (eg HCU, DNU, PU) were based at Head Office. 
They had State wide responsibilities including policy development, program 
monitoring, staff development, overseeing co-ordination of Regional activities and 
program monitoring in their area of expertise. 
The function of FOs within Special Units varied. For example, FOs in the SPU 
'carried out health ediu:ation and health promotion to the Aboriginal and Islander 
population throughout Queensland' (B1558). However, limited resources, 
including only two (2) staff within die unit, led die SPU to rely on die work of 
ccHnmunity groups such as those working with homeless youth. 
FOs widiin odier special units (eg DNU, HCU) travelled with HTs to assist widi 
screenings and health education. As the program began to emphasise SHHC, the 
latter, increasingly took priority over die former. The HCU, for example 
...involve[d] the screening (which [was] only a minor part), management 
and referral of Aboriginal and Islander [sic] children's chronic middle ear 
problems and associated hearing loss. This year [1990], more of the 
emphasis has been based on the education and language development of 
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the individiuil child. The programme's content involved numerous 
parent, teacher, and child education sessions on the importance of good 
hearing. 
(B 1559,1) 
The APU, (the last special unit to become part of the AHP structiu-e) was co-
coordinated centrally (through Brisbane) with specialist AIDS Community HWs 
strategically based throughout the State in Brisbane, Mount Isa, Townsville, Caims 
and Thursday Island to provide community and staff health education and support. 
In later years (with increasing rationalisation of funds and resotu^ces) staff in most 
Special Units, including die DNU, APU and SPU 
... concentrated on providing specialist training and support to 
Aboriginal stc^ of both the AHP arui of Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander community organisations ...an immensely practical, acceptable 
arui cost effective process ... 
(B1560) 
Aldiough the combined activities of all the HTs portray a comprehensive picture of 
PHC each HT in itself was not necessarily operating out of a PHC model (see 
Phases of Development). Thus activities of HTs varied to cater for the diverse 
geographical, climatic, political, social and cultural needs of clients throughout the 
State. The impact of these activities, particidarly in terms of the program's auns and 
objectives is examined in Chapter 5. 
4.4 Lifespan 
AHP was instigated in 1971 and closed in 1991. From die outset it was anticipated 
diat, m terms of the predicted outcomes of die healdi improvement campaign, 'we 
shouldn't expect any dramatic results in less than a generation (Musgrave 1973, 
The Sunday Mail July 29) 
However, wrangles between State and Commonwealth governments over funding 
and administration of the program continually threatened its existence. The threat 
intensified at peak poUtical periods during die program's development. 
Musgrave (1978a, 24), for example, stated diat 
What should be alarming for Aborigines is the inference in a Ministerial 
Directive as recent as 30^^ May, 1978, that grants to States for special 
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programmes like the Aboriginal Health Programme could be withdrawn. 
The Commonwealth Government accepted responsibility in earlier 
statements for advancing the health of Aborigines (inter alia). To 
withdraw from funding of an approved programme which is of proven 
arui equalled effectiveness after permitting it to start, on the assumption 
that the State will have to maintain the financing, is to abrogate this 
responsibility ... 
Review of archival documents and the Program Effectiveness Review Aborigiruil 
Health (1980) report indicates that such inferences from the Commonwealth and the 
Queensland govemment's resistance to them persisted throughout AHP's life. It 
reached a fever pitch in the late 1980s when the conservative State govemment once 
again clashed with the Federal Labor govemment over State financial responsibiUties 
for the health of indigenous Queenslanders. 
When the evaluation of AHP commenced in 1988 the debate was being fuelled by 
die media which perpetuated, via comments from die dien Minister for Health, fears 
of staff retrenchments and redundancies. As the NAHS (1989) Working Party 
Review was undertaken the State continued serious negotiations with the 
Commonwealth while attempting to maintain staff morale and optimism about 
AHP's futiue. However, during this interim period several staff resigned (B1527). 
The evaluation of AHP, then, began around the time when the program was at its 
most vulnerable (see comments about poUtical pressiu-es on the evaluation in Chapter 
3), when, in fact, it was in its dying stages. Since its disbandment in 1991, AHP 
HTs have been incorporated into Community Health Centres under the restmctiuing 
and regionalisation of Queensland health services. 
4.5 Implications 
AHP's mandate and structure reflect a number of important issues and 
dilemmas 
• The program's mandate, as expressed in its goals and objectives, did 
not change significantiy over its 20 year Ufe span; 
« Different terminology was, however, employed to describe the 
program's activities within this mandate. Thus it was conceived as a 
health improvement campaign which was also described as primary or 
preventive medical care; later terminology included SHHC, primary or 
preventive health care and community development. 
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• To achieve its objectives the program emphasised various activities ie. 
search and rescue, and finaUy health education/SHHC with a beginning 
emphasis on community development. It is clear however from 
interviews and archival records that by and large the discoiu-se did not 
match the activities and vice versa. Consequentiy, although die phases 
of AHP's development might have progressively and cumulatively led 
to Comprehensive Primary Health Care (CPHC)^, including 
community development, the program's philosophical basis and 
administrative stmcture did not faciUtate such development. 
• The program's structure was based in a centralised bureaucracy. 
Centralised bureaucracies are certainly compatible with Selective 
Primary Health Care (SPHC)^ health improvement campaigns. They 
are less suited to CPHC which is dependent on flexibility, adaptability 
and community based needs, strengths and resoiu-ces. 
• Despite these incongmencies AHP operated for some 20 years - longer 
than any other state or federal govemment program in Aboriginal 
health. It also pioneered some important innovations - the use of 
IHWs, a team approach to health care provision, and consultation with 
indigenous communities. 
4.6 Summary 
This Chapter has examined the AHP's aims and objectives, phases of development 
1971 to 1991 and its managerial stmctures, as well as its, at the time, innovative 
health in^rovement campaign. Extensive review of archival material and interview 
data, suggests that, although not labelled as such, the original 'modus operandi' of 
AHP was strongly shaped by principles and assumptions underlying a SPHC 
campaign. Thus, the campaign approach would be an interim measure with clearly 
defined objectives to control infant mortality and morbidity. Specific diseases and 
causes of ill-health were prioritised; the feasibility of control in terms of the 
The concepts of CPHC and SPHC are explored in greater detail in subsequent chapters. However at 
this point it is appropriate to flag these concepts and their importance to later analyses. CPHC may 
be defined as the processes and practices which recognise the importance of community and political 
involvement and ... the necessary social, cultural, financial, management and administrative 
underpinnings (Walsh 1988. 899). 
SPHC, on the other hand, targets] scarce resources to control specific diseases which account for the 
highest mortality and morbidity; which ha[s] available low cost technologies for prevention and 
treatment; and which ha[sj techniques that [are] cost-effective' (Rifkin 1988, 877). 
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effectiveness and cost of available interventions/resources was considered. 
Specific methods and technologies were then unplemented. The vertical centraUsed 
health improvement campaign specifically targeted children (0-15 years) and 
nxxiified, on the basis of local needs and concems, disease control strategies to curb 
the horrific IMRs. Historical documents continually reiterated the interim nature of 
the campaign, emphasising that it would in no way replace or duplicate existing 
services. Indeed, its success depended on intersectoral measiu-es to encourage the 
use of health and other services. In this sense, the original 'modus operandi' of the 
AHP can^aign assimied 'that until comprehensive primary health care (CPHC) can 
be made available to all, effective services aimed at the few most important diseases 
(selective primary health care - SPHC) may be the best means of improving the 
health of the greatest number of people' (Warren 1988, 891). In order to assess the 
effectiveness of this approach the next Chapter will consequentiy review indigenous 
health status post-1972 and stakeholders' perceptions of the outcomes of AHP's 
efforts. 
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CHAPTER 5 
PROGRAM BENEFITS 
Patton (1981, 3) emphasises that participants in evaluation research: 
...need to be told what they have going for them, strengths upon which 
they can build, and assets they can use for program improvement. A 
balanced evaluation report will point out program [achievements], needs 
as well as program assets, things that should be changed but also things 
that shoidd be maintained. 
5.1 Introduction 
Evaluation of AHP provides a unique opportunity to examine in hindsight the 
benefits of a program which, in spite of many obstacles (see Chapter 6) set itself the 
goal of bridging the gap in health status between indigenous and non-indigenous 
AustraUans and which successfully maintained its operations for nearly two decades. 
The Priority Questions (see Table 3, p87) highlighted ten major categories which 
reflected stakeholders' concems about AHP. Extensive interviewing (see Chapter 3) 
explored these and as a result stakeholders identified many clear benefits in relation 
to die P R O G R A M , its IMPACT, CLIENT OUTCOMES and 
PROFESSIONAL ISSUES. Benefits have been supported by means of 
extensive review of intemal and extemal documentation. 
The impact of AHP, or for that matter any program, on health status, is of course 
difficult to establish. Major improvements in health status require that all 
dimensions of health (presented in Chapter 2) are concurrently addressed. 
Unfortunately AHP's health improvement campaign could address only some of 
these dimensions. Thus Musgrave, the founding Director, pointed out 
Our primary purpose was for the health of Aboriginal people to be the 
same as that of the rest of the community. But to achieve that overriding 
goal there had to be changes in the curative medicine sector, in social and 
ecorwmic sectors arui political sectors too I suppose. And they were 
outside our control and ru)t within our charter. All we could do was make 
noises about those things when they were relevant to what we were 
doing... 
(personal communication 1988) 
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Nevertheless this chapter will highlight insider and outsider stakeholders' 
interpretations and perceptions of program benefits in terms of assets and 
achievements. Assets clearly recognised by participants fall into two categories, 
professional strengths and strengths within the program. Perceived 
professional strengths centre on AHP's staff, particularly employment of 
IHWs, staff orientation/education, staff dedication as well as the unique team 
stmcture through which AHP has operated. Identified Program strengths relate to 
commimity awareness/satisfaction/acceptance, the role of IHWs, the program's very 
existence, emphases, and legitimacy. 
AHP's achievements identified by stakeholders refer to the program's impact ie 
indigenous health status and early detection/control of diseases, and client 
outcome ie changes in clients' health knowledge, understanding and attitudes. 
These achievements can be directiy attributed to AHP's mandate, its original goals 
and objectives (see Chapter 4). Consequentiy AHP's achievements will be assessed 
in terms of these goals and objectives and in relation to improvements in health 
status which people believe can be attributed, at least in part, to AHP's work. 
5.2 Assets: Professional and Program Strengths 
Most of the assets identified by evaluation stakeholders revolved around AHP staff, 
especially indigenous healdi workers, the program's vision as well as its existence in 
areas where other health services were eidier non-existent, not accessible or rejected 
by indigenous people. 
5.2.1 Professional Strengths: The Staff 
Between 1971 and 1991 over 1000 staff were appointed to the AHP; approximately 
60 per cent were of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander descent. Aldiough diere 
were frequentiy delays (2-3 months) between staff appointment and commencement 
dates and at times acute loss of staff (see Chapter 6), the average lengdi of service 
for all staff was approximately four and a half years. Indeed, at the time of the 
evaluation, PHNs had served in the program for an average of seven and a half 
years; IHWsi for six years and FOs for three years (B1527). 
Note: The average lengUi of service for HWs on communities was 7.17 years while HAs in 
rural/uri>an areas served in die program for an average of 5.27 years. The average lengdi of stay 
for RMOs was 3.57 years; paramedical/special unit staff were employed by AHP on average for 
five and a half years. AHP adminisuative staff (clerks/general assistants and 
stenographers/clerical typists) supported the program for an average of four years. 
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It is therefore not siuprising that many within and outside of the program highlight 
sustained long term employment, especially of indigenous staff, as one of the main 
benefits of AHP. For example, 
...the employment of Aboriginal workers. I'd say that's what 's good. 
You know I've got to give credit where credit is due and I think those 
Aboriginal workers do a marvellous job in terms of Aboriginal State 
Health. I can't deny that... 
(VUrban Community) 
They've created employment for Aboriginal and Islander 
people...encouraged people who were unemployed and in that way 
they've helped to improve people's self esteem... 
(VUrban Community) 
5.2.2 Staff Orientation and Inservice 
From the outset those who pioneered the AHP recognised the need for doctors and 
nurses to undergo special training to work effectively in preventive medicine and 
with indigenous people. Staff entering AHP, therefore, underwent extensive 
inservice training (PHNs received 4 months, IHWs 2 months and FOs (clerical) 5 
weeks of orientation and inservice). Although funding constraints reduced the 
frequency and eventually the duration of such courses, the initiative demonstrated 
the employers' recogiution of the need for sound team preparation and professional 
support of theu- field staff. 
Further, a one week follow up workshop for PHNs and IHWs per year provided 
additional staff support and an invaluable opportunity to review and update 
knowledge and skills. Sharing experiences and understanding of 'Aboriginal 
expressed needs and opinions' was also encouraged (Musgrave 1977, 7). An 
inevitable spin-off of such staff development, indeed a major sd-ength of AHP, 
identified by interviewees during the evaluation, was the high level of staff 
dedication and commitmenL 
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5.2.3 Staff Dedication 
Davis (1973, n.p.) reported that 'Everyone who has joined (AHP) has been very 
enthusiastic. They are all pioneering a pretty exciting project'. This spirit fostered a 
strong 'famUy atmosphere' within AHP and the staff dedication that resulted, 
especially during the first decade, was cited by many insider stakeholders as an 
enduring strength of the program. 
The strength is in the staff that we have. I think they are fantastic, most 
of them... 
(Senior Management) 
/ would say what keeps it going is purely the dedication of the stcffin the 
field. 
(N/PHN) 
Stcff, its dedicated staff. That is its major strength. The Registered 
Nurses who come into this program are a breed on their own. They 
really are. Their dedication and motivation and creativity, you know, you 
really have to just stand back and watch it!" 
(Senior Management) 
Indeed, a survey by Wakefield (1983) found staff morale amongst nurses to be 
high. She reported that 
...a sense of purpose and goal achievement is evident, despite...some 
frustrations. 
...nurses display distinct confidence and keenness when called upon for 
special effort... 
...they have a clear sense of belonging arui being needed in their service. 
Although staff morale plummeted to an aU time low in 1988/89, when the program's 
future was under threat, the continued high level of staff commitment was clearly 
apparent during the process of the evaluation and recognised by outside 
stakeholders. 
If and were to leave here the future of AHP would go down 
the gurgler because there wouldn't be anybody here on this community 
who are capable or are well prepared to take on the job. There is 
nobody here in who is prepared to put in the number of hours that 
these two ladies put in and the work that they do. 
(N/DOGrr Department) 
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/ think dedication of the staff and that the staff believe in what they're 
doing...they're genuinely interested and see a real need for it. 
(N/Urban School) 
They're dedicated girls...even the PHN. They are a dedicated bunch.... 
(I/DOGIT Community) 
...the comrrdtment of people arui the faith that staff have had in the 
program would be perhaps the biggest asset.... 
(N/Department) 
Further, both insider and outsider stakeholders applauded AHP staffs absolute 
beUef in the necessity for some kind of Aboriginal Health Program to address the 
crisis which continued to be experienced in indigenous health. Practically all 
observers who had close contact with AHP teams noted that diey would have to be 
very dedicated people to undertake the diverse and strenuous work expected of 
them. The demands and commitment are exemplified in the following scenario of a 
health team without a PHN operating out of a smaU isolated rural town. 
We usually start off our day by doing office work and things like that 
arui then, of course, we get calls from the surgery to pick so and so up 
and have them around at the doctors. Then there are urgent cases - take 
them to the hospital and they are either hospitalised or let go. Three 
times a week we go to the school to check ears and things like that. If 
there's any of the kiddies who cut tliemselves or have an accident at 
school we go around arui get the parents and pick up the child and take it 
straight to the doctors. We also do Hbs around the place arui we check 
sugar. There are quite a few people that come into tlie office wanting 
their sugar checked. We encourage them to lose weight and to eat the 
right food - people have to be encouraged, like some people are strong 
willed, but the majority of people have to be encouraged. You know 
there are times when we set a half day aside to go around and visit the 
old people... and we always make sure the last hour and a half on a 
Friday afternoon we go up arui see if Matron has anything new for us. 
We work in as close as possible with the hospital staff...you see there's 
those who are afraid of the hospital and we work more or less as a 
liaison officer in that aspect. I know doctor here called me in a 
couple of times and said "I've been around to so and so and, they won't 
let me in the house", and so we have gone around there explained that if 
you want the best health you can't go any higher than the doctor... then 
we go out and give a talk on AIDS, on diabetes. What we try to do from 
the best of our abilities is make the community aware that we have only 
one body and its up to each and everyone to look after it...we also do 
what we call 'poo pots' and get the mothers to get a sample of the 
children's bowel and that sort of thing just to make sure they got no 
worms and keep a check on the anaemia.. J have to say this, there are 
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mountains of paper. Paperwork are something no one wants to do but 
we ail have to do it....but the worst part of this job is cleaning the car 
on a Friday cfiernoon. 
I'm sad about the high percentage of our people walking the streets at 
night time, boozing up and punching up. A few times I've been called 
around to take a rifle off a young fella and I'm getting too old for that 
sort of thing. I'd hate to see the AHP program dissembled here because 
as it is some of the people just won't go to the doctor and they won't go 
to the hospital unless you go round and urge them...the hospital's 
situated just outside town but on a summer's day it gets up to 42 degrees 
here arui that's like death valley walking up that road. That's why we 
rim the old people and the pregruint mothers with two or three children 
up. Somewhere back in my mind I know we are not a cab service. But 
then again, I suppose there is a line that has to be drawn - where does the 
cab service stop and where does the compassion start? 
(I/HW) 
5.2.4 A Unique Health Team Model 
The team approach to Aboriginal health, utilising IHWs as well as PFlNs and FOs, 
was imique to AHP, and, according to comments of insider stakeholders it appeared 
to wOTk weU in a number of areas: 
We sit down together, discuss and plan things...the PHN is there to put 
us on the right track...then we just sit down and do our own thing...the 
Health Assistants teach the Public Health Nurses too. 
(I/HW) 
We get strength from each other, when someone is down the rest try to 
pick us up... 
(UHSST) 
I've been to six communities...each health team approaches their 
problems a different way. I've noticed completely different altogether, 
with the same aim but different ideas...The health worker at was a 
well known person arui she has worked hard with the PHN because they 
joined together, had a really good team going and it was good to work 
with them arui [they had] a good casual liaison with the locals...it was 
relaxed, people would wander in whether you were black, white or 
briruHe and there was just a nice atmosphere. 
(N/FO) 
Opinions of outsider stakeholders varied but from diose famUiar with AHP's 
activities they were generaUy positive. For example, diey observed that 
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...there's consistent follow up, team work and co-ordination with the 
teachers... 
(N/School) 
The health sisters put a lot of effort in...the team is experienced...very 
corfident in its work 
(VCommunity) 
In remote areas stakeholders highlight that in spite of many of the obstacles (detaded 
in Chapter 7), 
The health team has proven to be a very big part of the health structure in 
the community in the sense that we don't have a resident doctor and the 
sisters here are pretty flat out you know and they work for the 
government..DCS. There's no PHN. 
(1/DOGIT Community) 
5.2.5 Program Strengths: Acceptability of Services Offered 
The fact that the majority of AHP staff in the field were indigenous people was seen 
by respondents to be the main factor influencing acceptability of the service in 
commimities. This was evident in many comments received: 
...the fact that the first point of contact is an Aboriginal person talking to 
an Aboriginal per son...has a tremeruious bearing on the success of the 
program... 
(Senior Management) 
The Health Assistants relate well to the kids, they know their words for 
things and how they live. 
(VRural School) 
They're liked by the people... 
(VDOGIT Community) 
We can use them as role models in the school. When you see another 
black person getting up in front of white kids and telling them...just for a 
change...instead of white people telling us...it's a good thing. 
(VUrban School) 
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The fact that it's orientated towards Aboriginals specifically. 
(N/DOGIT School) 
Health Assistants...are the Team's greatest asset; they form a vital link 
between the people arui the Program... We are accepted here because 
of them.... 
(N/PHN) 
AHP was also ahead of its time by taking health care to where the people were, diat 
is out into the communities. It was anticipated that HTs would be able to develop 
considerable empathy and rapport with local people and not 'scare away Aborigiruil 
clients in need' (Musgrave 1978a, 10). Such an outcome was realised in many 
locations where HTs were well estabUshed. Stakeholders' commented 
The fact that they are from the community. Aboriginal people, you know 
people seem to identify with them better. While they are not really 
qualified people, they have one advantage arui that's the big advantage of 
being able to commimicate with people... 
Unless people are willing to talk about their problems, these programs 
are not going to be any good...that's where these two [Health Workers] 
are very important because they are part of the community, they grew up 
here and people can identify, they can talk to them about problems... 
...the kids and the people, they are not frightened.... 
(VDOGIT Community) 
In my role of going around to the houses you would find kids that might 
have been a bit neglected. You would just ring up the teams and say 
perhaps you could come out and visit them. Had a few cases where kids 
hadn't been looked after properly and the teams came and once the teams 
visited they were pretty well right. They had follow ups ... home visits 
were a good thing. 
(N/mO/Urban Community) 
/ think the diabetes program is helping a lot...at least they are more 
mobile than the hospital people. 
(I/Isolated Rural Commimity) 
Acceptabdity of service, however, also depended on die role played by die PHN 
widiin die HT. Thus, many stakeholders , from aU comers of die State, highlighted 
one situation where AHP's reputation was enhanced by the PHN who worked in 
trae partnership with the indigenous staff and community. 
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There is one commimity in North Queensland that I've found where 
AHP is working well and that's Yarrabah . I would give that program a 
100% over any medical service that's operating in Australia and the 
reason that is, it's the personality of the person in charge. The 
motivation that the person's got, the genuine aspirations .... 
..J believe it's got to do with the staff, not the Black staff, the white 
stcff because Blacks are not in power. It's the white staff that are in 
power. Everyone is commenting, even medical services , they're saying 
the same thing... [the health team] have got something positive done up 
there...it's because of the nursing sister in charge arui her genuine thing 
to improve Aborigirtal health. They have a very effective program up 
there 'cos they're working in a wcty that is acceptable to the community. 
(VUrban Community) 
5.2.6 Indigenous Health Workers 
The Health Workers were singled out for special comment by just about every 
person interviewed. 
AHP led the way in creating a significant role (albeit at a low status and low 
remuneration level, see Chapter 6) for Aboriginal staff in mainstream health services 
in Queensland. It provided Aboriginal workers 'with basic training in the special 
skills required for their work in the preventive medicine programme and for effective 
liaison with other health agencies (Musgrave 1978a, 11). Aldiough, such training 
was not accredited (see Chapter 6) stakeholders recognised the special skills of 
indigenous staff; indeed some suggested that their role was an excellent model for 
general community health services. 
HAs are the backbone of the program. 
(VUrban Community) 
The best thing about AHP is the HAs, they're the ones that do all the 
work arui the people like to see them and the children. 
(Vlsolated Rural Hospital) 
...the girls who work for the Aboriginal Health Program give me 
confidence, people depend on them. 
(V DOGIT Community) 
The fact that they are able to talk to the kids better than say the white 
teachers and they are more aware of what the actual problems are with 
the kids and the parents have and they can approach the problem 
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especially in an education sititation probably in a way that the kids can 
understand and relate to more than a white teacher would be able to 
present whatever they are doing. 
(N/Teacher/Isolated Rural School) 
The Health Assistants' concern...their link with the hospital.' 
(N/PHN) 
...as a bridge too between the school arui other services...their liaison is 
one of the most valuable assets of the AHP. I would encourage more of 
it. 
(N/Principal/Urban School) 
These sentiments were also echoed by IHWs themselves. 
/ believe that we are the strength ...without us I don't think this program 
would really work. 
The strength of the Aboriginal Health Program is the Health Assistants! 
With no HAs what would we have? 
..HAs, especially as the bridge between the Aboriginal Health Program 
and our people... 
Our contact with the people at their homes. The HAs doing all the hard 
work..we are the front line of the health care. 
The fear experienced by many Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people when 
they are forced to interact with non-indigenous people and institutions cannot be 
underestimated. Almost every AHP staff member and numerous outsider 
stakeholders commented on peoples' fears of doctors, casualty, nurses and 'welfare' 
organisations. Given the history of die past, this is not surprising particularly as 
such professionals were frequentiy used by govemment agencies to enforce poUcies 
(see Chapter 2). AHP's employment of IHWs widiin its healdi teams, dien, proved 
a significant innovation and achieved much to break down fear and to bridge cultural 
chasms. 
An experienced and long serving AHP Health Worker explained 
....the enormous value of Health Workers...lies in their role and abilities 
as brokers, or translators, between the two cultures because they have, 
through their origins, an understanding of their people and through their 
training, an imderstanding of western-oriented health education. 
(Ware n.d., 5) 
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5.2.7 Program Existence and Emphases 
A fiirther strength noted by respondents was simply, as one person stated, 'the very 
fact that it exists!'. Other respondents elaborate with comments such as 
It's doing preventive medicine...no one else is doing it...right now there 
is no community health here, only AHP. 
(VDOGIT Community) 
They're into early recognition of problems and early intervention to 
correct them...that's a strength. 
(N/Teacher/DOGIT School) 
The Aboriginal Health Program is sometimes the only health care service 
they're getting in some areas. If you took it away you're going to get 
nothing... 
(VUrban Community) 
They find health problems that affect kids in tiieir school work..there's 
someone immediately available in the community to look at the health 
problems of kids. 
(N/Teacher/DOGIT School) 
There's increased awareness because of AHP's presence 
(N/RN/Hospital) 
If AHP was ever taken away there would be rw preventive 
medicine here. 
(I/Isolated Rural Commimity) 
It is siuprising like when they closed Ipswich team the number of people 
who were disappointed that the team had gone from Ipswich. I think it 
was just the fact that they had someone to go to. ... people used to 
always speak highly of them because they could go around and see them 
with their problems, take the kids around. It was a really good set up. 
Toowoomba was much the same and the team at Woodridge. 
(N/mO) 
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5.2.8 Program Legitimacy 
AHP's vision, to implement strategies to improve Aboriginal health, was an 
enduring commitment which resulted in persistent lobbying to convince both 
Onnnonwealth and State of the absolute necessity to have a special health program 
to target Aboriginal people in Queensland. 
Burke (1979, 51) points out that a program's positional legitimacy 'is derived from 
its position or place within an organisational hierarchy'. Although AHP operated 
within the State Health Department and thus under a legislative mandate which 
conferred positional legitimacy on the program, it had to be continually justified. 
Tireless energy and persistent motivation went into developing credibility and trust 
with legislative, funding and administrative bodies which sanctioned the program's 
activities. Program senior management, often in the face of adversity, established 
relationships with these bodies to ensure the continuation of the campaign. 
Technical competence, detailed planning of objectives and standardised WHO 
strategies faciUtated the program's implementation, against strong community, 
professional and poUtical odds (Musgrave 1970, 1975, 1978a, 1978b). 
In the early stages of the campaign the activities of health teams, especially the 
travelling team which was conducting the Aboriginal Child Health survey, were weU 
documented to faciUtate communication and thus appraise relevant groups of AHP's 
operations. This action, as well as involvement of senior program staff in 
presenting reports at pubUc meetings or hearings before legislative committees (see 
Musgrave 1970, 1974, 1975, 1977, 1978a, 1978b), proved an effective means of 
strengthening positional legitimacy and broadening the credibility of the program 
beyond its own horizons. 
Aldiough stakeholders report diat AHP's positional legitimacy was continually 
undermined (see Chapter 6), in the early years it was one of die program's greatest 
assets. In addition to positional legitimacy Burke (1979) points out, any program 
requires organisational legitimacy. Organisational legitimacy is earned in that 
...it derives from the (program's) capacity to create sanctions for its 
activities from a variety of individuals, interest groups, and other 
organisations that may have infiuence upon decisions... 
(Burke 1979, 54) 
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The responsive evaluation mediod used in diis project created an opportunity to 
gauge AHP's organisational legitimacy in terms of inside and outside stakeholders' 
perceptions. 
The actual and potential 'worth' of having some type of Aboriginal health program 
was clearly acknowledged by die majority of participants. 
/ see the fact that Australia-wide the Departmental officers have 
recognised the worth of the program.... 
...the Aboriginal corrununity to a large extent in most areas we have 
worked, has recognised the worth of it.... 
(Senior Management) 
In particular, officers from other departments offered comment on the merit of the 
health service provided by AHP. For example 
...it provides a quality service with a sustained quality control and 
stcuidard of care.... 
...it uses State resources, organisational and technical skills to provide a 
good efficient health service to commuiuties in certain areas. 
Odier stakeholders agree that 
...people within the program and some within the Department have 
recognised it... 
I would like to see AHP still be there because they have played a big role 
in Aboriginal Health on communities and towns. I could name the 
places, they've done a lot of good. 
(VUrban Community) 
/ hope it continues...there's still a lot of work to be done... 
(I/HW) 
Minimal promotion and publicity of AHP in latter years was one of the factors that 
many stakeholders recognised as limiting the program's organisational legitimacy 
(see Chapter 6). Staff, in particular commented that 'the worth of what we are doing 
should be made known'. 
In some respects it is ironical that AHP's vision and philosophy, espoused some 
twenty years ago, is being re-visited today. Musgrave (1978b), for example, 
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aldiough not supporting community controlled health services, argued strongly that 
all Aboriginal health services should come under Commonwealth government 
jurisdiction. Further, that Medibank dollars should support such services. In 1995 
the Aboriginal Primary Health Care Project and Division of General Practice in 
North Queensland is hoping to pilot an Aboriginal Community Controlled Health 
Service funded through Medicare. Thus, there were perhaps inherent strengths in 
the program's vision that were not realised at the time. 
5.3 Achievements: Program Impact on Health Status and 
Client Outcomes 
The reality that factors beyond AHP (including the initiative and comnutment of 
odier departments) would influence its achievements was clearly acknowledged by 
several stakeholders. For example. 
There is a growing awareness and improvement in health standards but I 
don't know that you could attribute that particularly to the Aboriginal 
Health Program. There are changes in the nature of Education 
Department's personnel..., DCS personnel, Council personnel, who are 
all becoming aware of the fact that often an individual or health team 
can't solve the problems...the people themselves have to...communities 
too are changing ... / don't know that any one particular department 
could lay any great blame (or claim for that matter) to the other for what 
has or hasn't been achieved. 
(N/DOGrr School) 
It is consequentiy extremely difficult to isolate achievements which can be attributed 
only to AHP and to no odier agencies. Nevertheless, a great deal of material was 
recorded in order to satisfy govemment expectations of performance indicators and 
to moiutor the program's activities. 
The Department of Aboriginal Affau-s (DAA), for example, which funded AHP, 
stated that, 
...the provision of performance data by grant recipients is a pre-requisite 
to on-going funding. 
...each project funded must have clearly stated achievable objectives and 
appropriate performance indicators 
(DAA 1989, 77) 
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The policy guideUnes maintained that such performance indicators must include 
statistical data on: births, deaths, morbidity rates for different diseases, 
hospitalisation rates, immunisation rates and infant mortality rates. In addition the 
Department expected reports on general and particular health services, number of 
caisultations with various health staff, prevalence of significant ill-health as well as 
relevant financial data and reports on achievements and recommendations for future 
program direction (DAA 1989, 64a-64b). 
Consequentiy, to monitor the health needs of indigenous people in Queensland since 
AHP's inception (1972), data were compiled monthly on all births and deaths 
repealed in fourteen communities^ Medical and demographic detads and parameters 
of growth of Aboriginal children aged less than 15 years were recorded to determine 
their nuoitional status. Other health statistics included records of persons contacted, 
immuiusati(Mis completed, estimated population and prevalence of diseases found in 
cUents in contact with AHP. These data were coUected by health teams from 1980-
1991. 
Further, although systematic attempts to plan and evaluate programs to improve the 
health of Aboriginal adults (aged 15 years or more) did not occur until 1985, ie late 
in the campaign's life, adult health screenings did provide data essential to detect 
health problems, assist or refer those in need to an appropriate service, and to follow 
up to assess cUent progress. Importantly, the data base developed helped to 
determine health priorities and to guide and monitor programs offered by AHP to the 
indigenous population it serviced, ie 50,614 out of 61,000 people in 1988/89 
(B1541). 
What then were the program's achievements in terms of its primary goal, ie to 
estabUsh parity between the health status of indigenous and non-indigenous people 
in Queensland and its secondary goal, ie to increase the use of existing services by 
die indigenous minority? These goals were to be achieved by meeting six clearly 
identified objectives (see Chapter 4). Each one of these relates to the program's 
Impact on health status and/or Client Outcomes. 
Such communities or Aboriginal reserves were also referred to as Gazetted communities and 
later Deed of Grant in Trust (DOGIT) Communities and included Bamaga, Cherbourg, 
Hq)evale, Kowanyama, Lockhart River, Palm Island, Pormpuraaw (Edward River), Napranum 
(Weipa South), Woorabinda, Wujal Wujal, Yarrabah as well as the two Shire Councils of 
Aurukun and Gununa (Momington Island). 
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5.3.1 Impact on Health Status 
Impact on health status, as outlined in the Priority Questions and investigated 
through extensive interviewing and analysis of archival materials (see Chapter 3), 
revolves around assessment of improvements in indigenous health status, early 
detection and control of diseases and the effectiveness of health promotion 
irutiatives. These processes are clearly related to AHP's Objectives 1, 2,4 and 5. 
These objectives will now be considered (in this order) in terms of health statistics 
and stakeholders' interpretations and perceptions. 
Objective 1 
To detect the most prevalent conditions affecting Aborigiruil children 
early and before they are severe. 
Health screenings were a part of life in AHP. A Summary Progress Report of AHP 
(1985-87) pointed out that the program's major priority was always early detection 
of health problems especiaUy through chUd health screenings (0-15 year age group). 
In early years 
It was planned that the State Government administered campaign be 
condiu:ted in stages, the most pressing and more readily rectifiable 
problems being addressed first. Highest priority was afforded to those 
factors arui conditions contributing to morbidity and mortality in infancy 
and childhood. Priorities included basic hygiene, infant and child 
nutrition, enteritic parasites, gastroenteritis, respiratory tract infections, 
ear conditions as well as skin infestations and infections. Tuberculosis, 
leprosy, trachoma and sexually transmitted diseases were tackled also. 
(B1532) 
AHP continued to focus on those conditions which caused high morbidity and 
mortaUty rates in children until the program closed in 1991 (Department of Health 
(1989-1990; 1990-1991). Its emphasis on preventive medical care through 
screening programs aimed particularly at mothers, infants and children was not 
without controversy. There was continual debate and criticism about the lack of 
attention to adult healdi generally beyond that involved in infectious disease control 
and matemal and chdd health. 
The Department of Health (1985-87, 11), however, was not unaware of such 
problems and acknowledged 
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the delay in conducting and responding to epidemiological surveys of 
adolescents and adults that have shown sexually transmitted diseases, 
alcoholism, liver disease, obesity, diabetes, nephritis, hypertension, 
rheumatic heart disease, cardiovascular disease, and chronic respiratory 
disease to be major health problems. This delay has been the 
unavoidable consequence of inadeqitate staff numbers during a time 
when the highest priority has needed to be irtfant and child health. 
(B1532) 
The program's dilemma in relation to adult health problems is explored further in 
Chapter 6 but as one IHW explained 
In the early years we mainly worked just for the children, we didn't 
include the adults, we would not neglect the adults, we'd give them some 
advice but in those days it was mainly centred on children, doing total 
health screenings.. 
Moiutoring babies' growth, as well as vision and hearing tests of children, were 
therefore an integral part of total health screenings and cUent follow ups. Not all 
communities underwent regular screenings (every two years) as the PHN was 
required to have completed a Skills Development Workshop which was not always 
possible due to funding constraints (see Chapter 6). However, stakeholders pointed 
out the value of monitoring children's health in clinics and schools. They 
commented 
It's good...early recognition of problems and early intervention to 
correct them... 
(I/Teacher/Urban School) 
The health team really comes in strong here because when they go to the 
school they monitor children...this place has a very bad record for red 
eyes, sore eyes and runny noses, ear problems...you know all those 
normal things that parents wouldn't take their kids up to the hospital for. 
If it doesn't give them any trouble they don't worry about it...the health 
team have been able to pick up on this over time and really do something 
for them. They pick those things up quickly... 
(VDOGIT Community) 
These perceptions are supported by the decUne in chUdhood mortaUty and morbidity 
rates among the populations serviced by the program. These data are, of course, 
Umited to the fourteen Aboriginal communities previously identified and therefore 
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cannot be generalised to other areas of the State serviced by AHP. Nevertheless 
Table 5.1 shows that IMRs did improve dramaticaUy between 1972 and 1990. 
Table 5.1: Infant Mortality Rates, Aborigines Living in the 
Queensland Communities, 1972-1990 
(extract from Hogg 
Period 
1973-1975 
1976-1978 
1979-1981 
1982-1984 
1985-1987 
1988-1990 
and Thomson 1992 ,19) 
Infant Mortal'tv 
Rate 
78.8 
56.1 
27.4 
28.6 
19.3 
15.6 
Rate Ratio 
5.0 
4.4 
2.6 
2.9 
2.1 
1.9 
The majority of stakeholders suggest that this improvement can be attributed, at least 
in part, to the work of AHP staff. Insider stakeholders particularly highUght areas of 
marked improvement such as 
...the deaths due to gastroenteritis. That was a major cause of the 
high infcmt mortality rates. The irfant mortality rate itself has plummeted 
probably as good as anywhere in the world as a result of health 
intervention. But basically more children have survived. The deaths due 
to gastroenteritis have gone down drastically. When I first started...it 
was not uncommon even in 1975...to see tiny little infants with bellyache 
and would have bulbous, vasculumous worms on tiieir beds that looked 
like a bowl of spaghetti. 
I think I spent as much as five years doing "search and rescue"...when 
we did a lot of prescribed nutritional feeding...And then of course the 
situation with children did improve...we really had got the severely 
malnourished children under control. 
(N/PHN) 
...places like Townsville and Mt Isa, you go back 10 years, ..., in the 
children's ward, they would have a specific ward for children with 
gastro-enteritis and it would be full of Aboriginal children...you no 
longer need a special ward for them..JiNs will tell you today that they 
are seeing the same number of white children as they are Aboriginal 
children with gastro. 
(Senior Management) 
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In the first five years of the programme there was massive improvement 
in neonatal mortality and also, to a lesser extent, in post neonatal 
mortality and there was a very big improvement in the survival of low 
birth weight babies and a dramatic reduction in post neonatal mortality 
which fully related to irtfectious disease, gastroenteritis and pneumonia. 
It dramatically responded to the efforts I think largely of AHP... 
(Senior Management) 
There's no cases of leprosy anymore...less sickness because of 
immunisations triple antigen... 
(I/HW) 
...we're getting healthier babies because of the antenatal care... 
OJHW) 
Carpenters on at least two communities provide anecdotal indicators of the impact of 
AHP on indigenous chddhood mortaUty. One, for example, recalls 
You know before Aboriginal Health started at Bamaga, I used to make 
one or two a month of these children's coffins but now...maybe I'd 
make one or two a year. 
Within ten years of the program's operation another carpenter on Cherbourg 
community when asked y/hat do you think of the program?' replied 'Good...since 
the program has been here I haven't made a coffin for a kid'. 
Objective 2 
To arrange the most appropriate remedial action and assist in its 
execution. 
It is clear that in the early stages of AHP's development 'the most appropriate 
remedial action' involved not only crisis intervention and treatment services in 
situations where services were non-existent (eg. remote parts of Queensland) or 
simply not used by die indigenous minority, but also Uaison widi general community 
services, cUent referral, follow up support and education. 
Snapshots from diese early years show diat most frequentiy remedial action mcluded 
minor treatments of ear, nose, eye and skin infections, follow up treatments of 
parasites and anaemia, arranging or giving immunisations, organising or providing 
supplementary nutrition (high protein foods, vitamin and iron supplements). During 
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physical examination of children, healdi education was conducted on a one to one 
basis widi mothers, service use was encouraged and where necessary appointments 
and transport arranged. For example, between 1972-1974 (B1546), die first AHP 
travelling team that visited many communities reported that 
Most mothers who were bottle feeding their babies were issued with 
Pentavite drops. Most reserve families were also given High Protein 
Food. 
(Isolated Rural Community) 
All minimal treatments were done by the team sister....Parents of 
children with an UJi.TJ. and chest infection were advised to take the 
children to the hospital and even, in most cases, issued with a note. 
Only one of these parents complied with our request and certainly the 
children's condition did rwt deteriorate while we were there, so the issue 
was not forced. 
Maternal and Child Health Clinic: This is held on a monthly basis at the 
Hospital, the Sister travelling from Cairns. Very few 
Aboriginal women seem to attend and we tried to encourage this practice 
(ie to attend). 
(Rural Community) 
With regard to the anaemias fourui, we felt that very few of the anaemic 
children woidd actually get sufficient treatment in the home if the tablets 
were issued to the mothers persortally....as most of the anaemic children 
and many borderline cases fell in the school age group, to ensure that 
they received at least some regular iron therapy, we gave a quantity 
(200) Fergon tablets to the missioners, to be issued to all school 
children, one tablet per day. 
A small quantity of I A. B. powder and puffers were left with Mrs. 
to treat the three children with discharging ears. She was asked 
by the Team Sister to have the children seen by the doctor if the ears 
persisted to discharge after a short period of time. 
Health education .This was done on a personal basis with the mothers as 
their children were being examined. 
Acceptance hv Aborigines of the Survey and Minimal Treatments: Once 
again this was extremely good. Mothers and sometimes father also, of 
the pre-school children particularly, were present while the child was 
being examined and the usual demonstrations of percussion were given 
as well as other relevant health education, where possible. Children 
returned voluntarily to have their sores re-dressed and ears treated. 
Certainly all age groups appeared to appreciate what minimal treatments 
we did for them.... 
(Isolated Rural Community) 
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Stakeholders', comments highlight how the range of remedial actions pursued by 
AHP impacted on health status for different periods of time in various communities. 
They identified important 'success indicators' particularly in relation to child healdi. 
...don't have what we had 20 years ago...kids with diarrhoea and very 
sick. They'd come in so fiat...and most children died. Now the mothers 
seem to be aware that their baby has a fever, they're ru)t drinking and 
they bring them up...we don't have the mortality that we had twenty 
years ago. 
(N/RN/Rural Hospital) 
/ don't think you see as many with gastro and that. In the last few years 
I think it's been pretty good really to what it used to be when I worked 
out there (DOGTT Community 1974/75). I remember one child did die 
from dehydration. I don't think that [would happen] today...people are 
aware that if someone's neglecting the child, they think someone's not 
feeding their baby properly, they are more likely to say something about 
it or do something. The children get to the hospital faster, because 
people are aware if the baby's not fed, it's going to get dehydrated and if 
it's got gastro they seem to know what to do with it now. They all seem 
to know it's got to havefiuids arui preferably go to the hospital. 
(N/PHN) 
The irrununisation status of children was quite low at the beginning of the 
campaign and it is now higher than the white community in 
Queensland...we probably have about 90% immunisation rates 
throughout Queensland. 
(Senior Management) 
..Jt's made a very big impression on them because when I first started 
here at / had to start from scratch with immunisation and now 
you've got the mothers reminding you and they'll even come into this 
office and say "My baby must be due now for such and such...". 
(A/PHN) 
..J think we have probably contributed a fair bit, probably where our 
major contribution has been is in the iirfectious disease area. 
(Senior Management) 
We don't have as many children in hospital here as to what we used to 
have. There are still cases that crop up but there's ru>t as many as there 
used to be. We don't see as many kids with scabies as we used to. I 
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remember in those early days we always had kids with scabies. Now 
we might have five or six families a year. I've noticed a big change 
there. 
(N/PHN) 
Objective 4 
To assist wherever possible, all other agencies which provide a service 
which is beneficial to the health of Aborigines. 
Outside stakeholders provide numerous examples of AHP assisting other agencies, 
especiaUy hospitals, within their own locality as well as beyond in order to improve 
Aboriginal health 
If AHP wasn't here it would be quite detrimental to the community 
because, you know, it sounds awful to say , they round up people for 
us. You know that sounds bad but what they do is go out and ask these 
people, you know they explain to them that they should attend [antenatal 
care] why they should attend and all that sort of thing and you know I 
think that part of it is very important. They give information out about 
why they should be seen, they can get to them because we can't do that 
and because they're Aboriginal themselves like the rest of the people, 
they have a way you know, they are listened to, more them we are... 
(N/RN/Urban Hospital) 
A Remote Area Nurse emphasised how reUable and beneficial it was to have 'on tap' 
...the right person who can communicate with Aboriginal people and 
being able to get out there into the community, being accepted in the 
community and getting into people's homes and working from there. 
From what I've seen that happens at Mossman, they have an AHP team 
and they seem be to a fairly effective team in the community. They 
know the people, you know, if you ring up Mossman and say "Do you 
know if such and such is there...we're looking for her...she needs to 
have a blood test or something..." they usually know what's goin on. It 
means that they are getting to the grassroots and knowing the people. 
They seem to do a lot of immunisations and screens in Mossman. They 
seem to be on the ball... 
(N/RN/DOGIT Hospital) 
It's [AHP] real helpful to the hospital, they do a lot of clinic work at the 
school...issuing tablets, treating sores.... they are helpful to the hospital 
and visiting health teams....they do eyes, ears and at least the kids are 
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being seen to...if they were not here there would be nobody, the hospital 
doesn't do those things. 
(VTeacher Aid/DOGIT Community) 
Sometimes here at the school if we think they have bad hearing we get 
and — to check on them. Last week we had this little boy we talked 
to and he could not hear. — got the scope arui checked his ears, found 
he had wax in his ear wasn't satisfied, thought maybe something 
was wrong, took him to the Flying Doctor .found he had tissue or wool 
in his ear. 
(VTeacher/DOGIT School) 
Simdarly staff within AHP pointed out 
/ think we are achieving our aim. Of course you cannot have 100 per 
cent success but I think we have got a limited degree of success because 
we are finding that in lots of cases the school health sisters are contacting 
us when the kids are assessed in Year 1 at primary school, they are 
contacting us and asking us to help with the problems... 
(N/PHN) 
An RMO visiting an isolated rural town commented 
It would appear that in the three and a half years of HT activity in 
Cimnamulla, the HT has achieved a considerable degree of success in 
promoting the use of existing health services and in encouraging parents 
to administer treatments and medicines prescribed for their children. 
(B1104) 
Furdier, HTs in some areas, in the interest for their clients were at times picking up 
the short comings of other agencies operating in the same locaUty. For example 
...in the adult area with regards to the diabetes and hypertension. We 
came across a lot of people with high blood pressure and they are people 
who are seeing doctors on a fairly regular basis but have never had their 
blood pressure taken by the doctor. So we come across a few people 
with blood pressure problems and I think we have had some impact with 
the management of diabetes. 
(N/PHN) 
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...the Flying Doctor comes in ... they are dependent a lot on their 
([AHP's] support... 
(N/DOGFT/School) 
They have a lot of diabetics arui they chase those up for making sure that 
they get tested and they help the hospital by seeing people and saying 
these maternal child welfare activities are starting tomorrow...so they get 
a move on... 
(N/FO) 
Objective 5 
To co-operate in the implementation of special projects to control or 
eradicate specific diseases effecting Aborigines. 
In the First Triennial Report to 30th June 1975 Musgrave reported on the control of 
q>idemics and the implementation of special projects undertaken by health teams 
...including immunizations of Aboriginals at risk, assistance to refugees 
of... flood and cyclone disasters and maintaining services of remote 
community hospitals and child welfare clinics in times of staff crisis 
experienced by other authorities . The epidemics reported include 
influenza, diphtheria, gastro-enteritis, scabies, head lice, acute 
glomerulo-nephritis, hepatitis, measles, mumps and chickenpox. 
(Musgrave 1975, 181) 
Assessment/crisis intervention during acute epidemics in the early years of AHP's 
operation alerted staff to the severity of childhood morbidity and mortality which 
accelerated the urgency of its' 'search and rescue' activities. 
Insider medical and nursing stakeholders perceived that one of the biggest impacts of 
such activities was not necessarily a reduced incidence of health problems but a 
dramatic reduction in the intensity of problems in some areas. For example, during 
the early 1970s health staff report that scores of children died from severe 
epidemics. The first medical officer to be called to these crisis situations remembered 
diat, 'all of them were dramatic, there were deaths or risks of death. There were 
extremely sick little kids and purging babies...'. He reflected 
The most remarkable change that I have seen has been in the 
disappearance of those epidemics. That's one incontrovertible piece of 
evidence about the effectiveness of AHP's intervention. 
(Senior Management) 
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Outsider stakeholders share sunilar perceptions. For example 
...the biggest contrast would be, I suppose, diarrhoea and parasites 
everywhere, all over the floor. We would literally have babies 
everywhere, all over the floor. There's never been any of those 
outbreaks... 
(N/RN/RuraVHospital) 
Although Davison (1980, 1) pointed out that there had been no significant 
inq)rovements, indeed some deterioration, in adult healdi (see Chapter 7) he said 
The achievements of the A.H.P. (working with other agencies) have 
included a marked decrease in the Infant Mortality Rate (IMR), a 
significant decrease in malnutrition of the acute "wasting" type, a 
significant decrease in the incidence of severe anaemia, and control of 
some gut parasites. 
(B1522) 
Effective intervention by AHP to help control and eradicate disease was due largely 
to the sharing of knowledge and skills between health workers both within and 
beyond AHP and the expertise of specialist teams and units within the program. Of 
particular note was the perseverance and ongoing work of the dietary nutrition unit, 
enteric parasitology unit, the infectious disease control unit, the STD team, the 
hepatitis B program (which relied heavily on the AHP computer statistics unit) and 
the AIDS prevention unit 
Dietary Nutrition Unit (DNU) 
The first dietitian was appointed to the program in 1973 and a second was employed 
in 1979. In addition a number of IHWs were trained as nuuition field officers. At 
die time of AHP's inception acute malnutrition and chronic malnutrition were major 
targets of all govemment programs in Aboriginal health. 
In Queensland, Musgrave (1970, 27), who was to become the founding Director of 
AHP, observed that 
Evidence of malnutrition is apparent in every centre where Aborigines 
exist, whether on Communities or in Reserves or in fringe areas of 
townships. Recent researches by Drs. Jose, Galbraith and Stuart provide 
evidence of this in twelve Communities. Personal observation tends to 
indicate that their findings are fairly general throughout the whole 
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Aboriginal Community. Malnutrition is perhaps the most prevalent 
imderfying disease process in Aborigiruil children. 
Musgrave's (1970) comprehensive report highlighted factors underlying Myrdal's 
cycle of poverty (poor housing, poor employment, poor education) resulting in poor 
diet and poor nutritional status. He observed that in most communities boredom and 
dependency on social welfare payments as well as alcohol and gambling were 
ccsnpounding factors. 
Hence, screening to assess the growth pattems of children throughout the State was 
an urgent and ongoing priority of AHP. Staff in the DNU dealt with the food and 
nutrition issues of the program. They supported extensive nutritional surveys, 
moiutored supplementary feeding and provided directiy, as well as through the HTs, 
primary health education to improve the nutritional prospects of Aboriginal cUents, 
especiaUy children and mothers. In contrast to the early focus on under-nutrition, 
by the late 1970s DNU was giving increasing priority to the problems of over-
nutrition (Department of Health 1979-1980). The DNU's perception of and 
^proach to nutritional issues in Aboriginal health was based on three guidelines. 
The first [was] the correction of popular misinformation in 
relation to diet and introduction of a co-ordinated system of 
delivery of appropriate dietary advice to areas of need. 
The second [was] the promotion of appropriate health arui food 
beliefs in terms which are in keeping with Aboriginal concepts and 
beliefs ... 
The third [was] the maintaining of and improving where 
necessary, the sense of personal identity and involvement of 
Aborigines. 
(B1523, 3) 
Importantiy, DNU's philosophy (which to some extent was fulfilled during AHP's 
lifespan), anticipated that 'Aborigines themselves will eventually become the main 
agents of change in the diet improvement effort under the influence of qualified 
persons' {^\51?>, 3). 
Throughout its existence die DNU inQ-oduced many innovations, particularly in die 
field of nutritional education (Department of Healdi 1980, 6) and perhaps, most 
unportandy, prior to die restmcturing of AHP under RegionaUsation the 
DNU was the only unit of its kind in Queensland and [it] operate[d] 
under the principle that the Dietitians act primarily as resource people 
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while the Aboriginal arui Islander Community Nutrition Workers [were] 
responsible for the nutrition education of AHP Health Teams and other 
community groins. 
(B268) 
This iiutiative, which was pioneered by the indigenous workers within DNU, was '\ »^ ( 
not without its difficulties as it involved a shift in professional power base to allow 
die Community Nutrition Workers real direction/control over service deUvery in their 
communities. They accessed, with the support of the Dietitian, accredited 
recognition of their training and, as AHP closed, were beginning to work on 
commuiuty nutritional initiatives in partnership with local people, especially in the 
Oq)e York Peninsula and Northem Region of the State. 
A simdar, abiding concem for child health is evident in the work of the hearing 
conservation luuL 
Hearing Conservation Unit (HCU) 
The HCU (previously the Hearing Conservation and Treatment Program - HCTP) 
commenced operations imder the auspices of the University of Queensland's Speech 
and Hearing Department as a Commonwealth funded research program in 1973. 
The problem of otitis media and associated conductive hearing loss in Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander children was well documented (see for example Stuart et al 
1972; Lewis et al 1977; Lewis 1979; Maclver et al 1989) and the HCTP was 
estabUshed 'to find out why tiiere was such a high prevalence of middle year disease 
and hearing loss in the Aboriginal and Islander population (Kennedy 1989,41). 
The HCTP (now called the HCU) became part of AHP in 1983. The unit was 
particularly involved in early detection of middle ear disease, treamients and referrals 
in school aged children. Preventive health education of children, parents and 
teachers was an ongoing priority of the HCU. Kennedy (1989,45) points out diat 
...because of a more open approcu:h to education from Health Teeuns plus 
the liaison with other Departments e.g. Education Department, the 
message has finally reached teachers, parents and children that ear 
disease is rww widely acknowledged as a major education problem. 
The HCU developed in collaboration widi local HTs many innovative healdi 
education strategies/resoiu-ces to increase awareness of the existence and effects of 
hearing impairment on Aboriginal and Tortes Strait Islander children. Its' 
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innovative education and training resources were keenly sought after by odier State 
healdi and education departments. 
Further, during the evaluation bodi health, education and cUent stakeholders verified 
in several areas throughout (^eensland that 
...parent awareness has increased. Parents now know that it is not 
acceptable for a child with discharging ears to be treated as if there is 
nothing wrong. They also realise that this condition needs treatment and 
regular reviews. 
... the living conditions, nutrition content of the Stores, medical 
attention, sewerage, etc., has improved; not completely, but in most 
commuruties... It has been a slow process but each of these factors helps 
in decreasing the amount of disease, including ear disorders. 
(Kennedy 1989, 45) 
Although some chddren are reluctant to wear new amplified hearing aids client 
compliance with such equipment and performance in the classroom is also 
improving as a result of HCU's collaborative efforts with parents, chddren, teachers 
and the National Acoustic Laboratories (NAL). 
The HCU, like AHP itself, however, experienced funding, staffing and resource 
difficulties which impacted on its operations and its ability to adapt its role to meet 
varying cUent/commuiuty and HT demands. Unfortunately, its' 'metiiodology and 
protocols did not keep pace with staff changes, technological development or trends 
within the medical, aiuiiological and education areas' (B1556). Some of the 
ramifications are noted in Chapter 6. 
Nevertheless, there is no doubt that the HCU, die only special unit of its kind in 
Queensland, contributed greatly to early recognition of ear disease in many 
Aboriginal and Torres Su-ait Islander school aged children. 
The Enteric Parasitology Unit (PU) 
From the inception of AHP, parasite surveillance and control was a major priority. 
Its effectiveness is evident in the control of the numerous epidemics previously 
discussed and the dramatic reductions, to die point of near eradication, of specific 
parasites. The microbiologist explained that 
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There's been several very powerful initiatives over the years on various 
corrununities and, you know OK. we've made mistakes, but also we 
have had some pretty brilliant sort of successes...such as the hookworm 
eradication of Doomadgee, mass treatment for control of trichuris at 
Aurukun and Lockhart. 
...at this point I can quite confidently say that, barring drastic accidents, 
parasites will cease to be a problem, within the next three to five years. 
As I said all things being equal because most of the communities will be 
fully sewered by then, we'll have isolated the places that needed mass 
treatments...there's always going to be a certain amount of transmission 
going on but, as the general standards of community and personal 
hygiene get better, so the parasite loads are going to go down with a little 
bit of intervention from us. It's going to cease to be a problem.. 
(personal communication, 1988). 
However, such a prediction was tempered widi concem that health authorities would 
need to persist with continued surveillance and monitoring of parasites to maintain 
the gains that had been achieved by AHP over the last two decades (B1561). 
The Infectious Disease Control Unit (HTIO) 
In 1978 when AHP commenced on Thursday Island its brief was to 'assist with the 
diagnosis arui treatmeru and prevention of Sexually Transmitted Diseases (STD) on 
the Torres Strait Islaruis and the Bamaga area'. AHP's repeated screenings, 
treatment and follow up of clients resulted in control of STDs in the area to the 
extent that HT9 was able to broaden its focus to the detection and u-eatment of odier 
adult health problems, particularly diabetes mellitis and hypertension (Musgrave 
1975, 27). 
The Torres Strait is a high risk area for the spread of infectious disease because of its 
tropical climate, proximity to Papua New Guinea and increasing number of 
international visitors (Department of Health 1989-1990). Hence to complement and 
extend the work of HT9, whose primary emphasis continued to include diseases of 
older chddren and adults, HTIO was established in 1988. 
Aldiough operating as part of die State AHP, HTIO was generaUy responsible for aU 
infectious disease control in the Torres Strait as comparable services beyond AHP 
did not exist. Staff described die breaddi of their activities 
The team supervised TB cases, their treatments and their routine 
investigations, drug dosages etc. and follow up of all their contacts, 
especially the kids ... The majority of that sort of work is 
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clinical...Hansens... I have much closer contact with clients and I 
supervise their treatment, monitor for drug reactions and adverse 
reactions ... and trace for Hansens ...we have about 700 contacts that 
we see yearly ... 10 year follow up time ... 
TB follow up is one year.... 
All the Hep Bs in the ewea are being worked through us ...we do have a 
big percentage of carriers here. We're also offering immunization 
through the AHP program to anyone under the age of 18... 
(personal communication 1989) 
Whde it is too soon to evaluate this team's activities it is clear from stakeholders' 
comments, that even though HTIO is under resourced in terms of the geographical 
area it is expected to cover (see Chapter 4, Map 4.2), it is contributing significantiy 
to improved diagnosis, treatment and follow up of clients. The Department of 
Healdi (1988-1989,106) reported diat 
The team concentrates mainly on the prevention of malaria, STDs, 
hepatitis B, tuberculosis and Hansen's disease transmission.... 
There were three outbreaks of malaria in the Torres Strait in 1989-90. 
The Team assisted local hospital and clinic staff in contact tracing, 
malaria slide taking and preventive education programmes... 
Stakeholders indicate that health education in the schools, and particularly the 
location of HT9 and HTIO in the community, has led to earlier recognition and 
presentation of STD problems. For example. 
There are more young people like they come into the office [AHP] there 
to get more information about AIDS and they want to know about blood 
pressure, what causes blood pressure and stuff like that. And they come 
in arui we sit down and talk with them. Some of them meet us up the 
road arui sometimes you just sit down on the footpath arui they just talk. 
It is a very good response you know, the community and then the young 
people ...in the schools. 
The only thing I know is the STD patients and TB people are coming in 
early before there is a real disaster problem. They're [AHP] really good 
at communicating with the people, the people open up to more of them 
...a white person wouldn't get as much information from them. 
(N/EN/Isolated Rural Hospital) 
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The STD Team (HT4) 
After the early success of HT9 on Thursday Island another specialist team, HT4, 
was established in Caims in early 1979 to assist with the control of STD in north 
(^eensland (Musgrave 1975, 27) which, one stakeholder pointed out, 
...[is] a big problem with the Aboriginals. There's a lot of follow up 
that has to be done. There is a lot of contact tracing that has to be done. 
If you didn't have HT4, STD would be more rampant than what it is. It 
will wipe the Aborigiruils out. People talk about genocide...chlamydia, 
that's an STD that has taken over gonorrhoea. I mean four infections so 
the books say and you are sterile. When you are getting kids in with 
their third irrfection, I mean you are going to have a sterile Aboriginal 
population. So HT4 has a very important role to play. 
(personal communication, 1989) 
HT4 visited several communities annually to assist with screening, maintained 
contact tracing and to encourage compliance with treatment and follow up. It 
successfully co-ordinated STD control in Cairns and the Cape York area 
(Department of Health 1989-1990). Staff were continually in demand to conduct 
education sessions in towns, communities and high schools as well as with health 
professionals. Evaluation stakeholders specially commented on the professionalism, 
particidarly in relation to confidentiality, the educational skills and the expertise of 
the team 
Throughout its Ufe AHP staff (either individually or as a whole health team), even 
when resources were stretched to the limit, continued to help implement and/or 
support projects to control or eradiate specific diseases. Employment of RMOs with 
special expertise (although not without controversy within the program - see Chapter 
6) led to special projects and priorities such as the hepatitis B program and the AIDs 
prevention unit. 
The Hepatitis B Program 
Hepatitis B is relatively common in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people but 
readdy prevented because of the availability of an effective vaccine (Department of 
Healdi 1988-1989). 
In late 1985 Queensland became the first State to institute Statewide 
antenatal hepatitis B screening for Aboriginal and Islander women. This 
was followed by vaccination of their infants. Commonwealth interest 
7 
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was aroused by the success of the Aboriginal Health Programme 
administered Queensland programme. As a consequence of this 
Commonwealth money became available in 1987 to enable all States and 
Territories to vaccinate infants born into the high carriage rate ethnic 
groups... 
(Department of Healdi, 1988-89, 104) 
AHP supported the Hepatitis B pilot through prevention follow up, educational 
activities, data collection and analysis, and this special project placed considerable ^_^^ 
drain on staff resources. Nevertheless, a very high compUance rate of over-80-per_^ 
cent was achieved^or indigenous infants in relation to their first course of the 
vaccine -^ The Department of Healdi (1988-89,104) pointed out diat. 
By comparison a similar programme for ethnic minority infants born in 
Calif or ma reported a compliance rate of 38 per cent. This outstanding 
Aborigirtal Health Programme achievement is a consequence of two 
major factors, firstly, the professionalism and untiring efforts of 
Aboriginal Health Programme head office sterffin monitoring vaccination 
notification forms and in notifying field staff of infants that are overdue 
for boosters, and secondly, the dedication and perseverance of field 
stcrff, particularly Aboriginal Health Progreunme health team staff, in 
tracing overdue infants. 
A mark of the success of the Hepatitis B program is its continuation and expansion i^ ^ T ^ 
which is due largely to the collaborative efforts between the HT and the community 
as weU as between AHP and other health agencies including the Aboriginal and • 
Islander Community Health Services (AICHSs) in Queensland. In relation to the 
latter, some stakeholders perceive that the Hepatitis B initiative has been a catalyst 
for better commurucation and co-operation between govemment and independent 
medical services. For example 
...in the past the relationship between AHP and AICHSs hasn't been 
good. It's only now with projects like the Hepatitis B that it's 
improving. 
(VUrban Community) 
V 
3 Indeed, the compliance rate was expected to exceed 90 per cent when follow up procedures were 
completed (Deparunent of Health 1988-89,104). 
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Odier mterviewees comment on its impact in theu- area 
...with the Hepatitis B Program . we don't actually see so many Hep B 
people. Hep B positive, in our area. We've got one girl at the moment 
and that's unusual... 
(N/RN/Urban Hospital) 
The AIDS Prevention Unit (APU) 
There has been increasing but slow recognition of the serious threat posed by 
HIV/Acquired Immuno Deficiency Disease Syndrome to Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander people. However, in one or two locations communities themselves 
initiated strategies to increase awareness and understanding of the disease through 
local HTs. The following example explains how one HT responded directiy to the 
commimity's concem about the threat of AIDS. 
In 1986 we were approached by the Community Council Chairperson to 
do something to make sure people understood about AIDS. He was 
concerned about the threat of AIDs in the community and wanted 
something done to make people aware before it went through the 
commimity . That meant we all had homework to do...we knew next to 
nothing about it. Then working through the Council and school the HT 
initiated education programs for all school children down to Grade 7. At 
first the principal said "No, it's against Queensland government 
guidelines!" But the HWs let him know it was their corrununity and 
that's what the people wanted! Adult education sessions were also 
conducted in the community, these were attended by more than 90% of 
the community. 
Further, a National AIDS Council Grant of $10 000 was obtained to 
develop a video Knulpa Leam Em About AIDS and other local 
innovative ideas were put in place to promote prevention of HTV. In 
1989 there had been no spreading of the virus within this community 
It weis acknowledged by outside agencies including the AIDS Council of 
Queensland that at this time this community knew more about HTV arui 
how to prevent its spread than emy other group of people in Queensland. 
(PHN/personal communication 1989) 
In 1987-88 AHP field staff throughout Queensland conducted nearly four hundred 
education sessions on AIDS and in 1989 a Special Unit, die APU, was established 
within AHP. At least seven positions were created and u-aining was instigated for 
Community Healdi Workers specialising in AIDS. They were based at Thursday 
Island (2 workers), Caims (1 worker), Townsville (1 worker), Mt Isa (1 worker) 
and Brisbane (2 workers). A RMO widi expertise in specialised healdi conditions 
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was employed to organise the trainmg and support the work undertaken by the APU 
and AHP field staff. 
At the closure of AHP the APU staff were beginning to contribute significantiy to 
AIDS Education and Prevention Strategies adopted by other services and 
communities. They liaised with leaders and key groups in local Aboriginal and 
Toires Strait Islander communities 'to develop culturally acceptable programmes to 
prevent the spread of HTVlAIDS' (Department of Healdi 1988-1989, 105). 
It is quite clear, then, that in relation to a number of targeted diseases eg STDs and 
AIDS, the 'eradication' campaign moved beyond intervention and, through 
appropriate commuiuty participation and decision-making, began to impact on 
changeslFcnent atStudes. behaviour and knowledge. This becomes even more 
evident when CUent Outcomes in relation to Objectives 3 and 6 are examined. 
5.3.2 Client Outcomes 
CUent Outcomes (see Chapter 3) centred on an evaluation of whether or not client 
health knowledge, understanding, behaviour and attitudes had changed, particularly 
in relation to compliance and changes in lifestyle which indicated better coping 
behaviours. These factors are clearly related to AHP's Objectives 3 and 6 which 
wiU now be considered in terms of stakeholders interpretations and perceptions. 
Objective 3 
To influence change in habits of lifestyle and practices which influence 
health of Aborigines as individuals, feunilies and particularly of children, 
through primary health education. 
To appreciate the extent to which this objective was achieved by AHP it is important 
to understand the difference between first order and second order change. Davison 
(1980,2) explained to field staff diat 
First order change is superficial change, it is change in outward 
appearances, it is change that is only maintained while the change agent 
is still active (although not quite as active as before). Second order 
change is change which happens inside a person or group of persons. It 
is reflected in outward appearances but it is self-maintaining arui more 
importantly self-generating arui spreads to other people, without the 
continuing presence of the change ageru. 
(B1522) 
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Stakeholders' perceptions and interpretations of AHP's impact on Aboriginal health, 
especiaUy during the first decade of its operations, would suggest that by and large 
die program was very effective in achieving first order changes. 
Practically aU participants famdiar with AHP's work observed that 
There's been massive improvement in hecdth...less glue ears, runny ears. 
Kids are more aware...like with washing of hands and pointing out 
unhecdthiness in other kids. 
(N/Teacher/DOGIT School) 
They're more aware. Like we used to see a lot of skin sores...like the 
school sores they used to call it and that's not there any more. The kids 
look a lot hecdthier... 
(VTeacher/Isolated Rural School) 
Anteruital screening here is fantastic. Now it sure as heck wasn't like 
this ten years ago. So I think your birth weights are getting larger, are 
getting greater, so it must be getting to some people. 
(N/PHN) 
AHP did for people, who were institutionalised, didn't have the 
skills...it gave them the day to day caring skills...take the gastro ward at 
Palm Island...it shut long ago because people are managing better...they 
know what to do. 
(Senior Management) 
In early 1980-1981 AHP changed its emphasis in healdi education toward SHHC. 
It became the foundation of most health care activities, training and resource 
development within the program (B907)s. The concept and techniques of SHHC 
adapted by AHP from Brownlea's (1979) work complemented the program's 
primary focus on preventive medicine and emerging emphasis on PHC. 
\ . 
J 
c" 
AHP, therefore, embarked upon intensive staff preparation, initially with PHNs and 
dien IHWs 'to educate their clients in healthy lifestyles' (B1331). SHHC initiatives 
were dien undertaken by HTs in the field as diey gauged communities were ready 
for such education. The strategies implemented, groups targeted and client reactions 
varied from locality to locaUty. 
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Aldiough in most areas it was not possible to readily identify data supporting 
people's perceptions that healdi education was directly responsible for SHHC, die 
following observations were made by inside stakeholders and verified by outsider 
stakeholders. 
Last year we took a heap ]of clients] out of our address book that we had 
put down on our itinerary 'cos we don't need to see these families 
because they eire doing it all themselves. 
(UHW) 
We used to screen yearly in the southern area and, just going by the 
results of our screening, there was a lot of follow ups to do, and as the 
years went by you'd have less and less follow ups. People were doing, 
they were taking their children off, so they must have taken some of our 
advice along the way. People were taking notice and doing their own 
thing with their children instead of us having to sort of go around and 
keep telling them. 
(VPHN) 
OK. statistics aside, you could actually see an improvement. I think it 
came from just a raising of self esteem when people made decisions 
about themselves... 
(Senior Management) 
The women themselves, if they feel something's wrong, they're the first 
ones to approcu:h you with their health. If they think, for example, that 
bub's not moving, they will ring me ... 
(Child Nurse, Hospital) 
They used to be totally passive in regards to the health system, now they 
have become very selective. If things aren't' going the way they want, 
instead of taking their grandfather or child or whatever to the local 
hospital, they'll come down to Brisbane or to arwther hospital 10 miles 
away ... 
(VMO) 
AHP's SHHC initiative, then, perhaps more dian any other, set die stage for HTs to 
tackle in a concerted way the program's third main objective of influencing the habits 
and lifestyles of individuals and families. Importantiy, in some areas it provided a 
stimulus for second order change. 
Second order change, Davison (1980, 2) pointed out 'is much more difficult to 
achieve, takes a lot more understanding, insight, tact and acceptance...' (B1522). 
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Aldiough there were fewer examples of AHP facilitating such changes the ones that 
did occur were significant and lasting. For example die success of the Rheumatic ^^^ j ^ ^ {,"9 ( AOA f:. 
u:^^ /'/ -Fever Campaign in Yarrabah was due to the local Community Councd, AHP 
health team and the RMO working in close partnership with the community. 
Johnson (1989,10) pointed out diat 
In 1985 the incidence of rheumatic fever was occurring at 13.9 per 1000, 
compared to the rate of 0.1 per 1000 in the non-Aboriginal community. 
Each year there would be about 6 new cases of rheumatic fever 
diagnosed and there were a high number of premature deaths in the 
commimity attributable to this cause. 
The outcome, which has attracted international attention, was noted by HT54 
This Community Program has been a great success, in the four years that 
it has been in operation there has not been one new case of Rheumatic 
Fever. 
(B1535, 4) 
As recorded by Johnson (1991), the first step in the process was that the 
community identified rheumatic fever as a major problem; die second step was to 
set up a community committee to discuss this problem and strategies for ^^rf, . '^Q^ 
overcoming it Once die community had decided on appropriate sttategies, a local C y^  cf. .. ^ (j 4 -
resident was hired and trained with the co-operation of die PHN and the RMO to 
cairy out identification and to ensure tteamient. Furdier, the community made a 
video to facditate education about rheumatic fever. Johnson (1991,160) comments 
...The committee meetings proved to be catalysts...for raising self 
esteem arui confidence levels... 
Rather than depending on outside help, the committee focused on a 
program that was cost effective, incorporated community values and 
attitudes and guarded against over reliance on outside assistance... 
Success from diis venture encouraged diis community to request die setting up of a 
Cervical Smear Clinic. Although it took the community some months to 
mobdise itself, Johnson (1991,162) reports 
...these women now organise a yearly Cervical Smear Clinic in their 
Community and most of them have shown initiatives in other areas. 
People who are in control feel good about themselves... 
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There is no doubt that Johnson's observations are apt. Again in the Yarrabah 
community, the HT, and particularly the AHWs whose working philosophy is 
'Don't do anything for anyone that they can do for themselves' (personal 
communication 1989) facilitated a diabetic community movement in 1988 
which won the Australian Diabetes Educators Award in 1989 and again in 1990. 
The HT and community carried out its own health survey, set its own aims, 
objectives and outcomes, developed an educational video and set up and evaluated 
its own educational program (B1536). 
Qearly the Yarrabah achievements were not common in other areas of the State. 
They nevertheless highlight the changes which could occur when a HT, building on 
the program's achievements, changed its whole team approach, philosophy and 
decision-making from 'search and rescue' to SHHC/community development. 
The outcome was more dian one of reducmg die mcidence of a medical disease m the 
community. The process, which was community initiated and controlled, involved 
an whoUstic approach which took into account all of die dimensions of weU being 
outlined in Chapter 2. 
Objective 6 
To provide assistance of a non-medical nature when this could contribute 
in some way to the achievement of the primary aims. 
The demand on AHP staff at all levels for assistance of a non-medical nature was 
constant Indeed, AHP's efforts to meet this demand sd-etched its limited resources 
and impinged on professional roles throughout the program. Although not ^ ^^ ^^  ^^ ^e 
.'i A-
'measurable' in any concrete way, non-medical assistance undoubtedly contributed ^^- ^ ( ^ (c c.^  
not only to die achievement of the campaign's primary aims but also to diat of odier " ^ 
services. In terms of Objective 6 the efforts of HTs (including field officers) and 
itinerant hygiene officers supported by regional office staff and, m particul^, AHP's 
training unit warrant particular comment 
^' 
Health Teams (HTs) 
From its early beginnings to its re-stmcturing under regionalisation AHP field staff 
played a vital role in client advocacy and often in managing and/or resolving actual 
or potential misunderstandings and conflict between clients and mainstream service 
providers. In interview data the role of indigenous staff as 'advocators'. 
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'mediators', 'negotiators' 'cultural brokers', 'go betweens' or simply as skilled 
communicators was particularly highlighted. However, the frequency with which 
stakeholders observed AHP staff providing non-medical assistance to others 
working with, or concerned about. Aboriginal people was overwhelming. 
One other good thing about arui they go arui see the SCAN 
team when they think some mothers are not looking after the babies. 
Another job they are doing, if the mother is drinking too much they get a 
letter of complairu and show it to the Council. If in CcUrns when she 
comes back they watch her to see how she is coping with the children. 
(VTeacher/DOGIT Preschool) 
I've noticed it in Mossman through the offices of AHP and their 
personal voluntary work as well as being a name scdcefor AHP. They 
instigated the ...Foundation branch of Mossman, kicked it off arui rolled 
into Mossman, Port Douglas Community Counselling Service of which a 
lot of Aboriginal people now use. Now that's quite an innovation to use 
a counselling service and also through AHP being more available, 
several other services, one in Cairns which works with child abuse 
related to alcohol etc., it developed in Mossman and so you know that is 
working, that's been a lot of hard work on the part of AHP staff there. 
(N/FO) 
/ think we have provided a bridge for them to gain access to hospitals, to 
gain access to other organisations when they have problems, either health 
or social problems. It is not only with preventive health we have actually 
assisted with other programs as well. Putting them in touch with other 
organisations. Otherwise they just sit back and do nothing about their 
problems. 
(N/PHN) 
Itinerant Hygiene Officers (IHOs) 
The mOs worked in conjunction widi DAIA (then DCS and later DFSAIA) but were 
employed by AHP. 
The first IHO's training course commenced at Yarrabah in 1975. At diis time 
The role of the itinerant Hygiene officer [was] to correct any situation 
which could effect the health of the Aboriginal people in the areas and 
also to carry out any work requested by the Department of Aboriginal 
and Islanders Advancement in this context. 
(B1254) 
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The Itinerant Hygiene Officer's primary function [was] to organise and 
implement andlor supervise the rectification of health hazards in 
aboriginal [sic] communities, Missions and local authority areas 
whenever and wherever the need arises. He will also provide a service 
where the necessary skills in environmental sanitation are lacking in the 
stc^ofthe Aboriginal communities or Missions or where the problem is 
greater than can be dealt with by visiting ste^. 
(B107) 
IHOs, who were skdled in carpentry or plumbing, fulfilled an important role in 
providing assistance of a non-medical nature on request to communities to rectify 
environmental and sanitation problems that created unnecessary health risks. Their 
work complemented that of health inspectors in Aboriginal communities and the 
DivisicMi of Public Healdi Supervision (Department of Healdi 1973-1974). 
IHOs visited communities regularly to monitor envu-onmental hygiene and provide 
practical advice on 'health related structural faults in dwellings, water supplies, 
nightsoil removal and drainage systems' to help improve the environmental control 
of infective diseases (Department of Healdi 1974 - 75,121). 
Importantiy, through AHP and the govemment medical officer on Thursday Island, 
diey fulfiUed a vital role, along widi the microbiologist and health inspectors, in 
malaria surveUlance in Queensland and die Torres Strait (Department of Healdi 
1977-1978). 
Every year we would go up with the area control with the health 
inspectors and go around all the islands in the Torres Strait...spraying 
for mosquitoes and that sort of thing...you just don't realise how bad it 
is in the Torres Strait... you more or less say "Oh, malaria is something 
that happens in the swamps in the tropics". But it's all over the place and 
our job weis to help control it. 
(N/mO). 
During fifteen years of visits to Aboriginal communities and people's homes 
(particularly in the southern and Torres Strait regions) one IHO shared his 
perceptions of AHP's impact 
...there has been a change as far as the attitude of the people to the 
houses You find that they appreciate the better homes as when they were 
buying the older houses they were saying "Why are they buying 
dumps?". 
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It has improved no end because they are building new houses now 
instead of buying older homes which took a lot of maintenance and 
continual work... 
... you know we had a lot of problems at first with scabies and that 
seems to have gone by the board now, not as bad...Head lice was a 
problem and that is ongoing [with all] kids at schools everywhere. But 
they were problems which were really bad... 
Nutrition was bad. They used to supply them with supplementary things 
like biscuits and milo. But that is all gone now because they [Aboriginal 
people] know. AHP has played a big part there with diet and nutrition 
education. 
It's a good program and really it has done a lot... 
The two IHOs employed in AHP at the time of the evaluation continued to respond, 
within the constraints of budget, to Department (DFSAIA) housing repair and 
maintenance requests. 
Regional Medical Officers (RMOs) and Regional Nursing Supervisors 
(RNSs) 
Ironically, in terms of the traditional role of medical officers, as the 'search and 
rescue' era subsided, the role of RMOs within AHP became less clinical. They 
continued to support health screenings when these occurred, but generally, along 
with RNSs, provided an increasing amount of non-medical assistance (eg education, 
support and sometimes mediation) to HTs and other service/community agencies. 
The change in the RMO professional role to public relations, liaison and at times an 
AHP/HT advocacy role, particularly to hospitals and their colleagues in general 
practice was not without personal and systemic frustration (see Chapter 6). 
Although RNSs within AHP were stretched to the limit (often overseeing HTs in 
more than one region) they were an invaluable resource to HTs in developing and 
implementing management by objective plans and monitoring of HTs' activities. 
They provided numerous hours of stress relief, counselling and personal support to 
AHP and other staff, especially those in more remote locations. 
A major non-medical initiative of the RNSs toward the closure of AHP was the 
development of a standardised quality assurance program and protocol manual for 
nursing staff (B1566). It was anticipated that this would contribute significantly to 
AHP's achievement of its primary aims. Throughout AHP's life RNSs frequently 
fulfilled more than one role yet managed to provide direct feedback to program 
cvr*' 
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management and ongoing, essential support (by phone or face to face visits) to field 
staff. 
Training Unit (TU) 
It could be argued that the TU within AHP indirectly provided the greatest amount of 
assistance of a non-medical nature to indigenous clients by creating opportunities for 
a skilled and competent health care work force. Between 1973 and 1979 it delivered 
face to face inservice training for professional and 'non-professional' field staff for 
search and rescue operations. From 1980-1984 it introduced and developed, in ,^ 3 W / 
consultation with HTs, the program's SHHC philosophy and resources. After 
1986, as funding and staffing permitted, the TU provided inservice programs of/~<^  ^ lijj^^-^ 
learning in a mixed mode of face to face and distance education (B102, B370). 
The main objectives of the Training Unit include[d] providing an in 
service programme for learning for registered nurses and health 
assistants and providing education resources in the form of teaching 
packages and resource kits on various health topics such as AIDS, 
Diabetes, Immunisation, Family Planning etc. 
(B370) 
The innovative distance education modules developed by the TU followed an 
analysis of HW inservice needs (B102). Although, under regionalisation, the 
activities of the TU were curtailed and eventually ceased, the aims of AHP's distance 
education program have found some reflection in Queensland Health policies in 
1994. They included: 
1, [Promoting] self help care as an important concept for Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander community life and health. 
2, [Prioritising] preventive primary health care within an holistic 
concept of health. 
3, [Assisting] personal and professional growth and development of 
HAs within a multi-disciplinary team based on individually 
perceived needs. 
4, [Basing] the course structure, methodology, content and 
assessment on a situational analysis of AHP field staff. 
5, [Acknowledging] that the developing of the role of the HA 
should reflect support for self determination for Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander communities. 
6, [Providing] a criteria for achievement leading to awards of 
certificates of competencies and career structuring. 
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7. [Encouraging] a high standard of health care delivery within the 
guidelines of the AHP to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
peoples. 
(B371) 
Under regionalisation several AHP field staff have reported a complete lack of 
professional support and training (personal communications 1991-1993). They 
point out that in retrospect the assistance provided through AHP's TU, although not 
widiout criticism, gave HTs a better chance of achieving dieu" primary objectives. 
5.4 Summary 
This chapter has examined AHP's assets and achievements over its 20 year life 
span. Analysis of data indicates that AHP's major assets were based in its staff and 
vision; stakeholders particularly highlighted staff dedication, the team approach to 
health care deUvery, accessibility of services offered and the vital role of IHWs as 
major strengths. Analysis of interview and archival material in relation to AHP's 
mandate and objectives has shown that it clearly met Objective 1, and made 
significant progress towards meeting Objectives 2, 4, 5 and 6. Thus, it can be 
claimed, that AHP significantiy contributed to a reduction in IMRs, and to the 
eradication of a number of life threatening conditions. However there appears litde 
evidence, except in small pockets of AHP's operation, that Objective 3 has been 
achieved; ie aldiough SHHC became AHP's focus in the 1980s, diere is little 
support for the notion that such education 'influenced changes in habit of lifestyle 
and practices' among die majority of Aboriginal clients. 
Claims in 1987 diat SHHC evaluation reports 'indicated a change in illness patterns 
and client health seeking behaviour' (B1553) were difficult to substantiate in this 
evaluation. Indeed, management in 1990 pointed out that 'defensible (SHHC) 
evaluation outcomes ... unfortunately cannot be provided as they do rwt exist' 
(B1554). 
However, at diis point in the discussion it needs to be reiterated that AHP's 
achievements have to be examined in terms of the historical, political, social, 
economic and environmental influences affecting Aboriginal and Tortes Strait 
Islander communities. This is clearly reflected m stakeholders' perceptions. 
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/ think the people who had the 20 year vision to some extent were a bit 
ambitious but to the other extent they assumed that the wider society 
would have accepted its responsibility in terms of provision of adequate 
services and not only health services, but housing, sewerage and water 
supply...certainly in the old gazetted areas, now Trust areas, they are still 
no where near the standards of the rest of the community so that's one of 
the reasons why that hasn't been achieved. The health standard in both 
areas (gazetted and non- trust) are no where near the standard of the rest 
of the commimity... 
(Senior Management) 
Given diat AHP, in a very real sense, was one agency trying to change die world, it 
is not surprising that the program experienced a number of limitations and 
constraints which inhibited its aims and objectives. These will be discussed in 
Chapter 6. 
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CHAPTER 6 
PROGRAM LIMITATIONS AND CONSTRAINTS 
6.1 Introduction 
Analysis of the Priority Questions (see Chapter 3) demonstrated that stakeholders 
appeared most concemed that the evaluation address issues related to the Program 
(ie AHP's mandate stmcture and operation). Professional Issues (particularly 
those related to the training, remuneration and recognition of IHWs), Client 
Outcomes (especiaUy in relation to compliance and health awareness). Impact (on 
health status) and Obstacles (particularly those manifested in professional and 
bureaucratic power stmctures). These issues and concems were explored via 
extensive interviewing and document analysis. While the previous chapter has 
analysed diese data and identified many of the AHP's suengths in relation to client 
outcomes, the program's stmcture and staff, this chapter will focus on the 
limitations and constraints imposed on or inherent in the AHP as perceived by 
stakeholders, evident in departmental documents and expressed in healdi statistics. 
Over its 20 year Ufe span the AHP was plagued by a number of incongmencies, 
stmctural pressures and societal forces. Participants in the evaluation identified 
many of these although different stakeholders highlighted different limitations and 
constraints depending on their position and interest in the program and its stmcture. 
Thus management uniformly stressed the lack of adequate funding as the major 
constraint on the AHP's operations and achievements. AHP field staff and many 
outside stakeholders generally expressed concem that the program was conso-ained 
by clients who either would or could not change health habits and life styles. Non-
Aboriginal staff also identified inadequate funding and the impediments of 
bureaucratic administration as major limitations. Aboriginal staff highlighted 
the restrictions on Aboriginal decision-making and their own low 
status in the organisation, a concem shared by Aboriginal community people and 
organisations who also identified the program's lack of information sharing 
and liaison in some areas as major Umitations. Non-Aboriginal interviewees 
representing other sectors in healdi, the education system and auxiliary services, 
echoed the concem about lack of information/publicity about the program and 
its consequent isolation and possible under-utiUsation as weU as resultant duplication 
of services. 
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Aldiough different stakeholders cend-ed dieir perceptions about AHP's limitations 
and constraints on different issues, it is possible to group these into categories 
established by earlier analysis. Thus a major concern revolved around the 
program, its direction and phases, the lack of information sharing and 
funding constraints. Professional issues, including Aboriginal 
direction/ participation in decision-making and die role of IHWs, formed 
a second category of concem. Professional and bureaucratic structures 
constituted a third major obstacle, while the program's impact was believed to be 
under threat because of client attitudes, a lack of intersectorial co-
operation and lack of publicity. 
Review of the interview data, AHP's archives, reports and relevant literature, 
however, indicates that AHP's limitations and consd-aints were considerably more 
complex. Some of these were related to the legacies of the past, extemal to the 
program which nevertheless influenced every aspect of the program including its 
mandate, its stmcture and its activities. These then reflected intemal incongmencies 
related to the program's priorities, concepts of PHC, its bureaucratic stmcture, 
concept of professionaUsm and attitudes to community control. Other constraints 
related to wrangles between State and Commonwealth govemments which 
influenced staffing, resources and management practices. Previous categories 
consequentiy require adaptation to coherentiy explore the factors impinging on 
AHP's limitations and constraints. This chapter wiU therefore explore the legacies 
of the past which set the cUmate in which AHP grew and developed. Its influence 
on various aspects of the program's operation will then be analysed. 
6.2 Legacies of the Past 
Research from the 1960s onwards had shown that Aboriginal health was in crisis 
and in 1969, at a national meeting of federal and state authorities, it was determined 
'that special provision should be made for its [Aboriginal health] improvement' 
(B1524). 
Perceptions of the 'Aboriginal situation' and what should be done to improve their 
health varied between States. However, initiatives frequentiy reflected the attitudes, 
assumptions and values of the early assimilationist era discussed in Chapter 2. 
Aboriginal people in Queensland were seen as a partly disadvcmtaged, semi-alienated 
and sometimes a resentful, ethnic group (Musgrave 1978b, 1847) thought to be 'in 
need of help' to attain a better standard of health. Basically it was assumed that 
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Aboriginal people would want to 'do what we [the professionals] think they should 
do to improve their health' (Wemer 1981,1). 
This attimde reflected die reality of colonisation. Its influence on attitudes of die 
time cannot be underestimated; oppressive policies and practices, laws and 
regulations on the reserves (noted in Chapter 2) continued to operate and deny 
Aboriginal people basic rights as citizens well beyond AHP's inception. Thus the 
program's early operations, the Search and Rescue Phase, overlapped with 
extremely authoritarian management on govemment reserves, legitimised by some 
70 years of legislation. Even in die mid to late 1970s 
the coimcil had by-laws and if the kid didn't get sprayed with the stuff 
[ta control head lice], they had to answer to the council and all kids were 
done for head lice, almost like you have your compulsory TB X-rays ... 
So there was this "you got to do it" sort of attitude that people thought 
"well, we'll go along and we'll do this". 
(VXPHN) 
It is not surprising that such authoritarianism was at least tacitiy accepted, given that 
untd the late 1960s residents on Queensland Aboriginal reserves were dependent on 
rations rather than equitable wages. 
One non-Aboriginal nurse employed by the Department of Native Affairs in the 
1960s recaUed: 
The food room was a very large area, because until 1969 ... this was 
where we used to give a really comprehensive food supply to the parents 
... for each child we allowed two small tins of sunshine milk and to 
each family a tin of condensed milk.. A pound of rice and a pound of 
sugar, six ounce piece of cheese, half a pound of butter ...we would 
allow each child five vita brits and we'd pack those into paper bags ... 
we gave the mothers a choice of either a pound of honey or a tin of jam 
... and this happened every week per feunily. Then we had dried fruit. 
... either apricots or prunes ... there was either cornflour or custard 
powder, either one or the other ... here were five pieces of fruit for the 
week ... you know sometimes apples came as giants and you'd say to 
yourself 'that's the equivalent of two and a half ...so you'd say to 
yourself "I'll give them three whole apples and that covers that 
requirement". 
At the same time, indigenous people not subject to legislation were vulnerable to 
govemment agents' 'spot inspections' (see Eckermann et al 1994) to check levels of 
cleanliness and tidiness in their homes. AHP, while in no way condoning this 
repressive system, nevertheless, as a govemment instmmentaUty, assumed certain 
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practices and rights which reflected die system. The govemment's assumption was 
that indigenous people were not able to be self determining and, as indicated in 
Chapter 2, would have to be 'educated for full citizenship. ..progressively through 
training and welfare (they) were to be given equal opportunity whenever possible' 
(Rowley 1972, 75). 
AHP unwittingly reflected diese assumptions particularly in the program's early 
work. Analysis of interview data and review of archival records make it possible to 
identify how the legacies of the past influenced the attitudes and perceptions 
which estabUshed the program's mandate, and directed its structure, phases of 
development, interpretation of professional roles, attitudes to the role of 
IHWs and indigenous decision-making. These will now be considered in 
tum. 
6.2.1 Attitudes and Perceptions: Preventive Medicine - a 
Campaign Approach to Health Improvement 
The Queensland Department of Health (1974) described its Aboriginal health 
program as, 
... essentially a campaign of preventive medicine aimed at 
reducing the incidence of important conditions including malnutrition, 
enteric and ecto-parasitic disorders, anaemia, infective diseases of the 
respiratory and gastro-intestinal tracts and of the ear, ru)se and throat, as 
well as other conditions known to be responsible for the greater 
incidence of ill health cunong Aborigines as compeared with the rest of the 
community ... 
It is not an expansion of the general health services but rather a 
specialised campaign which will concentrate wholly on these 
specific disorders until such time as they cease to pose a 
special problem ... The method of operation of this programme is 
somewhat different to other health services. It actively seeks out 
problem groups and persons and attempts are made to gain their 
confidence. It endeavours to evoke an awareness of ill health and 
its significance, and of the need to correct this. It provides assistance 
in implementing corrective action on a continual basis. 
"Community involvement" is recognised as an important principle, 
exceeded in importance only by the need for "Community 
awareness" of its problems. 
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The Aboriginal Health Programme relies upon early detection and 
early treatment or other remedial action for its initial success, and 
upon primary health education and resulting changes in motivation 
to achieve health improvements in the long term. 
(B1523, 1 my emphasis) 
Thus AHP, a speciaUsed campaign designed to eradicate specific conditions, sought 
out "problem' groups and through direct treatment, health education and community 
involvement, aimed to create community awareness of health conditions and 
problems. As such the campaign represents a curious mixture of medical or primary 
care and primary healdi care principles. Bloom (1987,1) contends that the WHO's 
mandate for PHC 
...denotes both an approach (it might be called a 'philosophy' or an 
'ideology') and a programme. The Primary Health Care approach is 
premised on an integrated theory of health and development: health is 
considered a "fundamental human right" and assumed to be a global 
social goal. Poor health in the Third World is a symptom of 
imderdevelopment and the very existence of poor health impedes further 
development. 
Thus any approach to improving health in the Third World cannot 
divorce health from its social, political and ecorwmic context. Equitable 
health and economic development must proceed with the full knowledge 
cmd participation of the population emd must encourage self-reliance. The 
resulting system must be relevant to the population's actual health needs; 
physically accessible; culturally acceptable; and affordable to 
those it services. These parameters have led to an emphasis in Primary 
Health care on health workers other than physicians and nurses; 
appropriate technology (technology suited to available skills and 
resources): a referral system that links effectively the different levels 
in a health care system; and complementary policies and 
programmes in other sectors (including agriculture, education and 
public works). 
(my emphases) 
Efforts (albeit not always successful) were certainly made by AHP to be 'physically 
accessible', 'culturally acceptable' and 'affordable ' to clients. A comprehensive 
'referral system' was in place, 'appropriate technology' within the limits of budget 
was used and, where possible, 'complementary policies and programmes' were at 
least advocated. Thus, time and time again it was clearly stated by program 
management and the Department of Health (1981,7) that 
...there is a limit to the amount of improvement in health that health 
workers can achieve. Housing conditions, education and, not the least 
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important, economic conditions, also affect the health status of 
disadvantaged sections of any community. 
(B1524) 
Field staff were also acutely aware that there was only so much they could do. 
Rt)m the outset AHP urged intersectorial collaboration and clearly acknowledged 
that improvement in indigenous health required 'the co-operation of all responsible 
agencies' (B1550). In practice however and in keeping with the concept of a 
miUtary campaign, priority and time were given to early intervention and health 
education about diseases. Consequentiy the campaign approach, in contrast to a 
PHC approach, did not permit indigenous and/or 'non-professional' du-ection. 
Indeed the campaign did not lead 'to an [appropriate] emphasis in Primary Health 
Care on health workers other than physicians arui nurses' (Bloom 1987, 1). 
Consequentiy indigenous concepts of 'health', although increasingly highUghted by 
IHWs, generally did not receive priority in the planning and implementation of 
program strategies except to some extent through the DNU which, as indicated in 
Chapter 5, promoted health and nutritious food 'in terms which [were] in keeping 
with Aboriginal concepts and beliefs' (B1523, 3). 
Thus, in relation to DAA's recommendation in 1978 that part of the health objective 
be 
To develop Aboriginal responsibility for, and involvement in, the 
improvement of their own health through 
(a) the adaptation of their own trcuiitional practices (e.g. in 
tradition oriented communities) 
(B1537, 7) 
AHP argued diat 
the adaptation [of] Aboriginal traditional practices does not seem very 
relevcmt in this state ... 
(B1537, 7) 
Instead 
The object of the DAIA [was] to use settlement life to prepare aboriginals 
[sic] for an assimilated life in cities and towns ... use of facilities 
existing in cities and towns should be taught on the settlements ... This 
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will then teach Aboriginals [sic] how to use these facilities in the towns 
and what to expect from them. 
(B1538) 
The Queensland govemment's response revealed important underlying values and 
assumptions about 'health', as well as 'Aboriginal culture'. These may provide part 
of the explanation for AHP's reluctance to embrace Aboriginal decision-making. 
Davison (1980) highUghted this in his discussion paper presented to the Sou them 
Region Nurses Workshop. He pointed out that when AHP was developed, there 
were basically four models for intervention in indigenous health from which the 
Govemment could have chosen. These included, community controlled health 
services, provision of extensive professional medical services to remote areas, 
primary health care and 
A preventative campaign approach, based on "search and rescue" 
techniques, using a Team led by nursing staff, with the assistance of 
Aboriginal and Islander (sic) staff. This is the model on which the 
Queenslcmd approeu:h is based... 
(B1522) 
Consequentiy, as Davison states, the AHP program was not based 
on answering "wants" as expressed by the community [but] ...on 
answering "needs" as defined by the medical profession ... 
(B1522) 
Such an approach, then, despite the program's activities, was in conflict with the 
principles and phdosophies of PHC. Indeed as Copeman (1990, 2-3) is cited as 
stating 
AHP was essentially flawed because it was based on a campaign 
structure concentrating on specific diseases, a methodology which has 
been abandoned by the World Health Organisation for over 10 years 
since it had adopted the Primary Health Care approach of Alma Ata. 
(B570) 
AHP's campaign approach also clearly established the boundaries of community 
involvement in Aboriginal Health Policy. In relation to community involvement, 
and mdeed community direction, AHP clearly distinguished between the expertise of 
'community' and that of professionals. Thus decision-makers in AHP indicated that 
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'it's very hard to expect a community to design its own health service ...'(Musgrave 
1978b, 2013) 
Further the program's mandate reflected die beUef diat 
There are always two aspects to improving health: one is the provision 
of the general services and the other is the provision of the campaign. 
The campaign is something that has to be centrally organised and 
properly structured, with people given definite roles to piety. This is a 
highly technical task and I think it is normally beyond the capabilities of 
people who are sitiuited in smaller communities. I think it is a role for 
health departments. 
(Musgrave 1978b, 2013) 
Consequentiy, community response to AHP, which was after all 'an externally 
originated health program' was generaUy supported by 'passive cu:ceptance'. 
Significant and lasting changes in the health status of a population 
[however] are best achieved through full and active participation of the 
residents in health concerns. Such participation can lead to a 
community's empowerment in health. 
(Woznica 1986, iv) 
A campaign like AHP, dien, found it extt-emely difficult to operationalise such 
empowerment. 
The campaign approach however proved particularly efficient in attacking one of the 
program's main objectives, the improvement in child health (see Chapter 5). 
Unfortunately die approach proved less effective in relation to adult healdi. 
6.2.2 Program Direction: Children's Health Versus Adult Health 
As pointed out earUer the urgency to curb the horrific infant mortality figures took 
precedence over the importance of involving adults in decision making about theu: 
chddren. The legacy of past policies and practices (see Chapter 2) thus influenced 
die early direction diat AHP took in adult health. 
This was reflected in die following early 1970s intemal document which clearly 
distinguished between those who could be 'helped (ie. influenced) and those who 
were incapable of change, ie, diose 'domesticated' and unldcely to assimilate into 
white society. Thus it was considered to be unrealistic 
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to deal in general with the health of those whose physical, mental and 
social condition and also whose conditioned attitudes are unlikely to be 
appreciably changed for the term of their natural life ie. most of today's 
[indigenous] adults who are still dependent (assisted), especially if 
domesticated on settlements. 
(B564) 
Instead, it was thought 
that indigenous people might be expected to approximate that of the 
"white" community if their staruiards of education, earnings, food habits, 
housing and hygiene were equivalent. The problem is to make them so. 
To this end it would be necessary to concentrate on the group of children 
under 10 years plus selected ones over this age. All efforts would then 
be cumed at bringing those children to eidult standard equivalent to those 
of the white "community" over the next 10-15 years. 
(B564) 
The concentrated effort on chddren is believed by many to have home fmit (see 
Chapter 5). However, the process often excluded famdies to the point where 
the inhabitants were of the opinion that the care of their children was 
"someone else's job" 
(B1071) 
Some would argue that AHP's focus on chdd health in fact compounded chdd healdi 
problems because it did not include faimlies and communities. Indeed as early as 
1974, in a letter to die dien Minister for Healdi, Doug Tooth, Margaret Valadian 
wamed 
/ am concerned however that Dr Musgrave's programme would seem to 
be concentrating on Aboriginal children. For some 200 years 
administrcuors in Aboriginal welfare have followed the principle - "let us 
concentrate on the children" arui for 200 years they have failed to make 
emy appreciable chemge in the status of the Aborigiruil community. 
These administrators have failed to realise that Aboriginal children do not 
grow up in a vacuum, but in an Aboriginal community - in every sense 
of the word. Any attempt to change the status of the Aboriginal children 
must be directly through a change of conditions for the Aboriginal adults 
of that community ... 
(B1521) 
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While there is no doubt diat AHP played its role m the reduction of IMR, review of 
archival files and analysis of healdi statistics (eg Ring 1993, Kunitz 1994) clearly 
indicate that significant components of child health (eg birth weight, nutrition) 
remained problematic throughout its operations. Consequentiy, although many 
more Aboriginal babies survived, they tended to enter a cycle of dis-Ease so aptiy 
described by Moodie more dian 20 years ago 
There will be the ... cumulative effect of illness in childhood adding to 
the degenerative disorders of later adult life, and risk of severe 
occupational injury. 
(Moodie 1973, 249) 
These pattems are exemplified in an analysis of the obstacles which plagued the 
work of the Hearing Conservation Unit (HCU). Dr Lawrence (1995, 2) states diat 
'Hearing difficulties [continue to be] one of the major barriers standing in the way of 
young Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people receiving an education'. 
However, it is clear from AHP efforts in this area over the past twelve years that 
there are many complex issues surrounding intervention/treatment and education. 
Thus, in an analysis of the HCU's operations in 1990 the following areas of concem 
woe identified: 
1. Inappropriate test battery - the battery utilised diagnostic pure tone 
audiometry as its main component. This is not a valid or reliable 
method of detecting middle ear pathology, especially given the level of 
training of the persons conducting the test and the noise levels of the 
environment in which the client is tested. 
2, Incorrect target population - The evidence from the medical and 
education literature indiceues that the earlier the problem is detected the 
more the effects are minimized. The progreunme targeted school aged 
children. 
I , Inefficient use of manpower - In 1989 only 186 clinical days were 
utilized by the HCU out of an available 600 days. This is the 
equivalent of 4.3 children tested per day. As the members of the 
Health Team were also involved in testing, this further lowers the 
efficiency rate. 
A total of 2486 school aged children were tested in 1988189 out of a 
populeuion of 12752 children (based on Aboriginal Heedth Programme 
Statistics). 
4H Inadequate training, training methods and documentation of staff 
development of audiometrists and health team members. 
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5, Inadequate referral and follow-up procedures coupled with poor co-
ordination with outside agencies. 
§, Inefficient administrative procedures - there were 13 separate record 
sheets being utilised. 70% of HCU audiometrists' time involved 
administration and yet there were delays of many months between 
testing and when information is distributed. 
7. There was no ongoing evaluation of the HCU operations, protocols 
standards of effectiveness. 
(B1556) 
On die basis of diese shortcomings and relevant sections of die NAHS (1989) die 
operations of tiie HCU were revised widi recommendations to implement die 
changes over five years. Importantiy, it was anticipated that by 1994 the target 
population would be extended to include children under school age as well as adults. 
There is no doubt diat AHP was aware of adult health problems from its earUest 
contact widi Aboriginal communities. Indeed correspondence in 1974 re-affirms 
AHP's commitment that 
this program, both in the metropolitan and country areas, includes adult 
Aborigines as well as children ... 
(B1032) 
Simdarly field staff urged die program to look more critically at adult healdi and 
pointed out as early as 1977 
... more and more of our work seemed to revolve around the social 
problems of the family. Should this be so or should we keep orientated 
around the children only ... 
(B1321) 
This PHN expressed die HT's concem when she wrote. 
the family should not be divided into little compartments. We might 
help in preventing diseases in the children by working on the parents. 
(B1321) 
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Head Office too was aware as early as 1980 diat 
There have been no improvements yet (and in some cases deterioration) 
in adult trauma, alcoholism, venereal disease, early adult mortality, 
stuntings, some gut parasites and chronic ear disease, although chronic 
ear disease and some gut parasites are the only ones on which a lot of 
attention has been focused. 
(B1522) 
Yet no concerted efforts were made to address die healdi needs of Aboriginal adults 
du-oughout die 1970s widi one exception. In 1978 HT9 was estabUshed on 
Thursday Island to deal widi a serious epidemic of STDs. It later concentt-ated its 
efforts on adult conditions such as hypertension and diabetes, as outiined in Chapter 
4. A second HT was estabUshed in Caims in 1979 to assist in die conttol of STDs 
in Northem Queensland. 
It is clear from archival records diat AHP identified early die dettimental effects of 
alcohol on adult healdi (B702; B1040; B1292). Certainly alcohol was targeted by 
several HTs as an important priority during Phase 2 (healdi education/SHHC) of 
AHP's development (B966; B970; B1317). Furdier, AHP persistendy lobbied for 
expansion of State govemment services for alcohol abuse (Musgrave 1975,1978b). 
However, widiin its own program only a few IHWs completed a diree mondi 
alcohol counseUing course duDugh Biala in Brisbane (Bl 199; B419). 
Hence, during die evaluation, AHP (indeed State Healdi generally) came under 
severe criticism for not giving urgent priority to an area tiiat numerous community 
members identified as their number one health problem. Similarly, several 
stakeholders queried AHP's Umited involvement widi mental healdi. It appears, 
however, diat funding/staffing constt-aints and debates about govemment and non-
government service jurisdiction/roles prohibited AHP's effective intervention in bodi 
diese related areas (B114; B1324). 
Odier areas of adult healdi were accorded less priority. For example one PHN 
commented that in 1977 she 
wanted to do a Weight Watchers Club, but I was just wo far ahead of the 
dietitian and nutritionist. At that time I got no support... so we had 
what we called our milk run ... we'd go around delivering these little 
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nUlk bottles - probably twice a day we went to the school and you'd do 
what we call our ear cmd sore clinic ... 
(VXPHN) 
Not until the mid 1980s do AHP archives, which detail HTs activities and 
correspondence, consistendy begin to identify incidences of adult dis-Ease ranging 
from alcohol abuse (westem and nordiem Queensland), to diabetes, hypertension 
and trauma (nordiem Queensland). Thus, in 1986, recognising diat 
The dramatic improvements in child mortality status have not been 
accompanied by an equitable improvement in adult mortality, the 
Queensland Department of Health decided "to broaden its activities by 
placing increased emphasis on the important problems that affect the 
health of adults" 
(Department of Healdi 1986,10) 
Consequentiy the first intensive adult screenings were carried out in 1985. Results 
from diese screenings prompted Ring (1987) to point out to die Departtnent of 
Healdi diat die program's priorities should be directed towards two goals: healdi 
promotion in relation to diet, smoking and alcohol abuse, and preventive healdi 
services targeting pneumonia, diabetes and hypertension, die three conditions 
identified by the screenings as much more prevalent among Aboriginal dian non-
Aboriginal communities (B1525). 
The relative neglect of these conditions is reflected in adult Aboriginal life 
expectancy rates outUned in Table 6.1. 
Table 6.1: Expectations of Life at Birth for Aborigines Living in the 
Queensland Aboriginal Communities by Sex 1972-1990 
(Adapted from Hogg and Thomson 1992,12) 
Years Males Females 
1972-1977 52.7 57.6 
1978-1983 52.4 57.4 
1984-1990 54.8 60.3 
Major causes of adult deadi include: accidents and circulatory diseases for those 
aged 20-40; and circulatory diseases, diabetes and respiratory conditions for diose 
aged 40-69 (C i^eensland Healdi, September 1994). An equally distt-essing pattem is 
evident in the Torres Stt^t. Life expectancy rates are outiined m Table 6.2. 
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Table 6.2: Expectations of Life at Birth for Torres Strait Islanders 
Living in the Torres Strait by Sex 1970-1989 
(Adapted from McKenna 1993, 8)) 
Years Males Females 
1970-1979 52.7 53.6 
1980-1989 55.7 48.8 
1970-1989 56.3 50.7 
Thus in die Torres Sttait men 
can expect to live 18 years less than the average Australian male, whilst 
women are far worse off, expecting to live a staggering 30 years less 
than their Australian counterparts. 
(McKenna 1993, 8) 
Major causes of adult deadi are identified as: cardio-vascular disease and accidents 
for diose aged 15 to 44; and diabetes, cardiovascular disease/cerebrovascular 
conditions for those aged 45 to 69. 
Indeed in the Torres Stt-ait 
diabetes is the largest single cause of excess mortality and causes 18% of 
the excess deaths ... For men diabetes death rates are 16 times higher 
than for Queensland men ... For women diabetes death rates are 27 
times higher than for all Queensland women ... 
(C i^eensland Health, May 1994,1) 
Hogg and Thomson (1992, 1) assert that the adult health picture offsets 'the 
substantial reduction in the mortality of Aboriginal infants and very young children 
that occmred over the past 19 years'. Similarly Ring points out 
Today an ATSI male in his forties has a risk of dying that is 9 times that 
of his white counterpart and a woman in her thirties has a risk of dying 
that is 12 times that of her white counterpart... In fact it is difficult to 
find any population in the world for whom statistics are available that 
have adult death rates at the level of the Australian Aboriginals. 
(Ring 1993, 19) 
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EventtiaUy in 1990, AHP also formally acknowledged diat 
Adult health problems are now having major impact on the quality and 
length of life of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people. There is a 
high level of concern amongst Community Health staff and Government 
about low life expectancy and high morbidity and mortality. 
(B488) 
Aldiough adult healdi stams in Queensland is clearly a reflection of national ttends in 
diat most deadis are due to circulatory disease, injuries and respiratory illnesses, 
Ring (1993, 20) stt^sses diat 
Some of the individual mortality differentials are staggering - 5 fold for 
hypertension, 11 fold for diabetes and pneumonia, 9 fold for cancer of 
the cervix ... these are all conditions that are susceptible to treatment and 
prevention. 
The stattis of indigenous adult healdi is remarkable given diat Ufe expectancy has 
improved for the total Ausu-aUan population and for nearly all other people 
du-oughout die worid (see Worid Bank Report 1993). Even compared to other 
mdigenous minorities. Aboriginal and Torres Stt-ait Islander Austt^ians continue to 
have a life expectancy 10 years shorter dian diat common, among, for example, 
Maoris or Canadian Indians (see Ring 1993, Kunitz 1994). Furdier, whde the 
healdi status of these minorities has slowly, but steadily, improved over die past 
forty years, in Austt^a 'we are not even at the state the Americans were up to 40 
years ago' (Ring 1993, 22). 
Some would argue that tius pattem evolved because AHP concentt^ted its efforts on 
preventative medicine rather than PHC. 
The legacies of die past also influenced staff attitudes and client response. On die 
whole, staff were recognised as dedicated, hard working, committed health 
professionals, (see Chapter 5). Yet in die first 10 years of AHP's operation diey 
worked in a system and a general social-political-economic environment which was 
not conducive to indigenous decision-making (see Lippmann 1991, Eckermann et al 
1994, Kunitz 1994). The very nature of die AHP campaign also reinforced client 
dependence and professional decision-making and tius clearly influenced staff/cUent 
interactions. 
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6.2.3 Staff/Client Interactions 
The AHP campaign began widi die 'search and rescue' phase when staff 
had to define which children in the community were at risk and then our 
intention was to improve those children so that nutritionally they 
would build up a better immunity ... It was very easy for them to slip 
back into the anaemic state ... so we had to keep up these maintenance 
doses of iron and vitamin C and pentavite ... we were giving the 
children supplementary feeding ... 
(N/XPHN my emphasis) 
Not surprisingly, interviewees reported that on home visits, designed to check 
chddren's growdi, provide supplementation and record Uving conditions 
they'd find they woidd go to the house and the bottle of vitamin hadn't been 
opened ... 
(N/PHN) 
Or as one visiting IHO observed 
/ walked in to do some repairs in the kitchen and there were all these tablets. I 
said "What are they doing there?" and they said "Oh, we just go around to 
or whoever and just get some when we want them", but they weren't 
taking them ... 
(N/mo) 
It could be argued dien, diat early AHP practices tended to reinforce dependency. 
Insider and outsider stakeholders perceived diis dilemma and commented 
People still think we are here to baby sit them... 
(I/HW) 
ReaUstically AHP operated in an environment where Aboriginal and Torres Stt-ait 
Islander communities battied many injustices and were coping widi considerable 
socio-economic and political stt-ess as outiined in Chapter 2. Many stakeholders 
were consequentiy aware that 
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until the setf esteem of people can be lifted, a lot of what we do will 
fall onto deaf ears. If you have a huge community that is all 
unemployed and there is no reason to make it into the next day then why 
worry about your health... 
(N/PHN) 
This dilemma, unfortunately, was interpreted by a large number of insider and 
outsider stakeholders as evidence of negative client attitudes and that 
Sometimes our people are not interested in our children, you know, it 
sort of seems theu way. 
(I/Teacher Aid Urban Community) 
The children get diseases because the parents won't look after them. 
They go drinking and leave their kids with the old people, but they won't 
look after them - too much drink... 
(.[HW) 
The parents drink I suppose because of the area they live in. They are 
frustrated with things. I mean, education isn't their priority. You can 
tell that. 
(VTeacher Aid Urban Community) 
The runny nose and the glue ear, unfortunately I would say, are just 
accepted as part of life... 
(N/Principal/DOGIT School) 
Out here we've never had any luck at establishing people keeping some 
control over their problems. So here there is still a reliance on us to 
provide some sort of miracle cure, that we can't do, rather than taking a 
great deal of interest in what we are offering, like education. 
(N/PHN) 
It is easy for individuals to tum to 'victim blaming' (Ryan 1976) when they are 
working extremely hard in a helping profession under frequently difficult 
conditions. Clients' reluctance to change was consequentiy identified as one 
of the major obstacles faced by die AHP 
...whereas the people who really need the education, it is important to 
battle at least once a week. No matter how many times you talk about 
that or deal in an interactive way, you are not going to get any place. I 
mean I've had clients I've been talking to for four years now..J mean 
you give them the knowledge and they're not interested. They're more 
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interested in their bingo and their flagons of wine. So think what you 
do is to try and get to the kids and try and educate the kids and then 
maybe they can influence their parents. I don't know tf it's going to 
work or not. 
(N/PHN) 
...people don't turn up and sti^like that. So you say "there's going to 
be a session tonight"- and no one turns up - it really turns you off... 
(VHW) 
You think you are going along fine and then, next thing, they just all 
stop. I think probably its their own attitude to it [Health]. They just 
don't cewe really, sometimes. 
(N/PHN) 
Thus when die program changed its emphasis from 'search and rescue' to 'health 
education/self help healtii care' staff and recipients experienced some dissonance. 
Several healdi woricers, for example, suggested diat some changes might have been 
premature. TTiey commented: 
... things like transporting and treatments ... we used to do that ...from 
what I see in the community where I work ... most of the people still 
need that... 
(N/PHN) 
... they were too quick pushing that education ... 
(VHW) 
It's very difficult ... I mean suddenly to say "Well, you've got your 
own self determination now, here you are...". They just pitch it at them 
... it's just not a feasible thing to expect people to suddenly pick up tabs 
when they have been looked after arui told what to do for the last 50 
years! 
(N/PHN) 
Respondents recognised that past dependency and paternalism impeded 
understanding of program phdosophies and practices by reinforcing people's 
expectations diat 'health services will do things for them'. One Health Worker 
commented: 
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... some people still depend on the team to do things for them We do 
it, sometimes without the PHN knowing, because its not their [the 
people's] fault that they depend on the team ... 
(VHW) 
Simdarly staff in die AHP were subjected to considerable resenttnent when program 
changes dictated diat diey wididraw some of dieir services. They commented 
...they think we are not doing what we are supposed to do in their eyes; 
because people have been knocking us saying "they don't do anything, 
all they do is drive around in flash cars all day". 
(VHW) 
...the interest [in education] really wasn't there when we stopped 
transporting... 
(N/PHN) 
...they still got that old role in their mind, like "what's the matter with 
you, you get paid for taking us to the hospital and making an 
appointment". We try w tell them the program has changed now and that 
it doesn't happen that way anymore. They don't realise we are into 
education now... 
(VHW) 
Thus, in some localities die pace and nature of policy implementation appears to 
have created some confusion 
... we used to treat kids at school, treat the family for scabies. Now it's 
back onto the parents ... give them more responsibility. But in those 
early days instead of teaching the mothers to look after their own 
children-the Government just chopped that out-had to pick up this until 
that comes up ... chop that... put in there ... bring this thing back! Sort 
of just got people going around on a merry go round!... the government 
should have asked the people on the ground what changes they would 
like, people are confused .... direction ... they said the program was 
going to last 30 years or something ...so they were going to chop and 
change ... take this out and put that in. Instead of going and talking to 
them people in the community, they just chopped and changed... 
(VHW) 
Head Office doesn't know about what happens in the field and want to 
push changes through too quick ... they expect people to change 
overnight. 
(N/PHN) 
im 
Brett (1989,43) notes diat as AHP evolved and moved into Phase Two, "the health 
education segment of its charter", its aim was 
To stimulate the involvement of the indigenous people in their own health 
care, so that identification of their health problems and action taken to 
deal with them could be initiated by themselves and within their cultural 
norms, and not directed by a culturally different majority group. 
While at times clients found such changes to die program difficult to assimilate, 
scwne staff experienced similar difficulties. Thus 
It's difficult for those in the program a long time to make the transition 
between old 'search and rescue' style to a new style of education!self 
help ... where you are not doing things for people. That slows down 
achievements ...the people are also not used to education so much. 
(N/PHN) 
Furdier such changes to die program's activity were difficult to implement widiout 
ttaining, guidance and support. This was particularly so widi PHNs who, Brett 
(1989, 44) points out, 'now have a mandate to teach which is outside of their 
traditional curative!hospital!hands-on role'. Thus, respondents comment: 
Unless the Registered Nurse can understand that her role cannot be a 
purely medically oriented one, then she will not perceive this ... the role 
is so different to what she has been socialised into that unless she 
receives some insight into the changed role it will not take place. And tf 
it doesn't take place and nobody else comes in to do community 
development we won't change ... it will stay as we are. 
(Senior Management) 
... you need community contact ...for community development. Tome 
tf the people don't understand what you're trying to do they are not 
going to support it and you're not going to get anywhere. So you've 
got to go out and get their support... at least find out what they want. 
Theu hasn't been done. 
(N/PHN) 
The legacies of die past also influenced die disttibution of power within AHP. 
Previous discussion has highUghted die hierarchical nattu-e of AHP's administt^tive 
sttiicttu-e (see Chapter 4). This hierarchy was a reflection of existing bureaucratic 
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sttiicnires which, as Kunitz (1994) has pointed out, characterised and consttained 
decision-making in Queensland under its conservative govemment until 1989. 
6.3 The Inttuence of Bureaucracy 
Bureaucracies attain audiority according to Weber (in Gerdi and Mills 1967, 196-
198) on die basis of hierarchies of audiority, specialisation, position and function. 
They are characterised by clearly defined positional jurisdiction as well as extensive 
training and socialisation of mcumbents into die attittides and beUefs associated widi 
dieir professional roles. Such characteristics have had an exttemely long and sttong 
ttadition in Queensland's mainstt-eam historical, social, cultural, political and 
economic stmctures (see Kunitz 1994). 
Musgrave (1978b, 1984) explained die centtalised nattu-e of diis bureaucracy and its 
influence on AHP as follows: 
The way the Health Department is set up is that policy matters and rules 
of procedure are determined centrally ...The health teams are technical 
people interested in health; they are certainly not involved in formulating 
government policy ... our teams are not capable of consulting on 
administrative matters and on the health planning matters because that 
irrformation is here [Brisbane] ... 
Given die diversity of communities and Queensland's vast distances, centt-alisation 
and hierarchical contt-ol within AHP created a number of impediments to its 
operations. These included professional/bureaucratic decision-making and 
concomitant power stt^cttu-es, conttnl of information flow as well as concretisation 
of roles and responsibiUties. As one RMO pointed out: 
... there are incredibly inefficient processes going on in trying to 
maintain control over an extraordinary disparate group of people working 
in remote areas. 
6.3.1 Professional/bureaucratic decision-making 
Figure 4.1, pl22, clearly indicates die hierarchical sttiicture of AHP. Importantiy 
administi^tive and professional decision-makers were located in Brisbane; all reports 
were submitted to, vetted and indeed censored by Brisbane, policy was formulated 
in Brisbane, directives emanated from Brisbane and individuals' careers could be 
furthered or "black Usted' on die basis of die favour or disfavour they created in 
Brisbane. The centt-alised power base dien did much more dian develop broad 
1% ( ^ 
policies and supervise overarching administration; it set up a system of control | ^ ^ 
which influenced die activities of each team and each staff member. 
^>' 
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..the limitations and the control at top management...work against 
initiatives. Things like, before any move hardly can be made, 
permission has to be got from Brisbane...it's not a simple thing, 
particularly tfit has to be done in writing, because of the turn around 
time and also the unavailability of people down there. 
(N/Urban Department) 
•v^ 
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Simdarly insider stakeholders commented diat die centtalised sttucture undermined 
their abiUty to do theu: woik and maintain credibiUty 
THs trend towards centralising of A.H.P. staff 1 feel is bad for morale, 
and leaves the Programme wide open to criticism. Not having a doctor 
in Townsville, known to hospital staff and other doctors in the area, 
must hinder the understanding of and acceptance of the Aboriginal 
Health Programme in the evea. 
(B1530) 
There's lack of community acceptance of AHP because of remoteness of 
decision making from the community - this remoteness is actueil -
decisions are made in isolation from factors which should be taken into 
accoimt. 
(N/Senior Management/Department) 
No doubt many of diese bureaucratic sttiicttu-es were initiated to facditate smoodi 
adminisG^tion of diis enormously diverse and complex program. For HTs and 
communities, however, diey often tend^ to inhibit rather dian enhance the 
program's operations. Thus, for example, die policy dictated that staff were^ 
requu-ed to give at least six week's notice if they wished to attend community 
meetings, workshops or conferences. Approval had to be obtained for a number of 
good reasons, eg insurance and maintaining adequate client services. However die 
perceptions at community level were diat staff were purposely restticted 
Rules ... staff are not permitted to attend community meetings ... 
feel they should go, without having to go to the boss. Six weeks notice 
... black people can have on the spur of the moment meetings ... 
(VUrban Community) 
A lot of them [AHP workers] are not allowed to attend these meetings 
because of paper work ... 
(VDOGIT Community) 
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there are things like they [AHP] don't believe in like staff participation 
into things like Aboriginal Week ... 1 mean they're part of the 
community. 
(I/Isolated Rural Community) 
I've had a lot of feedback from HAs, particularly HAs who are keen and 
bright and have been with the team for a while and know what they want 
and probably a little bit because they are more outspoken, not militant but 
outspoken. I've noticed that they have a feeling of being put down and 
that this is how they felt it started, there was this great PHN at the top, 
two or three HAs and this is the hierarchy system and that's how it 
stayed and I think a lot of them, quite a few of them, feel that they would 
like some changes here... 
(N/FO) 
depending on who's in charge of the health team because there have 
been restrictions placed on Aboriginal workers who've actually been 
associated with community child organisations ... 
(VUrban Community) 
Communities' perceptions diat AHP teams were deliberately 'kept from' community 
participation and involvement were also shared by several insider stakeholders. 
Thus PHNs and HWs pointed out that 'contact with Head Office is with large 
amounts of paperwork', 'we have to get permission from Head Office, every little 
thing has to be approved', consequentiy 
Paperwork keeps us from the people, and we need to meet with people 
to see what's happening and to do our job properly ... 
(N/PHN) 
Furdier, diere was a stt-ong perception diat, 'as long as the administrative side of it 
gets looked after to keep the team functioning, Head Office is happy'. Such an 
orientation, according to many health professionals and HWs, tied their hands. For 
example 
Sometimes you get bogged down with paper work. I'd rather be out 
there working with the people than sitting in the office ... 
(VHW) 
In here we talk to ourselves and go out and help people and when any 
courses come up or workshops, that we feel would benefit us, Head 
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Office knocks it back ... tf they feel it's not any good they knock you 
back... 
(I/HW) 
We're told that initiatives should come from the communities, but when 
something does. Head Office says "no". People are forced to 
circumvent Head Office to get things done. 
(N/PHN) 
I just think that Head Office have become remote.. J wish everyone in 
Head Office could do a week on a community...in a community people 
just lead a different way of life and Head Office are dealing with 
comntunities... 
(N/FO) 
/ think they [HWs] just feel like the rest of us sometimes that we are just 
here ta do as we are tald. 
(N/FO) 
Sunilarly community members commented 
AHP, the people who work there, have been kind of restricted to a 
certain extent and they can probably see things that need doing but of 
course they are bound by policies and can't... 
(VDOGIT Community) 
We haven't been involved in our health care - it's always been directed 
... terms have been dictated to us and Aboriginal people have been in 
positions where they haven't had an infiuence on policy ... 
(VUrban Community) 
... they have to work under the guidelines arui can't go outside of their 
guidelines ... it's not their fault, it's the hierarchy, they force the ones 
that don't share their views ... 
(VUrban Community) 
The rigidity of dus hierarchy and its administt^tive rules did much to resttict die flow 
of infoimation widun AHP and beyond AHP to odier concemed organisations. 
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6.3.2 Information Flow 
According to Weber (in Gerth and MUls 1967) within an ideal, dynamic, 
bureaucracy information flows from die 'top down' and from die 'bottom up'. Thus 
decisions are handed down, interpreted and implemented and results and new ideas 
are fed back fix)m die workers to die decision-makers. This type of information 
flow is essential if policies, mles and guidelines are to respond to the needs of die 
people served by die system as well as to diose working widiin it. Further, Burke 
(1979) argues diat aU organisations must reach out beyond dieu- own sttiictures, to 
gain organisational legitimacy, by liaising, co-operating and lobbying with other 
organisations which have a stake in dieir operations and their constituents (see 
Chapter 5). Consequentiy it is important to examine die process of information flow 
within and beyond AHP. 
Internal flow of information 
Analysis of AHP files verifies diat a considerable volume of information flowed 
fix)m Head Office to HTs. Most frequentiy tiiis information concemed program 
poUcy changes (eg from search and rescue to healdi education to SHHC), directives 
concerning screening, tteattnents, use of facdities and vehicles, directives related to 
govemment poUcies, staff leave, conference attendance, preparation of reports and 
papers etcetera. 
Similarly a great deal of information flowed from HTs to Head Office. Such 
information consisted of comprehensive PHN reports including daily activities, data 
coUected du-ough healdi screenings and matters related to supplies, personnel and 
accommodation. 
Unfortunately die two types of information rarely gelled. Line management ratiier 
dian a two way flow of information characterised the organisation and, as one 
interviewee explained: 
We're told fairly strongly and directly that the line of communication is 
through "X" and to go higher than her would be certainly the wrong 
thing to do ... to me the whole thing down there [Brisbane] is so 
ridiculous and I don't understand it... I go around it... ignore it... 
(N/PHN) 
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Head Office, was not always perceived as taking into account staff concems and 
ccHisequendy many felt that 
They only tell you what they want you to know... 
(N/PHN) 
Similarly many staff believed diat it was pmdent not to inform Brisbane about the 
extent of their activities because 
if you tell them you get your fingers burnt, so we keep a lot of those 
approaches from them so they don't get much chance to comment on 
them... 
(I/HW) 
This ddemma was clearly recognised by some senior program staff who indicated 
diat 
The Aboriginal Health Program can't communicate effectively with the 
people nor the stetff 'cos it's too tied up with the system. 
(N/RMO) 
It would be useful to know the genuine feelings of the Aboriginal and 
Islander (sic) stetff, about their position in the program, and about the 
program as a whole, because they're not going to tell me ... 
(Senior Management) 
In particular staff and communities resented the fact tiiat they collected data on 
numerous medical conditions for Head Office but diat diey, at the community level, 
rarely received any feedback m order to act on the information: 
where there's a problem it's usually dodged by the government. 
Recently we screened for STD among kids up to 15 years of age. Over a 
third of the kids had an STD, even a few of those under 5. I've been 
waiting on Brisbane to forward the results. I'm caught because I know 
the outcomes and I know the kids need treatment but I can't do anything 
until I get the OK from Brisbane. Maybe "Brisbane knows best" and 
will let me know in time, tf they don't pretty soon I'll probably ring 
them. 
(N/PHN) 
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This concem about data coUection also dominated many community interviews 
/ think their aim is to provide statistics to provide service to the 
Aboriginal and Islander people. As you know they don't do any actual 
nursing part of it, it's just statistical, data collection. 
(I/Isolated Rural Community) 
It's so difficult for blacks in general to get these statistics where it's very 
easy for emy white to walk into the Department and get it for their 
research ... there's so much based on darn stats, when are we going to 
start putting funding into primary health care and cleaning up poverty? 
(VUrban Community) 
Distressingly, much of die data gadiered tiiroughout AHP's lifespan is flawed 
because 
a. Ethnicity was not recorded except on DOGIT communities and 
b. die information cannot in any sense be Unked chronologically to individuals 
with particular problems. Thus 
...the actual number of clients seen by the service was collected. The 
information was forwarded to Brisbane and was rwt seen again... No 
actual details of the clients was collected, ie name, age, sex, type of 
service received etc... 
(N/PHN) 
Archival records reveal that numerous memos were sent in order to clarify 
procedures for data collection (B1117, B1389, B1368, B1394, B1390, B201, 
B198, B870, B1436, B885, to mention just a few). From the late 1970s onwards 
cUents appear to have become more reluctant to take part in die process and, equally 
importantiy, dupUcation of screenings and assessments, particularly of school 
chddren, led to distortions during die 1980s. 
It is clear that there is overlap between these services and there is also 
confusion at various levels of staffing. The nurses involved seem to feel 
that they can work out an acceptable division of labour between 
themselves, hardly an ideal solution as Departmental policy should 
dictate who does what... I understand that a particularly ludicrous 
situation has even occurred where stetff from two sections of the Health 
Department turned up at the same school at the same time to screen the 
same children... 
(B1322) 
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Thus it could be argued diat considerable effort went into collecting materials which 
had dubious value. 
It is quite clear diat AHP did much more dian coUect healdi statistics (see Chapter 4). 
Communities' perceptions to tiiis effect no doubt arose from die program's search 
and rescue phase, particularly from die numerous health/medical screenings. 
...The fact that many of the techniques of medical examination [were] 
common both to researchers and Public Health Nurses,... on occasion, led to 
the mistaken belief that the Health Teams [were] also interested in research. 
To demonstrate that this is not so [became] an important aspect of the duties of 
Team personnel. 
(B1523, 2) 
Furdier, communities' confusion about the changes within AHP, also at times, 
influenced diek inteipretation of tiie program's intent There is extensive evidence in 
die interview data tiiat this confusion can be attributed at least partiaUy to the 
program's lack of organisational legitimacy which arose from its overall lack of co-
ordination, co-operation and liaison widi other organisations as well as with the 
communities it served. 
External flow of information 
Interviews with outside stakeholders clearly demonstt-ated diat diere was some 
confusion about die role of die AHP in Aboriginal healdi and its aims and objectives, 
changes in its perspectives and its human resources. The following comments 
demonstt^te some of dus confusion among 'outsiders' who had Uttie contact widi 
die program even though their position in schools, hospitals and community 
organisations would have warranted it. 
/ really don't know what they do in the community, really I don't, I 
have no ieiea... 
(N/RN Hospital)) 
/ don't know what they spend their time doing, I'd be only guessing 
(VUrban Community) 
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/ don' really think there would be good understanding of what AHP is 
about. I don't really know what their work is meant to be 
(N/RN Hospital) 
These sentiments were also reflected by 'insiders' who commented about die lack of 
knowledge about AHP widun dieu- own profession as follows: 
You go to a ward and you're confronted by people who've never, 
obviously never heard of AHP ... they just treat you like a stranger ... 
"What are you doing in my hospital - be gone!" 
(N/PHN) 
/ don't think your everyday nurse would have any idea. Maybe the 
paediatric ward at the base, ...but as for other wards, I would suggest 
that they could not give you an overview of what this program is 
(N/RMO) 
The lack of knowledge about AHP also affected its abiUty to relate to other services. 
Again comments demonstrate the range of concems: 
I'm not sure what its aim is but more consultation is needed 
(N/Aboriginal Organisation) 
Lack of liaison is a big problem, especially in organizations with the 
same goal 
(VUrban Community) 
...not much discussion between teachers and health sisters ... 
(N/DOGIT School)) 
... AHP never used to link in with other services ... only changed in the 
last year ... (they've been here 10 years or more)... 
(VDOGFT Community) 
... they haven't got a proper referral system here ... 
(VDOGIT Community) 
... not working with other services, don't think it's happening now, 
because nobody's co-ordinating ... everybody's got a job to do and 
that's it. 
(N/Isolated Rural Community) 
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/ don't think they have a good working relationship with other agencies. 
(VUrban Community) 
The perceived lack of liaison seemed to extend also to members of communities, as 
the foUowing comments mdicate: 
should be getting out more, facing our own people, handling 
different situations... 
(VHW) 
community consultation ... need to understand the culture that 
they're supposedly servicing from a health perspective ... have an 
understanding of the way communities work and behave rather than 
jiuiging them by white standareis ... 
(I/Isolated Rural Community) 
Lack of pubUcity, lack of co-operation and liaison widi 'outsiders' as weU as Umited 
information sharing between 'insiders' led to confusion about program changes as 
weU as dupUcation of services. Thus 
For instance, we [AHP] feel a necessity to weigh children regularly ... 
the Child Health feels a necessity to weigh children regularly. But 
there's not always a great deal of communication about that... arui then 
the hospital weighs them again! 
(N/PHN) 
/ / there's not really good communication between the organisations, 
perhaps nobody's seeing that parent. Nobody's seeing that child ... and 
that's happened repeatedly... 
(N/PHN) 
/ don't think any single program, any single team can cover all aspects of 
social need, so it's inevitable that AHP must stick with health. But I'd 
like to see them phase in with other health providers ... 
(N/VMO) 
Community medicine, a division within State Health, deals with the 
disadvantaged so you don't need Aboriginal health as a separate service 
at all. It's ridiculous that there are two government departments dealing 
with one issue like Aboriginal health ... 
(N/Senior Management, Departtnent) 
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Perceived duplication of services also led to comparison of services provided by 
different agencies. Such perceptions were influenced by a frequent lack of 
understanding of die AHP's changing aims and priorities. 
This is particularly evident in die comments of some PHNs. For example 
We had a lot of problems in the fact that we wouldn't provide transport 
for either medical or non-medical conditions ...a lot of problems because 
of the fact that we didn't provide what the community services were 
providing, like dentures, glasses, medication and that sort of thing. 
We have been supported mainly by getting to the stage of teaching people 
setf help so they'll use the ordinary facilities and someone, like from the 
medical centres (AICHS), comes along and starts running them around 
and giving them handouts and this sort of thing ... it destroys all your 
work. 
(my brackets) 
Thus changes in program direction may not necessarily have met cUent expectations. 
This continued to be problematic when staff and cUents attempted to accommodate 
changes in AHP, particularly those which emphasised health education and SHHC. 
When AHP shifted its emphasis from 'search and rescue' to healdi education, many 
of its curative functions were abolished. Teams which had previously provided ^^  , ^ 
supplementary feeding, transport, routine minor medical tt-eatments and crisis ^ ^>r^- -^ -^A-^ 
intervention were now directed to provide healdi education programs. Many ^ ^ 
community representatives an^ 'outside' stakeholders such as schools were 
confused by this change in direction and resented it; a fact weU recognised by HTs. 
/ tend to feel the people don't know what we're doing, or what we are 
trying to achieve and that they don't necessarily agree about how we 
want to achieve it. There's a push from the community, an awful lot of 
pressure on us to actually provide services that we feel aren't really long 
term benefits. Transport is one, vitamins and that type of thing. 
(N/PHN) 
Just as diere was confusion about die changing roles of HTs, so RMOs were placed in an 
invidious position. As AHP changed its emphasis die RMO's ti-aditional medical role 
became less cUnical. They had 'no direct supervisory or advisory capacity with the hospital 
superintendents' and as a result their direction and advice about preventive medicine 
' / ' 
L 
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strategies to colleagues working in die curative medical area could be readily ignored 
(B1316). 
Sumlarly outside healdi professionals commented 
/ think it's just putting the AHP out on a limb and not really relevant. 
Unless they give a service, they're not getting the message across ... tf 
you're seen as just another school teacher ...As soon as they dropped 
the service they were lost. They must give a service which is perceived 
by the people eis a service. 
(N/VMO) 
Further die consuaints of bureaucracy, described by some respondents as 'the top 
heaviness of the program', appeared to conflict witii die flexibility tiiat was needed 
to aUow active community participation and influence on program decision-making. 
AHP doesn't lend itsetf to a Primary Health Care approach. It's so 
institutionalised and bureaucratic that I don't think it would allow 
community development to happen. And nor would it allow Aboriginal 
control which is part of it, isn't it? 
(N/PHN) 
We're expected to produce figures ... I really can't see anything that 
comes out of Brisbane that is community development... 
(N/PHN) 
Lack of conununity participation, in the fullest sense of die word, was never 
anticipated by AHP widun eidier its mandate or its sttTicttue. This is clearly evident 
m die program's distinction between professional decision-making and indigenous 
involvement 
6.4 Professionalism Versus Indigenous Direction 
The disttibution of power within AHP's campaign is clearly reflected in die 
program's distinction between 'tiiose in die know' ie the ttained professional and 
'those not in the know' ie indigenous communities and healdi workers. 
It is ironical diat Federal and State govemment support for Aboriginal 'involvement' 
in health, through existing sttiictures and power bases, may in fact have lessened 
opporttinities for indigenous decision making (Midgley et al 1986). Thus die lack of 
Aboriginal participation in decision-making was justified as foUows: 
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/ suppose it is the way we programmed it. It is devised as a 
professional program; it had regard initially to tried and proven 
procedures of interventions and techniques and the need for 
training et cetera. 
(Musgrave 1978b, 2005 my emphasis) 
6.4.1 The Parameters of Aboriginal Involvement 
Pearse and Stiefel (1979, 1981) claim tiiat authentic participation, authentic 
empowerment, in healtii care requires 'profound social structural change' and a 
'massive redistribution of power'. Such sOiictural changes and disttibutions of 
power require opportunities for community involvement, responsibility, co-
operation, and die development of goals and sttategies related to healdi and healdi 
improvement at die local community level. Further, to avoid the danger that 
community involvement becomes what we die professionals decide, (Wemer 1981), 
a redefinition of roles, jurisdiction of specialisation and power widiin die system is 
necessary; diat dus did not occur is evident in die program's distinction between 
Aboriginal involvement in planning/decision-making and Aboriginal involvement in 
the deUvery of health services. 
At die time of AHP's inception, tiie State Aboriginal Advisory Council, and the 
Aboriginal Councds on designated communities, were tiie electedi bodies advising 
govemment on Aboriginal matters. The State Minister for Health (1981, 5) 
explained that 'the ability to recognise problems among their own people, to 
represent them adequately and communicate with Governments [were] the attributes 
necessary for Aboriginal involvement'. He verified that elected community 
representatives expressed dieir approval of AHP from die outset and endorsed its 
mediods and that it is 'to these bodies which the Aboriginal Health Programme 
[turned] for Aboriginality in terms of policy, control and design' (B1524, 5). 
This intent, however, must be seen in the context of two hundred years of 
instittitional racism and systemic bias which denied Aboriginal access to die system. 
Furdier, Community Councils had only existed for a relatively short time when AHP 
commenced. Consequentiy die level of Aboriginal involvement in planning 
appropriate healdi services could be challenged. Indeed diere was ongoing debate 
between the Commonwealth and the State about the extent of community 
1 It should be noted that until 1975 the director of DAIA appointed at least one third of CouncUlors on 
designated communities in order to ensure 'minority representation". 
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consultation and Aboriginal involvement in AHP. Further, some communities 
challenged die extent to which dieir healdi interests were being represented du-ough 
the estabUshed channels. 
Aldiough, as indicated earlier, historical records suggest that the 'State Health 
Department espoused the concept of Aboriginal involvement in the planning of the 
programme' (B1524) other communications from the Queensland Minister for 
Healdi in 1981 to die Commonwealdi, pointed out diat 
In recent years this department has repeatedly received requests 
particularly from the Commonwealth Government, for increased 
involvement by Aboriginals in planning and operation of the Aboriginal 
Health Programme. On a number of occasions officers of this 
Department have explained in detail the current and significant level of 
involvement in the Programme. The lack of involvement at a higher level 
however, is likely to be a continuing source of needless confiict between 
State and federal Governments unless a formal body is created through 
which consultation and discussion with Aborigines on health matters can 
occur. 
(B352) 
Thus, 
In 1982 the State Government responded to calls for greater community 
participation in Aboriginal health services by the creation of the 
Aboriginal and Islander Health Advisory Council (AIHAC). 
(B1302) 
The AIHAC initially comprised seven members appointed by the Queensland 
Minister for Healtii. Its brief was to advise die Minister and die Du-ector-General of 
Healdi and Medical Services on matters pertaining to Aboriginal healdi. The funding 
body (DAA) was pleased widi die proposal to estabUsh die AIHAC, because die idea 
was certainly in line widi die Commonwealtii's objectives for greater Aboriginal 
involvement in programs (B352). The proposal was not without contt-oversy 
however, in part, because the position of full time Secretary^ was created from 
within die staff establishment of AHP. The Director of AHP was automaticaUy 
appomted as consultant to die Council and the Secretary (who was of indigenous 
descent) was to work from the AHP Head Office base. 
The process of community consultation in actually forming the AIHAC was also 
chaUenged by some communities. For example, 
2 This position involved the dual role of adviser to AHP on pohcy matters and administrative support to 
the AIHAC. 
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We wish to draw to your attention that we have never heard of this 
Committee and that we express our dissatisfaction with the apparently 
underhand and clandestine manner of the formation of this committee. 
(B1512) 
Understandably, diere were reservations from some mdigenous people about setting 
up such a body within bureaucracy. There was concem diat it could have an adverse 
poUtical impact on communities as it could diminish 'their ability to convey their 
perceptions and ideas regarding their health to those persons who ultimately ha[d] 
the final power of decision' (B353). This concem remained despite assurances, at 
least until 1989 ,^ diat die AIHAC du-ough its Secretary could provide direct advice 
'to the Minister through a process beyond any bureaucratic influence' (B1302) to 
ensure diat 'un-contaminated' advice from die Council 'rather than a third party's 
interpretation...' would be received by the Minister (B1304). 
Many Aboriginal people's experiences widi govemment (noted in Chapter 2) were 
not really conducive to accepting that there was a genuine effort to allow 
community direction and conttol in healdi. The power and contt-ol were still very 
much in the hands of bureaucracy which continued to determine the 'yardstick' of 
criteria for representation of Aboriginal and Torres Stt^t Islander communities. For 
example. 
Councillors [are] chosen by the Minister on the basis of the quality of 
advice they [were] able to provide. This results in the councillors being 
practical in nature and people who [could] assess political realities and 
consequently devote their attention to realistically attainable goals. 
(B1304) 
It is not clear to what extent die indigenous voice made decisions about 'the quality 
of advice' or whose 'political realities and goals' they were expected to address. 
Further, sharing of information and feedback from the AIHAC (which many 
beUeved was directiy or indirectiy conttoUed by die system) was often limited - to 
die extent diat during the AHP evaluation, some seven years after formation of 
AIHAC, some Aboriginal organisations were not aware of tiie existence of the 
Council. 
3 In 1989 the AIHAC Secretary was informed that all communication to the Minister for Health was to 
be via the Under Secretary (B353). 
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Even diough diere were no doubt some real gains in indigenous health as a result of 
AIHAC initiatives, a call by the Council itself in 1989 for real State Health 
Department recognition... (B1515) was not heard because AIHAC was not asked 
for advice or comment on die Queensland Position Paper on die NAHS (which, 
ironically, ultimately determined diat the Council would be replaced by die State 
Tripartite Fomm). Not surprisingly, AIHAC, as the Minister's official advisory 
Councd, queried whedier govemment had acmally even considered its role in die 
decision-making or simply seen it as 'an appendage' of die AHP (B351). It is clear 
diat such lack of consultation reflected die program's persistent distinction between 
professional and indigenous staff. 
6.4.2 The Distinction Between Professional and Indigenous Staff 
Govemment efforts for Aboriginal representation were fraught widi difficulty as die 
system set up bureaucratic mechanisms and procedures for Aboriginal involvement 
in planning healtii services instead of changing its sttiicture or re-disttibuting its 
power. This despite one of die AHP's major sttengdis, the fact diat die majority of 
its staff were Aboriginal which ensured Aboriginal involvement in deUvery of healdi 
services. Unforttmately such staff generaUy held lowly 'assistant' positions and 
were very much ruled by non-Aboriginal staff who were in charge of team direction 
and activities. Musgrave (1978b, 1851) explained die program's attitude to and 
distinction between professional staff and Aboriginal staff as foUows 
There is a world wide trend in the development of sub-graduate 
levels of health worker to offset the chronic shortage in graduate 
medical officers and nurses especially in sparsely populated rural areas. 
The Aboriginal Health Programme is tending to lead the way in this State 
in that it has developed the category of Health Assistant and has not only 
provided these with basic training in the special skills required for their 
work in the preventive medicine programme and for effective liaison with 
other health agencies but it is also upgrading these skills and 
contemplating adding new skills particularly in the fields of nutrition, 
mental health, alcoholism and health education. It is likely that, subject 
to new initiatives in Government policy, extra roles could be added and 
that this group of health assistants could form a prototype on which other 
practitioners in the health field, of sub-graduate status, might be 
developed for the community health services generally... 
Perhaps the assumptions unpUcit widiin diis quote reflected die diuddng world wide 
in die 1970s. Nevertheless they proved in die long term to be one of die main 
incongmencies widiin AHP. For example, the fact diat indigenous staff (aldiough 
considered essential to die program achieving its mandate) were not perceived. 
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classified or renumerated as 'professional staff restticted dieu- input, direction and 
conttol of govemment initiatives set up to benefit indigenous people. The dominant 
culttirc's professional yaidstick used to define 'sub-graduate levels of health worker' 
and accord 'sub-graduate status' was perceived by many 'to have held indigenous 
people back', especially in terms of dieir education and professional aspu-ations. 
Healdi Workers and communities alike resented diis state of affairs. For IHWs, 
dieir lack of accredited tt^ning and a defined career path was of enormous concem 
and they ccMiimented 
We start with a certificate but it's only good in AHP, can't use it 
anywhere else...so they did that to quieten us. 
I can do it all, I just haven't got that piece of paper to say I'm qualified. 
...been working here for 10 years and it's just by learning experience 
and we know what to do, but we really haven't the right to do it because 
we are only heedth assistants. 
...the program doesn't give HAs recognition, because without them 
AHP is nothing...they have no recognition to carry over to other jobs. 
...there's no personal growth...this is like communism...you're good 
while you're here, outside you're nothing. 
(VHWs) 
...the weakness is that Health Assistants don't get a piece of paper. 
Diploma, that they can use and get employment... 
(Vlsolated rural community) 
...they only just brought in this basic skills thing...that should have 
happened a long time ago. 
(VDOGIT community) 
Their concerns were particularly poignant because many community members 
believed diat die program would be 'Aboriginalised' within 10 to 20 years of its 
inception. 
[They promised that] 10 years after the first funding they could see 
Blacks phasing out all the white professionals and give Blacks 
accreditation tf they did want to go out to further their field in 
health...that's what I find very frustrating that this promise was made... 
(VUrban community) 
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When they started AHP they said "It's a new service and in 10 years 
there won't be any white health sisters"...Yet it's 20 years and they are 
still here. 
(I DOGIT Community) 
Qearly die program's campaign was intended to be phased out once indigenous 
people had been integrated into existing service use (see Chapter 3). There was 
never any intention, as far as it is possible to judge from archival and interview data, 
to hand over conttX)l to Aboriginal communities. The fact diat Aboriginal people 
beUeved the program would move to community contt-ol and that such 
AboriginaUsation was not occurring, reinforced die view diat die AHP was a white 
dcwmnated and often patemalistic arm of govemment 
/ spoke to Z and a few of their policy makers and asked "why, 14 years 
later, you haven't got that?" and she said to me, in front of the policy 
makers "it's very difficult to have Aboriginal Health Workers trained 
because they're frightened to use telephones."... 
(VUrban community) 
These perceptions were shared by some IHWs, particularly those who were 
experiencing ttimover of PHNs and consequentiy working in unsettied teams 
Some like to pull rank and have high ideas of their activities 
I get the impression that, like, some of them don't like us to get ahead 
PHNs assess HAs, HAs don't assess PHNs! 
If they used to be a charge sister it's hard...to us we think they must 
think we are all a lot of black girls and we got to run after them or 
something. That's how we think...it's just the way it comes across 
sometimes that we are under them... 
(VHWs) 
AHP, dien, frequentiy cited the value of indigenous workers but did not provide 
opportunities for die kind of formal recognition which many expected. 
IronicaUy die existence of Aboriginal staff was nevertheless used as justification for 
not involving Aboriginal community people in healdi decision making because, die 
program argued, this was being done tiirough its indigenous staff. Thus, in 
response to criticism it was pomted out that besides AHP being 
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...an expert preventive health programme. It also has "aboriginality" 
[sic]. Hatf or more of the field ste^ are Aboriginal. They are consulted 
frequently about application of programme procedures. The Aboriginal 
people are also consulted. The bridge between professional worker and 
Aboriginal people is complete with Aboriginal inputs from both sides, 
people and Aboriginal Health Assistants. In this way the health 
professionals in the Programme, some black, some white but mostly 
white - it doesn't matter - are continually sensitized to Aboriginal needs. 
At the same time the professional basis, the organisational guidelines and 
procedures are preserved and the process is therefore successful. 
(Musgrave 1978b, 1859) 
However, systemic biases widiin bureaucracy, including die position and stams of 
Aboriginal staff, clearly did not always aUow diem to access information in order to 
have an informed basis for decision making to influence (let alone direct) the 
program's poUcies and strategies. 
The same pattem evolved in relation to tiie position of Executive Co-ordinating 
Officer (ECO). This appointtnent, made in 1985, was die only one which ensured 
Aboriginal representation on die AHP's Executive. The Duty Statement for diis 
position gave it a two-pronged function to: 
(a) become the key liaison/advice personnel to Aboriginal 
communities in relation to AHP policies and programs. 
and (b) be one of die key advisers to die Healtii Officer (Dkector), and 
thus die Executive, on issues related to programs offered by 
AHP. 
The ECO, dien, appeared to carry considerable responsibdities (B1526) widiin the 
bureaucracy. However when the position was criticised in 1988 by Aboriginal 
communities dissatisfied widi die performance of the ECO, he pointed out to the 
Assistant Under Secretary 
... the position has not in practice been one that has entailed the 
assumption of any degree ofpersortal responsibility or authority and is 
therefore, under utilised when compared with other positions of similar 
classification within this Department. 
...the duties and role currently pertaining to the position do not relate to 
the general administration of the Aboriginal Health Program. 
(B1533, 1) 
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These complaints are not surprising when AHP's sttiicture is reconsidered. 
Figure 4.1, pl22, clearly demonstt-ates diat such duties could not be fulfilled widiin 
die program's sttiicture. The ECO had no direct contact widi HTs or Aboriginal 
communities. 
In diis sittiation, dien, it appears tiiat a PubUc Service position was not fuUy utilised, 
perhaps because its mcumbent was of Aborigmal descent. 
The incongmency of espousing Aboriginal involvement and decision-making yet not 
quite 'ttiisting' tiie process by giving over some contt-ol and power persisted 
tiiroughout die program's life. As late as 1991 die then Director of the program 
commented: 
There have been many forces inside and outside the Department which 
have resisted the moves to greater ATSI involvement, and have resisted 
the AHP's greater involvement in wider policy ... 
In the same letter he emphasised that 
An important aspect of the community development model used within 
the AHP is to encourage Aboriginal and Islanders [sic] to take control 
and responsibility over their own health and well being and that of their 
children. 
(B1519, 1) 
Apart fix)m diese intemal incongmencies which were clearly identified by insider and 
outsider stakeholders as obstacles which constt-ained and limited die program's 
operations, AHP also became the pawn in poUticking and manipulation between 
State and Commonwealth govemments. Such conflict seriously inhibited die 
program's abiUty to grow and develop to its optimum. 
6.5 State Versus Commonwealth 
Due to die crisis sittiation in Aboriginal healtii throughout the nation, state and 
federal agencies negotiated m 1969 and 
each State undertook responsibility for the development of specific 
programs and projects to this end and the Commonwealth Government 
committed itsetf to providing the necessary funds by way of unmatched 
grants. The Commonwealth Government also indicated in the earlier 
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70s, that it fully accepted responsibility for the improvement of the 
Aboriginal situation as a consequence of the referendum in 1%7 
(B1526) 
Interpretations of diese responsibilities set die stage for much of the funding 
pressures which plagued AHP du-oughout its operations. 
6.5.1 Funding 
Perasal of archival materials suggests tiiat the extent to which State and 
Commonwealdi would share responsibdities for die AHP was never quite clear. 
The State DAIA aheady supported a fairly extensive curative service on designated 
communities and did not support use of its staff or facdities for work under the AHP 
(see correspondence. Director DAL\ to Director General Health and Medical 
Services (B1538), 5 May, 5 July and 17 August 1972). Consequentiy the State 
appears to have argued diat any additional Aboriginal Healtii Services, especially 
diose related to preventive programs, ought to be funded by die Commonwealth. 
As of 1968 die Commonwealth directed die States that funds provided for 
Aboriginal Healtii should be designated specifically to preventive programs 
especiaUy nuttition, sanitation, water supplies, health education and child/family 
welfare programs (Commonwealth/State Conference on Aboriginal Healdi Services 
1968 (B1539), 1970 (B1540), 1974 (B1562) and 1978 (B1563). From 1969 
emphasis was also placed on ttaining Aboriginal people and recognition of their 
importance at "sub-professional levels". 
Furdier, in 1970 die Commonwealtii's assumption clearly was 'that there would be 
close co-operation between the State and the Commonwealth in financing joint health 
programs' (B1540,2). Additionally die Commonwealth asserted in 1978 
that funding of special programmes would continue only until they were 
completed or well established 
(B1537) 
The archives, however, provide Uttle evidence tiiat the AHP was ever ttiily a 'joint' 
program. The Healdi Officer's 1973 stt-ategic five year plan (B1565) for die AHP 
clearly indicated diat die State would be allocating minimal funding to the tune of 
$27,700 (1973/1974), $30,470 (1974/1975), $33,500 (1975/1976), $36,800 
(1976-1977) and $40,450 (1977/1978). During the same time span the 
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Commonwealdi had committed itself to $183,650, $1,264,150, $1,797,270, 
$2,325,200 and $2,612,523 respectively. Yet even these funds were insufficient 
and die Healdi Officer sought additional sums ranging from over 1 million dollars 
(1973/1974) to $154,210 (1977/1978) from die Commonwealdi. 
The State Govemment in fact only ever funded five positions within AHP until the 
last six months of the program's life when the unmatched grant from the 
Commonwealth stopped and the State contributed $2 million to the 
Commonwealtii's $4 mdUon (Departtnent of Healdi, Annual Report 1988/89). 
The original Aboriginal Health Programme was formed on the basis of 
full Commonwealth funding. There was no agreement that 
responsibility for funding should be transferred to the State Health 
Department when it was well established ... the threat that this could 
occur is ever present and so uncertainty continues to exist... 
(B1522) 
Thus die State assumed constitutional but not funding responsibiUties for AHP 
(Saggers and Gray 1991). 
Furthermore the State argued diat Commonwealth rationalisation of health services 
and funding resttictions thwarted die planned development and progress of AHP 
(State Minister for Healdi 1981 (B1524), Letter to the Premier). Similarly in 
1988/89 die resources aUocated by die Commonwealdi to support die Program were 
about $4 mdUon in salaries, and $1.5 miUion in other operating expenses. This 
represented a reduction, in real terms, of 13.6 per cent of tiie 1987/88 allocation 
(Aboriginal Healdi Program Annual Sttategic Plan 1989/90 (B1541). 
Projections of budget, income and expenditure had to be continuaUy adjusted 
tiiroughout AHP's life. RationaUsations mcluded: 
sub-units such as in Caboolture, Dajarta, Hughenden closed (B606/1986). 
Requests for others (eg Mackay, Boulia, and Camooweal) were denied 
(B246/1977; B1361/1981); 
rationaUsation of services eg visits to Slade School in 1987 stopped (B1379); 
no expansion into otiier areas (B412/1978); 
Locations (such as Pormporaaw, Wujal Wujal, Coen, Mackay and Gold 
Coast) were never serviced by AHP (B246/1977; B1362/1981; B70/1990); 
lack of appropriate accommodation for HTs eg HTIO (B412/1978; 
B1415/1979; B1309/1990); 
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cancellation of planned activities eg du-ee years after facilities for a HT were 
established at Weipa, staff had still not been appointed (B220/1978; 
B225/1978; B605/1986); 
AHP buildings in die Gulf and Cape York Peninsula (eg Lockhart River) were 
not utdised by the program as essential maintenance only was possible 
(B481/1988); 
inservices for PHNs were not conducted between 1977 and 1979 
(B1415/1979), or for HAs 1976 to 1979 (B416); 
Acttial or feared staff rettenchments (B395/1987; B652/1987); 
HT orders for newspapers were canceUed because tiiey were not cost efficient 
(B1493/1987). 
Umited resource development (B1332/1988); B672/1990); 
no further funds available for conference attendance (B271/1989); 
chdd healdi screenings were postponed (B1432/1988; B1216/1989) 
adult healdi was neglected (B102/1989); 
visits by management to field staff were curtailed (B831/1990); 
RNS were not appointed to the Torres Stt-ait or Southem health regions 
(B894); 
several HTs amalgamated or closed (B660/1988); 
HT tt^vel was stopped or restticted eg HT43 (Brisbane); HT45 (Murgon); 
HT41 (Toowoomba); HT40 (Cunnamulla); HT30 (Rockhampton); HT18 
(Mount Isa); HT8 (Cooktown); 
Budget resttictions, tiien, impacted on die entire program and meant a continual 
reordering of AHP priorities. For example in 1988 the role of ALOs at tiie Royal 
Brisbane Hospital and die Mater Hospital was restticted to crisis intervention and 
short term work only (B658/1988; B1462/1989). Later in 1989 they were 
withdrawn totally (B315/1989 B660/1988). This was in spite of die urgent need 
for diese positions reiterated by the Du-ector-General, Department of Health, (1989, 
1) who explained that 
As the Liaison Officer position was seen largely as social welfare 
rather than preventive health, the AHP reallocated the position to 
preventive heedth activities. 
(B661) 
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Further, in order to rationalise funds, 
... the education of Health Assistants ... shifted from inservice courses 
in Brisbane, to distance education modules developed by the training unit 
(B102) 
The program's development was also intermpted by changes in Govemment policy 
and continuing debate between the Commonwealth and State about funding 
responsibdities. Thus, die Department of Healdi (1980,10) stated diat 
The efficiency of the Aboriginal Health Program has been seriously 
ejected by uncertainties arising out of existing funding policies of the 
Commonwealth Department of Aboriginal Affairs from which virtually 
all of the necessary money comes. Although there exists at present a 
satisfactory level of funding which is sufficient to meet the needs of the 
present level of operation of the Aboriginal Health Program, no 
guarantees are given from year to year which indicate that funding will 
continue into the subsequent year. The uncertainties arising from this 
have a flow-on effect on State Government policy which leads to further 
serious restrictions and consequent reductions in efficiency. These 
restrictions include the inability to appoint staff as permanent officers. 
The temporary natiwe of appointments can be regarded as a disincentive 
for suitably qualified applicants to seek appointments in what is edreeidy a 
difficult occupation. Further, difficulties in filling key positions 
including the medical officers and senior nursing posts, have arisen out 
of the inability to achieve a satisfactory classification level. This has left 
the Aboriginal Health Programme in a seriously depleted state for some 
years in respect to these positions. As a consequence, it has been 
impossible to maintain a high level of managerial efficiency, sufficiency 
of training courses or adequate levels of morale among field staff. All of 
these difficulties have arisen in consequence of uncertainties relating to 
future intentions by the Commonwealth Government to continue the 
fimding of this Programme. 
(B1528) 
6.5.2 Staffing and Resources 
Successful implementation of the program's charter depended largely on the 
placement of staff in strategic locations throughout the State and on providing diem 
widi suitable tt-ansportation so diat close contacts could be maintained widi die target 
population. 
Financial sttingency and some difficulties in recruitment of staff (especially to 
remote locations), however ensured diat throughout the life of the program, a 
number of the teams remained below stt-ength and that the program's target of 34 
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teams to cover die whole State was never reached. Thus, A Report of Proceedings 
of the 10th Commonwealth/State Conference on Aboriginal Health Services (1977, 
20) stated diat 
...so far the health teams had contacted in excess of 36 000 Aboriginals 
and Islanders [sic] which is far greater than the 17000 expected. So far 
only 20 of the planned 34 teams were in operation which means that 
there are still a significant number of communities and localities not 
serviced by the teams. The delay in creating further teams has been 
primarily caused by the uncertainty of future funding. 
(B1542) 
By 1981, ten years into die campaign, die program 'had developed to about two 
thirds of its planned staffing level...' (B1524, 3). In die AHP Program Annual 
Sttategic Plan (1989/90, 18) the nunimum effective staff level was estimated to be 
210; yet, in 1989 only 165 staff were employed in 29 locaUties, serving about 
50,614 persons, which represented a claimed 83 per cent of the total indigenous 
population (approximately 61,000) Uving in cities, towns and Aboriginal and Tortes 
Stt^t Islander communities (B1541). Hence, tiiroughout die program's Ufe, not aU 
indigenous people in Queensland and die Torres Stt-ait Islands had access to services 
provided by AHP. 
Barriers identified by die Department of Healdi (1980,10) as recurrent obstacles diat 
plagued die program until its termination in 1991, included 'financial uncertainties', 
'inability to appoint staff as permanent officers', 'unsatisfactory staffing 
classifications', 'depleted staffing', 'insufficient training' and consequent 'low staff 
morale'(^152%). 
It is ironic that tiie AHP, a program conttoUed by powerful, dominant institutions 
(DAIA, DAA [and later ATSIC] and die Department of Healtii) in fact became 
subject to tiie same level of systemic fmstt-ation which 1 (Eckermann and Dowd 
1988) have argued characterised Aboriginal community organisations. Musgrave 
(1978b, 1857 -1858) provides numerous examples of such frusttations which 
impacted on AHP. At significant times in the program's development, tiiey 
included: 
a) embargoes on staff recmitment and later modifications to permit 
recmitment only to fiU vacancies as diey occurred; 
b) freezing of various staff positions in different stages of 
processing; 
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c) reduction in levels of funding making it impossible to estabUsh 
and maintain staff cedmgs; 
d) curtailment of ttaining courses/workshops because of funding 
limitations; 
is) unnecessary bureaucratic delays in staff appointtnents which 
resulted particularly in PHNs accepting other offers of 
employment; 
f) temporary classification of the majority of staff (B823/1990); 
g) delays or reductions in staffing. Often as staff vacancies (eg 
FOs and PHNs) occurred diey were not filled but ttansferred into 
other areas of the Department of Health (B605/1986; 
B1320/1985-1990; B1411/1989). Up to 20 per cent decreases 
in staffing occiured (B70); 
h) appointtnent of RNs for Townsville deferred for up to six mondis 
(B902/1980); indeed review of appointment records for PHNs 
indicate a 2-3 mondi delay between the date of recommendation 
for appointment and the date of actual commencement. This 
caused considerable loss of talented staff; a total of 41 changed 
their minds about working for AHP because of the delays 
(B1527/1971-1991); 
i) delays in funding allocation from DAA. Although it promised 
payment 'in advance of each cash-flow period, the money 
invariably arrived at the end of these periods or later' (Musgrave 
1978b, 1858). The Hearing Conservation and Treatment 
Program, for example, a major initiative within AHP, did not 
receive fiinds until at least 12 months after tiie money had been 
approved. 
j) conditions of funding precluded carry over of funds at the end of 
each financial year which often meant a reduction in, or complete 
canceUation of, necessary resources (eg staff accommodation/ 
office space) and/or planned activities (eg HT ttavel to outiying 
areas). 
This wrangUng for funds had demonstt-able affects on die AHP's mandate. Team 
activities could not progress if staff could not be appointed, or appointtnent dates 
were delayed by montiis. Expert staff were often lured away from AHP because it 
took bureaucracy so long to acmally confirm staff appointtnents. 
AHP was also concerned because, in its estimation, precious funds were 
consistendy diverted by the Commonwealdi into community contt-oUed services. 
This caused considerable tension between die AHP and Commonwealdi funded 
AICHSs, a development which did notiiing for Aboriginal healtii because it failed to 
capitalise on strengths in both services. 
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6.5.3 State Government Health Services Versus Aboriginal and 
[Torres Strait] Islander Community Health Services 
(AICHSs) 
In die very early stages of AHP, in line witii its underlying preventive campaign 
principles, govemment appeared to be supportive of Aboriginal involvement in the 
planning and deUvery of healdi services as long as the control remained in the 
hands of the State. DAA, for example, was criticised by the Queensland 
Department of Healdi for not involving the State in consultations about altemative 
healdi services 'at the level prescribed by Cabinet' (B1522,11) and reminded diat 
The State Health Department is the relevant statutory authority 
responsible for provision of health services and other departments 
including DAA should seek its agreement in respect of every proposition 
made in relation to the provision of health services to citizens in this 
State, be they Aborigines or of other races (sic) ... The role of the 
Commonwealth Department of Health as advisor to the Department of 
Aboriginal Affairs can be acknowledged but its function is seen as a 
professional interpreter. 
(B1522, 11) 
Qearly, die socio-poUtical cUmate of the day influenced tiiis stance. For example, m 
relation to AICHSs, tiie Department of Queensland Healtii (1972) stated 
The great risk at the present time is that as attempts are made to help the 
fringe dweller a separate service will be developed for the aborigines 
[sic]. This will result in apartheid developing. Queensland, a state 
which already is fighting the label of a paternalistic attitude, will have 
another one added - this is to the detriment of white, and Aborigines 
alike. 
(B1483) 
When \}s\t Australian Standing Committee on Social Environment (,1974) 
recommended that Aboriginal Medical Services (such as those in Sydney and 
Brisbane) should be developed on a nationwide basis, the Queensland Department of 
Health's response was reiterated with only minor quaUfication. 
Recommendation 14 in regard to expanding Aboriginal medical services 
similar to those in Brisbane and Sydney, is a matter which has already 
been dealt with in a number of submissions elsewhere and is not 
favoured by the writer, except in the areas of provision of general 
practitioner and medical out-patient services. 
(B1436) 
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Nevertheless, for a brief time in 1976 when funding to maintain AHP staff levels 
was an issue, die program advised die Queensland Minister for Healdi diat the 
Aboriginal Medical Services (AMSs) should be 'officially recognised and lines of 
communication established with Aboriginal groups ...' (B119). 
Again ui 1978, when DAA guidelines encouraged AICHSs to 'extend their access to 
other available sources of funding ...' (B1522, 38) die State Department of Healtii 
agreed, anticipating no doubt diat it would lessen AHP's competition for funding. 
Thus 
There should be no discrimination between Aboriginal medical services 
and other forms of general practice. Financing through special health 
project grants from the Commonwealth Department of Health or through 
Medibank and other forms of health insurance should be available to 
support these medical services. As these services have a special appeal 
for urban Aborigines who are frequently disinclined to utilise 
conventional health services or private practitioners in the first instance, 
they deserve special support in view of the serious need to promote the 
advantages of western medicine among Aborigines because of their 
greater health problems. Viable funding arrangements to ensure the 
continuation of such services, for such time as they are needed, must be 
assured lest many Aborigines be deprived of adequate, clinical services 
beceuise of a sense of alienation from the dominant society. 
(B1522, 10) 
However, by 1980, this recommendation was reversed and 
Official recognition by the Department of Health of Aboriginal and 
Islanders Medical Services ... Red Hill and Townsville is not 
recommended. I think it is important that we know something of the 
development of these services. I do not think it advisable for the 
Department to officially recognise such a service. 
(B124) 
Ongoing antagonism between the two services was dettimental to AHP's progress, 
because it caused confusion and friction in communities and unnecessary conflict 
between HWs. In die main die contt-oversy related particularly to funding, resource 
aUocation from die Conunonwealtii, a perceived lack of professional 'expertise' and 
fear of an 'apartheid healdi system. Tlius, concem was expressed that 
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There is a risk that significant fimding will be directed to projects which 
can only be considered as ad hoc and inexpert, and made by direct grant, 
and that this will be matched by an equivalent reduction in the level of 
funding to State Government Agencies concerned with provision of 
health services for Aborigines especially the Aboriginal Health 
Programme which is of proven effectiveness already and which deserves 
expansion rather them curtailment. 
(Musgrave 1978b, 1859-1869) 
Consequentiy, in contt^t to what was advocated at Commonwealdi level, Musgrave 
(1978b, 1859-1861) in evidence to die Standing Committee on Aboriginal Affairs, 
indicated that societal and poUtical forces at State level considered die estabUshment 
of AICHSs highly undesirable and dueatening because diey 
a) ignored the professional expertise of govemment departments; 
b) invited dupUcation of services for Aborigines; 
c) separated Aboriginal people from die conununity at large and 
were dierefore detrimental to the integration of Aborigines into 
the whole community; (p. 1860) 
d) limited Aboriginal health improvement as a result of the 
limitations incwnbent in such ad hoc services (p. 1860). 
e) discrinunated by providing 'special' services for only one 
minority group and would as a consequence be likely to 
antagonise the rest of the community (p. 1860). 
f) challenged the rights and responsibiUties of State Govemment 
Departments in Aboriginal Healdi; 
g) placed much needed resources in the hands of inexpert and ad 
hoc services (pp. 1859,1860) which lacked co-ordination. 
h) prolonged Aboriginal illness and tiierefore unemployment and 
dependency on the general community. 
Simdarly Saggers and Gray (1991,155) noted diat 
In 1988 at the Australian Health Minister's Conference the Queensland 
Ministry of Health argued against the reduction of Commonwealth 
funding to state-controlled Aboriginal health programs and an increase in 
funding to AHSs on the ground that: 
'It would be inappropriate to place a complex Health Program in the 
hands of an Aboriginal or any other interest group even tf it is 
representative of the target population. 
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To transfer such funds ... in the name of Aboriginal Control, into the 
hands of organisations lacking much professional expertise would be a 
retrograde and irresponsible step (cited m Moodie, 1989, 506). 
Clearly, as outiined in Table 6.3, comparatively little money flowed from the 
Commonwealdi to AICHSs in Queensland until 1990/1991. 
Table 6.3: Commonwealth Grants to the Queensland AHP Compared to 
Grants made to the AICHSs in Queensland"^ 
(compiled firom DAA and Queensland Healdi Reports 1973-1992) 
YEAR5 
1971/72 
1972/73 
1973/74 
1974/75 
1975/76 
1976/77 
1977/78 
1978/79 
1979/80 
1980/81 
1981/82 
1982/83 
1983/84 
1984/85 
1985/86 
1986/87 
1987/88 
1988/89 
1989/90 
1990/91 
1991/92 
TOTAL 
EXPENfDITURE $'000 
COMMONWEALTH 
Direct Grant 
to State 
Programs^ 
2.243 
2.007 
3.593 
2.774 
2.918 
2.967 
3.418 
4.024 
4.025 
4.235 
4.856 
4.689 
4.826 
4.685 
4.933 
5.768 
5.069 
5.506 
4.500 
Grant in Aid to 
AICHSs 
.553 
.573 
.856 
.883 
1.054 
1.193 
1.496 
1.670 
-
-
3.249 
77.036 1 11.530 
Grant for ATSI 
Advancennent 
to AICHSs 
2.605 
3.191 
2.999 
2.394 
3.080 
2.022 
3.437 
8.547 
28.995 
Table 6.3 also clearly shows that these services (which had increased to 12 by 
1990/91), received considerably less than die amount allocated to the State 
govemment The AHP argued diat its needs were greater and more justified because 
4 
5 
Figures are rounded 
For the period 1970-1974 Commonwealth grants to govemment and non-govenunent services were 
not itemised by Sutes. However. DAA 1973-1974 Annual Report notes that the total 
allocation to all state govemment health programs was approximately 13 million. In the same 
poiod AICHS throughout the country received just over $1.2 million. . i t . 
The bulk of the direct grant supported the AHP. The remainder supported special mdigenous health 
initiatives through Sute Health or other govemment departments. A breakdown of the amounts for 
the latter was not available from State or DAA/ATSIC records. 
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it had a 'professionally organised structure of operation' (B114) and because in 
conttast to 'curative* services provided by AICHSs (in predominandy urban areas) it 
offered 'an expert preventive health program' (Musgrave 1978b, 1859) du-oughout 
die State. Further, its client contact far exceeded tiiat covered by die independent 
services. This, of course, was countered by AICHSs who maintained, for example, 
diat diey mdeed were not 'just a curative service'. They were simply not adequately 
resourced to broaden the preventive emphasis of tiieir programs and that thek client 
contact was greater dian assumed (personal communication. Sue Morgan 1991). 
Such accusations and counter accusations clearly disadvantaged die client groups by 
diverting energy from healtii care issues to undermining, 'politicking' and 'power 
play'. For example, a Department of Health (1978) communication to tiie Minister 
advised. 
In order that the development of health services for Aborigines shall not 
proceed along separate lines from those for the rest of the community, all 
fimding whether originating from State or Commonwealth sources, 
should be subject to allocation or at least a veto, by State Health 
Authorities. By all means accept guidelines from the Commonwealth but 
only if these have been developed in prior consultation with the State 
Government. 
(B114, 4) 
Further 
It is unfortunate that the Aboriginal and Islander Community Health 
Service in Brisbane has a reputation for providing a basis for political 
activities which tends to distract from its value in the health care field. 
Mitigation of this could be achieved by different funding arrangements 
wherein direct grants of Commonwealth funds might be rechannelled 
through State Health Authorities and subject to certain controls and 
checks. 
(B114, 5) 
Clearly then, just as die Queensland bureaucracy found it difficult to redistribute 
power to Aboriginal people in relation to healtii poUcies and planning, die system 
found it difficult to accept that 'non-professionals' could take over not only the 
planning but also die implementation and delivery of services.'' 
It is remarkable then that, in the face of this tirade of criticism, AHP staff were directed by Queensland 
Health to co-operate with the independent services in 1989/90 (B1529). This coincided with the 
NAHS (1989) fully endorsing re-allocation of Aboriginal health monies from State govemment 
departments to community controlled health services. 
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6.6 Summary 
Analysis of interview data and extensive review of archival documents clearly show 
diat a past history of dependency and patemalism have influenced both clients and 
staff behaviour and expectations. These influences continued to shape AHP's 
philosophy, its perceptions of its self, its relationships with clients and its 
perceptions of other health care services. 
Consequentiy, notwithstanding AHP's many achievements explored in Chapter 5, 
this evaluation highUghts quite significant program limitations and consttaints. 
Lunitations witiiin AHP such as minimal publicity/promotion of the program's 
activities; limited co-ordination/liaison with other services; restricted information 
flow within the service as well as limited recognition of staff professional status and 
skiUs are identified. However, data indicate that many of these constt-aints have 
been generated by govemment policy, uncertain resource/funding allocation and 
bureaucratic stmcture/conttxil. Client and staff reactions to AHP's development and 
implementation of policy are discussed. Inside and outside stakeholders express 
some dissonance related to the timing and implementation of changes in policy. A 
lack of appropriate consultation with communities is identified as a major factor 
contributing to confusion about AHP's activities. Professional dominance, 
patemalistic attitudes and insufficient mdigenous involvement and direction in poUcy 
are highUghted as curtading die effectiveness of tiie program. Consequentiy, while 
AHP was able to unpact on Aboriginal healtii by reducing IMRs, no concomitant 
improvements were made in chdd healdi or adult health generaUy. 
The impact of diese forces on the design and provision of health care provision wiU 
be discussed more fuUy in Chapter 7. 
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CHAPTER 7 
THE EVALUATION OF AHP AND IMPLICATIONS FOR HEALTH 
CARE PROGRAMS 
Anxthing can he achieved in small deliberate steps. But there are 
times xoii need the courage to take a great leap. You cannot cross 
a chasm in Ai'O small jumps 
(David Lloyd George) 
7.1 Introduction 
Previous chapters have analysed AHP's achievements as well as its limitations in 
some detail. It would be comforting to draw up a balance sheet which clearly 
compares tiiese in order to determine categorically whether or not AHP fulfiUed its 
goals and objectives. Unfortunately this is impossible because analysis of the data 
coUected during this evaluation indicates that for ahnost every positive outcome there 
is also a negative. 
Thus AHP undoubtedly conttibuted to the reduction in Aboriginal IMRs and the 
control of a number of infectious diseases. In the process, however, many 
debditating chddhood conditions continued to lessen the Idcelihood of improvements 
in young adult health; consequently life expectancy continued to reflect that of third 
world countries. 
Similarly, AHP developed an innovative community based team approach to 
Aboriginal health care; yet its impact, with very few exceptions, was stifled by 
centralised bureaucratic control and direction. Further, while AHP pioneered the 
role of mWs, the system failed to develop their potential and relegated them to the 
position of 'assistants'. 
Undoubtedly AHP provided health care services in areas where other services did 
not reach out to the people. Nevertheless AHP actively and passively also 
obstmcted (untd fairly near its closure), where possible, the efforts of communities 
to estabUsh AICHSs. Thus intemal documents refer to the 'danger' of frequent 
visits by unskilled investigators and various radicals, both white and Aboriginal, 
who take every opportunity to destroy the services rendered' (B128). Further, 
whde AHP espoused negotiation and consultation with Aboriginal communities, 
such consultations were really confined to advisory bodies whose mandate rarely 
included participation in decision-making. 
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From tills study it is possible to draw out a scries of themes which have implications 
for health care programs generally. Integral to such an examination are the 
following factors: 
* The program's perception of its client groups 
* The program's perception of itself 
* Resultant strategies for health improvement 
Each of these factors will be explored in relation to what is (and was) known in the 
literature about the structures and processes necessary for optimum health 
improvement. Implications for general health services will then be examined. 
7.2 The Program's Perception of the Client Groups 
There is no doubt that the legacies of the past profoundly influenced AHP's 
perceptions of its client groups. Thus, analysis of Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander peoples' position in Australia society since colonisation highlights the 
devastating influence of scientific and institutional racism on indigenous minorities. 
Direction, conttol, discrimination and exclusion have resulted in systemic bias and 
stmcttu-al violence. Both are clearly documented in the levels of physical and 
psychological violence as wed as the high levels of systemic fmstration in 
indigenous communities. While these forces have had quite debilitating effects on 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples, they have also influenced non-
indigenous perceptions of their clients. 
Indigenous peoples were invariably identified as in need of help, education, facilities 
and dkection until they could begin to manage their own affairs. What they needed 
to know, how they needed to live and how they could/should best be taught was 
determined throughout Australia, and especially in Queensland, by representatives of 
the dominant, non-indigenous majority. 
From the very beginning, then, AHP perceived the client group as 'lacking' rather 
than as possessing particular strengths or assets. The 'lack' was extensively 
'proven' by comprehensive health statistics. These statistics demonstrated IMRs 
which were up to 10 times as high as among non-indigenous babies; they confirmed 
poor child health, poor environmental conditions, lack of resources and poor 
management of existing resources among indigenous minorities. The program's 
own detailed ground work in the early 1970s highlighted similar trends and 
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established die urgent need for an intervention program which would address basic 
medical as weU as health education needs. Clearly indigenous children were dying 
at a rate that no govemment could tolerate or rationalise. 
The most common reaction in health, as in education, housing and employment was 
to search for remedial action based on a perception of indigenous clients as 
deprived/disadvantaged. In education this perception led to what is generally termed 
the deficit model and literally hundreds of projects, throughout the world and in 
Australia, were designed to raise the educational achievement of culturally different 
children (see Ryan 1976, Eckermann 1994). AHP began with a similar perception 
of its client groups and set out to ameliorate some of their most glaring deficits. 
FoUowing Bartunek and Moch (1987), it could be argued that this focus became 
AHP's 'schemata', its cognitive map, which was undoubtedly paternalistic. Such 
patemaUsm was evident in die program's definition of 'the problem'; it was squarely 
located within the indigenous communities who were thought to require extensive 
direction and persuasion in order to change their life styles and habits. Thus 
Musgrave (1977, 2) described AHP's efforts as 
A concerted attack ...upon a number of prevalent conditions including 
..., and a variable lack of knowledge considered to be essential to good 
health among many, who, for one reason or another, have had difficulty 
in adapting to a european [sic] structured society. 
While AHP recognised the importance of external influences on health eg 
employment, housing and education, its philosophy and practice were centted on the 
then common perception of indigenous peoples as child-ldce and in need of guidance 
towards assimilation in order to improve their health status. Thus staff felt 
compelled to comment at various times about client health behaviour which 
displayed 'unfortunately a lack of motivation and interest...' (B1071). Such 
perceptions were also very evident in the program's attitudes to indigenous 
'involvement', in its use and control of IHWs and in its distinction between 
professional and 'lay' decision-making. This distinction, which also equated 
professionalism with 'colour', was built into the stmcture of decision-making in 
HTs. HTs were supervised by PHNs who were assumed to take on all 
responsibiUties for organising team operations, communications with head office 
and education of staff. In the absence of the PHN this responsibility more often 
than not was given to the non-indigenous FOs. However, one HT in which the FO 
was indigenous, was told that when the PHN was not there, the HT was to report 
each moming to the DAIA staff - 'anyone as long as they were white' (personal 
communication PHN). Significantly, the 'professional' decision-making was 
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legitimised within the program while community decision-making was interpreted 
witii some suspicion and consequentiy, discouraged. As Bartunek and Moch (1987, 
489) point out, in organisations which display such perceptions some 'kind of 
"parent-child" relationship is present'. 
Patton (1981) and Ryan (1976) mgue that some form of patemalism, some degree of 
victim blaming, is inevitable when programs focus only on client deficit and make 
little attempt to acknowledge ;md build on client strength. The deficit approach will 
have inevitable consequences, not only on how the intervention program sees its 
clients but also how it sees itself. 
7.3 The Program's Perception of Itself 
From its inception AHP defined itself as a health improvement campaign (see 
Chapter 4); it consequentiy took its model from vertical primary health care 
and 
...programmes combating infectious diseases such as malaria ... The 
objectives and means regarded as necessary to realize them are 
determined at the top of the organization pyramid and further specified 
and translated into qualitative targets at lower levels of decision-making. 
In general the programmes are rigid, with clear cut divisions of tasks and 
authority between lines of organization ... 
(van der Geest et al 1990, 1031) 
It is very clear (see Chapters 4 and 6) that such an hierarchical approach to the health 
improvement campaign stifled AHP's ability to reach beyond targeted child health 
conditions and health education related to these. Only a few HTs were able to 
generate SHHC approaches, fewer still were able to combine the principles of 
vertical PHC, that is targeting specific illnesses, with principles of community 
development (see for example the rheumatic fever, cervical cancer and diabetes 
programs on Yarrabah described in Chapter 5). Despite the fact that AHP had 
access to different models of health care, it maintained the vertical model; perhaps as 
Barttinek and Moch (1987, 485) have pointed out, 'schemata once established, tend 
to endure'. 
Clearly AHP also defined itself, in relation to its mandate and the role of its staff, as 
a change agent. Much has been written about the change agent's ability to diffuse 
innovations (see Rogers 1983, Bartunek and Moch 1987, McCauley et al 1992 
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among otiiers). In line with its vertical primary health care approach, AHP adopted 
a centralised diffusion system which Rogers (1983, 333-335) characterises as 
foUows 
In this classical diffusion model an innovation originates from some 
expert source ...This source then diffuses the innovation as a uniform 
package to potential adopters who accept or reject the innovation. The 
role of the adopter is that of a passive accepter ... In general [such] 
centralized diffusion systems are based on a linear, one-way model of 
communication ... 
Previous analysis has highlighted the centralised decision-making and power 
stmcture within AHP's management. Thus directives emanated from Brisbane. 
Indeed, it has been argued by a number of respondents in this evaluation that their 
only contribution to program direction consisted of the accumulation of health 
statistics from community screenings. Certainly pemsal of intemal documents 
revealed that HTs were bombarded with enormous amounts of 'administrivia' 
related to use of vehicle, leave, regulations regarding conferences, directions about 
accommodation and controls in relation to community interactions/liaison. 
Documentation forwarded by HTs in tum related to these kinds of issues and health 
stattis data. Few internal documents, written prior to the NAHS (1989), were 
discovered which indicated that centralised management was inviting staff to 
participate in dieir pohcy direction (B1568). 
Such a system also interacted with the stams/position of the IHWs to further limit 
their initiative and professional development. Thus in most locations the 
responsibility of the PHN as the 'leader' and 'supervisor' remained even when the 
emphasis in HT activities changed from 'search and rescue' to 'education/SHHC. 
The PHN continued to hold all power, at least officially and IHWs and FOs were 
expected to follow the PHN's directives even when the PHN's role had changed to 
that of resource person/facilitator of professional development. Indeed, the change 
in role of the PHN was strongly advocated but it was never reflected in policy, nor 
in the tone of the duties and responsibilities of HAs in 1990. These stipulated that 
HAs may not, for example 
• leave the office at any time without informing the Public Health 
Nurse ... 
• use the office telephone without receiving Public Health Nurse 
approval... 
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commit the team to undertake activities with clients or other 
organisations - this is a decision for the Public Health Nurse ... 
have access to the office after working hours 
Further 
... Any outbursts of verbal abuse, foul language, failure to participate in 
groups sessions, silences or moods will he recognised as inappropriate 
actions and attitudes to your work 
(B 1564,1) 
Analysis of AHP's achievements in terms of community direction for health 
intervention programs (such as at Yarrabah) demonsttates that the program was most 
effective when HTs moved away from centralised diffusion and adopted 
decenttaUsed diffusion systems which 
more closelx follow a convergence model of communication, in 
which participants create arui share information with one another in order 
to reach a muUial understanding. Ajundamental assumption of 
decentralised diffusion systems is that members of the user system have 
the ability to make sound decisions about how the diffusion system is 
managed... 
(Rogers 1983, 336) 
Data presented in Chapter 5, however, indicate that such a process occurred 
comparatively rarely in AHP's 20 year life span. Instead most of the strategies 
proposed and implemented by AHP relied heavily on vertical, centralised diffusion 
of iimovation. Thus, consumer involvement in health service decision making was 
primarily via advisory bodies (eg the AIHAC) established within the central 
bureaucracy and indirectly via HTs, especially the IHWs, who, in terms of their 
stams and power, had the least influence within the system. 
In contrast, decentralised diffusion systems, cleariy recognise Section IV of the 
Declaration of Ahna Ata which states 
the people have a right and duty to participate individually and 
collectively in the planning and implementation of their health care. 
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and Section Vll which emphasises that PHC 
requires and promotes ma.ximum community and individual self reliance 
and participation, organisation, operation and control of primary health 
care...: and to this etui develops through appropriate education the 
abilit}' of communities to participate. 
(WHO 1978) 
AHP espoused some elements of the health for all injunction but its perception of 
indi«^enous clients (in temis of their ability to assume responsibility and hence fulfil 
their 'duty' in relation to health care) led to a 'predominantly technocractic, almost 
by definition not participative' (Broadhead et al 1989, 243) planning process. 
Through the centralised diffusion system power, which was vested in the hands of 
the 'experts', perpetuated professional dominance (Freidson 1979) and 
deniefd] the validity- of any direct contribution by people to shaping their 
own circumstances...[which]perpetuates social relations which are, in 
themselves, detrimental to people's health. 
(Broadhead et al 1989, 244) 
7.4 Strategies for Health Improvement 
AHP's sttategies for health improvement in indigenous communities were founded 
on a number of premises including: 
* initial concentration of remedial action on child health (ie those 
aged 0-15 years) by means of supplementary feeding, home 
visits, child screerungs, immunisation and one-to one matemal 
education; 
* a phasing out of health services and a strengthening of health 
education and SHHC; 
* deUvery of services and education via a local HT composed of a 
PHN, IHW(s) and, at times, a FO. 
It could be therefore argued that AHP followed a selective primary health care 
(SPHC) approach which concentrated resources on 'simple, low cost, widely 
accessible technologies for saving children's lives' (Wisner 1988, 963). Debate has 
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raged over the past 15-20 years about the merits/demerits of SPHC as opposed to 
the comprehensive primary health care (CPHC) proposed by the Alma Ata 
declaration. 1 
Protagonists for CPHC argue that SPHC may save children's lives but will not 
enable them to live in a healthier environment and therefore will not improve quality 
of Ufe or morbidity rates in the children's communities. Supporters of SPHC 
maintain that targeting specific groups and specific diseases will at least save lives. 
Importantiy CPHC includes an acknowledgment that 'health' is political (Labonte 
1986, van der Geest et al 1990). Proponents of CPHC, then, recognise principles 
estabUshed some 30 years ago by Myrdal (1971) who pointed out that social policies 
designed to change any aspect of the cycle of poverty (ie poor health, poor housing, 
poor education, poor employment) would need to be co-ordinated and all-
embracing. Attacking just one aspect of the cycle, Myrdal (1971) maintained, would 
simply escalate rather tiian break down the spiral of poverty. As NeweU (1988) 
points out this recognition and an active commitment to particular socio-economic-
political ideals distinguishes CPHC from SPHC. Thus 
Both sides of the argument accept that poverty, deprivation, malnutrition, 
lack of education, the status of women, environmental hazards and a 
gross maldistribution of resources are among the primary causes of much 
ill health and that these things need to be faced directly in their own right 
SPHC takes no responsibility for attempting to alter them ... 
(NeweU 1988, 905) 
AHP's archives and interviews with staff reveal that, in terms of Newell's (1988) 
analysis, the program was aware of and frequently reiterated the interdependence of 
poor health, poor employment, poor housing and poor education. Yet the 
program's stmcttire and, Kunitz (1994) argues, the State's conservative govemment 
would have made it impossible for AHP or its staff to engage in any political action 
auned at remedying these conditions. Indeed, the original AHP mandate sanctioned 
by Cabmet restricted the campaign to crisis intervention to save lives quickly and to 
plan remedial action (short and long term) to prevent further crisis. This position 
was endorsed at a time when Australia was coming to grips with its history in 
Aboriginal affairs (and of course, still is) and the pioneers of AHP saw themselves 
1 See Rifkin and Walt (1986), Wisner (1988), Walsh (1988), Warren (1988), Smith and Bryant 
(1988), Mosley (1988) and Newell (1988) for an outline of the debate, particularly in relation 
to reviewing progress towards the goals of the Alma Ata 10 years after its declaration. 
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as 'working within the national and local political frame to get the job done' 
(personal communication, ex-Department Officer). From the outset, however, AHP 
clearly recognised that 
The prerequisites and prospects for health cannot be ensured by the 
health sector alone. More importantly, health promotion demands 
coordinated action b\ all concerned: by government, by health and other 
social and economic sectors, by non-governmental and voluntary 
organisations, b\ local authorities, by industry and by the media. 
(WHO 1986 Ottawa Charter) 
Yet it was anticipated that other departments would assume responsibility for such 
areas as employment, housing, education that were beyond AHP's mandate. 
Despite AHP's strong and persistent lobbying for almost two decades for 
govemment to implement a multisectoral approach to Aboriginal health there was no 
real progress, at Commonwealth or State level, on this issue. At best, in 
Queensland, interdepartmental committees were sometimes established (eg head lice 
committee) to plan and co-ordinate service delivery rather than to examine the real 
need for change in ail areas of policy across all sectors. Politically the latter did 
not come into AHP's sphere of influence, nor it seems that of other departments. 
Thus, die last Director of AHP (1991), pointed out to staff that in Queensland 
... it was clear that both environmental conditions and curative service 
facilities had not improved much over twenty years. Unless they could 
be improved, then preventive service [such as AHP] could only achieve a 
partial success. 
(B1519) 
Nevertheless, as a SPHC program within a vertical, centralised diffusion system 
AHP contributed significantly to first order change in relation to IMR and a 
number of child health problems (see Chapter 5). Such 'first order changes are 
incremental modifications that make sense within an established framework or 
method of operation' (Barmnek and Moch 1987, 484). The social planning process 
which leads to first order changes could be described as 'bureau incremental' 
(WaUcer 1984) in that it 'is a gradualist approach to change favoured by bureaucrats' 
(Broadhead et al 1989, 244) because the pressure to alter the stattis quo is minimal. 
However, Broadhead et al (1989, 245) argues that 
It is an approach which is fundamentally incapable of identifying, much 
less addressing, the need for major change; at best it achieves only 
marginal changes. Such changes as are achieved are only those about 
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which it is possible to obtain a consensus of those groups in society with 
direct access to the process of policy formulation. 
When AHP attempted to address second and third order change by moving through 
education to SHHC and, in its latter years, into an apparent emphasis on community 
development, it struck considerable resistance. 
Such resistance can be traced to the incompatibility between a vertical, centralised 
model of diffusion and second order change which requires modifications within the 
system itself Further third order change requires that 'the client system' is making 
its own assessment of the value of particular schemata (Bartunek and Moch 1987, 
488). AHP never endorsed clients', ie indigenous people's, right to challenge the 
system's schemata or, indeed, to influence its directions. The latter is particularly 
apparent in the outcome of AHP's SHHC program which became 'policy' in the 
early 1980s. 
Initially, resistance to the change in policy towards SHHC, for example, was 
manifested covertly by some HTs in the form of delaying tactics or refusal to assume 
responsibility in the change process advocated (Ward and Moran 1984). Perhaps 
some resistance occurred because the SHHC program was an externally initiated 
one. It was to be adapted locally by HTs to meet the needs of 'the client system'. 
However, its success depended on IHWs working through the established health 
system to convince 'the client system' that they needed to change their behaviour 'to 
help themselves' to better health. This expectation often created role conflict for 
IHWs as they attempted to motivate clients towards SHHC while the health system 
failed to modify its structures to facilitate such change. 
Further, as the front-runners of the diffusion of AHP's innovations, the IHWs, who 
according to Rogers (1983) should have been most prominent within the change 
process, were in reality least valued by the system in terms of career path, 
remuneration, promotion and decision-making. 
Consequently, because the professional/bureaucratic system of AHP defined needs 
and, as a system de-emphasised community wants (B1522), proposed innovations 
were often poorly understood by client groups. Consumers developed particular 
expectations of the system and they often became resentful when such expectations 
could/would not be met because of changes within the program's priorities initiated 
by central policy makers. IHWs were caught in the middle as they tried to fulfil 
multiple roles (including client advocates, educators, mediators/negotiators) in their 
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communities. The dilemmas they experienced when they interfaced professionally 
with kin to implement changes were inevitable, yet seldom anticipated by the 
system. 
Although AHP prioritised SHHC, and trained staff in presenting SHHC education 
sessions, it did not often invite consumer participation in decision making about the 
proposed change in the program's direction. In attempting to implement new 
"policy" at the grassroot level HTs soon discovered that consumer 
...participation [in SHHC] is not something that can be artificially 
conjured up. It is utiimately a feeling on the part of the people. If 
individuals are accustomed to having their ideas sought and respected, 
thex are more likely to respond positively... 
(McKay 1993, 7). 
It was only in situations where HTs, especially through the IHWs, fostered such a 
feeUng diat SHHC began to reflect second order change. 
Most importantiy. despite its 20 years of operation, AHP's inability to generate 
second and diird order change is reflected in the continued poor health of indigenous 
children and adults despite improvements in IMRs and some targeted chddhood 
iUnesses. 
Thus despite the difficulties of collecting accurate statistics nationally, it is clear, as 
Bhatia and Anderson (1995) point out, that Aboriginal women are four times more 
likely to die in childbirth than non-Aboriginal women; that Aboriginal babies are 
significantiy more likely to suffer from low birth weights than other Australian 
babies; and that 
...life expectancy for Aboriginal males was estimated to be 16-18 years 
shorter than for non-Aboriginal males during 1990-92; the gap was 
slightly wider for Aboriginal females. 
(Bhatia and Anderson 1995, 12) 
Further, deaths from communicable diseases are twelve times more common than in 
the total Australian population while death from non-communicable diseases, 
particularly acute myocardial infarction, diabetes and related complications is seven 
times more common among Aboriginal men and ten times more common among 
Aboriginal women (Bhatia and Anderson 1995, 16-18). 
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These statistics iu-e by no means new as explored in Chapter 2. It is important, 
however, to re-emphasise that Aboriginal adult health continues to deteriorate 
alarmingly even in Queensland, despite extensive programs such as AHP. The 
Commonwealth/State political context in which AHP was funded, and the 
centralised bureaucracy through which it was administered, thus prohibited the 
likelihood of second and third order change which may have effected improvement 
in adult health. 
It could therefore be argued that AHP unwittingly contributed to the level of 
structural violence in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities. The 
program was unable to alleviate the level of physical violence (indicated by 
morbidit)' and mortalit\' as well as life expectancy rates), to begin to address the level 
of psychological violence (expressed in substance abuse, mental disabiUties and 
suicides) and possibly increased levels of systemic fmstration through its failure to 
address tiie need for political support for significant change (Broadhead et al 1989) 
within the system. 
Further. AHFs resistance to indigenous participation in decision-making is 
particularly important because, by focusing its mandate and strategies on SPHC 
where 'the "expert" makes all the major decisions' (Werner 1988, 5), and by 
emphasising deficits and disadvantages, the program failed to capitaUse on 
indigenous communities' strengths. This is in direct conflict with processes 
underlying empowerment which underpin the principles of PHC. 
Empowerment focuses more on solutions than problems. It addresses 
people's strengths, rights and abilities rather than deficits and needs. 
(Gibson 1991,355) 
It would be unfair to single out AHP as the only, or indeed, the main agent for 
consttauiing empowerment by Umiting active participation in health. It is possible to 
identify very simdar patterns when considering the general health services' 
approach to PHC which is supposed to be a major focus in Austtalian health care 
smce the Ottawa Charter C1986) and the Health for All Australians Report (1988). 
Indeed, even though consumer 'participation is a key element of the Federal 
Govemment's Social Justice Strategy...and a basic right of all Australians...' 
(Broadhead et al 1989, 243) the social planning processes adopted, and maintained 
by AHP, are not uncommon in the Australian Public Sector today (Broadhead et al 
1989). 
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AHP was aware of, but constrained by, the Commonwealth/State political debate 
about Aboriginal health funding and policy formation which was (and still is today) 
not resolved. Hence, during AHP's life the State never in fact had a formal co-
ordinated policy about indigenous health- (B1545). Central 'policies', which 
directed AHP as well as niiiny other departments, generally meant that 
... the community [had] no direct voice [and therefore the] policy 
redirections ... reflect[ed] the interests of those groups in .society with the 
greatest political muscle, regardless of the ultimate desirability of such 
policies from the point of view of the community for whose benefit they 
are supposedly framed. 
(Broadhead et al 1989, 245) 
This is not to suggest that there were not some individuals within AHP who were 
committed to a community development approach. Indeed, the outgoing Director 
(1991) recogiused 
... that it was essential that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people 
be involved at community level in local, state and national decision 
making and at an officer level have a much great involvement in service 
delivery within the health services. 
However, it seems that even in his Executive decision making role 
It has not been easy. 
There have been many forces inside and outside the Department which 
have resisted the moves to greater Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
involvement, and have resisted AHP's greater involvement in wider 
policy ... Several times there have been moves to close down the AHP. 
(B1519) 
7.5 Implications Of The Evaluation Of AHP For Other Health 
Services 
The Health for All Australians Report (1988) highlights the need to change health 
sttategies from their current hospital orientation to community participation and 
involvement because 
Significant and lasting changes in the health status of a population are 
best achieved through full and active participation of the residents in 
2 In January 1993, under the Goss Govememnt, Queensland Health produced a Background Issues 
Paper Towards the Development of a Queensland Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Health 
Policy' and a final policy document in 1994. 
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health concerns. Such participation can lead to a community's 
empowerment in health. 
(Woznica 1986, iv) 
Rhetoric aside, it is equally clear that, particularly in western industrial societies, 
such as Australia, we find it extremely difficult to operationalise such empowerment. 
Thus the Health for All Australians Report (1988), while advocating social 
economic, political and educational changes in the Australian health system in order 
to facilitate community piulicipation. defines the parameters of such participation in 
terms of existing stmctural pattems. It advocates the development of committees or 
councils that are representative of the community'. Thus the Committee: 
Recommends the establishment by 1990 in each State and Territory of 
mechanisms for consumer/community participation in the development 
and monitoring of programs for better health. The Committee considers 
it desirable that consumer/community representatives be nominated by 
appropriate consumer/community organisations. 
(Health for All Austtalians Report 1988, 119) 
In terms of this approach, then, representatives shaping policy would need to belong 
to and to be nominated by organisations recognised by govemment eg the Country 
Women's Association, church groups, hospital boards and so forth. Littie thought 
appears to be given to the fact that consumer/community organisations, for example, 
represent particular interest groups which, do not, necessarily, represent local 
communities (see Midgley et. al 1986). Conversely, little attention appears to have 
been paid to the fact that many people in local conununities do not possess the skills 
and techniques to influence decision-making and are consequentiy precluded from 
accessing consumer/community organisations. 
Thus Grace (1994, 279) argues that within the 'health machinery' the consumer has 
become 
A manipulated component of a marketing enterprise ... as a "consumer" 
the individual is "programmed" in accordance with a model, the provider 
of the service no less than the consumer. 
The real absence of clear consumer direction becomes very clear when the Better 
Health Outcomes For Australians 1994 report is considered. The Foreword by the 
Minister for Health, Carmen Lawrence, claims that 
All sectors of the health care system - govemments, hospitals, clinicians, 
general practitioners, allied health professionals, community health 
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practitioners, non-government organisations, universities, researchers 
and especially consumers - have played important roles in 
developing the goals and targets ... 
(Better Healdi Outcomes for All Australians 1994, iii, my emphasis) 
Yet the Implementation Working Groups set up to establish National Goals and 
Targets were dominated by members of the medical profession and consumer 
opinion of the National Goals and Targets developed by the Working Groups is 
located only in Appendix 4 in the report which accounts for some 17 pages of the 
whole 348 page document. 
Further, the Health for All Australia Report (1988) and subsequent govemment 
sttategies have ad\ocated the role of general practitioners in the delivery of PHC 
and recommended financial incentives to encourage such practitioners to accept 
responsibility for health promotion/health education (Health for All Australians 
Report 1988, 96-97). This then clearly demonstrates that govemment poUcy has 
equated PHC with primary medical care. Similarly, in this approach to PHC, 
community participation and community development are considered to be 
compatible with existing hierarchies of authority and decision-making. 
It is, as Midgley et al (1986) suggests, indeed ironic that such govemment support 
for community participation can in fact lessen community involvement. Thus, 
Pearse and Stiefel (1979, 1981) claim that authentic participation, authentic 
empowerment, in health care requires 'profound social structural change' and a 
'massive redistribution of power'. To date no such redistribution has occurred in 
the AusttaUan health system. 
AHP, then reflected the dilemmas and incongmencies with which the current moves 
towards community participation in general health services have had to battle. These 
dilemmas include mismatch between vertical, centralised stmctures which support 
professional decision-making and horizontal diffusion where innovations reflect 
community's perceptions and reinterpretation of their needs (Rogers 1983). 
How then has the health system attempted to cope with this dilenuna? Hardie (1984, 
44) for example pleads for a recognition of health innovations initiated within the 
existing stmctures and wams that: 
... many hospitals are understandably sick and tired of being the target of 
constant criticism... 
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Such criticism can certainly be misplaced - health care structures are after all a 
reflection of the general patterns of social organisation in our society. Despite 
obstacles, a number of initiatives have been introduced. Thus at Warrnambool 
hospital, for example, the institution is reaching out to the community in terms of a 
diabetic advisory clinic, district nursing services, occupational therapy and 
physiotherapy, social welfare, speech pathology and audiovisual units (Australasian 
Nurses Journal. November 1982, 21-24). Most other hospitals would claim that 
they have established similar services - and they have. They are all useful and 
necessary, but they appear to equate primary care with PHC. The two are by no 
means synonymous. If the health system reaches out and delivers primary care to 
die community this, in Weberian temis, is 'societal action' (Gerth and Wright Mills 
1967, 229). It is action initiated and executed by 'professionals' through established 
hierarchies and stmctures. 
PHC, on the other hand, in Weberian terms, demands 'community action' (Gerth 
and Wright Mills 1967. 229) - health units at various levels of PHC delivery which 
at local levels co-ordinate services of support, education, treatment and, finally 
referral to specialist units and hospitals when necessary. Ironically the AHP met 
many of these prerequisites before its disbandment and the amalgamation of its HTs 
into community healdi stt-uctures. 
Let us explore these points a littie further. A number of reports and articles (see 
Bremer Ter Stege and Jerkovich (1980), Hardie (1984), Health For All Australians 
Report (1988), Jowette and Annitage (1988) have highUghted the need for health 
care services to reach out to conununities, to deliver 'people oriented' health care, 
for 'consumers' to take a more active role in advising and monitoring of such 
delivery as well as the system's priorities and goals. Re-deployment of funds, 
supportive legislation and govemment commitment to the principles of Health for All 
By The Year 2000 (WHO 1979; Bryant 1980; Kleczkowski 1980) are strongly 
advocated. 
Yet the very system in which such changes are to be implemented, consisting of 
established, socially and legally sanctioned, professional and administrative 
hierarchies, continues largely unchallenged. If we take, for example, the push 
towards 'consumer participation' in health care (see the Health For All Australians 
Report 1988), then van den Heuvel (1980) alerted us some fifteen years ago to the 
fact that: 
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In the existing (professional/bureaucratic) health care .system ... this 
approach [i.e. consumer participation] undervalues the patient status, 
because in such a sxstem the consumer has a low status and if he is 
involved in decision-making processes he has at best an advisory role, 
but no executive power. 
(van den Heuvel 1980, my brackets) 
A similar lu-gument can be applied to the position of 'paraprofcssional' health care 
workers within the existing professional structures. Such people who should, in 
terms of the philosophies and practices of PHC, be at the forefront of health care 
delivery and community development generally continue to be the least trained and 
die least powerful participants. Thus IHWs, Ethnic Aids etc, in the professional 
healdi hierarchy of decision-making, do not receive nationally accredited recognised 
ttaining and are frequently not even incorporated in the existing health system, but 
are rather an adjunct to it. Consequentiy to facilitate the goals of PHC, it is 
necessary to adapt existing professional/administtative hierarchies - not only in terms 
of providing extended ttaining for all professionals, but also in terms of redefining 
their professional roles and creating new positions and new roles. To date in 
AusttaUa no professional organisation has addressed this challenge. Further, PHC 
demands poUtical conunitment to community development (in employment, 
housing and education) to complement health care provisions. Any program which 
deals with health' in isolation or which sets goals for, for example, the reduction of 
smoking in Austtalian society without consideration of stress, unemployment and 
concomitant reduced life chances (eg Better Health Outcomes For Australians 1994) 
is bound to fail. Such perceptions of and approaches to 'health' follow Grace's 
(1994) 'marketing' analysis. They contain few indicators which establish the 
wholistic nature of health and which recognise the total individual as responsible 
for and capable of making decisions within her/his total environment. The 
evaluation of AHP, then, provides us with real insights about the pressures which 
wdl contmue to plague the health care system in Australia. 
7.6 Reflections 
It is clear that in any health program, those factors which limited AHP's 
effectiveness, including its perception of itself, its perception of its cUents and its 
process of decision-making, will influence the service's abdity to meet client needs 
in appropriate, culturally safe environments. AHP was conceived as a medical 
campaign designed to improve the health status of indigenous Queenslanders. As 
such it can be thought to have 'failed' - the health status of Aboriginal peoples and 
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Torres Sttait Islanders has clearly not improved markedly during the program's 20 
year life-span. It failed largely because it perpetuated a paternalistic approach to the 
client population and because its campaign approach was founded on a centralised 
sttucture which resulted in a vertical approach to PHC that did not change during its 
20 year Hfe span. 
Other health projects, built on simiUuly restricted views of PHC, may suffer similar 
results. Certainly a review of the general health system's approach to PHC indicates 
that selective community participation and professional dominance will constrain 
community involvement and a wholistic approach to health. In relation to 
indigenous health the Queensland Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Health 
Policy (1994) encompasses many of the incongmencies which bedeviUed AHP. 
This recent document, which sets the scene for indigenous health policy in 
Queensland, strongly supports a wholistic approach to indigenous health and, after 
quoting NAIHO's 1982 definition of health, states that 
The philosophy of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander health is 
embodied in the key community principles that are expressed in the 
Policy. The principles are an integral part of ensuring ownership 
and commitment thereby bringing about change in the health 
status of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples. 
(Queensland Health 1994, 4, my emphasis) 
Ownership is to be ensured through a commitment to community control of PHC 
services, (^eensland Health wiU consequentiy 
... empower Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people to determine 
their own primary health care priorities. 
... empower Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people to develop and 
manage their own health services. 
... extend the existing network of community controlled PHC services to 
provide access to primary health care for the Aboriginal arui Torres Strait 
Islander population throughout the state. 
(Queensland Health 1994, 11) 
It is of course impossible for a govemment department, or indeed anyone else, to 
empower another group or individual. Empowerment cannot be 'given'; power can 
only be taken when the powerless have recognised their situation and have 
themselves taken action to change the situation (see Freire 1989). Similarly 
empowerment implies people making choices - no one can 'give' people choices; it 
is only possible to raise awareness of the choices that are available and their 
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consequences. Thus it seems that 'empowerment' may have become the latest 
'catchcry'in relation to indigenous and odier minority groups. In the context of the 
latest Queensland government approach to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
Healtii it has become as politically expedient as the debate about PHC. Queensland 
Health believes that it can empower indigenous communities by ensuring 
indigenous participation in the planning, in contributing to staff selection, in 
advice to the Minister with respect to general health services and by State 
negotiations with die Commonwealth to ensure 
... equitable funding of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander health 
services in Queensland, including general practitioners services, 
community controlled sen-ices, nursing homes and hospital services and 
infrastructure. 
(Queensland Health 1994, 15) 
Thus community conttoUed health services will become part of general health 
services, incorporated within existing, powerful bureaucratic stmctures, subject to 
State/Commonwealth negotiations and in competition with more estabUshed 
instimtions such as hospitals and professionals such as general practitioners. 
Further the policy does not take community development into real consideration. 
While it mouths the rhetoric of community conttol and ownership it enshrines the 
rhetoric within its own centtalised bureaucracy. It could be argued then, that, far 
from enhancing community controlled health services and their contributions to 
indigenous health, current policy is recreating the dilemma which existed during 
AHP's operations. Chapter 4 cleariy shows that Phase 2 of the program was 
designed to afford indigenous communities and individuals the opportunity to take 
conttol of thek own health (Brett 1989), to involve Aboriginal people in the planning 
of programs and to empower Aboriginal people "to a significant degree" 
(B 1524,4/5). Yet the evaluation of AHP has demonstrated that these aims were 
rarely achieved because of dominant attitudes and practices towards Aboriginal 
peoples and Aboriginal health centtalised bureaucratic stmctures, funding wrangles 
and a lack of understanding or faith in the principles of PHC and community 
development. Under the current policy, community conttoUed services will become 
increasingly subject to the bureaucratic stmctures of general health services (as did 
AHP); they wiU (Idee AHP) experience funding wrangles between State and Federal 
agencies and they will be in active competition with major, influential stakeholders in 
general health. 
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Non-Aboriginal consumer groups have recognised this inherent mismatch when 
asked to comment about policies developed for dieir health and have commented 
Consumer groups endorse the World Health Organisation view of 
consumer participation at all levels.... Consumer groups also argue that, 
given the findings of the National Health Strategy report KnOMZtM 
Make You Sick that ill health largely derives from environmental, socio-
economic and social factors, a social nunicl of health must be adopted... 
(Better Healdi Outcomes For Austtalians 1994, 292) 
These consumer groups consequentgly advocate a social model of health. Such a 
social model of healdi must mcorporate community development as a centtal theme 
which co-ordinates efforts in health, education, employment and housing. As Gray 
and Saggers (1994, 130) point out 
Aboriginal health programs that have been implemented by governments 
have focused particularly on health promotion strategies. These are 
obviously necessary. However, in the absence of more fundamental 
changes which address Aboriginal poverty, living conditions and access to 
resources, their effect is severely circumscribed. 
An evaluation of die NAHS (1994), and indeed the evaluation of the Queensland 
AHP, concurs and ttagically reiterates die flnding that at both Commonwealth and 
State levels over die past twenty years diere has been 'minimal gains in the appalling 
state of Aboriginal health' fNAHS 1994, 2). The evaluation of NAHS provides a 
pertinent summary of the situation by asserting that 
The principal difficulty does not lie in assembling overwhelming 
evidence, legal or numerical, to 'prove' or 'quantify' the problem. 
Rather, the difficulty lies in the living environment, and the lack of 
political will to make the financial investment necessary to achieve 
environmental equity. It also lies in lack of maintenance of existing 
facilities and the confusing and dysfunctional array of political responses 
that stand between the problem and its solution. Simply tinkering and 
fiddling and setting up committees will resolve nothing. 
(NAHS 1994, 1) 
The evaluation of the NAHS (1994) further indicates that many indigenous 
communities continue to exist without adequate water supply, housing and roads 
while their life chances are consttained by the 'the shambles of uncoordinated and 
trivial programs' (NAHS 1941,1). The evaluation of AHP has shown that the lack 
of poUtical will which underUes the persistence of such negative outcomes in 
Aboriginal health, has characterised Aboriginal health programs for many decades. 
HistoricaUy approaches in Aboriginal health have been marred by neglect, prejudice 
and discrimination. 
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More recent, targeted programs such as die AHP have been influenced by diis legacy 
of the past in terms of their sttucture, delivery of services and attitudes to clients. 
Furdier, even when AHP has attempted to break out of this mould by encouraging 
self help health care and community development it has been consttained by 
centt^ised bureaucracy, issues of power and funding, lack of coordination of 
services and the need for professional conttx5l. 
Most importantiy, this evaluation of AHP has shown that no amount of 
infrasttncttue, no amount of service provision wdl ultimately impact on healdi unless 
diese are accompanied by philosophies, sttaictures and practices which facilitate a 
redisttibution of power and resources. Similariy organisation of services must 
reflect community direction, a change in professional roles and a recognition that 
ultimately aU individuals and groups must reshape the 'schemata' of health care 
deUvery in order to empower themselves. 
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PUBLIC H F A L T H NURSL 
Separate Comnuinicatioiis shoidd be made 
in respect to each subject. 
D E P A R T M E N T O F 
HI:AIJH lllAM No. J>"7 
HEALTH 
_T".. 
ABORIGINAL Hl'.AI.TH PROGRAMME, 
^ . ^ i ? f-.%Jl 
\ow Ref: 
Our Ret: {Ol O^ i^a 7 , 7-i> 
Telephone: 
18 December 198 9 
Ms Toni Dowd 
14/69 Orleigh Street 
HILL END 4101 
Dear Toni, 
Re: AHP Evaluation Visit to Lockhart River 8-11 October 
1989 
Thank you for visiting Lockhart River. It was good to meet 
both you and Lynette. Looking back the visit was a turning 
point for me, particularly in the area of community awareness 
and participation and control. It added a new dimension to our 
work which obviously was what it was all supposed to be about. 
Your visit generated a lot of community interest and, in more 
ways than one, opened the doors for us to encourage this. It's 
such a shame that some of us had come so far in our careers 
before we realised this. Your words of encouragement at the 
time, "keep on going", for some reason generated hope that we 
were beginning to get on the right path that might make a 
difference to the health status of the people here. It was 
also the beginning of a change in my understanding of what 
Aboriginal Health was all about. 
Your visit was one of the first that I had seen where 
Aboriginal people were consulted on how effective or 
appropriate they thought the service was — what a threat, 
people normally asked me those questions! It's good to see 
that the people's opinions really matter and your project is a 
starting point for them to have a say. 
I hope you and Lynette will be able to return to Lockhart. 
Best of Luck with the evaluation. 
Sincerely, 
B. McDonald, PHN. 
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21 September 1988 
T O W H O M I T M A Y C O N C E R N 
RE: EVALUATION OF THE STATE ABORIGINAL HEALTH PROGRAMME BY 
MS TONI DOWD 
Ms Toni Dowd is evaluating the Aboriginal Health Programme. 
This independent evaluation has the approval of the Health 
Department Executive. 
In the proposal submitted by Ms Dowd to the Health Department 
Executive the following research methods were outlined: 
A. Statistical analysis of existing epidemiology data. 
B. Historical analysis of the Aboriginal Health Programme in 
terms of: 
(i) interviews with a sample of participants in the 
field. 
(ii) Interviews with Programme administrators, 
(iii) Perusal of the existing reports and documentation 
for surveying of all staff. 
C. Participant observation among Aboriginal Health Teams to 
record case studies encompassing: 
(i) activities. 
(ii) perceptions of Team Members. 
(iii) Perceptions of clients. 
I would welcome your agency's support and participation in this 
evaluation. 
g;,^^*2^-X>rv/ 
DR R P DAVISON 
DIRECTOR (ABORIGINAL HEALTH) 
World Expo 83 
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30 January 1990 
MEMORi\NDUM: TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 
AN EVALUATION OF THE STATE ABORIGINAL HEALTH PROGRAMME 
BY MS TONI DOWD 
Ms Toni Dowd is evaluating the Aboriginal Health Programme. 
This independent evaluation has the approval of the Health 
Department Executive. 
The Aboriginal Health Programme Executive believes that this is 
an important project which should provide valuable information 
about'what the ;iboriginal Health Programme has achieved as wel^ 
as contribute to future planning and development m Aboriginal 
Health. 
As the Director of the Programme, I would welcome your agency's 
support and participation in the evaluation. 
A0^JI 
RP DAVISON 
DIRECTOR (ABORIGINAL HEALTH 
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AHP EVALUATION PROJECT: 
ATSI COMMUNITY EVALUATION 
WORKING PARTY RESEARCH WORKSHOP 
Summary notes prepared by Toni Dowd, 
Mona Phillips, Jeanette Kirk 
10 - 12 September, 1990 
Th is mater ia l should only be used by Workshop pa r t i c i pan t s . 
Please let the au thors know if you need to copy all or any 
par t of the summary . 
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ATSI COMMUNITY EVALUATION WORKING PARTY RESEARCH WORKSHOP 
VENUE: OPAL CENTRE, BRISBANE 
DATES: 10-12 SEPTEMBER, 1990 
Project Co-ordinator --
Toni r^ owd (Rcqisteied Nurse, Ph. D 
Student, Department of Social and 
Preventive Medicine, Medical School, 
University of Queensland) 
Coraraunity Workshop Participants --
Isabel Tarrago (Brisbane) 
Dan Steele (Brisbane) 
Felicity Pollard (Ipswich) 
Jeanette Kirk (Cherbourg/Inala) 
Barbara Webster (Townsville) 
Esther IIin (Townsville) 
Kona Phillips (Mount Isa) 
Karen West (Mount Isa) 
Noleen Dempsey (Mount Isa) 
violet Mundraby (Yarrabah) 
Gilon Sam (Cairns) 
Boni Robertson (Brisbane) 
Bill Lowah (Brisbane). 
Special Guests --
Gracelyn Smallwood (Advisor to the Health 
I-^ inister) 
:-:ary Sheehan (Ph.D Supervisor, Department 
of Social and Preventive Medicine, Medical 
School, University of Queensland). 
Anne-Katrin Eckermann (Ph.D Supervisor, 
Department of Aboriginal and Multicultural 
Studies, University of New England, 
Armidale, NSW). 
Rod Davison (Director, AHP). 
Jan Pratt (Acting/Director of Nursing, 
AHP) . 
Peter Hill (Regional Medical Officer, 
AHP) . 
Bernie Bibo, (Assistant Administration 
Officer, AHP). 
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PURPOSE: 
1. To develop toi" piloting a structured 
interview guide/questionnaire for 
colleetinq feedback about the Aboriginal 
Health programme from ATSI communities; 
2^ To identify realistic and culturally 
acceptable ways ol collecting relevant 
feedback about the Aboriginal Health 
Programme in different geographic 
locations; 
3. To determine community sampling procedures 
within selected geographic areas. 
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SUMMARY OF WORKSHOP SESSIONS: 
DAY 1 
-- Overview of research to date 
-- Introduction to possible changes in Aboriginal Health 
-- Comments by AHP Executive Membeis re: Changes in Aboriginal 
Health 
-- Planning Day 2 and 3. 
DAY 2 
-- Worked out criteria for choosing communities for case 
studies 
- - Began d i s c u s s i n g p o s s i b l e c o m m u n i t i e s t o v i s i t t o c o l l e c t 
f e e d b a c k from AHP c l i e n t s 
- - S t a r t e d p u t t i n g t o g e t h e r i n t e r v i e w g u i d e s . 
DAY 3 
-- reviewed criteria for case study selection 
-- decided on case study communities for Northern and Central 
Region 
-- discussed case study possibilities for Southern Region 
-- reviewed general areas of interview guide 
(e.g. introduction, what people know about AHP, how people 
feel about AHP service etc.) 
-- agreed interview guide should be adapted locally 
-- role played to show differences that need to be taken into 
account when interviewing in communities 
-- questioning and language styles discussed. 
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SESSION 1 
OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH TO DATE -- Toni Dowd 
The Evaluation of the Aboriginal Health Programme (AHP) 
started in June 1988. All the work that has been done so far 
has helped us identify the main issues and concerns that 
people have about ATSI Health and the AHP service. 
IDENTIFY ISSUES i 
AHP Aim 
AHP Impact on Health 
Cost effectiveness 
Programme Structure 
Programme Changes 
Programme Future 
Professional Concerns 
Workshop ^ CC*!MUNITY CCftfCERNS 
focus /^ j^rj^^j PARTICIFATIC»T 
O t h e r 
Over the next three days we need to look first of all at the 
type of qriestions we think should be put to Murri people about 
4^  the AHP, 
DEFINE QUESTIONS 
TO ASK AHP CLIENTS 
--what do they know about 
AHP? 
--what do they like about 
AHP? 
--what don't they like 
about AHP? 
--what changes would they 
like to see? 
:;89 
We need to decide who should collect the information as well 
as how, when and where it should be collected. 
4-
COLLECT INFORMATION 
--where should feedback 
be collected and why? 
--who should collect 
it? 
--how should it be 
collected? 
--when should it be 
collected? 
--what. ground work 
needs to : be done before 
visiting communities? : 
I v;:.ll answer from my point of view just one question now --
WHEN should client feedba,ck be collected? 
I hope to have enough funding to employ local people to work 
with me during the first half of next year. My study grant 
runs out in May, so the work will have to be winding up by 
then. 
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SESSION 2 
SPECIAL GUEST -- Gracelyn Smallwood [GS] 
ISSUES AND NEW POLICY STRUCTURE 
Background: 
Gracelyn pointed out that she has had 22 years experience in 
Aboriginal Health. She has never worked for the AHP but has 
kept an eye on what has been going on. 
ATSI Health and Funding: 
A lot of money has been put into Murri Health but it is still 
not good enough when adult life expectancy is well below that 
of whites; child mortality has improved but is still too high. 
All of these things are in line with the picture we hear about 
in "Third World" Countries. 
Advisory Role to the Minister on Re-structuring: 
She explained her role now in the next three months is to 
advise the Minister on the re-structuring of Aboriginal 
Health. The AHP and the Department of Family Services and 
Aboriginal_ and Islander Affairs are to combine to stop the 
fragmentation of services and give better care to ATSI people. 
Murri Participation in Decision Making: 
At the moment AHP has a high Aboriginal staff but Murris are 
in low positions. We need Murris in key decision-making 
positions and more community input at the top level. We won't 
get rid of the European staff. We need triple the amount of 
staff but with Murris in there controlling what is happening. 
There will be joint funding coming in from State and Federal 
Government. 
How much funding? 
GS not sure but it will be three fold what it is now. The AHP 
has asked for 41 staff positions to be filled -- GS will find 
out which positions will be for Murris. Things have to be re-
structured so that Murris are up there at the top where the 
decisions are being made. 
Information and Staff Selection: 
One of the problems is that there is a lack of information to 
communities when jobs are available. There are Murris out 
there who could fill positions but they have to know about the 
jobs! 
?91 
We need someone with a health and policy background as well as 
someone who )<nows how to work the system. GS will be giving 
constructive criticism to try and bring about these changes. 
Selection panels should include some local ATSI people. The 
Public Service criteria will be reviewed. 
Health Minister' s Conunitment: 
GS feels that the Health Minister, Ken McElligott is very 
genuine. When they visited the communities he was shocked at 
the conditions people have to work under. He's agreed to 
upgrade resources and facilities in communities. 
Computer System: 
The government is checking out a new computer system (like the 
one being used at the Aboriginal Medical Service in Broome). 
The system may be put into all State Health Services, not just 
Aboriginal Health. It will help make sure that people are 
given holistic care. GS believes that it will go a long way to 
stop the fragmentation of services because all the background 
information needed on a client will be available locally. 
Health Worker Training and Accreditation: 
Another important issue GS spoke about was accreditation for 
Aboriginal Health Workers. The Cairns TAFE training will start 
in January 1991. It will be a three year preventive health 
programme based on the MEDEX Primary Health Care Worker 
Training. But the curriculum has been adapted to suit the 
local situation. The programme was a ATSI community initiative 
supported by the community controlled health services. Now the 
State Government is also supporting it. 
Legislation to cover Health Worker Jobs: 
Work has to 'DC done before the training starts to make sure 
the legislation is changed to cover the work that Health 
Workers will be doing. Services like AHP and Family Services 
and Aboriginal and Islander Affairs need to work together to 
provide preventive holistic care. 
Staff resignations: 
GS said she was concerned about the fact that lots of staff 
had left the AHP. Some discussion about Health Workers having 
to go through a lot of red tape to get permission to do study. 
Some workers had left the Department because it didn't give 
them any credit for their study. Others who are currently 
studying get quite a bit of backlash which they don't like to 
say anything about. Today GS is meeting with the Minister and 
many of these issues will be raised. 
•;9? 
Nurses and Doctors Training: 
The need for Aboriginal Studies to be included in nurses and 
doctors training was discussed. An hour or so on Aboriginal 
health was not considered good enough! 
GS mentioned that James Cook University has started their 
nursing programme and they will be getting Murris in there. 
A Strategic Structure Plan for Aboriginal Health: 
Isabel drew attention to the DEET's New Strategic Structure 
Plan and suggested that State Health should be doing one. 
The group discussed possibilities of increasing ATSI 
participation in Aboriginal Health generally and concluded 
that as there was an opportunity to change the system it would 
be better to review existing structures in Aboriginal Health 
in terms of community development than to re-create a Black 
bureaucracy of nursing and medical staff. This would only 
result in another pyramid of authority and not bring about 
policy changes to strengthen community development and support 
local health initiatives at a pace acceptable to the ATSI 
people. 
Tripartite Health Forum: 
The old Aboriginal and Islander Health Advisory Council 
(AIHAC) no longer exists. A new tripartite forum has been set 
up. It will have Commonwealth, State and Community 
Representation. People will be nominated from different 
regions. 
Queensland Health Council: 
Elaine Berlin has been the Murri representative on the State 
Health Council which has been advising the government on the 
re-structuring of the State Health Service. Elaine recently 
resigned and GS will replace her for the next three months. 
Queensland will have 13 health regions. It is not clear yet 
how Aboriginal Health Services will be managed within these 
new regions. GS in consultation with communities will be 
making recommendations to the Minister. 
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SESSION 3 
SPECIAL GUESTS -- AHP Executive Members, Rod Davison (RD), Jan 
Pratt (JP) and Peter Hill (PH). 
* RD pointed out that the National Aboriginal Health 
Strategy Working Party had made 123 recommendations 
to government... 
He explained that a Commonwealth and State Body--
Tripartite Forum--will be established to advise the 
Minister on ATSI Health issues. It will have 
Commonwealth, State and Community representatives 
who will be nominated from within State Health 
Regions. 
5^  Issues related to structure and policy were raised. 
At present the AHP has only one Aboriginal person in 
a top position and one in Special Projects. 
* AHP has experienced difficulty facilitating 
community participation. 
* Not as much Funding has been received from the 
Commonwealth as in the past. The AHP has been 
working on trying to get State funding support for a 
long time. Now for the first time there will be 
State funding available. 41 positions will be funded 
i.e. ongoing workers positions (PHN, HA, FO). 
* In several locations the curative services available 
to ATSI communities are woeful and the staff work 
under great stress. 
* New T^P initiatives identified-- bringing staffing 
to an adequate level; Health Worker Education 
through TAFE in Cairns but also possibility at other 
TAFE colleges (e.g. Brisbane, Townsville, 
Rockhampton). 
* JP commented on Regionalisation. There will be major 
structural changes. The State will be divided into 
13 new health regions. A board within each region 
will be responsible for programmes. There maybe 5-7 
people on a board who will have control over what is 
done. The legislation to cover the changes will 
start in July 1991. Area Directors will be employed 
by December 1990-
* JP explained that the whole Health Department would 
be re-structured and each section would have its own 
funding. 
* Funding arrangements may give more control to 
communities. It will depend on each Regional Board. 
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* Suggestion made that it would be ideal to give money 
straight to an ATSI body. 
* RD argued that there is a need to look at curative 
and preventive services on a whole with ATSI 
involvement in the decision-making. There could be 
ATSI based Community Controlled Teams. 
* Question asked about Hospital Boards? JP made it 
clear that the Area Health Boards would be set up. 
There would no longer be Hospital Boards. 
* Question raised about whether ATSI communities have 
been given information on these changes? One of the 
difficulties has been getting information to 
communities but they will need to look at having 
representatives on these Boards. 
* Point made that in some places where the ATSI 
population is relatively small it may be difficult 
for Boards to justify ATSI representation. 
* Focus turned to Health Worker Training and 
accreditation. PH pointed out that the standard of 
qualification through the Cairns TAFE will at first 
be a "Health Care Certificate" with the possibility 
of going onto an Associated Diploma. 
* PH commented that the N.T. is more advanced in their 
planning. The Cairns TAFE is looking at the 
Certificate Course first. 
* PH pointed out that Health Worker Registration would 
have to occur through a Health Board (maybe Medical 
or Nursing) or a different body to TAFE who issue 
the Certificate. 
* All States are at different levels of accreditation. 
Question asked about the Certificate --will it be 
transportable? PH said that the TAFE course will 
only be very "basic health training". 
* The Basic Health Worker Training is still being 
developed. 
* Question asked about what will be covered in the 
curriculum? 
Communication, office procedure, equipment use, 
community hygiene, growth and development, 
nutrition, environmental health etc. 
* PH noted that there is such a wide range of 
specialised areas (e.g. child development, 
nutrition, alcohol) but the Basic Health Worker 
Training should cover core areas that later can be 
built on. 
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Question asked about who would be eligible to do the 
TAFE Health Worker Training and would people need to 
be working in health? 
It was assumed that work experience in health would 
be needed before people could get the Basic Health 
Worker Skills Certificate. 
Question asked about whether credit would be given 
for skills already gained? PH commented that he 
would hope so. 
PH explained a little about the TAFE structure and 
the committees involved in the TAFE programme--there 
is a curriculum development and advisory committee 
that looks at components developed by the Curriculum 
Advisory Officer. The material is then submitted to 
the Accreditation Committee. TAFE has its own 
criteria to look at and judge whether material is 
suitable. There can be a stalemate between the two 
bodies which can delay progress. 
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SESSION 4 
General discussion between Workshop participants about their 
experience of being involved in their local Working Party 
Groups. 
The main difficulty would appear to be finding the time to get 
together. Other points raised during this session in relation 
to the last part of the project were: 
* the fact that there is not a lot of time left to 
complete the project 
* the need to allow time to prepare local co-worker(s) in 
each area 
* the need to think about who might be suitable as a 
co-worker 
* the need to alert Toni to possible funding/support 
possibilities--maybe a contact person would help. 
* the need for each Working Party Group to let 
community people know about the review. 
* the need for each Working Party Group in areas 
chosen for case studies to ask relevant contact 
people (e.g. Councils, Health Committee etc.) for 
permission to collect feedback about the AHP in 
their community. 
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SESSION 5 
"TAKING PART IN RESEARCH" Anne-Katrin Eckermann 
INTRODUCTION: 
Referred back to Toni's overview of the research to date. 
WHAT IS RESEARCH? 
In a sense we all do social research every day of our lives --
we need to solve problems and to do this effectively, we have 
to gather together information, sort it, evaluate it and plan 
what action to take. 
The same is true with research. However, when we do research, 
we try to expand on the ordinary problem solving process by 
making it much more systematic. 
RESEARCH MUST BE: 
M 
U 
R 
R 
MEANINGFUL 
USEFUL 
REPRESENTATIVE 
RELITvBLE 
INVOLVING 
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WHAT ABOUT THIS RESEARCH? 
IL is a piece of: 
PARTICIPANT ACTION RESEARCH 
FEEDBACK ACTION INVOLVEMENT 
Lets of issues arise with this kind of research -- health, 
politics, funding, reputations, control etc. Aboriginal 
health is always political and so is any research associated 
with it. That's O.K. as long as what comes out of the process 
is fair to all participants. 
collected from 
organisations. 
INTEREST GROUPS that have been involved. 
So far opinions have been 
organisations and non-ATSI 
AHP, from ATSI 
These are the 
Some concerns identified are shared by the different groups. 
Other groups may have particular issues that they want the 
project to address. All the INTEREST GROUPS are likely to want pro: 
some thing different out of the report 
So far Toni and Lynette contacted health teams who referred 
them to different groups and then people withm those groups 
referred them to others. In research jargon this process is 
called "snowballing". 
Now we need to think about the best way to tap into the CLIENT 
GROUP because they are one of the most important interest 
groups which haven't been included in the project yet. 
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What are some of the things we need to consider? 
* vs'here does AHP operate? 
* how can we categorise, group, these areas? 
(e.g. are they rural, urban, communities?) 
* within each of the areas - what would be the best 
place to choose? How come? 
* how can we tap into people who use AHP as well as 
people who don't in each place? 
Remember, the client interviews have to be M U R R X 
if the research is going to have credibility and be 
acceptable. 
•iOO 
There are some other things we need to consider--maybe not to 
decide here at the Workshop but you will need to think about 
them when you are back in your communities as you keep a look 
out for people who might be suitable to collect information 
from clients. 
* who should be involved? 
* does there need to be more than one person? 
* what sorts of qualities should researchers have? 
The ideal, which we would never find in one person, would be 
to have researchers who are: 
s 
p 
e 
r 
P 
e 
r 
s 
0 
n 
SENSITIVE 
UNBIASED 
PROFESSIONAL 
EXACT 
REASONABLE 
PERSISTENT 
EMPATHETIC 
RESOURCEFUL 
SPONTANEOUS 
OPEN 
N O N 
JUDGEMENTAL 
SYSTEMATIC 
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SESSION 6 SMALL GROUP WORK TO DECIDE WHERE CLIENT FEEDBACK 
SHOULD BE COLLECTED 
* 
* 
keep in mind the wide range of ATSI people with 
diverse needs 
where does AHP operate in your area? 
* when did AHP start there? 
* what AHP staff cover the area? 
* what areas are there in your region e.g. 
communities, towns, cities, etc.? 
* in your areas select one community to start 
* why would this be a good area 
* why should feedback on AHP should be collected 
in this area 
* are there other services there besides AHP? 
[lack of ATSI organisations; AICHS/outreach 
clinics; major hospitals; local community health 
clinics. In country centres maybe housing 
CO- operatives. 
SMALL GROUP PRESENTATIONS TO ARRIVE AT CRITERIA FOR COMMUNITY 
CASE STUDIES 
Points discussed: 
* geographic areas serviced by AHP 
* population/stability/ATSI proportion 
'^  type of community (urban/rural/isolated/DOGIT 
etc. ) 
* staffing current and past (stability) 
* AHP administrative base 
* Start of AHP in each area 
* proportion of travelling teams 
* distances covered 
* travelling times 
* frequency of visits 
* frequency of client contact 
* essential service access 
* other mainstream service access 
* range of facilities & resources 
* visiting services/specialists 
* presence of AICHS 
community interest 
community access 
community experience of research 
community response to "outsiders" 
* family groups/networks 
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SESSION 7 
"ASKING QUESTIONS...GETTING ANSWERS" Mary Sheehan 
Mary spoke of the issues and concerns different groups 
pinpointed in the questions that they sent in. Most groups 
wanted to know about the present service, how clients found it 
and what they would like it to be. 
WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE? 
Three main questions/areas arise that perhaps we need to 
consider: 
A. i) Do people know about AHP? 
ii) Are they using it? 
iii) Is this what they want? 
What do they want? 
IF 
IF 
NOT, 
a ) 
YES, 
a) 
b ) 
Is it enough? 
Is there more? 
SOME POINTS THAT ARISE FROM THE QUESTIONS/CONCERNS THAT GROUPS 
HAVE IDENTIFIED: 
A. WHAT DOES THE SERVICE OFFER? 
Education, liaison, screening, access to other services, some 
direct clinical care (e.g. support for current treatiment, 
counselling, advise, support). 
PARTICULAR HEALTH NEEDS (that INTEREST GROUPS had concerns 
about): 
* ante-natal care 
* malnutrition 
* diet 
* dental care 
* diabetes 
* alcohol 
* hypertension 
* ears 
* eyes 
* general health 
* general hygiene 
* STD/HIV 
* pap smears 
* breast examination 
* Immunisation 
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PARTICULAR TARGET GROUPS (that INTEREST 
feedback should be sought from or about): 
GROUPS thought 
motners 
bubs/infants 
preschoolers 
school children 
adults 
teens 
unemployed 
aged 
alcohol dependents 
* diabetics 
* hypertensives etc. 
B. HOW IS THE SERVICE DELIVERED? 
DELIVERY - WHO? 
- HOW? 
a) who delivers the service? 
Aboriginal/non-Aboriginal 
- WHERE? 
WHEN? 
b) type of professionals? 
female/male? 
c) role of Specialist Units? 
d) role of voluntary support groups? 
a) language/communication 
b) advertising 
c) seminars/workshops 
d) home visits 
e) camps 
f) clinic contacts 
g) group discussion 
h) education/talks 
a) location of service 
b) availability 
c) access 
a) hours 
b) convenience 
c) acceptability 
OFTEN QUESTIONS/CONCERNS IDENTIFIED ABOUT: 
* INTEGRATION with other services? 
* But is there LIAISON? ™./^ n .^ 
* Is there privacy and CONFIDENTIALITY/telephone? 
and 
* COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION come up again and again from 
all groups. 
'M)k 
SUMMARY OF AREAS DISCUSSED IN SESSION 
1. What does the service offer? Education etc. 
2. What are the health problems covered? 
3. Service delivery -- how, where, when, who (target 
groups)? 
Main questions to get client feedback on: 
1. Do they know about it? 
2. Are they using it? 
3. Is it what they want? 
NEXT STEP WE NEED TO CONSIDER IS: 
* * HOW SHOULD THE QUESTIONS BE ASKED? * * 
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SESSION 8 GROUP PARTICIPATION IN ROLE PLAY TO SHOW EXAMPLES 
OF CONVERSATION / COMMUNICATION STYLES FOR COLLECTING CLIENT 
FEEDBACK 
SUMMARY 
Excellent interviewing skills were demonstrated in the role 
plays. All participants used a focused interview approach and 
very good reflective listening skills. 
The role plays showed how important it is to : 
* work with local people to understand what kind of 
communication is used and acceptable 
* adapt communication styles 
* find out when and where it is best to talk to 
people 
* not let anyone be left wondering what's happening 
* include the wife/family 
* consider small group or family interviews 
* learn how people refer to the AHP in their area 
* listen carefully regardless of whether you think 
what is being said is relevant to what you are 
doing. 
Discussion followed about what difference it would make if a 
white person was interviewing. The following points were made: 
* the person would have to be introduced and 
accompanied by a local person 
* people would need to know through local people 
what the project was about before the white 
person arrived in their community 
* the white person should not try to talk 
differently, "just be natural... use clear and 
simple language..." so people know what you are 
on about. 
* accept that some people may not want to talk to 
you 
Note: A draft interview schedule will be sent to all 
participants for comment soon. 
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SESSION 9 GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CLARIFICATION OF SOME ASPECTS 
OF AHP FUNDING 
General review of some of the points made by guest speakers: 
* GS talked more along the line of indigenous 
participation in management and structure. 
* PH took a diffeient angle--highlighting points 
from a State/Federal government perspective. 
* BB answered questions about AHP's funding and 
explained that for the first time the State 
Government had agreed to pick up part of the 
funding. The State would be doubling its funds into 
AHP in 1990 (i.e. $700 000). The programme would 
like to see joint State and Federal Funding so that 
each is contributing 50:50. Funding has been made 
available for 41 positions to build up the programme 
(fill established positions, not to create new 
positions). 
* Funding for these positions will commence in 
January 19 91 
* Funding is available for 6 months with a guarantee 
of ongoing funding to work towards the 50:50 
arrangement 
* BB asked about current funding priorities: 
5.9 % increase in funds from last year 
6.0% wage increase 
$4.3m in direct salaries (AHP asked for 
$6-8m and received $5.5m) 
* AIDS Unit receives separate funding 
* BB not aware of which 41 established positions 
were to be targeted but they would be within 
existing teams. His role is to advise the Executive 
on how far the money will go. 
* BB pointed out that the Unions had asked that 
Health Assistants be recognised as nursing 
personnel. However, qualified nurses do not want 
unqualified people getting the same classification. 
* HAs need to present a case to the Union to go into 
another scale. BB indicated that HAs needed to 
initiate contact with the Union if they were not 
satisfied with the present arrangement. It is not a 
Departmental responsibility. 
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* One of the difficulties pointed out is that HAs 
are often not informed about their eligibility to be 
in the Union, nor their rights as Union members. 
* The general point was made that because of the 
structure a lot of information is not getting 
through to the field staff soon enough. 
* A suggestion was made that lobbying for a HA 
network with representatives from health teams might 
help the situation. 
* Question raised about communities to visit for 
collecting client feedback --with the present re-
structuring that is occurring would it perhaps be 
more beneficial to go to areas for community case 
studies where there is no Health Team or under-
staffing? 
BB explained that everything comes back to funding. 
He recognises that some Health Teams must be 
ineffective because of inadequate funding to support 
them. 
TD pointed out that the most common reason people 
had for wanting the evaluation done was to improve 
service delivery to clients. 
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Discussion about Health Worker Education and the tertiary 
education "ladder": 
ASSOCIATE DIPLOMA 
(2 years full time) 
4/ 
DIPLOMA 
(3 years full time) 
4/ 
GRADUATE DIPLOMA 
HONOURS 
(1 year full time) 
N / 
MASI :ERS 
course work 
course work 
and thesis 
research 
(1-2 years full time) 
V 
Ph.D 
3-4 years full time) 
Note: Certificates as such do not exist on this ladder. 
However, accredited certificate courses taken through the TAFE 
system may be given standing within an Associate Diploma 
depending on the entry and course requirements. Tertiary 
institutions may have different entry requirements but most 
take into account people's background and work experience etc. 
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SESSION 10 WORKING PARTY RECOMMENDATIONS TO MINISTER AND 
FOLLOW UP ACTION FROM WORKSHOP 
Recoraraendations 
* group brainstornied recommendations to be forwarded 
to GS. Barbara will circulate a copy of the letter 
and reconimendations to all workshop participants. 
Follow up action from Workshop: 
* feedback summary of workshop sessions to be sent 
to all participants 
* feedback via local Working Party Group to Health 
Teams and other interest groups 
* draft interview guide to be sent out to 
participants for critical comment/feedback 
* ideas for possible co-workers and funding to be 
sought locally 
* publicity/information to communities and staff 
about progress of the evaluation via Working Party 
Members (e.g. face to face, ^Plenty Talk', 
Aboriginal Health Worker Journal etc.) 
* family groups/networks to be mapped out for case 
study areas so that decisions can be made about the 
best way to sample the client population in the area 
being visited (please forward). 
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LIST OF ATSI C0M<1UNITY RESEARCH WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS 
Ms Violet Mundraby 
Noble Drive 
YARRABAH 4871 
070-569126(w) 070-569195(h) 
Ms Barbat~a Webster 
P 0 Box 206 
AITKENVALE 4814 
Oil-212229 {\-)) 
Dr Anne-Katrin Eckermann 
Dept. of Aboriginal 
& Multicultural Studies. 
University of New England. 
Mossman Street, 
ARMIDALE \S',N' 2350 
067-7343:3(w) 
Dr Mary Sheehan 
Dept. of Social 
& Preventive Vedicine, 
University of Queensland, 
Herston Road, 
HERSTON 4006 
07-2535:98(w) 
Ms Esther Illin 
P 0 Box 2C6 
AIKENVALE 481^ 
077-272246(w) 
•*s Karen West 
17 Milthorpe Drive 
MT ISA 4825 
077 432812(h) 
Ms Mona Phi 11ips 
29 Cook Crescent 
MT ISA 4825 
077-446815(w) 
Ms Noleen Dempsey 
5 Darcy Crescent 
MT ISA 4825 
077-446851(w) 
Ms Gilon Sam 
209 Lynons Street 
CAIRNS 4870 
070-513077(w) 
Ms Pelicity Pol lard 
2 Greasley Street 
TIVOLI 4305 
07-2022913(h) 
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Ms Jeanette Ki rk 
141 Inala Avenue 
INALA 4077 
07-3724025(h) 071-681888(w) 
Mr Dan Steele 
Lot 9 Petrel CT 
CABOOLTURE 4510 
07-3930055(w) 074-956359(h) 
Ms Isabel Tarrago 
Lot 13 Meadow Road 
OIMBOO^mA 4280 
07-2269474(w) 
I'ls Jack:e Wortley 
14 Bihot Street 
GEEBUNG 4034 
Ms Boni Robertson 
210 Thornside Road 
THORNSIDE 4158 
07-3774295(h) 
vh- Bill Lowah 
90 Villiers Street 
NEWFARM 4005 
Toni Dowd 
Deot. of Social 
& Preventive Medicine, 
University of Queensland, 
Herston Road 
HERSTON 4006 
07-2535250(w) 07-8443064(h) 
Contact address for AHW Journal: 
--remember you can put yourself on the mailing list to receive your own copy 
of tne journal--
Ms Dawn Muir 
Editor Aboriginal Health Worker 
Department of Education 
University of Queensland 
ST LUCIA 4067. 
SMALL GROUP PRESENTATIONS 
AREAS SERVICED BY AHP IN THE NORTHERN REGION 
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Yarrabah -- Team 54 (1 PHN/2 HAs) 
Cairns --Team 2 (1 PHN/ 4 HAs/ 1 FO) 
Mossman ••- Team 5 (1 HA) 
Mareeba -- Team 6 (1 PHN/ 3 HAs/ 1 FO) 
Areas covered:- Kuranda, Gordonvale, E-iaibinda? 
E d rn o ^-| t o n , C: I -i i 11 a g o e;, A t |-i e r t- o n.,, R a v e I'l s I "i o e;. E:' i m b u 1 a l"i, 
M o 1-4 r"i t. i3i a r n e t. ^  F-' e f f o r d. 
AHP Specialist. Services:-Dietary Nutrition Unit-
(DNLD ; Hearing Conservation Unit (HCU);! Sexually 
Transmitted Diseases (STD) ; AIDS Worker (Sep-arat-e 
Unit.) . 
Administrative Base:- Northern Regional Office i,e„ 
Head Office Administration for Far North Queensl£ind„ 
Covers Yarrabah, Aurukun, Edward River, Kowanyama, 
Lockhart, Wujal Wujal, Hopevale, Cooktown, Coen and 
Laura. 
[TS/NPA come under Brisbane Administration]. 
CHOICE FOR CASE STUDY -- Cairns/Yarrabah: 
a complex area--urbari and DOGIT communit' 
1 a r g e p o p u 1 a t i o n i 5 u 0 0 r 
c o n c e n t r a t i o n o f s t a; f f 
r e g. i o n a 1 a d m i n i s t r a t i v e b a s e (c e i "i t r a 1) 
access to L ."—CA . 1 eart^y izominun i t. i e• 
'•^' r-ange of faci 1 ii:.ias « resoi..irces 
* specialist AHP services 
•'• t . r a V e 11 i n g a n d s e 1 1 1 e d t-eaiins 
•'• c r OSS s e c t. i o n o f A H F' a c t. i v i t. y 
•'• 1 o n g t e r rn A HP s e i •• v i c e 
•'• a l l i nd i Q e r i I D U S f"iirjiii 11 h t-eB. rn 
s t a t e g iac iv t : i "nr f ient . 
h e a l t h t iE:am. 
c o rri rn L.I ri i t. y c o u n c i 1 r e -s i d e i "i t. 
-- other services at Yarrabah include: 
•^ ' mat-ei- 'r iai 1 c!"i i 1 d h e a 1 i;:-1": 
+ h o s p i t a l 
* p r i v a t e GF"' 
=*• SC AN comiTi i t-1.ee 
•'• h e a. .11. hi c o m rn i 11- e e 
••*• o t h e r e s s e ri t- i a 1 s e '^ v i c e s - ~ p c< 1 i c e 
( S t - a t e / C o i n m u n i t . y ) ^ sc I - i oo 1;; ad in i i"i i s bi•" s^i:. i o n 
(C o L4 i "I c i 1) ? P S< C A s s o c i a t. i o r; ? I:' F S C l-i :i. 1 d C: a i•" 
O f f i c e r . 
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CENTRAL/WESTERN REGION 
TOWNS AHP SERVICE IN THE MOUNT ISA AREA:-
+ Camoovs iea l - - 2 h o u r s t i - a v e l t i m e 
* U r a n d a n g i e - - 3 T i o u r s t r a v e l t i m e 
•••• B o i j 1 ] a - - 4 I-"I o L-i r s t r a v &• 1 t i m e 
+ D a j a r r a - - 2 h o u r s t r a i v e l t i m e 
+ M : ' u n t I s a - ~ c e n t r a l b a s e / t r a v i r - l 1 i n g t e a m 
=»• C l o n c u r r y - - r e s i d e n t t e a m 
••' TTI O rn c\ d g e e — r e s i d e r"i t- ' t & ,~i rn 
* Mornington — resident team 
•• N o r m a n t ci i-i — r" e s i cJ e ri t- t. e ^ii rn., 
Note: While visiting other areas the AHP Team most times do-: 
the job ot othe^' agencie-., 
OTHER SERVICES: 
ppr;ic; A ]. 1 t .owI ' ls e>•.cept- U r avidai";g i 
r , - - + - - •> " •' " " 
_ , . , . . I I 11 I I J' 
P a e d i a t - r i c i a n 
hiijM A l l t o w n s 
H.-. rf, e C a r e D EI j a r r a C: a m o o w e E". 1 
ijSS All towns 
CES All towns 
ATSIC A11 t own s 
r,pc; ft, AxA EXcept UraI'ldati"ig i e 
M±U'_-M A11 towns 
Farnily services All arec.-::. 
Aboricinal Legal Aid When needed all areas 
0utback educat- i o\-i ExcePt Ui"andang i e 
C a t h olie C o u nc i1 A11 a r eas 
A ti -I' r i Q i r i a 1 H o s t e l s C a rn o ci w e a 1 
Geriatric Nurse All towns except Urandangie 
Abor i g i na1 L i a i son 
Officer L i ri\ i t. e d visit- s 
P s y c h N u r- s e A1 ]. a r e a s 
H o s p i t- a i '-• s ff''-''-' w ' - «=* •'• ^'"''-' •'• •'• *•* 
P r- i V a t e D i". t'a j a i- i" a 
C1 i n i c B u s h N u i- s e T' a j a i- r a 
Mount Isa A H services 
AIDS Worker Whole area 
Pol ice 
A ]. 1 a r e a s / c e r'l t- r a 1 ( :L f i- e q u i r- <B d ) 
CHOICE FOR CASE STUDY -- Camoweal: 
•*• s rn a l l set. t ]. e d p o p i-i 1 a t i o n 2 0 0 
+ i s o l a t e d w e s t e i' n c o rn in u n i t. y 
+ lack of support/resources 
+ infrequent visits by PHN 
+ regular visits by two HAs 
* serviced by travelling teEim. 
+ 1 o c a 1 s a r e f a i r 1 y s t. a t< I e 
•*• s;ome transients from NT 
* s t a t. i o n w o r I-: e: r s 
•''• u n e rn P 1 o y m e ri t 
Mi l rn £v j o r i t- y A b o r i g i n a 1 p o F' U 1 a t i. o n :.i' 
ma io i r t •^ cl" iLJrch -9rciLIF^'S 
c:rjrnmiji-| i t .y i nt-e:r es t . c\i"id i i-")vo 1 v'•••• rne::n 
f a m i l y n e t w o r k s e a s y t o map 
REASONS FOR ELIMINATION OF OTHER AREAS 
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--Urancangie: 
^^  sh i f t i ng F'OPL-I 1 at i on 
+ not a true picture 
--Da iarra: 
peop. n o t r e s P O ri s i v e b e c a L-I S e o f s! "i y ri e s s 
+ lack of trust of visitors 
+ lack of 1 eadershiJ.F' 
*- seasonal w o r k e r s 
— B'_'U J. 1 a: 
* lack of interest 
* lack of trust of visitor 
* seasonal w ci r" k e r s 
* 50 X poF'ulation EuroF'ean 
-MoLint. Isa: 
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CENTRAL/COASTAL REGION -- AHP operates in Townsville (1 PHN/1 
FO) a Ingham (1 PHN/2 HAs/) and Palm Island (1 PHN/4 HAs/1 
FO) . 
Areas served:- Townsville (city/rural) with sub-unit at 
Charters Towers (currently not staffed). Ingham and small 
towns. Palm Island (DOGIT community). 
CHOICE FOR CASE STUDY: 
-- Charters Towers: 
•+ large ATSI population 700 0 + 
«' n o resident- A H P hi e £; 11.1'i t. la a rn 
* serviced by AHF- Townsville sub-unit. 
* i HA servicing area 
'•*• AHP visits :•< 2 per week 
* lack of suF'port from Townsville beca.use of 
distar-ice 
* office recently closed due to resigriEition of 
v-jorker 
+ unstab 1 e ser V' i ce 
^ c u r r e n t-1 y n o h e a 11- h t. e a rn c ci v e r a g e .= 
OTHER SERVICES: 
H o s p i t a 1, B1 u e N u i- s e s, C o rn m u n i t y Heal t l-i, M o s s rn a n H a l l , N u r s i n g 
Home. 
Note: Perception that all mainstream services are critical ot 
A H p z- e c a u s e t i"i e f' e i s n o c o rn rn ti r; i c a t- i o n b e: t w e e n A H P a n d o t- n e r 
agenci es. 
There are r-io otheir Aboriginal Health services e.g» AICH.S. 
REASONS FOR ELIMINATION: 
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SOUTHERN REGION -- AREAS SERVED BY AHP:- Bowen Hillj^ ^''l^TJ-f-
(1 PHN/ 6 HAS/ 1 FO), Toowoomba (1 PHN/ f^^  ^As , Mu.goM 
(Cherbourg) (2 PHNs/ 5 HAs/ 1 FO) , Cunnamulla (1 FHN/ ^ MR=,; , 
Woorabinda (1 HA), Rockhampton (1 PHN/ 4 HAs/ 1 FU). 
i.e. combination of communities, cities, rural centre/country 
towns. 
POINTS DISCUSSED: 
+ Brisbane -- major urban centre (AlcHb) 
+ Woorabinda -- DOGIT community (Hospital) 
* Cunnamulla -- town/rural 
-- Brisbar-ie: 
* cornp ' lex u r b a n a r e a 
* large ATSI population 10 00 0+ 
* specialist sei" v i ces 
•" 1 o t s o f o t h e r s e r v ice s 
+ AHP service cuts 
* hea 11h t-eam mei'ge -
CHOICES FOR CASE STUDY: 
— Woo r ab i nda: 
+ large Aboriginal community 120 0 
* gaz:e11ed commui"ii ty 
+ isolated inland community 
r r- e s i d e ri t H A o n 1 y 
* s u n- p o r t f r o r; i t. r a v e 11 i ri g t. e a m. 
+ Epitomises poorest health conditions, 
f: dependent on access to urban resources 
-- Cunnamulla: 
•y isolated far west location 
+ r e s :L d e r. t- /1- r- a ^' ti 11 i r. ci t. e a rn 
:f: s.=Tves ATSI town populat-ion 30 0 
+ 1 ri m a 1 r; Ab o r i g i na 1 f am i I y g i" ouPS . 
:. ;^ .,rn i-r^vers Charleville (7 family groups), 
MNJlinie (^•' family groups) , T h a r g o m m d a h (Z 
family groups) and Windorah (1 family group). 
+ access to mainstream system e.g. hospita.,. 
+ may use NSW services. 
J. -.-..- .-.-, IT. rr, I I ••-. -i t •«' (M1". I s B. / C a rn c< o w e B. I) a 1 r e a d y N O T E : O n e t a r w e s t e i - n .....i_.inmun...i...r -u . 
chosen in the Central Western Region. 
:n7 
APPENDIX 4 
'PLENTY TALK' UPDATE 
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Hi There. 
Wed like to gi\ c you all an update on how the evaluation of AHP is going. First of all 
I'd like to introduce you to Lynette who has recently joined the project. She will be 
working with me for at least the next 12 months. 
"Hello, my name is Lynette Nixon. I am from Mitchell which is situated 
on the banks of the M:uanoa River South West Queensland. 
I have been successful in obtaining the position as a Research Assistant 
with the Department of Social and Preventive Medicine at the University of 
Queensland to work on the evaluation of the Aboriginal Health 
Programme. My position is funded by the Department of Education, 
Emplo) Tiient and Training (DEET). 
I am going to enjoy working with Toni Dowd who is a community health 
nurse^stud^ins for her Ph.D and writing her thesis on the evaluation of the 
Aboriginal Health Programme. I was bom in Roma Queensland, spent 
most of mv childhood^in Dalby, St George and Mitchell. 1 have been 
involved with the QEB Aboriginal and Islander Legal Service and the 
Aboriginal Housing Company in Mitchell for several years. 
I went back to study as a mature age student to get an Associate Diploma in 
Aboriginal Studies at Armidale College of Advanced Education and 1 intend 
continuing my studies in South Australia when I finish this project. 
I have not worked in health before, but as a mother of seven and a 
grandmother of five I have had a lot of experience as a client and our 
Housins Company at Mitchell has had to be involved in many important 
community health matters. My studies in Armidale have also helped me to 
understand some of the concerns and issues in Aboriginal health. 
I am looking forward to meeting all AHP staff and other people on my 
travels, and learning and sharing experiences in this wide and wonderful 
State of ours. Now Ml hand you back to Toni to tell you what has been 
happening with the project since it started in June 1988." 
Over the last vear I've slowly begun to piece together the early HISTORY OF AHP. 
Some of the information has come from "dusty old files" and newspaper clippings. But 
most of it has been recorded from the memories of AHP old timers who have generously 
shared their time and knowledge. The picture though will not be complete until we talk 
to more people including ex-staff and community folk. So if you have special memories 
yourself, or know o( other people in your community, who would like to share their 
experience of AHP with us, lei us know so we can be in touch. 
We also want to chat to people who have only been with AHP for a short time. Your 
experience will help us record some oi' the many changes that have occurred as well as 
describe AHP as it is today. Recording the history and changes of AHP is one important 
part of the evaluation project. 
A second part is TO TAP PKOPLK'S IDEAS AND THOUGHTS AHOUT THE 
PROGRAMME AND HOW IT WORKS TO ACnn<:VE WHAT IT HAS 
ACHIEVED 0\E\< THE YEARS. We will be trying to talk to as many AHP staff 
as possible and we will also make contact with other services and departments that work 
in the AHP. We \siU compare our findings to the work of Doctor Musgrave and Dr 
Ducdale who are evaluating the .\\ IP health status data. 
A third part of the pioiect is FO EIND OUT WHAT THE C E H L N T S THINK OF 
THE SERVICE P R b v n ) E D BY AHP. 
In the Southern Region to help us contact community people. Aboriginal and Islander 
Councils and Organizations, we have set up an Aboriginal and Islander Community 
Advisory Group.^ The croup is made up of individuals concerned about health and 
health-related matters in their communities. We would like to have a similar Community 
Advisory Group in each region. If you are interested in being involved or can suggest 
who should be united to take part in the group from your own community, please let us 
know. 
A few weeks aco we met with people on the Queensland Aboriginal and Islander Health 
Advisory Council. Thev were very interested and keen to support the evaluation of 
AHP. 
We still have a few people to catch up with in the Southern teams. But by the time you 
receive 'Plenty Talk' we will be enjoying the warmth and sunshine (we hope!) of the 
Central and Nonhem Regions. We expect to be in Townsville by the end of July, and in 
Caims durina September/October. As we visit your area we look forward to meetmg 
with you. In the next issue of Tlenty Talk' we will share with you some of our 
findings. 
University of Queensland 
Department of Social & Preventive Medicine 
Medical School, Herston Road, Brisbane 4006 
tel (07) 253-5260 (Toni) or tel (07) 253-5287 (Lynette) 
r/o 
APPENDIX 5 
PLANNING QUESTIONNAIRE 
AUORIGINAL HEALTH PROCRAMME 
EVALUATION PLANNING QUKSTIONNAIRE 
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SECTION A: 
(For each of the following quesiions please circle the appropriate number 
or write your answer in the space provide) 
1. When did vou join the Aboriginal 1 lealth Programmme? 
(W'rite the montli/vear in the boxes) 
MONTH YEAR 
Office use 
only 
4. 
What is vour ace'? 25 or younger 1 
26-35 2 
36-45 3 
46-55 4 
56-65 5 
Wliat is vour sex? ^Me ^ 
Female ^ 
What is >our current position in the programme? 
PHN 1 
HA 2 
FO 3 
When did vou start working in your present team? 
MONTH YEAR 
D 
Do you work in a travelling team? Yes/No 
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SECTION B 
7.1 Listed below are some PHN/HA activities identified by teams in the A.H.I . 
Place a number in the box from the following scale to show how much time 
vou would spend on each activity in a typical fortnight. 
5 
A lot A fair 
amount 
Some A litde 
OO-t-hrs) (6-10 hrs) (3 6 hrs) (1-3 hrs) 
PRF.PARING/Pl ANNINC. HDUCATIONAL SESSIONS 
PRESLNriNC. HDUC^ A riONAL SESSIONS TO: 
l^csehool 
Primary School 
High School 
College 
linemployed Teenagers 
One to one 
Adult 
FAMILY PLANNING 
ANTENATAL EDUCATION 
COMMUNITY HYGIENE EDUCATION 
IMMUNIZATION FOLLOW UP 
Infant 
Preschool 
School age 
Adult 
Hepatitis B 
STD TRACING 
AIDS EDUCATION 
INFECTIOUS DISEASES (eg. gastroenteritis, pnemonia, 
chest infections) 
PARASITE TREATMENTS 
MINORTREATMENTS 
ACCIDENT PREVENTION 
EMERGENCY AND HRST AID 
None 
at all 
(0 hrs) 
Z] 
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SECTION B 
7.2 Listed below are some I () activities identified by Teams in A.H.P. Place 
a number in the box from the following scale to show how much time 
you would spend on each acti\ity in a tyi)ical fortnight. 
^ 
A lot 
(10+ hrs) 
A fair 
amount 
Some A little None 
at all 
(6 10 hrs) (3-6 hrs) (1-3 hrs) (0 hrs) 
MAIN lAINlNG Ri;c\)RI) AND FILING SYS TLMS 
TAPING RHPORrS/C\)RRi;SPONDENCE 
PREPARING MEDICAL RECORDS FOR COMPUTER ENTRY 
MAINTAINING GENERAL CLIENT RECORDS 
REVIEWING HOSPITAL RECORDS 
EXCHANGING INFORMATION WITH OTHER AGENCIES 
GENERAL ADMINISTRATIVE DUTIES 
STOCK MONLTORING 
PREPARING/PLANNING EDUCATIONAL SESSIONS 
PRESENTING EDUCATIONAL SESSIONS 
ANY OTHER ACTIVITIES? (Please specify) 
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SECTION C 
8 Listed bellow are some general activities identified by teams in A.H.P. Place 
a number in the box from the following scale to show how much lime you 
would spend on each activity in a typical fortnight. 
3 
A lot 
(10+ hrs) 
MHETINCLS 
Staff 
Community 
Agencies 
Other: 
A fair 
amount 
Some 
(6-10 hrs) (3 6 hrs) 
A little 
(1-3 hrs) 
None 
at all 
(Ohrs) 
LIAISON WITH OTHER AGENCIES VISITS 
Home 
Hospital 
a h e n 
REFERRALS 
Hospitals 
G.P. 
Regional Medical Officer 
A.I.C.H.S. (Medical Centre) 
Other: 
ARRANGING APPOINTMENTS 
TRAVELLING (related to work) 
TRANSPORTING CLIENTS 
STAFF DEVELOPMEN'T 
Orientation of new staff 
Team workshop/discussion 
Health Assistant Training 
ANY OTHER ACTIVITIES? (shared by all staff) 
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DENTAL HYGIENE 
HEARING CX)NSERVA'T10N 
Hearing Book 
Worksheets 
Calient Follow Ups 
Hearing Testing (other than screening) 
DIETARY NUTRTTION 
Nutrition for Good Health (e.g. food groups) 
Diabetes Follow up (e.g. sugar testing) 
Anaemia 
Diet Counselling 
Infant Feeding and Weaning 
ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG OR SUBSTANCE ABUSE 
SUPPORT/CARE OF THE: 
Elderiy 
Disabled 
Chronically 111 
Other 
SOCIAL7CULTURAL PROBLEMS 
STRESS RELATED PROBLEMS 
ANY OTHER ACTIVITIES? (Please specify) 
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SECTION O: 
Q. Which activity do you think is most important in your own work 
for the impro\ ement o\' Aboriginal and Islander Health? 
10. Is there an\ aetixity in u hich \c)u have been involved that you'd 
like toseee\aluated? 
1 1. List the 3 most common Self Help Health Care (SHHC) Topics 
\ OU co\ er in vour education \\ ork? 
-) 
12. With which agency/organization in the community do you have most 
contact? 
13. List up to 3 things that help you get your work done well? 
1 
2 
3 
14. List up to 3 things that make it hard to get your work done well? 
1 : 
2 
3 
15. Which AHP project do you think has worked best in your community? 
16. Is there any question that you'd like to see answered by the 
evaluation of the A.H.P.? 
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APPENDIX 6 
FORMAT FOR PRIORITY QUESTIONS 
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND PREVENTIVE MEDICINE 
FACULTY OF MEDICINE 
MEDICAL SCHOOL, HERSTON ROAD, HERSTON 
QUEENSLAND 4006 
CONFIDENTIAL 
253 5200/67 
328: 
SERVICE/POSITION: LOCATION DATE: .. 
PRIORITY QUESTIONS TO BE ANSWERED IN AN EVALUATION OF THE 
STATE ABORIGINAL HEALTH PROGRAMME 
IN THE EVALUATION OF THE ABORIGINAL HEALTH PROGRAMME THE TEN (10) MOST 
IMPORTANT QUESTIONS I / WE WOULD LIKE TO SEE LOOKED AT ARE: 
QUESTION RAWK NUMBER 
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APPENDIX 7 
INTERVIEW PROTOCOL 
330 
INTl RVU':W SCHEDULE 
Contact/;issociation with the program 
Experience of the program 
Knowledge of the program's activities 
Understanding of the program's aims 
Perception of achievement of aims 
Perception of relevance of aims and activities 
Perception of program strengths and limitations 
Health eftccts and other benefits 
Recommcnd.uions 
Future 
APPENDIX 8 
QUEENSLAND ABORIGINAL HEALTH PROGRAM (AHP) HISTORICAL 
REVIEW/EVALUATION CATEGORIES AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP TO 
THE AUSTRALIAN COMMUNITY HEALTH ACCREDITATION AND 
STANDARDS PROGRAM (CHASP)i 
Categories emerging from data analysis were iniually reviewed in temis of CHASP generic standards 
in the Manual of Standards for Community Health Second Edition 1991, and then revisited 
to take into account the Manual of Standards for Rural and Remote Aboriginal Health 
Services 1993 Categories that correspond to CHASP standards are idenufied m italics. When a 
category corresponds to a CHASP generic standard this is indicated by the letter 'G' and the relevant 
number in brackets. When a category corresponds with a CHASP Aboriginal Health Services 
standard this is indicated by the number of the standard in brackets. 
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IMPACT 
1 . HEALTH STATUS 
A. Health Indicators 
B. Locality Comparisons 
C. Ethnicity Comparisons 
D. Parity 
E. Immunisation 
F. Nutrition 
2 . HEALTH PROBLEMS 
A. Policy and Resources (1.1) 
B. Presentation arui Accurate Assessment (1.2) 
C. Comprehensive Matmgement (13) 
D. Continitity of Care (1.4) 
E. Involving People in their Health Care (1 J) 
F. Health Problem Priority 
3. EARLY DETECTION AND INTERVENTION 
A. Policy and Resources (2.1) 
B. Accurate Methods for Early Detection (G2 2) 
C. Irformed Involvement of Participants (2.2) 
D. Prompt and Appropriate Follow Up (G2.4) 
E. Evaluation Effectiveness (2.4) 
G. Child Health Screening 
F. Adult Health Screening 
H. Disease Control 
4 . HEALTH PROMOTION 
A. Policy and Resources (3.1) 
B. Needs-based Planning (3.2) 
C. Consultation for Program Development (33) 
D. Comprehensive Approach (3.3) 
E. Evaluation of Effectiveness (3.5) 
F. Targets i.e. specific groups 
G. I*riorities i.e.specific focus 
H. Cultural Relevance 
J. Self Help Health Care (SFIHC) 
5 . HEALTH TARGETS 
A. Children 
B. Adults 
6. ACHIEVEMENT OF AIMS 
A. Success Indicators 
B. Appropriateness of Strategies 
C. Service Use 
D. Communication Effectiveness 
E. Mandate/Charter 
F. Other Benefits 
G. Influencing Factors 
Yik 
ISSUES 
1 . SOCIO-POLITICAL 
A. Policy 
B. Funding 
C. Structural/Control 
2. CULTURAL 
A. Perception 
B. Interaction 
C. Contact 
D. Conflict 
3 . SOCIAL/ENVIRONMENTAL 
A. Alcohol 
B. Housing 
C. Homelessness 
4 . SERVICES 
A. General 
B. Need 
C. Demand 
D. Provision 
E. Knowledge 
F. Accessibility and Availability 
G. Appropriateness 
H. Co-ordination/co-operation 
I. Specific Service 
J. Independent 
5 . CLIENTS 
A. General 
B. Lifeways (i.e. beliefs/values) 
C. Behaviour 
D. Health KnowledgeAJnderstanding 
E. Corr5)liance 
F. Attitudes 
G. Lifestyle - Physical Factors 
H. Psychological Factors 
I. Expectations 
J. Rights 
a. Policy (5.1) 
b. Confidentiality arui Privacy (52) 
c. Respect, Convenience and Information (5.3) 
d. Fair Investigation of Complaints (5.4) 
e. Choice of Doctor/Service 
f Ownership of Information 
g. Protocols for information use 
h. Informed consent 
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6. COMMUNITY LIAISON, PARTICIPATION AND ADVOVACY 
A. Community Participation (4.1) 
B. Community Management (42) 
C. Community Control 
D. Accessibility and Availability (43) 
E. Informing the Community (4.4) 
F. Comprehensive Knowledge of Community Networks (4 5) 
G. Liaison and Networking with Agencies (4.6) 
H. Advocacy for Health (4.7) 
7. PROFESSIONAL 
1. Role/Relationships 
2 . Staff Selection 
A. Qualificaitons 
B. Experience 
C. Interview 
D. Criteria 
E. Expectations (at time of interview) 
F. Motivation (reason for applying) 
(3. Recruitment 
3 . Education, Training And Development 
A. Policy arui Resources (7.1) 
B. Access to Appropriate Education (G72) 
C. Orientation (7.4) 
D. Health Worker Recognition 
E. AccreditaticMi 
F. Career Path 
G. Student Education 
4 . Communication 
A, General 
B. Cross Cultural 
5 . Special Units 
A. Dietary Nutrition Unit (DNU) 
B. Hearing Conservation Unit (HCU) 
C. Parastitology Unit (PU) 
D. Training Unit (TU) 
E. STD (HT4) 
F. Infections Disease Control Unit (HTIO) 
G. Special Program Unit (SPU) 
H. ADDS Prevention Unit (APU) 
1. Itinerant Hygiene Unit (Officers) 
J3i 
8. WORK AND ITS ENVIRONMENT 
A. Occupational Health and Safety (10.1) 
B. Appropriate Facilties atid Equipment (10.2) 
C. Fire Safety (103) 
D. Work Satisfaction (10.4) 
E. Cultural Safety 
F. Staff Accomrnodation 
G. Geographic Concems 
H. Legislative Concems 
I, Industrial Concems 
9. HEALTH AND PROGRAM RECORDS 
A. Health Record System (6.1) 
B. Confidentiality of Records (6.2) 
C. Adequacy of Content (6.3) 
D. Program Record System (6.4) 
E. Record System for Monitoring and Recall (6.5) 
F. Availability of Records (6.6) 
G. Protocol for Use of Records 
H. Ownership of Information 
I. Head Office Demands 
I, Health Team Workload 
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MONITORING 
1. ASSETS 
A. Health Improvement 
B. Staff Dedication 
C. Health Team Model 
D. Indigenous Health Workers 
E. Program Acceptance 
F. Indigenous Employment 
G. Program Existence 
H. Helping Own People 
I. Other 
2 . OBSTACLES 
A, Professional Domination 
B, Information Flow 
C, Attitudes 
D, Resources 
E, Govemment Policy 
F, Publicity/Promotion 
O * Service Fragmentation 
H. Bureaucracy 
t Other 
3 . COMMUNITY AWARENESS/ACCEPTANCE OF AHP 
A. Needs/Problems 
B. Perceptions 
C. Knowledge 
D. Relationship 
E. Satisfaction 
F. Recommendations 
G. Requests 
H. Complaints 
I. Expectations 
5. MANAGEMENT 
A. Funding and Accountability (9.1) 
B. Effective Management Structure (9.2) 
Central 
Regional 
Local 
C. Service and Co-ordination Content (9.3) 
D. Efficient Administrative and Health Staff Systems (9.4) 
E. Consultation for Planning and Decision Making (G9.6) 
F. Indigenous Participationy^)irection Within 
G. Policies and Practices 
H. Service Location 
I. Program Priorities 
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5. IMPROVING THE QUALITY OF SERVICES (8.6) 
A. Planning 
1 , Informed Involvement of Participants 
G. Management by Objectives 
D. Quality Assurance 
6. COST EFFECTIVENESS 
A. Accountability 
B. Staffing 
C. Funding Level 
D. Budget Priorities 
E. Resource Allocation 
7 . EVALUATION 
A. Resource Allocation 
B. Comprehensive Assessment of Needs (8.2) 
C. Goals based on Main Health Issues (83) 
D. Appropriateness of Performance Indicators 
E. Effective Information Systems (8.4) 
F. Evaluation (8.5) 
Commonwealth 
State 
Regional 
Local 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
1.PROGRAM CHANGES 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
Health Strategics 
Information/Feedback 
Profile/Publicity 
Direction/Leadership 
Co-operation/Co-ordination 
Minor Treatments 
Transport 
Health Priorities 
Resources 
Management/Structure 
Special Units 
PROGRAM FUTURE 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
EstabUshment 
Continuation 
Closure 
Expansion 
Policy 
Restructuring 
Decentralisation 
Integration 
Service Location 
• 3 
